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Announcements and News
Includes information about conferences, community events, and product news.

The Broadcom Suite of VM Management Products is Now Certified for Use on z/VM 7.3, the latest release of
IBM's Virtualization Platform

Among other new features in z/VM 7.3, Broadcom's VM suite of products now supports:

• Up to eight members in an SSI cluster.
• External security manager (ESM) enhancements for DEFINE MDISK authorizations
• NVMe emulated Fixed-Block Architecture (FBA) device (EDEVICE) support

For details on the PTFs that are required to enable the new functionality, refer to the Release Notes/New Features
for VM:Secure, VSEG, VM:Spool, Mainframe VM Product Manager, and Explore PM for z/VM.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.
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NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
This document contains information about Mainframe VM Product Manager Release 1.2. Release 1.2 contains all service
applied to previous releases.

New Features
This section provides a summary of new features provided in the current release of the product.

PTF LU07013 - Mainframe VM Product Manager Supports z/VM 7.3

Mainframe VM Product Manager is now certified for use with IBM's z/VM 7.3. The z/VM 7.3 operating system provides
many updates and advantages to the products that run on it, as detailed in the IBM Announcement.

To take full advantage of using Mainframe VM Product Manager on the z/VM 7.3 operating system, you must install and
deploy the PTF before you install or upgrade to z/VM 7.3:

• To install a new z/VM 7.3 system, refer to Deploying the Product for the First Time and Implementing the Directory
Reader and System Information Diagnose Code topics. For z/VM 7.3, you must specify a release specific entry to
CPXLOAD, VMNDLK73 TEXT, in your SYSTEM CONFIG file. This allows you to successfully enable Directory Reader
and System Diagnose support. You cannot run Mainframe VM Product Manager on z/VM 7.3 if an earlier version of
VMNDLK is specified.

• To upgrade from z/VM 7.1 or z/VM 7.2, refer to the When Upgrading z/VM in Place topic.

PTF S012489 – Enhancement to add CLONE support to the VMDEPLOY Command

This enhancement adds support to VMDEPLOY to clone, or copy, a previously deployed server environment to another
server environment instead of deploying from the product service disks. The CLONE option provides a more effective
mechanism for deploying a static, tested set of service from one defined server environment to another. The following pre-
defined server environments are supported: PRIMARY, ALTERNATE, and PREVIOUS. For example:

          --> VMDEPLOY server CLONE PRIMARY PREVIOUS ( LIST

          --> VMDEPLOY server CLONE ALTERNATE PRIMARY ( LIST

        

PTF SO10980 - Mainframe VM Product Manager 1.2 - RSU-1901

This PTF is a Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU) for Mainframe VM Product Manager 1.2. This PTF is in Product
Service Upgrade (PSU) format and must be installed using the Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service
Upgrade) procedure located under the Installing. After you install this RSU, your installed Mainframe VM Product Manager
base product will be at RSU Level RSU-1901.

Mainframe VM Product Manager 1.2 RSU-1901 installs all the published Mainframe VM Product Manager 1.2 PTFs with
a PTF number less than its PTF number (SO10980) that are not already applied to your Mainframe VM Product Manager
1.2 installation.

Mainframe VM Product Manager 1.2 RSU-1901 brings your installation to a known level of stability. To maintain this level
of stability and reduce the size of future PTFs, any Mainframe VM Product Manager 1.2 PTFs published after RSU-1901
will require RSU-1901 to be installed before they can be applied.
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VMPTFS Command

The VMPTFS command is new in this release. It produces a report that lists the status of Program Temporary Fixes
(PTFs) processed by the VMSES/E VMFREC and VMFAPPLY commands, and by the Product Manager VMDEPLOY
command.

NOTE
For more information about the VMPTFS command, see the Reference Guide.

Support for RSU ( Recommended Service Upgrade) Installation

Broadcom is now able to generate RSU tapes in VMSES/E PSU (Product Service Upgrade) format, delivered by a
published PTF. The  Mainframe VM Product Manager Installation Guide has been updated to include the new Installation
Topic Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade). The new topic documents the procedure. Providing
RSU installation PTFs will help reduce the effort needed when you have several published PTFs to apply to Mainframe
VM Product Manager for product stability; or, that are required to install a new Mainframe VM Product Manager feature.

Changes to Existing Features
This section provides a summary of changes to existing features provided in the current release of the product.

 

VMDEPLOY Command

The VMDEPLOY command has additional options to override default values that are displayed by the new VMPTFS
command report.

The new LIST option displays filenames of added, removed, and changed files. NOLIST is the default.

Note: For more information about the VMDEPLOY command, see the Reference Guide.

VMALLOC Command

The VMALLOC command has a new tagname parameter that allows selective automatic allocation of specific virtual
machines or specific minidisks. This addition provides the capability to add optional minidisks or user IDs that were not
elected when the initial product resources were allocated.

Note: For more information about the VMALLOC command, see the Reference Guide.

Updated Installation for the Directory Lookup and System Information Diagnose Code

This release modifies the procedure to install the Directory Lookup and System Information Diagnose code. The updated
procedure requires that a unique TEXT file for each release of VM be loaded to the system parameter disk and be named
in the SYSTEM CONFIG file.

Note: For more information about installing the diagnose code, see the Installation Guide.

Documentation Changes
The following pages have been updated for Release 1.2:

• Changed all references of ZVMN011A to ZVMN012A in Installing.
• VMPTFS command has been added to the Reference.
• VMALLOC command and VMDEPLOY command have been updated to reflect new options.
• The Directory Reader and System Information Diagnose Code section has been updated with changes in this release.

The following changes were made post-GA:
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3 November 2014 

Two minor doc issues fixed:

• Installing Product Materials – In example of VMANAGER user ID, replaced volser name SPACE5 with placeholder
'volser'

• Generalized Report Writer, VM:Tape TMC5 Data Definition Table – Corrected OUTCODE field type to A/N

 2 September 2015 

One doc issue fixed:

• Deploying the Product for the First Time and Deploying the Product for an Upgrade – Added warning to run
VMFSETUP if installing user ID logged off or system re-IPL'ed during installation.

2 April 2018 

• Added Installation Topic Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade).
• Updated Installation Topic Servicing Your Product to included detailed information on what to do if VMSES/E

message VMFBLD2185R is received when you run the VMFBLD step.

21 September 2018 

• Updated Installation Topic When Updating z/VM in Place

Product Names and Abbreviations
This article defines the acronyms and product names that are referenced in this documentation.

This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• Mainframe VM Product Manager
• License Management Program (LMP)
• VM:Account™ (VM:Account)
• VM:Archiver™ (VM:Archiver)
• VM:Backup™ for z/VM (VM:Backup)
• VM:Batch™ (VM:Batch)
• VM:Operator™ (VM:Operator)
• VM:Secure™ for z/VM (VM:Secure)
• VM:Sort (VM:Sort)
• VM:Tape (VM:Tape)
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Getting Started
The Mainframe VM Product Manager is a set of tools for installing, servicing, and deploying Broadcom Mainframe VM
products. It is integrated with the familiar IBM VMSES/E facility to simplify managing your Broadcom VM products by
using the same methods you use to manage your VM system itself. A common product database, defined in a simple
CMS NAMES file, collects deployment definitions and runtime controls you specify. These definitions are referenced
both when Broadcom VM products initialize, and continually during their execution to monitor and control your system
management server products. This section provides an overview of the Mainframe VM Product Manager capabilities.

Audience

The audience for this documentation includes system programmers, system administrators, storage administrators, and
other VM users, who are responsible for installing, configuring, authorizing, and servicing various Broadcom VM products.
The document assumes that you are thoroughly familiar with the following areas:

• CP, CMS components
• VMSES/E procedures
• VM environment and installing software in this environment
• The IT environment, processes, and procedures of your organization.
• Your organization's IT environment, processes, and procedures

If you are installing this software, you may need to work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer, for CP and CMS definitions
• Storage administrator, for disk space allocation
• Security administrator, for establishing resource authorizations

Product Manager Environment
A central user ID, VMANAGER, performs installation and service tasks so that a common database describing the
installed and deployed VM products can be easily managed. The same ID accesses this central database to facilitate
a set of administration tasks for each product, using a common interface and common tools. Each product deployment
accesses this central information repository both during startup and continually during execution so that administration or
configuration changes may immediately affect the running product servers.

Initial VM Product Installation
Broadcom VM products managed by Mainframe VM Product Manager are delivered in VMSES/E format. Both new
product versions and any subsequent corrective or preventive service are available in a downloadable electronic envelope
file. A series of standard VMSES/E commands populate a set of minidisks or Shared File System directories with product
materials from a tape image. This set of disk space is unique to one product and only one version of that product.

NOTE
The VMSES/E commands for installation of product materials are described, in depth, by the IBM publication
VMSES/E Introduction and Reference. Of particular interest are the chapters:

• Introducing the VMFINS EXEC
• Using the VMFINS EXEC
• Installing Products with VMFINS

 14
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Installation Process Overview

An Installation Guide is available for each product installation. The guide provides the detailed steps you follow to load the
product materials. Here is an overview of the standard installation steps common to all products:

• Issue the VMFINS INSTALL command with the INFO operand to create a list of the products on the installation tape.
Use this VMFINS PRODLIST file to verify the contents and identify the Product Parameter Files which were loaded.

• Issue the VMFINS INSTALL command with the PLAN option to produce a PLANINFO file documenting the product
resource requirements for needed user IDs and disk space.

• Allocate the user IDs and disk space to hold the product materials. A separate user ID is allocated for each version of a
specific product. That ID owns disk space which will be loaded from the tape image file. The process for allocating VM
resources is described in the section "Product Resource Allocation".

• Issue the VMFINS INSTALL command with the ADD option to populate the product materials disk space.

At the end of these steps, disk space owned by a newly defined user ID is populated with the product materials from the
distribution media. The individual minidisks or Shared File System directories in this collection are identified by a definition
character string from the VMSES/E Product Parameter File. The various types of disk space are defined in the following
sections.

SERVICE Disk Space

The service minidisks are identified by the DELTA and APPLY minidisk definition strings. These minidisks are used during
the service process to contain replacement parts and various service control files.

BASE Disk Space

The BASE minidisks are identified by the BASE prefix on the minidisk definition string. Broadcom VM products generally
provide two BASE disk areas. The BASE1 minidisk contains the original version of serviceable parts for a specific release.
It also includes source code files for parts of the product written in the REXX language. Because parts of CMS are used
to build product executable files, a BASE2 minidisk is defined as the MAINT 190 CMS minidisk. BASE disk space is never
updated by the service process.

BUILD Disk Space

The build minidisks or directories are identified by a minidisk string beginning with BUILD. These minidisks contain the
code that will be copied for use by a running server machine user ID, or by end users on a publicly accessed minidisk or
directory. This list illustrates some of the possible BUILD strings used by Broadcom VM products:

• BUILDSRV -- Server Code Minidisk
• BUILDADM -- Server Administration Minidisk
• BUILDPUB -- Public File Minidisk
• BUILDHLP -- Product Help Files Minidisk

LOCAL Disk Space

Broadcom VM products identify LOCAL disk space by a string name starting with LOCAL. The string is of two types, listed
as follows:

• LOCALSAM
The LOCALSAM string name identifies sample disk space. This space contains sample code in the form of User
Exit programming files, sample product configuration files, and other control files used by the Mainframe VM Product
Manager utility commands.

• LOCALMOD
The LOCALMOD string identifies an empty minidisk directory, which holds any local modifications of the product code.
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Product Resource Allocation
Understand how to allocate product resources when starting to use a VM product.

Product Resources

Typically, two sets of resources are allocated to bring a product into use.

• The first set is a collection of disks owned by a user ID defined for one specific product and one specific product
release. The ID exists just to own the disk space. It is defined as a NOLOG user ID.

• The second set is disk space allocated to house and run the product. A server-based product requires a server user ID
which accepts requests and delivers services. It may employ worker virtual machines so it can offload function which
can run in parallel. It may employ administration user IDs, like a tape librarian virtual machine, to manage and control
the server function. Another type of product is a utility product. It does not have a server virtual machine. The product
just supplies function executed directly by an end user. A utility product may just need disk space to hold the utility
code.

The first set of resources is allocated during the Product Installation steps. The second set is allocated during each
deployment of a product. When VMFINS INSTALL with the PLAN option is executed, a PLANINFO file is generated to
document resource requirements for both sets of resources.

You may retrieve the resource requirements for both sets of resources directly from this PLANINFO file, or you may
use the VMALLOC command tool to extract the information for you. VMALLOC may be configured to call VM:Secure or
VM:Director if you use either product at your site.

The VMSES/E Planning Resource File (PLANINFO) File Example

The Planning Resource File (PLANINFO) contains the directory entry for the product user ID, the server machine user ID,
as well as any worker or other user IDs needed by the product server. Information to build MDISK statements for these
user IDs is included as well. For example, if you XEDIT the PLANINFO file for product VM:Account, you will see that the
file contains the real directory entry for all the user IDs needed.

USER ZVMJ017A NOLOG

USER VMACCT VMACCT 64M 256M ABCEG

     ACCOUNT VMANAGER VMANAGER

     MACHINE ESA

     IUCV ALLOW

     OPTION D84NOPAS ACCT MAXCONN 65535

     IPL CMS

     CONSOLE 0009 3215

     SPOOL 000C 2540 READER *

     SPOOL 000D 2540 PUNCH A

     SPOOL 000E 1403 A

     LINK MAINT 0190 0190 RR * CMS system disk

     LINK MAINT 019D 019D RR * help disk

     LINK MAINT 019E 019E RR * LP Product disk

     LINK VMANAGER 0195 01FE RR * VMANAGER code disk

     LINK VMANAGER 01FF 01FF RR * VMANAGER configuration disk

USER VMJDASD VMJDASD 32M 32M G

     ACCOUNT VMANAGER VMANAGER

     OPTION ACCT MAXCONN 256

     MACHINE ESA

     IUCV ALLOW

     IPL CMS PARM AUTOCR NOSPROF
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     CONSOLE 0009 3215

     SPOOL 000C 2540 READER *

     SPOOL 000D 2540 PUNCH A

     SPOOL 000E 1403 A

     LINK MAINT 0190 0190 RR * CMS system disk

     LINK MAINT 019D 019D RR * help disk

     LINK MAINT 019E 019E RR * LP Product disk

     LINK VMACCT 0192 0192 RR * VMACCT code disk

     LINK VMACCT 0191 0193 RR * VMACCT local disk

In addition, the owner, virtual address, size, format and block size requirements for each minidisk for each user ID is
provided.

The entry for the VMACCT 191 minidisk appears as follows:

OWNER: VMACCT

    TARGID:     191

    SIZE:       3600

    BLKSIZE:    4K

    FORMAT:     CMS

    RECOMPED:   NO

VMALLOC Command Tool

The VMALLOC command uses the information contained in the PLANINFO file in one of two ways:

1. It can create DIRECT files for use in manually updating the CP Directory with the DIRECTXA command or with your
installation directory management product.

2. It can automatically create the CP Directory entries for the needed users as well as allocating the disk space. This
feature is available if you have the VM:Secure (with security or without security) product installed.

Each product installation guide details the VMALLOC command and its syntax.

VM Product Deployment

Overview

The Mainframe VM Product Manager architecture separates the product materials installation from the deployment so that
the process of applying service is staged, and does not interfere with production server products.

Product deployment is a set of activities that result in the creation of the following items:

1. User IDs to execute the product code.
2. Copies of the installed product code for use by the running product. The running product does not have direct access

to the product materials loaded from the installation media, but uses copies only.
3. An initial version of configuration and control files for the product, which are based on the information gathered about

the VM system at your site. This information includes elements of your hardware configuration and also values you
defined in various VM system configuration files.

The following steps are involved in a typical deployment:

1. A definition is created for the product deployment as an entry in a standard CMS NAMES file called VMSERVER
NAMES. The VMDEFINE command created the initial version of an entry and the VMSERVER command is used to
bring up a NAMES file panel for updating the entry.
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NOTE
For more information about format of an entry, see the section Defining a VMSERVER NAMES File Entry.

2. A directory entry is created for any server virtual machine, worker virtual machine, or administration virtual machine
defined in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry. Disk space is allocated for the new users. The process for allocating
resources depends on your specific site procedures.

NOTE
For more information, see the section Product Resource Allocation.

3. Product materials, which were loaded to your system during product installation, are copied to disk space which
becomes part of the deployment. Using a copy allows the original materials to be updated during the service process,
without impacting a deployed server.

4. An initial set of configuration files are created, based on the environment on the host VM system.
5. Any required product specific procedures are executed. Items in this step might include initializing a product database,

creating other product control files, or updating configuration files.

VMDEPLOY Command Tool

The VMDEPLOY tool is the method used to populate disk space used during operation of a deployed product.

For the initial deployment of a newly allocated product server machine user ID, issue the following form of the command:

VMDEPLOY server INIT

Where:

server
Defines the user ID for the product server virtual machine.

A set of default configuration files and a startup PROFILE EXEC is placed on the minidisk defined by the LOCAL tag in
the VMSERVER NAMES definition. The contents of the product BUILD disks is copied to the server machine minidisks
defined by the tag names listed in the DEPLOY tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file.

For a new deployment of an existing server, you may select a collection of disks to populate. A new deployment is needed
when moving to a new release of a product, or to make available those programming materials which have been updated
by the service process. The available collections are:

1. the set of PRIMARY disks (those named on the DEPLOY tag)
2. the PREVIOUS disks (used to create a backup copy before an upgrade or before applying service)
3. the ALTERNATE disks (used to hold a new copy for an upgrade or for new service).

Issue the following:

VMDEPLOY servercollection

Where:

collection
Denotes either PRIMARY or ALTERNATE or PREVIOUS.

VMDEPLOY also allows the specification of one particular disk as the target. For example, issue this command to deploy
files to the disk named on the HELP tag in the NAMES file entry:

VMDEPLOY server HELP

VMSERVER Command Tool

The VMSERVER command can be used to access the VMSERVER NAMES file for a variety of uses. A set of PF keys is
provided that allow you to scroll through the server machine definitions, delete or change existing definitions, and make
copies of definitions.
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You now have an understanding of how the Mainframe VM Product Manager commands integrate with VMSES/E to install
and service our products. The diagram below illustrates the key concepts presented here: namely, new product code
in the form of a new product release, a product service pack, or product service, is loaded first to the product user ID
minidisks and then deployed to the server machine user ID deployable minidisks. The following diagram illustrates this
relationship:
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Format Conventions for Code Syntax
This section describes the format and conventions used to document commands, utilities, and user exits. Each convention
provides examples, describing how to use commands, how to use options, or how the system responds to user entries.
 
Also, note that the examples and instructions throughout this document use VMANAGER as the user ID for system
administrator and maintenance functions. If you use a different user ID for the system administrator or the service virtual
machine, replace those names in any instructions in which the default ones appear throughout this document.

 

Command Abbreviations 

When a command contains uppercase and lowercase letters, then the uppercase letters denote the shortest acceptable
abbreviation that you can use to type the command. However, when a code item appears entirely in uppercase letters,
you cannot abbreviate the item.

You can type the code item in uppercase letters, lowercase letters, or any combination.

Example: 

CMDNAme

In this example, you can enter CMDNA, CMDNAM, or CMDNAME in any combination of uppercase and lowercase letters.

Continuation 

The code syntax or code fragment definitions can continue from one line to the next line. The following examples describe
code continuation:

Example 1: 

A | B C | D

This code is equivalent to the following code:

A

| B C

| D

Example 2: 

{choice1 | choice2 | choice99}

This code is equivalent to the following code:

 { choice1

 | choice2

 | choice99 }

Default Values 

An underlined code item denotes the default value. The system uses the default value unless you override it. You can
override the default value by coding an option from the available list.

  Example: 

[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]
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In this example, the code item parm1 is the default value, and this is used by the system when you do not specify any of
the options. However, you can code parm1, parm2, or parm3. 

Keywords and Constants 

A keyword name or constant always appears in uppercase letters. Code the keyword name or constant exactly as shown
in the following example:

Example: 

STOP {tracenumber | * | [USER] userid}

This example displays the USER keyword.

Optional Choices 

Defines optional code items -- denoted by square brackets around a code item.

Example: 

CMDName [parm1]

In this example, you can choose parm1 or no parameter at all. However, when two or more items are enclosed in square
brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are optional.

Multiple Optional Choices 

When two or more items are enclosed in square brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are
optional.

Example: 

In this example, you can choose parm1, parm2, parm3, or nothing at all.

[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]

 Positional Parameters 

Commands with positional parameters are identified by nested square brackets. Each positional parameter requires the
specification of all previous positional parameters. The following example describes the positional parameter:

 Example: 

CMDName [posparm1 [posparm2 [posparm3]] ]

In this example, posparm3 can be specified only when posparm1 and posparm2 are also specified.

Repetition 

An ellipsis following a code item means that the code item can be repeated. A list of code items enclosed in brackets and
followed by an ellipsis means that you can select more than one item or, in some cases, repeat a single item.

Example 2: 

Repeat...

Example 3: 

{Operand1 | Operand2}...

In this example, you must choose at least one operand and you can choose both operands. If one of the operands is a
variable, you may also be able to repeat that operand with different values.
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Required Choices 

You must select one item from a list of items when they are enclosed in curly braces. The items are separated by a
vertical bar character.

Example: 

CMDNAme {A | B | C}

In this example, your choice results in CMDNAME A, CMDNAME B, or CMDNAME C.

Special Symbols 

The following list describes the meaning of the special symbols used in codes:

• {} (encloses a list of operands, one of which is required).
• [] (enclose an optional operand or operands).
• " " (enclose the name of a syntax fragment)
• underline (identifies a default value)
• | (separates alternative operands)
• . . . (Indicates that the preceding item or group can be repeated).

Symbols 

The following list displays symbols. These symbols should be coded exactly as they appear in the code syntax.

• * (Asterisk)
• : (Colon)
• , (Comma)
• = (Equal Sign)
• -- (Hyphen)
• ( )(Parentheses)
• . (Period)

Syntax Fragments 

Some codes use fragments, when the code syntax is too lengthy. The fragment name appears between double quotes in
the code syntax.
The expanded fragment appears in the syntax after all other parameters or at the bottom of the code syntax. A heading
with the fragment name identifies the expanded fragment.

Example1: 

CMDName "Parms"

Parms:

[ParmA] [ParmB] [ParmC]

In this example, the fragment is named "Parms", and the expanded fragment appears at the bottom of the code syntax.

Example 2: 

CMDName [( "Options"]

Options:

  OptionA

| OptionB
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| OptionC

| OptionD [OptionD1]

In this example, the fragment is named Options. The list of options is too long to fit on one line, so they are listed vertically.
Note that the outermost brackets and the "(" symbol are in the main line, not in the vertical list. Also note that one option
has its own optional parameter.

System Response 

Uppercase characters represent system responses or prompts.

Example: 

ENTER YOUR LOGON PASSWORD:

This example displays a system response.

User-Entered Commands or Records 

User-entered commands are shown in bolded lowercase letters even though you can enter commands in either upper or
lower case.

Example: 

vmsecure addentry writers tcom (noformat nowait

This example shows what a user-entered command looks like.

In this example "writers tcom" is the file name and file type of the directory entry you are adding.

However, if the entry is a record, it appears in uppercase letters.

Example: 

ACCESS DRCT 1B0 U

This example shows a configuration record that is entered by a user.

Variables 

Lowercase items in italics denote variables.

Example: 

CMDNAme varname

In this example, varname represents a variable that you must specify when you code the command CMDNAME.

Terminal Requirements
Mainframe VM Product Manager screens are designed to display on 327x Model 2 or Model 4 real or emulated terminals,
with 80 columns and 24 or 43 lines respectively. Using other terminal emulations may result in incomplete or inaccurate
product screen displays and are not recommended.
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Installing
Procedures for installing Mainframe VM Product Manager

This document describes how to install, deploy, and service the Mainframe VM Product Manager product.

Audience

To install, we recommend that you understand:

• CP and CMS components
• VMSES/E procedures
• VM environment and installing software in this environment
• Your organization's IT environment, processes, and procedures

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Systems programmer, for CP and CMS definitions
• Storage administrator, for disk space allocation
• Security administrator, for establishing resource authorizations

Installation Process

The installation process is a series of steps which installs product materials and deploys a product instance from a
tape image envelope file. You obtain the envelope file by downloading it or transferring it from a DVD. Following initial
installation preparations, the product code is loaded to a staging area, where it can be serviced. Next, the product code
is deployed either into a server virtual machine, or to a user accessible location for use. This allows a single copy of the
code to be maintained in the staging area over time, and deployed to the various machines and runtime locations where
the product code is accessed for execution.

The following steps describe the installation process:

1. Prepare for installation by ensuring that hardware, software, and security prerequisites are satisfied.
2. Install the product code for a specific product and version level.

a. Retrieve informational files to determine the contents of the envelope file, and obtain the latest information about
the product or products in the file.

b. Retrieve the resource requirements for a particular product. These requirements include user ID definitions and
disk space allocations.

c. Allocate disk space to hold the product materials, either on minidisks or Shared File System directories.
d. Load the product code from the envelope file. The code is loaded to a staging area where it can be updated with

any needed fixes, without impacting running product servers.
e. Update the build status table to complete the product code installation.

3. Deploy the product. This activity may occur many times for a single set of product code to create multiple executable
instances of the product.
a. Define the attributes for a product server virtual machine or a runtime code location. A default set of server

attributes is provided in the product code, and is tailored, if needed, for a specific server instantiation.
b. Allocate any needed server virtual machines and the associated disk space for the server.
c. Copy the needed code and other files from the product staging area to where it will be used by a server or by

an end user. The staging area may then be maintained and updated without impacting running server or user
processing.

d. Test the deployed product.
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Service Process

The service process is a series of steps which installs updates to product materials and deploys a product instance from
the updated materials. Following initial installation preparations, the product code is updated on the staging area created
during initial installation. Next, the updated product code is deployed either into a server virtual machine or to a user
accessible location for use.

Documentation Changes

The following documentation updates have been made after the last release of this documentation.

Note: In PDF format, page references identify the first page of the topic in which a change is made. The actual change
can appear on a later page.

• Changed all mentions of ZVMN011A to ZVMN012A. For example, see Installing Product Materials.
• Implementing the Directory Reader and System Information Diagnose Code Added information that different diagnose

code programming TEXT files are specific to different VM releases. Added mention that diagnose codes apply to
System Information, not only Directory Reader.

Preparing for Installation
This section describes what you need to know and do before you install the product.

Hardware Requirements

This product requires a level of the z/VM licensed program which is currently supported by IBM. IBM specifies the
hardware level of each computer system supported by each level of VM, and only those hardware levels are supported for
running this product.

Software Requirements

The following software is required for installing this product:

• An installed VM system running a release of VM which is supported by IBM.

Resource Requirements

All user ID characteristics, directory entry definitions, and disk space resources are defined in a PLANINFO report created
by VMSES/E during the installation process, as described below. You must be prepared to allocate these resources during
the installation procedure.

Concurrent Releases

You can install this release of Mainframe VM Product Manager and continue to use a deployed instance of an older
release for your production environment.

Installing Product Materials
The following is a brief description of the main steps in installing this product using VMSES/E.

1. Plan your Installation
Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product envelope and to obtain product resource
requirements.

2. Step2. Allocate Product Resources
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The information obtained from the previous step is used to allocate the appropriate minidisks (or SFS directories) and
a user ID to own them. This set of disks contains the loaded product materials and is where the code is serviced. The
allocation of resources used to deploy the product is described separately in the section Deploying the Product.

3. Install the Product Materials
Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from the envelope to the test BUILD and BASE minidisks/
directories. VMFINS is then used to update the VM SYSBLDS file used by VMSES/E for software inventory
management.

4. Update the Software Inventory 
Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service
application by updating the Software Inventory status tables.

Step 1. Plan Your Installation

Unpack the envelope file. Create a VMANAGER user ID. Provide this user ID with access to the envelope file. Then use
the VMFINS command to obtain planning information for this product.

disc3top

Step 1.1 Prepare .SERVLKPK Files for Product Installation 

The product download file is in SERVLKPK format. The SERVLKPK files are VMFPLC-format VMSES/E product envelope
files that have been compressed using the CMS COPYFILE command with the PACK option.
Follow these steps: 

1. Upload the packed product envelope file to your mainframe z/VM ID, using a file transfer program, such as IND$FILE
or an FTP client.
The packed product envelope file that you extracted from the zip file product package has a name similar to
nnnnnnnnnnn.SERVLKPK. The file transfer must use a binary protocol. Rename the file during the file transfer to
conform to the z/VM file name file type naming conventions. Use a file type of SERVLKPK.

NOTE
For more information about the required file names, see your product Cover Letter. 

2.  Unpack the file using the CMS PIPE command with the UNPACK option:
PIPE < ifn ift ifm | FBLOCK 1024 | UNPACK | > ofn SERVLINK ofm

In this command:
ifn

Indicates the file name of the packed envelope.
ift

Indicates the file type of the packed envelope.
fm

Indicates the file mode of the packed envelope.
ofn

Indicates the file name to give to the unpacked envelope file. For this release, the CMS filename is ZVMN012A.
ofm

Indicates the file mode to give to the unpacked envelope file.

NOTE
SERVLINK appears for the unpacked file type because VMSES/E requires an envelope file to have a file type of
SERVLINK.

Step 1.2 Establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager Environment 

In order to establish the environment, you must have a Mainframe VM Product Manager user ID.
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 Step 1.2.1 Create the Mainframe VM Product Manager Administrator User ID 

If you have not previously created a VMANAGER administrator user ID then you follow these steps to do so. If you have
already installed a previous release of the Mainframe VM Product Manager facility, then skip these steps and go directly to
the section on establishing the environment.

1. Create a VMANAGER user ID using your installation VM directory management procedures, using this sample. Note
that minimal disk sizes are given; you may have to resize disks later.
USER VMANAGER VMANAGER 16M 999M BCDEG 64

  MACHINE ESA

  OPTION LNKNOPAS

  IPL CMS

  CONSOLE 009 3215

  SPOOL 00C 2540 READER *

  SPOOL 00D 2540 PUNCH A

  SPOOL 00E 1403 A

  LINK MAINT 0190 0190 RR

  LINK MAINT 019E 019E RR

  LINK MAINT 019D 019D RR

* IBM VMSES/E program disk

  LINK MAINT 5E5 5E5 RR

* Work Disk

* If you plan to place the SERVLINK file on this disk,

* increase the disk size to at least 30 cylinders or equivalent

* MDISK 0191 3390 startcyl 5 volser MR

* MDISK 0191 3380 startcyl 6 volser MR

* MDISK 0191 9336 startblk 7200 volser MR

* Software Inventory disk

* MDISK 051D 3390 startcyl 5 volser MR

* MDISK 051D 3380 startcyl 6 volser MR

* MDISK 051D 9336 startblk 7200 volser MR

* Public files disk

* MDISK 0193 3390 startcyl 15 volser MR

* MDISK 0193 3380 startcyl 18 volser MR

* MDISK 0193 9336 startblk 21600 volser MR

* CA Mainframe VM Product Manager Code Disk

* MDISK 0195 3390 startcyl 15 volser MR

* MDISK 0195 3380 startcyl 18 volser MR

* MDISK 0195 9336 startblk 21600 volser MR 

* LMP Key and configuration data files

* MDISK 01FF 3390 startcyl 5 volser MR

* MDISK 01FF 3380 startcyl 6 volser MR

* MDISK 01FF 9336 startblk 7200 volser MR

2. Logon to the VMANAGER user ID, format the 0191, 051D, 01FF, 0193, and 0195 disks with a 4096 block size, and
add a PROFILE EXEC to the VMANAGER 191 disk, using this sample:
/* CA Mainframe VM Product Manager PROFILE */

'CP SPOOL CONSOLE * START'

'SET RDYMSG SMSG'

'ACCESS 195 B'    /* VMANAGER code disk */

'ACCESS 51D D'    /* CA Software Inventory */

'ACCESS 1FF V'    /* Configuration File disk */

'ACCESS 193 W'    /* Public disk */

'ACCESS 5E5 X'    /* IBM SES code */
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Step 1.2.2 Establish the Environment 

Follow these steps to establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment:

1. Log on to the VMANAGER user ID to access the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment.
2. Make the SERVLINK file available to the VMANAGER user ID. Make the file available on any disk or SFS

directory accessed as file mode A or C. A size of at least 30 cylinders is required.

Note: The PROFILE EXEC on the VMANAGER user ID will access the disks or SFS directories needed for the Mainframe
VM Product Manager environment as follows:

The work disk is accessed as file mode A.

• The Mainframe VM Product Manager code is accessed as file mode B.
• The VMSES CA Software Inventory disk is accessed as mode D.
• The configuration database is accessed as file mode V.
• The public file disk is accessed as file mode W.
• The IBM VMSES system disk is accessed as file mode X.

Step 1.3 Load Product Control Files and VMFINS PRODLIST 

The product control files include the following:

• Memo-to-Users file (MEMO)
• Product Parameter File (PPF)
• PRODPART file

The VMFINS PRODLIST contains a list of products on the installation envelope file.

The VMFINS command loads the control files to the Software Inventory Disk and creates the VMFINS PRODLIST file on
the A-Disk. VMFINS loads from an envelope file. The envelope is either downloaded or retrieved from a DVD media.

Issue the following command to install the product control files and create the VMFINS PRODLIST file:

VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV ZVMN012A

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMN012A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 1.4 Load and Generate the Planning Resource File 

The planning resource file (PLANINFO) contains the planning information required to install the product. The VMFINS
command with the PLAN option loads the necessary components from the envelope file and generates the PLANINFO
file.

Files may be loaded either to minidisks or to Shared File System (SFS) directories using the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( PLAN NOMEMO ENV ZVMN012A

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMN012A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described in the section Create Product Parameter File (PPF)
Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
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For the component value, use MANAGER for installing on minidisks. Specify MANAGERSFS for installing on the
Shared File System directories.

PLAN
Creates a PLANINFO file. This file contains product requisites and resources required for the product (user IDs,
minidisks, and SFS directories). PLAN does not generate, allocate, or commit any system resources.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMN012A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

During the execution of the VMFINS command, you are prompted to create an override for
the ppfname and component you specified:

VMFINS2601R Do you want to create an override for :PPF ZVMN012A

MANAGER :PRODID ZVMN012A%MANAGER?

Enter 0 (No), 1 (Yes) or 2 (Exit)

Do one of the following:

• If you are accepting the default resource names and values, specify NO to the override prompt and skip to the next
section.

• If you specify YES, you are presented with a panel for changing resource values such as disk owners, disk addresses,
or SFS directory names. See the appendix Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override for a sample of creating a
PPF override.

Note: If you are not familiar with creating PPF overrides using VMFINS, you should review the Using the Make Override
Panel section of the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference before you continue.

Step 2. Allocate Product Resources

Use the information you obtained in the previous step to allocate the appropriate minidisks (or SFS directories) and a user
ID to own them. This set of disks contains the loaded product materials and is where the code is serviced. The allocation
of resources used to deploy the product is described separately in the section Deploying the Product.

Step 2.1. Allocate User ID Entry and Disk Space 

The VMFINS command in the previous section produces a report file containing a list of the resources needed to install
and service the product. The file has the same CMS file name as the PPF file, and the file type is PLANINFO. It is created
on the VMANAGER A-disk. Several alternative methods are available to allocate the needed user ID entry and disk
space specified in the PLANINFO file.

In this step, disk space is allocated and owned by a VM user ID created specifically for one release of this product. The
default user ID for this user is the same as the PPF CMS file name.

Disk space may be allocated either on minidisks or on Shared File System (SFS) directories. Minidisk space is often
easier to setup, but is more complex to manage in that they need to be enlarged when more files are added during
service. SFS directories provide more automatic space management, but need more time to setup initially.

Because this is the initial installation of the Mainframe VM Product Manager, you must manually create a user ID to
hold the product materials. Create the ZVMN012A user ID using this sample and your site VM directory management
procedures. Link to each disk from another ID and execute the CMS FORMAT command to format each disk with a block
size of 4096.
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NOTE
The disk sizes given here are only initial sizes for creating the user ID. The required size of the 2D2 in particular
depends on the number of blocks of the service envelope file and how your DASD is configured.

USER ZVMN012A NOLOG

* Local modifications disk

* MDISK 02C4 3390 startcyl  1 volser MR

* MDISK 02C4 3380 startcyl  2 volser MR

* MDISK 02C4 9336 startblk  1440 volser MR

* AUX and Software Inventory files

* MDISK 02A6 3390 startcyl  1 volser MR

* MDISK 02A6 3380 startcyl  2 volser MR

* MDISK 02A6 9336 startblk  1440 volser MR

* AUX and Software Inventory files

* MDISK 02A2 3390 startcyl  1 volser MR

* MDISK 02A2 3380 startcyl  2 volser MR

* MDISK 02A2 9336 startblk  1440 volser MR

* MANAGER service

* MDISK 02D2 3390 startcyl  1 volser MR

* MDISK 02D2 3380 startcyl  2 volser MR

* MDISK 02D2 9336 startblk  1440 volser MR

* Test Admin code disk

* MDISK 0210 3390 startcyl 15 volser MR

* MDISK 0210 3380 startcyl 18 volser MR

* MDISK 0210 9336 startblk 21600 volser MR

* Test Public code disk

* MDISK 0214 3390 startcyl  1 volser MR

* MDISK 0214 3380 startcyl  2 volser MR

* MDISK 0214 9336 startblk  1440 volser MR

* Test Help code disk

* MDISK 0216 3390 startcyl  1 volser MR

* MDISK 0216 3380 startcyl  2 volser MR

* MDISK 0216 9336 startblk  1440 volser MR

* Sample files disk

* MDISK 02C2 3390 startcyl  1 volser MR

* MDISK 02C2 3380 startcyl  2 volser MR

* MDISK 02C2 9336 startblk  1440 volser MR

* MANAGER base source

* MDISK 02B2 3390 startcyl 30 volser MR

* MDISK 02B2 3380 startcyl 36 volser MR

* MDISK 02B2 9336 startblk 43200 volser MR

Step 2.2. (Optional) Allocate SFS Directories 

An SFS Installation requires the following additional steps:

1. Enroll the user ZVMN012A in a SFS filepool using the CMS ENROLL command. This command may only be issued
from a user authorized as an SFS Administrator for the filepool. 

2. Create the necessary directories for user ZVMN012A with the CMS CREATE DIRECTORY command. The suggested
fully qualified directory names are defined in the :DCL  section of the MANAGERSFS component override section of
the ZVMN012A PPF file. 

3. Give the VMANAGER user ID WRITE and NEWWRITE access to those directories with the CMS GRANT
AUTHORITY command. 
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Step 3. Install the Product Materials

Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from the installation media to the BUILD and BASE minidisks or SFS
directories. Enter the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV ZVMN012A

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMN012A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the section Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use MANAGER for installing on minidisks. Specify MANAGERSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

ADD
Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for
production use.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMN012A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 4. Update the Software Inventory

Update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service application by updating the Software
Inventory status tables.

Enter the following command to update the software inventory:

VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMN012A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described in the section Create Product Parameter File (PPF)
Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use MANAGER for installing on minidisks. Specify MANAGERSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built.

Deploying the Product
If you are upgrading an existing version of the Mainframe VM Product Manager on your VMANAGER user ID, you must
use the procedure in the section Deploying the Product for an Upgrade to perform the upgrade.

If this is the initial installation of the Mainframe VM Product Manager, only then proceed with the procedure in the section
Deploying the Product for the First Time.
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Deploying the Product for the First Time
The following is a brief description of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM
Product Manager commands. One installation of the product materials for a specific product version can be used to
deploy multiple instances of the product. These instances might run on the same VM system, or on different VM systems
at your installation.

1. Define the Product Deployment
Use the VMDEFINE command to establish a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
server machine user ID and the target disks or directories to contain the product files used by the server or end user.

2. (Optional) Tailor the Product Deployment
Tailor the characteristics of the Mainframe VM Product Manager product server machine on the VMSERVER NAMES
panel.

3. Deploy the Product Materials
Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials. Initial
configuration files are created and the deployment is readied for its first use.

4. Complete the Deployment
Implement the directory reader diagnose code. Make the product available to users.

Step 1. Define the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as
tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of initial attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated during the
definition phase.

To bring up the initial NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMDEFINE command. The format is:

VMDEFINE name ppfname component

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be created.

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMN012A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name MANAGER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
MANAGERSFS for installing on SFS.

Step 2. (Optional) Tailor the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates the entry and then enters a NAMES panel for you to view or modify the definitions. You
may tailor the characteristics of the Mainframe VM Product Manager product server machine on the VMSERVER NAMES
panel. Name panel usage is described in the IBM NAMES command documentation and HELP file. To change entries just
overtype the values and press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

Step 3. Deploy the Product Materials

The step in this section creates a usable product instance by copying the installed product build materials to the disk
areas you allocated in the previous step.

Enter the VMDEPLOY command to copy product materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY
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name
Specifies the user ID of the Mainframe VM Product Manager administrator being deployed. We strongly
recommend that you use the ID VMANAGER.

PRIMARY
Specifies that code is being deployed to VMANAGER disks 193 and 195. These are the ADMIN and PUBLIC
disks as defined in the VMSERVER NAMES file.

Step 4. Complete the Deployment

For more information about making the product available to your users, see Releasing Products to Users in
the Reference.

Proceed to the section Implementing the Directory Reader Diagnose Code and follow the steps there.

Deploying the Product for an Upgrade
A brief description follows of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM Product
Manager commands. Use this process to deploy to a target user ID that is running a previous release of the same
product. The procedure allows an easy transition to a new product release while preserving the ability to go back to the
older release, if necessary.

NOTE

We recommend that you back up the product configuration files, program materials, and data files before
upgrading the product.

1. Redefine the Product Deployment
Use the VMSERVER command to update a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
Product Parameter File (PPF) name, and possibly the target disks to contain the product files used by the server or
end user.

2. Allocate Resources for Production Use
Use the VMALLOC command to update any user IDs and possibly modify the disk space needed for the product
deployment. Some product minidisks may need to be enlarged for a new release.

3. Deploy the Product Materials
Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials.

4. (Optional) Back Out the Upgrade
Follow the steps in this section to restore the previous release of the product, if necessary.

5. Discard the Product Materials from the Older Release
Follow the steps in this section to discard the previous release of the product and release the disk space it occupied.

6. Complete the Deployment
Upgrade the Directory Reader and make the product available to users.

Step 1. Redefine the Product Deployment

The VMSERVER command displays the Mainframe VM Product Manager administrator ID entry in the VMSERVER
NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of previously defined
attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated during the redefinition phase. In this step you will update the
entry for a deployment to reflect attributes of the new product release.

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:

VMSERVER name
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name
Specifies the user ID of the Mainframe VM Product Manager administrator.

A new product release is installed with a new Product Parameter File. You will update the PPF Name field on the screen
by overtyping it.

For the first token, specify the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you
created a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMN012A.

For the second token, specify the component name MANAGER for a minidisk installation or MANAGERSFS for a Shared
File System installation.

After updates are made, press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

Note: For more information about the individual tag definitions for the NAMES file entry, see the appendix Product Tags in
VMSERVER NAMES File.

Step 2. Allocate Resources for Production Use

Retrieve the needed directory statements and minidisk definitions for the new release of Mainframe VM Product Manager
from the product materials you previously loaded from the distribution media. The VMALLOC command must be setup
first as described in the appendix Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space. In the simplest form, create or update a
VMALLOC CONFIG file to add a device or volume record. Issue the following command to produce a directory entry:

VMALLOC SERVER name ( DIRECT

name
Specifies the user ID of the Mainframe VM Product Manager administration user ID you are upgrading.

Match the retrieved directory entry with your existing directory entry for the administration user ID, and upgrade your
current definition to match the requirements for the new release of the Mainframe VM Product Manager.

Step 3. Deploy the Product Materials

To deploy the product materials, copy them to the runtime area. Enter the VMDEPLOY command to copy product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copies product files to the administrator primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed
Product Materials from the older product release or version with the new release materials.

We recommend that you back up the VMANAGER runtime minidisk before using this command. Restoring the backup can
be used to revert to the older release, if needed.

Step 4. (Optional) Back Out the Upgrade

The steps in this section restore the previous release of the Mainframe VM Product Manager if that step becomes
necessary.

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:

VMSERVER name
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name
Specifies the user ID of the Mainframe VM Product Manager administrator.

The first step in this procedure documented how to update the entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file to define a new
Product Parameter File. You updated the PPF Name field on the screen by overtyping it. Reverse that step to restore the
field to its original contents.

Use the following format to enter the VMDEPLOY command to copy product materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copies product files to the administrator primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the upgraded
Product Materials from the newer product release or version with the older release materials.

After the situation that required you to back out the upgrade is resolved, you can repeat the upgrade procedure from the
beginning to reinstall the upgrade.

Step 5. Discard the Product Materials from the Older Release

When you have no further use for the the previous release of Mainframe VM Product Manager, follow the steps in this
section to discard the previous release and free the disk space that it occupied.

Each release of a product is installed and maintained on minidisks or SFS directories owned by a unique user ID. For this
release, that ID is ZVMN012A. Using your Directory Manager product or procedures, simply remove the product specific
user ID which was used by the older release. Use the VMSERVER command to ensure that no entry in the VMSERVER
NAMES file still references the old product materials ID.

Step 6. Complete the Deployment

For more information about making the product available to your users, see Releasing Products to Users.

Proceed to the section Implementing the Directory Reader Diagnose Code and follow the steps there. After upgrading to a
new release of the Mainframe VM Product Manager, you must upgrade to the newer version of the Directory Reader.

Implementing the Directory Reader and System Information Diagnose Code
Follow the steps in this procedure before you install or use any other Broadcom VM product. This is not an optional step,
but is required for using any Broadcom VM product.

Any product installed and serviced with Mainframe VM Product Manager may use the Broadcom Directory Reader and
System Information Diagnose Code to retrieve information from the CP online directory. Some product installation steps
use the diagnose. Some product servers fail during the initialization process if the diagnose is not installed. Other products
start correctly but could fail during execution if certain features of the product are exploited.

The diagnose code programming is distributed as a TEXT file and is loaded into the VM Control Program during system
IPL processing. A different version of this TEXT file is distributed for each release of VM. Only the version for one specific
VM release will operate properly on that release. The file name specifies the VM release it runs on as follows:

• VMNDLK54 - z/VM 5.4.0
• VMNDLK62 - z/VM 6.2.0
• VMNDLKxx - z/VM x.x.0
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Follow these steps to install the diagnose code:

1. Follow your site procedures for adding and modifying materials on the CP PARM disk.
2. Copy the VMNDLKxx TEXT file from VMANAGER 195 to the CP PARM disk.
3. Add the following statements to the SYSTEM CONFIG file on the CP PARM disk:

CPXLOAD VMNDLKxx TEXT * NOCONTROL LET TEMPORARY NODELAY

DEFINE DIAGNOSE 100 ENABLE EPNAME VMNDLKUP,

                    PRIVCLASS E CHECKR15 YES

DEFINE COMMAND VMNDLK ENABLE EPNAME VMNDLKCP,

                    PRIVCLASS E IBMCLASS E

4. To place the diagnose into effect, issue these commands:
CPXLOAD VMNDLKxx TEXT * NOCONTROL LET TEMPORARY

DEFINE DIAGNOSE 100 ENABLE EPNAME VMNDLKUP ...

                ... PRIVCLASSES E CHECKR15 YES

DEFINE COMMAND VMNDLK ENABLE EPNAME VMNDLKCP ...

                    PRIVCLASSES E IBMCLASS E 

To test that the diagnose is installed and functioning, run the VMRMDS utility. VMRMDS uses the diagnose to gather
minidisk information and will end in error if the diagnose is not installed correctly.

5. Run the VMRMDS utility again after the next IPL, which picks up the SYSTEM CONFIG changes.

NOTE
 You may substitute a different Diagnose Code number if number 100 is in use at your installation. Any available
User Diagnose code number may be specified. Valid hexadecimal values are numbers which are multiples of
four between 100 and 1FC.

NOTE

For more information, see VMRMDS Utility.

Servicing Your Product
This section provides information on how to perform service updates using VMSES/E.

 Contents 

  

VMSES/E Service Overview

Service is a process that includes the following:

• Correcting a software problem
• Circumventing a software problem
• Adding function to a previously installed product

There are two basic types of service.

• Corrective service is intended to resolve a specific software defect. A corrective service envelope contains a specific
Program Temporary Fix (PTF) for one specific problem, plus any requisite fixes.

• Preventive service is a collection of fixes as of a certain calendar date. It might contain all published PTFs, or some
subset of them (for example, high impact fixes). The procedure for processing either type of service is identical, so the
procedures below work for either type. In a collection of fixes, VMSES will ignore any fixes in the collection which have
already been applied to your product materials.
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NOTE
For more information about VMSES Service Process, see the chapter "Using VMSES/E for Service" in the
IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference manual.

Servicing VMSES/E components consists of the following steps; each step is described in detail in later sections.

1. Prepare to Receive Service
Load informational files from the PTF envelope file. Establish the search order for working with the product code.
Optionally, you may merge the alternate APPLY disk to the production APPLY disk to isolate the new service you are
about to receive.

2. Receive the Service
Load the product service from the PTF envelope file, using the VMSES VMFREC command.

3. Apply the Service
Define a new service level by applying the PTFs. The VMSES VMFAPPLY command validates the loaded PTFs before
adding them to the maintenance level.

4. Update the Build Status Table
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the STATUS option to update the Build Status Table.

5. Build Serviced Objects
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the SERVICED option to build the serviced objects.

6. Deploy Service to Production
Use the VMDEPLOY command to copy the serviced code to the production disks.

Step 1. Prepare to Receive Service

Follow these steps to prepare to receive service.

NOTE
The ppfname used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVMN012A, which assumes that you are using
the PPF supplied for Mainframe VM Product Manager. If you have created your own PPF override file for the
product, you must use your override file name instead of ZVMN012A. The ppfname must be used throughout
the rest of this procedure, unless otherwise stated.

3topdisc

 Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID 

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

It is a good practice to create a backup copy of the current Mainframe VM Product Manager disks or SFS directories,
which contain product materials. Save this backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident
that the service runs correctly.

Make the service envelope (SERVLINK) file available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory accessed as file
mode C.

Setup the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMN012A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name MANAGER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
MANAGERSFS for installing on SFS.
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WARNING
The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been established
before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually, if CMS is restarted
by the IPL command, or if you logoff and logon again. If the search order is lost at any time, re-establish it
by issuing the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC, VMFMRDSK, VMFAPPLY, or
VMFBLD command.

 Step 1.2. Receive the Documentation 

Load from an envelope file by issuing the following command:

VMFREC INFO ( ENV envfilename

INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Check the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG) for warning and error messages. Use the PF5 key to show all
status messages which identify the products with service.

VMFVIEW RECEIVE

Read the product memo file ZVMN012A MEMO for the latest information about this service.

 Step 1.3. (Optional) Merge the Alternate APPLY disk 

This step is optional. The APPLY string contains the files that define service levels. Before receiving a new service, you
may choose to consolidate service levels by merging previously processed service from the alternate APPLY disk to the
production APPLY, where it is permanently stored. The merge operation provides a clean alternate APPLY disk for new
service. Issue the VMFMRDSK command as follows:

VMFMRDSK ppfname component APPLY

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMN012A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name MANAGER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
MANAGERSFS for installing on SFS.

If you merged your APPLY disks, review the merge message log ($VMFMRD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any
problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW MRD

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

 Back to Top of Step 1 

 Back to Top of Page 
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Step 2. Receive the Service

Receive the service for each service electronic envelope you want to process. If you have multiple service envelopes to
process, you may receive all of the service before applying and building it. Enter the following command:

VMFREC PPF ppfnamecomponent ( ENV envfilename

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMN012A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use MANAGER for installing on minidisks. Specify MANAGERSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW RECEIVE

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

 Back to Top of Page 

Step 3. Apply the Service

Apply all received service. This command applies the service that you just received. The version vector table (VVT)
is updated with all serviced parts and all necessary AUX files are generated on the alternate APPLY disk. You must
review the VMFAPPLY message log if you receive a return code (RC) of a 4, as this may indicate that you have local
modifications that need to be reworked.

To apply the service, enter the following command:

VMFAPPLY PPF ppfnamecomponent

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMN012A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use MANAGER for installing on minidisks. Specify MANAGERSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW APPLY

NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

 Back to Top of Page 
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Step 4. Update the Build Status Table

To update the build status table, enter the following command:

VMFBLD PPF ppfnamecomponent ( STATUS

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMN012A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use MANAGER for installing on minidisks. Specify MANAGERSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

WARNING

VMFBLD2185R The following source product parameter files have

 been serviced:

VMFBLD2185R ppfname $PPF

VMFBLD2185R When source product parameter files are serviced,

 all product

            parameter files built from them must be recompiled

 using VMFPPF

            before VMFBLD can be run.

VMFBLD2185R Enter zero (0) to have the latest levels of the

 source product

            parameter files copied to your A-disk and exit

 VMFBLD so you can

            recompile your product parameter files with VMFPPF

            Enter one (1) to continue only if you have already

 recompiled

            your product parameter files with VMFPPF

You must Enter ZERO (0), then press ENTER to have the latest levels of the source product parameter files
copied to your A-Disk. VMFBLD will complete with RC=500. Then issue the following sequence of commands:

Recompile the product base PPF file:

VMFPPF ppfname *

 If you use a PPF override file, after recompiling the product base PPF file, then you must also recompile your
product override PPF file:

VMFPPF ppf_override *

 Reissue this VMFBLD command. You will receive the VMFBLD2185R messages again. However, this
time Enter ONE (1) to continue; you Enter ONE (1) becuase you just completed recompiling your product
parameter file(s) with VMFPPF:

VMFBLD PPF ppfnamecomponent ( STATUS

Use VMFVIEW to review the build status messages.

VMFVIEW BUILD

 Back to Top of Page 
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Step 5. Build Serviced Objects

To build the serviced objects, enter the following command:

VMFBLD PPF ppfnamecomponent ( SERVICED

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMN012A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use MANAGER for installing on minidisks. Specify MANAGERSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

Review the build message log ($VMFBLD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW BUILD

NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

 Back to Top of Page 

Step 6. Deploy Service to Production

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command to copy serviced product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY

name
Specifies the user ID of the Mainframe VM Product Manager administrator.

PRIMARY
Copies product files to the administrator primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed
Product Materials from the older product release or version with the new release materials.

We recommend that you backup the VMANAGER runtime minidisk before using this command. Restoring the backup
could be used to revert to the older release, if needed.

 Back to Top of Page 

Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade)
This section provides information on how to perform a Product Service Upgrade (PSU) from a Recommended Service
Upgrade (RSU) installation SERVLINK PTF using VMSES/E.

This installation process updates the installed base product with a preapplied set of published PTFs, and the associated
parts prebuilt from the base product files with those PTFs applied:
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• The product BASE minidisks/directories are not changed.
• The product APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories are populated with any PTFs included on the RSU that are not

already  received.  
• The product BUILD minidisks/directories are populated with the prebuilt parts built from the base product files with the

PTFs included on the RSU applied.
• If your APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories have PTFs  applied  that are not included on the RSU, those PTFs are

flagged as such, then automatically reapplied as part of this process.
• If you have installed LOCALMODs that are affected by any of the PTFs included on the RSU and that are not already

applied, those LOCALMODs will be flagged, and you will be instructed to rework those LOCALMODs.

 

NOTE
 For more information about the VMSES Product Service Upgrade Process, see the chapter "Using the Product
Service Upgrade (PSU)" in the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference manual.

The following is a brief description of the main steps to install a product RSU using VMSES/E.

1.  Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)
Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product RSU SERVLINK PTF (envelope) and to
obtain product resource requirements.

2.  Prepare to Receive the Product RSU
Use the VMFPSU command to determine and resolve the following:
– A list of all the PTFs that are contained on the RSU but not applied to the product.
– A list of all PTFs that are applied to the product and not on the RSU.
– A list of excluded PTFs, if any.
– A list of the parts with LOCALMODs, if any, that need to be reprocessed after you receive the RSU. Their local

modification IDs (modids) are also provided.
3.  Install the Product RSU for the Base Product 

Use the VMFINS command to load the preapplied service files and the associated prebuilt parts from the envelope to
the APPLY, DELTA, and BUILD minidisks/directories.

4.  Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary 
Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to the installed RSU Level. If any objects were flagged to
be rebuilt, they will be rebuilt at this time.

5.  Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level
Follow the procedure for "Deploying the Product for an Upgrade" to test and implement the new level of code.

Step 1. Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)

Follow these steps to prepare to receive service.

1.  Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID.
2.  Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk.
3.  Load Updated Product Control Files.
4.  Recompile Your PPF Override File Now.

NOTE
 The ppfname used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVMN012A, which assumes that you are using
the PPF supplied for Mainframe VM Product Manager. If you have created your own PPF override file for the
product, you must use your override file name instead of ZVMN012A. The ppfname must be used throughout
the rest of this procedure, unless otherwise stated.
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Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

It is a good practice to create a backup copy of the current Mainframe VM Product Manager disks or SFS directories,
which contain product materials. Save this backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident
that the service runs correctly.

Make the service envelope (SERVLINK) file available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory accessed as file
mode C.

Setup the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMN012A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name MANAGER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
MANAGERSFS for installing on SFS.

WARNING
 The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been established
before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually, if CMS is restarted
by the IPL command, or if you logoff and logon again. If the search order is lost at any time, re-establish it
by issuing the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC, VMFMRDSK, VMFAPPLY, or
VMFBLD command.

Step 1.2. Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk

If a ZVMN012A PPF or ZVMN012A $PPF file currently exist on your A-Disk, they must be erased because they may not
be consistent with the RSU Level that is being installed. The correct versions of these files will be installed on the software
inventory disk.  Do not erase any override PPF or $PPF files you may have for this product.  

ERASE ZVMN012A PPF A

ERASE ZVMN012A $PPF A

 

Step 1.3. Load Updated Product Control Files

Load any updated product control files from the RSU envelope file by issuing the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV envfilename

INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk. Also, an updated
PRODPART file, and updated product base PPF and $PPF files are loaded to the software inventory disk.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being
installed. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.
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Step 1.4. Recompile Your PPF Override File Now

If you do not use a PPF overrride file for this product, then skip this step.  Otherwise, you must recompile your PPF
override file now.   This step enures that your PPF override file is recompiled with the same level of the base product
PPF file installed from the RSU. Issue the following command to recompile your PPF override file:

VMFPPF ppf_override *

ppf_override
Specifies the value of your PPF override filename.

*
Specifies that all components in your PPF override will be recomplied.

 

NOTE
 For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 2. Prepare to Receive the Product RSU

VMFPSU compares the VMSES/E service level information files contained on the RSU with those of the current level for
the installed base product. VMFPSU then determines what actions must be preformed to complete the installation of the
RSU. Enter the following command:

VMFPSU ppfnamecomponent

•   ppfname 
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMN012A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

•   component 
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name MANAGER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
MANAGERSFS for installing on SFS.

 

NOTE
 For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 3. Install the Product RSU for the Base Product

VMFINS INSTALL will load all necessary service files and prebuilt parts from the RSU envelope to the APPLY, DELTA,
and BUILD minidisks/directories to bring the installed base product to this RSU Level. 

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV envelope

•   ppfname 
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMN012A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

•   component 
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name MANAGER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
MANAGERSFS for installing on SFS.

•  ADD
Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for production
use.

•  NOMEMO
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Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the system
printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

•  ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being installed.
The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

WARNING

If you receive messages stating that some Local Modifications (LOCALMODs) must be reworked due to new
service files being applied,  you must rework those LOCALMODs now .

You can use the VMFUPDATE SYSLMOD command to obtain this list:

 

VMFUPDAT SYSLMOD

Step 4. Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary

VMFINS BUILD will update the Software Inventory to indicate this RSU is now the current Service Level for the Base
Product. If any objects require rebuild because of reworked LOCALMODs or PTFs that were reapplied, those objects will
be rebuilt now.

Enter the following command to update the software inventory:

VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

•   ppfname 
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMN012A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

•   component 
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name MANAGER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
MANAGERSFS for installing on SFS. 

•  SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built, and to rebuild any objectes that require it due to the
service being applied.

Step 5. Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command to copy serviced product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from the
product release or version with the new serviced materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed minidisks
before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to remove a level of service, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new service, or backing out to the
old level just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.
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When Upgrading z/VM in Place
This page describes how to use the procedure that is documented in the Upgrade Installation section in the IBM z/VM
Installation Guide. In general, follow these steps when you upgrade from one release of z/VM to another.

Before You Begin

Access and review the z/VM Compatibility Matrix for Mainframe VM Product Manager:

1. Ensure that you are running a release of Mainframe VM Product Manager that is compatible with the release of z/VM
that you are upgrading to.
If necessary, install and deploy the new release of Mainframe VM Product Manager.

2. Ensure that you have applied any Mainframe VM Product Manager PTFs that are required for running on the release
of z/VM that you are upgrading to.
If necessary, install and deploy the required PTFs.

3. Copy the VMNDLKnn TEXT file, located on the VMANAGER 195 minidisk, to your CP PARM disk (usually the
PMAINT CF0) for the release of z/VM that you are upgrading to.

NOTE

• Leave any existing VMNDLKnn TEXT files in place on your CP PARM disk until you are no longer running
that release of z/VM.

• You can run the most up-to-date release of Mainframe VM Product Manager deployed (CMS) server code
on different releases of z/VM. However, IBM must support the release of z/VM that you are running.

Before You IPL the New Release of z/VM (Rework Your Local Modifications)

In your SYSTEM CONFIG file, update the CPXLOAD statement for the VMNDLKnn TEXT file. This statement must
reference the VMNDLKnn TEXT file for the release of z/VM you are upgrading to. Update this statement in the following
circumstances:

• Before you IPL your system with the new release of z/VM you are upgrading to
• When instructed to rework your local modifications in the IBM Upgrade Installation process

If you are upgrading a member of a multi-member SSI Cluster, update only the CPXLOAD statement for the VMNDLKnn
TEXT file for the member that you are currently upgrading. In the following example, member TESTCPB4 is being
upgraded:

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* CA Mainframe VM Product Manager CP Directory Lookup Routine             */

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

   TESTCPB1: CPXLOAD VMNDLK72 TEXT * NOCONTROL LET TEMPORARY NODELAY

   TESTCPB2: CPXLOAD VMNDLK72 TEXT * NOCONTROL LET TEMPORARY NODELAY

   TESTCPB3: CPXLOAD VMNDLK72 TEXT * NOCONTROL LET TEMPORARY NODELAY

   TESTCPB4: CPXLOAD VMNDLK73 TEXT * NOCONTROL LET TEMPORARY NODELAY

   DEFINE DIAGNOSE 100 ENABLE EPNAME VMNDLKUP ,

          PRIVCLASS E CHECKR15 YES

   DEFINE COMMAND VMNDLK ENABLE EPNAME VMNDLKCP ,

          PRIVCLASS E IBMCLASS E

NOTE

If for any reason you must revert to the previous level of z/VM for this system, also revert this change in the
SYSTEM CONFIG file.
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References

VMSES/E Facilities

This product is installed and serviced using the VMSES/E component of VM. VMSES/E is described in the IBM VMSES/E
Introduction and Reference manual for your release of VM. VMSES/E provides the following:

• Commands to install Product Materials from an envelope file
• Commands to receive service, apply service, and build serviced components
• A software inventory database that stores product status, Program Temporary Fixes (PTFs) which have been applied,

and requisite relationships between products and fixes.

VMSES/E Commands

This section provides a brief description of VMSES commands and their purpose:

VMFINS EXEC
Retrieve product resource planning documents.
Install the product materials from a distribution media.
Delete previously installed products that are no longer used.

VMFVIEW EXEC
Review stored messages from previously issued commands.

VMFREC EXEC
Receive Program Temporary Fixes from a distribution media.

VMFAPPLY EXEC
Apply PTFs by resolving requisite relationships between fixes.

VMFBLD EXEC
Constructs usable forms from serviced parts.

VMFSETUP EXEC
Establishes a minidisk or Shared File System search order for one product version.

VMFSIM EXEC
Obtain the name(s) and/or status of local modifications you have installed.

VMFREM EXEC
Remove an installed local modification or PTF.

Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override
This section provides information to help you create a product parameter file (PPF) override. The example used in this
section shows how to change the shared file system (SFS) file pool where the product installation files reside.

You must never modify the product supplied ZVMN012A $PPF or ZVMN012A PPF files to change the file pool name or
any other installation parameters. If the ZVMN012A $PPF file is serviced, the existing $PPF file will be replaced, and any
changes to that file will be lost; by creating your own $PPF override, your updates will be preserved.

The following process describes changing the default file pool name, VMSYS, to NEWPOOL.

Step 1. Create a New $PPF Override File

Create an override file either manually, using an editor, or use the Make Override Panel function when prompted by the
VMFINS INSTALL command during product installation.

Create or modify the variable declarations area (:DCL) so it looks like the following sample.
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************************************

* MANAGER   - SFS install        *  

************************************

:OVERLST. <vmcomp2>

:<vmcomp2>. <vmcomp2> <vmsesprodid>

:DCL. UPDATE

&LMODZ DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.LOCALMOD

&APPLX DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.APPLYALT

&APPLZ DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.APPLYPROD

&DELTZ DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.DELTA

&BLD0Z DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.TSYSTEM

&BLD2Z DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.TADMIN

&BLD4Z DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.TPUBLIC

&BLD6Z DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.HELP

&SAMPZ DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.SAMPLE

&BAS1Z DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.BASE

:EDCL.

:END.

If your $PPF override file was not created on the Software Inventory Minidisk at file mode letter D, then move the file to
that disk. Compile your changes to create the usable PPF file from the $PPF file.

VMFPPF overname <vmcomp2>

overname
Defines the name of your override file.

Step 2. Allocate the SFS Directories

Use the ENROLL command to allocate an SFS file space for the owner of the directories and then issue a CREATE
DIRECTORY command to create the directories named in your PPF Override file.

Allow the VMANAGER user ID to write into the directories by issuing the GRANT AUTHORITY command for each
directory, with the attributes WRITE and NEWWRITE.

NOTE
For more information about the use and format of the commands ENROLL, CREATE DIRECTORY, and GRANT
AUTHORITY, see IBM SFS documentation.

Step 3. Continue with the Product Installation

Restart the product installation in the chapter Installing Product Materials at step 1.3 by issuing the VMFINS command
with the PLAN option. In that step, and in subsequent steps, use the name of your PPF Override file wherever
the ppfname is present in the install commands.

Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES File
BLOCKAppendix C: Product Tags in the VMSERVER NAMES File

 

This section lists the NAMES file tags that Mainframe VM Product Manager uses.

During deployment, you create a NAMES entry with default file tag values by using the Mainframe VM Product Manager
VMDEFINE command. You can alter these defaults during the deployment, when the screen created by VMDEFINE
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appears. After the deployment, you can modify the entries in the NAMEs file using the VMSERVER command from the
VMANAGER user ID.

NOTE
For more information about the VMSERVER command, see the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference
Guide. For more information about processing NAMES, see the Usage Notes in the help panel brought up by
the HELP NAMES command.

TAG Name Definition of the Tag value
Nick Name of a Mainframe VM Product Manager product administrator

user ID.
PPFname The Product Parameter File (PPF) and base component name

associated with this product server. This tag is modified when
upgrading to a newer product release.

Prodname Product identifier is a single token unique to each product. It must
not be modified.

Deploy List of tag names. Each tag defines a product minidisk or Shared
File System directory which will be populated by the VMDEPLOY
command. You must not modify this tag value.

Admin Primary minidisk containing the code used by product
administration functions.

Public Primary minidisk containing the code executed by the general user
from the user’s own user ID.

Help Minidisk or SFS directory containing the product HELP files

Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space
BLOCKAppendix D: Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space

 

Installing product materials and deploying product servers requires that you create or update CP User Directory Entries,
and that you allocate minidisk space. Performing these tasks depends on policies and procedures that are specific to your
installation. The Mainframe VM Product Manager provides the VMALLOC command to assist you in performing these
tasks.

Configuring the VMALLOC command processor
You issue the VMALLOC command to either generate the data needed to allocate resources, or to perform the resource
allocation task automatically.

NOTE
Unless specifically noted, all references to  VM:Secure refer to both the "with security" and "without security"
variations of VM:Secure.

The actions performed by the VMALLOC command depend on parameters you specify in an optional configuration file. To
specify these parameters, create a VMALLOC CONFIG file on the Mainframe VM Product Manager configuration file disk,
which is accessed as file mode V.

The following configuration file statements are supported:

DEVTYPE [3390 | 3380 | 9336 | FB-512]

This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space in units of cylinders for Count
Key Data (CKD) devices or 512-byte blocks for Fixed Block Architecture (FBA) devices.
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VOLUME volser

This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space to be allocated on a specific disk
volume.

USE [VMSECURE]

This statement specifies that an already installed and operational VM:Secure or VM:Director product is available, and that
it will be used to automatically allocate user ID entries and minidisk space. When this statement is specified, make sure
that the following conditions are met:

1. The Mainframe VM Product Manager must have a copy of the appropriate VMSECURE MODULE file on an accessed
minidisk or SFS directory. If your VM:Secure installation has another name, specify that name on the USE statement.

2. The VM:Secure server PRODUCT CONFIG file must contain a “PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER” record to
authorize the VMANAGER ID for automatic allocation.

3. An entry for VMANAGER must exist in the VMSECURE MANAGERS file.

POOL poolname

This statement specifies that automatic allocation will use a specific disk sub-pool defined in the DASD CONFIG file of
your VM:Secure server. The statement is ignored if the USE statement is not present.

Using the VMALLOC Command Processor
NOTE
Unless specifically noted, all references to  VM:Secure refer to both the "with security" and "without security"
variations of VM:Secure.

The VMALLOC command operates in one of two modes, depending on whether the USE configuration file statement is
specified. Without it, VMALLOC generates an input file suitable for processing by the DIRECTXA command, or by a VM
directory management product such as VM:Secure. When USE is defined, VMALLOC calls VM:Secure directly to allocate
the specified user ID and disk space.

The syntax of the command is given earlier, in the chapters where you use it.

Using VMALLOC with the DIRECTXA Command

You may add user ID entries and minidisk definitions to your USER DIRECT file and bring the changes online with the
DIRECTXA command. See the IBM CP Planning and Administration guide for your release of VM for details on creating
user directory entries. VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to DIRECTXA.

MDISK statements are generated as comments which specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified
block size. If you configure the DEVTYPE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you
configure the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.

Using VMALLOC with a Directory Manager Product

VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to a directory manager product, such as
DIRMAINT from IBM, orVM:Secure. See the relevant product manuals for details on adding user IDs and minidisk space
with these products.

MDISK statements are generated as comments that  specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified block
size. If you configure the DEVICE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you configure
the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.
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Using VMALLOC Automatic Resource Allocation with VM:Secure

If VM:Secure is installed, and the "USE" parameter is configured, then VMALLOC calls VM:Secure to allocate the needed
user ID entries and disk space.
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Reference
The following sections provide information about LMP keys, VMSERVER NAMES files, local services, and the command
reference.

Defining a VMSERVER NAMES File Entry
Each specific deployment of a Broadcom VM product has a definition entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. The CMS
NAMES file format is ideal for this collection of parameters, and allows native CMS tools to be used to maintain and
retrieve the contents. The Mainframe VM Product Manager provides the VMSERVER command which displays a
standard NAMES file panel for examining or updating values in an entry. Parameters in the definition entry are used in
every aspect of the installation, product service, and day to day operation of the deployed product. This section describes
both parameters common to all entries, and those specific to a particular product.

Common Entry Definitions
This section documents tags found in every VMSERVER NAMES file entry.

NICK

The NICK tag value is the name of an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. The value is used as the only argument of the
product manager VMSERVER command, to indicate that a specific entry is to be displayed on the NAMES panel. Usually
the nickname is the user ID for a Broadcom VM server based product. For a utility product, like VM:Sort, the name is an
arbitrary unique identifier.

PPFNAME

The PPFNAME tag value is comprised of two tokens. The first is the filename for the VMSES Product Parameter File
defined for a specific version of a Broadcom VM product. The second token is the VMSES component name which
identifies a set of minidisks or Shared File System directories holding the installed product materials.

DEPLOY

The DEPLOY tag value is a list of the names of other tags in the names file. Each of the other tags has a value which
defines a minidisk or SFS directory populated by the VMDEPLOY command. The act of deployment is copying product
materials from the installation disk space where service is applied to the disk space used by the product deployment
during its normal operation.

ENVIRONMENT

The ENVIRONMENT tag value defines the version of the runtime code to be used during the normal execution of a
deployed product. The supported version identifiers are PRIMARY, ALTERNATE, or PREVIOUS. The PRIMARY value
specifies that the disk areas defined in tags whose names are the value of the DEPLOY tag are used. The ALTERNATE
value specifies that the deployment will use the set of disk areas whose tag names are the names defined in the DEPLOY
tag, but prefixed with the string ALT. The PREVIOUS value specifies the set of disk areas whose tag names are prefixed
with the string PREV.

For example, suppose a product defines a disk area in the DEPLOY tag value with the name RUNTIME. When
environment is PRIMARY, the product executes using the RUNTIME disk area. When the environment is ALTERNATE,
the product executes using the ALTRUNTIME disk area. When the environment is PREVIOUS, the product executes
using the PREVRUNTIME disk area.
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STARTCMD

The STARTCMD tag value specifies the command string that the product manager server startup procedure will issue
to begin normal product operation for a server based product. You may add or modify any product specific startup
parameters or options in the tag value to meet your requirements. A utility product, like VM:Sort, will have a blank value
for this operand.

Deployment-Specific Entry Definitions
This section documents tags found in some but not all VMSERVER NAMES file entries.

REQUIRED

The REQUIRED tag value consists of a list of the names of other tags in the NAMES file entry. If the minidisks or
directories defined on those tags are not present during server product initialization, then the product will not be
started. Messages will be issued documenting the missing resources. You must then correct the server virtual machine
configuration to define the missing required disk areas.

OPTIONAL

The OPTIONAL tag value consists of a list of the names of other tags in the NAMES file entry. The minidisks or directories
defined on those tags are not required to be present during server product initialization. If they are present, they will be
processed appropriately, but their absence will not interfere with the product startup.

ADMIN

The ADMIN tag value defines a minidisk or directory containing product materials for product administrator user IDs.
These materials include product utility programs, configuration programs, and other administrator tools.

An ALTADMIN tag may also be defined to hold an alternate version of the ADMIN disk. Refer to the discussion of the
ENVIRONMENT tag value to understand the use of alternate disk space.

A PREVADMIN tag may also be defined to hold a previous version of the ADMIN disk to use to back off from recent
changes. Refer to the discussion of the ENVIRONMENT tag value to understand the use of previous disk space.

PUBLIC

The PUBLIC tag value defines a minidisk or directory containing product materials for general user IDs. These materials
include the product command module, and other end user tools.

An ALTPUBLIC tag may also be defined to hold an alternate version of the public disk. Refer to the discussion of the
ENVIRONMENT tag value to understand the use of alternate disk space.

A PREVPUBLIC tag may also be defined to hold a previous version of the public disk to use to back off from recent
changes. Refer to the discussion of the ENVIRONMENT tag value to understand the use of previous disk space.

RUNTIME

The RUNTIME tag value defines a minidisk or directory containing product materials used by a server for its normal
operation. These materials include a product main module, and command processing programs.

An ALTRUNTIME tag may also be defined to hold an alternate version of the runtime disk. Refer to the discussion of the
ENVIRONMENT tag value to understand the use of alternate disk space.

A PREVRUNTIME tag may also be defined to hold a previous version of the runtime disk to use to back off from recent
changes. Refer to the discussion of the ENVIRONMENT tag value to understand the use of previous disk space.
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LOCAL

The LOCAL tag value defines writable disk space for a server product. It is usually the product server 0191 minidisk
accessed at file mode letter A.

HELP

The HELP tag value defines writable disk space for product HELP files. The files may be deployed to a minidisk or to
a Shared File System directory. The HELP tag for most products has a value of VMANAGER HELP. This value makes
use of Indirect Tag Definition Resolution to specify that HELP files for all products are loaded to the minidisk or directory
defined by the HELP tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry for VMANAGER.

Indirect Tag Definition Resolution
Most tag definitions for disk space are either the name of a specific SFS directory, or the name of specific disk owner user
ID and device number. However, certain common disk tag definitions are indirect. This indirect definition consists of two
tokens. The first is the nickname of another entry in the NAMES file, and the second is the name of a tag within that entry.
For example, the PUBLIC tag for a product might have a definition of:

VMANAGER PUBLIC

The actual definition is found by retrieving the value of the PUBLIC tag within the NAMES file entry for VMANAGER.

Sample VMSERVER NAMES File Panel
The following is an illustration of a sample NAMES file panel:

 ====> NAMES (Product Server panel)    File: VMSERVER NAMES    V1

Fill in the fields and press a PFkey to display and/or change your names file 

Nickname: VMACCT   Product: CA VM:Account (TM) Version 01.7   

PPF Name: ZVMJ017A VMACCOUNT

                                                                              

      Runtime Environment: PRIMARY 

   Server Startup Command: VMJSYS 

     Deployable tag names: runtime admin public 

  Administration ID links: ADMIN 1F0 ALL LOCAL 1F1 ALL RUNTIME 1F2 ALL

                         : CTLDISK 1F3 ALL COLLECT 1F4 ALL 

                         :                                  

                                                            

Tag: required      Value: local ctldisk collect 

Tag: optional      Value: dbdisk collect_twin trndfile

Tag: runtime       Value: VMACCT 192 

Tag: admin         Value: VMACCT 170 

Tag: public        Value: VMANAGER PUBLIC 

Tag: help          Value: VMANAGER HELP 

Tag: altruntime    Value: VMACCT 292      

Tag: altadmin      Value: VMACCT 270      

Tag: altpublic     Value: VMACCT 293

Tag: prevruntime   Value: VMACCT 492

Tag: prevadmin     Value: VMACCT 470

Tag: prevpublic    Value: VMACCT 493

Tag: local         Value: VMACCT 191       
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Tag: collect       Value: VMACCT 1B0       

Tag: ctldisk       Value: VMACCT 1C0      

Tag: collect_twin  Value: *VMACCT 1B1

Tag: dbdisk        Value: *VMACCT 1B0

Tag: trndfile      Value: *VMACCT 1B0

Tag: sysadmin      Value: *VMJSYSAD       

Tag: alocal        Value: VMJSYSAD 191

Tag: vmjdasd       Value: VMJDASD    

Tag: localD        Value: VMJDASD 191 

The characteristics of the VMACCT server machine user ID defined in this entry are:

• The server name is VMACCT.
• The PRIMARY minidisks will be used when the server is initialized.
• The server start up command string is "VMJSYS" with no operands or options.
• The VMACCT minidisks that will receive deployed code are:

– 192
– 170
– 1C0

• Any PUBLIC files will be deployed to the disk or directory defined on the PUBLIC tag in the NAMES file entry for
VMANAGER.

• The System Administrator User ID will link to the following minidisks:
– VMACCT 170
– VMACCT 191
– VMACCT 192
– VMACCT 1C0
– VMACCT 1B0

Starting a Broadcom VM Product
Understand the PROFRUN EXEC process and how to start Broadcom VM products.

NOTE
Unless specifically noted, all references to  VM:Securerefer to both the "with security" and "without security"
variations of VM:Secure.

The Mainframe VM Product Manager manages server products using an interface which connects the server to the
product manager when the server starts. Server configuration information you define in the VMSERVER NAMES file tells
the server how to operate under your control. This connection is established when the server PROFILE EXEC calls the
PROFRUN EXEC.

PROFRUN EXEC Processing

When you log on to a Broadcom VM product user ID, the PROFILE EXEC invokes the PROFRUN EXEC. The first time
you access a product after an installation or upgrade, log on to the product instead of using an AUTOLOG process, so
that you can learn of any errors that PROFRUN EXEC encounters.

Because PROFRUN EXEC is run each time you log on to a product server, the product is kept properly positioned for
upgrading to new release levels and for day-to-day product administration.

The PROFRUN EXEC performs the following functions:
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• Links and accesses Mainframe VM Product Manager product configuration definitions in the VMSERVER NAMES
files.

• Links and accesses Mainframe VM Product Manager utility programs and startup service routines.
• Links and accesses Broadcom Product License Key certificates for verification.
• Accesses any additional minidisks needed to start the product.
• Starts the product
• Initiates the Do you wish to start product? prompt and additional options as defined by the product
• Logs off the product if it is running disconnected when the END command is issued
• Manages the product re-initialization process. If you are logged on to the VMANAGER user ID, you can reinitialize

products from the VMADMIN Administration Menu instead of logging on to the product.

PROFRUN EXEC supports the following keyword parameters.

• NOPROMPT suppresses the prompt which asks whether to start operations and proceeds directly to start the product
execution.

• NOSTART links and accesses the configuration disk and service routines disk, but returns to CMS command mode
without starting the product execution.

• NOLOG suppresses the LOGOFF command usually issued when the product is stopped by a product END command.

Start a Product Server

When PROFRUN EXEC runs, it prompts you to enter yes or  no to indicate whether you want to start the product. Some
product servers prompt for and accept additional responses.

Start VM:Secure

If you are starting VM:Secure, PROFRUN EXEC gives you an additional option at the prompt:
SOURCE

Forces VM:Secure to rewrite the online directory from the source files on the DRCT minidisk. The SOURCE
option takes precedence over any other startup command coded in the VMSERVER NAMES file.

Start VM:Backup

If you are starting VM:Backup, PROFRUN EXEC gives you additional options at the prompt:

COLD
Suppresses restart recovery when VM:Backup is restarted after an abnormal system termination. This option
erases the COMPJOB files for existing jobs, and removes all jobs waiting in the job queue and their associated
checkpoint data.

SUSPEND
Starts VM:Backup without permitting new jobs to start. Interrupted backup and restore jobs are not restarted.
VM:Backup comes up in a suspended state, exactly as if you issued the SUSPEND command after initialization.

NOCHECK
Initializes VM:Backup without performing catalog verification. This option expedites processing during
initialization, but can cost you additional time later if the VM:Backup catalog files are not structured properly.

Server Startup Command

The PROFRUN EXEC retrieves the product specific server startup command line from the STARTCMD tag in the
VMSERVER NAMES file entry for the server. The tag value is displayed on the NAMEs file panel displayed by the
VMSERVER command and is prefixed by the label Server Startup Command.

If you have a site-specific startup command or option, you may manually insert an alternate command string, including
any desired options, in the VMSERVER NAMES file.
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For example, if you want server VMBACK33 to execute with the NOCHECK option, replace the value of the STARTCMD
tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry for VMBACK33 with the string:

VMBSYS ( NOCHECK

Releasing Products to Users

Make Files Public

The product deployment procedure copies all public files to the minidisk defined by the PUBLIC or ALTPUBLIC tag on
the VMSERVER NAMES file entry (usually the VMANAGER 193 minidisk). You have the option of leaving them there or
copying them to a public minidisk that you specify.

Communicating with Products

VM end users interact with most product service virtual machines through communication command modules. These
command modules are deployed with a filename which matches the server virtual machine user ID with which they
communicate. They are deployed to the minidisk defined by the PUBLIC or ALTPUBLIC tag in the VMSERVER NAMES
file entry (usually the VMANAGER 193 minidisk).

When you test the products, you must link and access the appropriate public disk in order to use the communication
modules corresponding to the release of the server. The system administrator or tape librarian user ID directory entries
created by the VMALLOC procedure contain the required link statements.

Copying Public Files to a Minidisk You Specify

You can choose to copy files from the designated public disk where they are initially deployed to the system public disk
(usually the MAINT 19E minidisk).

If you manually copy these files, follow your installation procedures to resave the CMS saved segment, because it
contains File Status Table entries for the 19E disk.

Loading Help Files

Each product has help files that you may load to your HELP minidisk or to a minidisk or Shared File System directory of
your choice.

These instructions assume that you have installed the program product materials as described in the appropriate
Broadcom VM product installation guide, and are logged on to the Mainframe VM Product Manager administration user
ID.

1. Define the appropriate HELP disk on the HELP tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry for the HELP files you want
to deploy. The supplied default value for the Mainframe VM Product Manager is defined in the VMSERVER NAMES
file entry for VMANAGER as a comment. Change the value to define a minidisk by entering a userid and a minidisk
address, or define an SFS directory by entering the fully qualified directory name. The supplied default value for the
HELP tag in each product is VMANAGER HELP. This indirect tag reference results in loading HELP for every product
to the same minidisk or directory.

2. Issue this command to deploy the HELP files for a deployed product release:

VMDEPLOY name HELP

name
Specifies the product user ID for the HELP files being deployed.

HELP
Specifies that code is being deployed to the HELP disk as defined in the VMSERVER NAMES file.
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When you have loaded these files to your system, make them available to your users by adding them to your HELP
facility. For more information about the HELP facility, refer to the appropriate IBM documentation.

Managing LMP Keys
Contents

Overview

Each Broadcom VM product is identified by an assigned two-character LMP key. You are issued an LMP Product Key
Certificate for each LMP-enabled product. This Key Certificate contains an execution key for the product, which consists
of the product LMP key code, an expiration date, and the CPU model and serial number on which the product is being
licensed to run. You must enter this key as part of the product installation process.

VM:Backup HiDRO, VM:Spool V/Seg Plus, DASD Utilities and utility products like VM:Sort do not require LMP keys.

LMP keys are maintained in a central CALMP KEYS file, residing on the VMANAGER 1FF minidisk. Products link to this
minidisk as 1FF.

The existence and validity of the LMP key is checked at product start-up and any time the CALMP KEYS file is changed.
When a product runs, it performs LMP verification to determine whether it is authorized to execute at your site on that
specific CPU. If a Broadcom VM product cannot find a valid LMP key for the model and serial on which the product is
running, warning messages are issued at product initialization and at each user command. These messages do not affect
product performance, and the product will continue to run.

Each LMP key has an expiration date. Warning messages are issued for each product whose LMP key is about to
expire. When you start getting messages that your LMP key is due to expire, contact LMP support as soon as possible to
avoid potential license expiration. When an LMP key expires, the product will continue to operate but messages will be
generated that indicate the LMP key is invalid.

Changing CPUs

If you plan to change CPUs in the future, contact LMP support. Be prepared to provide the following information:

• Current CPU make, model, and serial number
• New CPU make, model, and serial number

Adding New LMP Keys

When you install a new product, you must add an LMP key for the product in the CALMP KEYS file. A product LMP key is
valid for all subsequent releases of that product.

When upgrading to a new release of that product, the same LMP key is used; you do not need a new LMP key.

A product LMP key becomes invalid after the expiration date is reached, or the CPU model and serial number changes.

After receiving a new product LMP key, add it to the CALMP KEYS file. At this time you may choose to delete the
expiring key. The new LMP key is effective immediately and the expiring or expired key will no longer be used for product
validation.

You can add a new LMP key to this file by using the Broadcom Product LMP Key screen, or by manually editing the
CALMP KEYS file.

About the CALMP KEYS File

The CALMP KEYS file resides on the VMANAGER 1FF minidisk, and is a fixed record format file with 128 bytes in length.
This file can contain three types of keys:
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• Product
• EKG
• Site ID

Product Keys

A product key is valid for a specific product for a specific CPU (or a specific site) until the expiration date. Each product
key begins with a PROD statement and specifies the product, expiration date, and associated LMP key.

Product keys have the following format:

PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(tttt-mmmm/ssssss) LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

or

PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(SITE-****/ssssss) LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

where:

PROD
Defines the two-character product code.

DATE
Defines the LMP licensing agreement expiration date. For example:
25JUL15
specifies an expiration date of July 25, 2015
Note: LMP licensing supports the 21st century date format. However, only the last two digits of the years will be
displayed.

CPU
Specifies the CPU type, model, and serial number on which the product will run. If the CPU type and model
require less than four characters, insert blank spaces for the unused characters.
If your site has been issued a site license for a product, this will specify the site ID that must appear on the SITEID
record for this key to be valid, and the CPU serial number.

LMPCODE
Specifies the LMP key for the product.

EKG Keys

In emergency situations, such as disaster recovery, an Emergency Key Generator can issue a temporary key for the
products. An EKG key is valid for ten days from the date of activation, and it is valid for all products and on all CPUs.

Each EKG key begins with the EKG statement, and is in the following format:

EKG(nnnnnnnn)

where:

EKG
Specifies the emergency key.

It is not necessary to implement EKG keys to activate products in a disaster recovery situation, because LMP allows the
products to run uninterrupted regardless of the CPU on which they are running. Note that when bypassing EKG, warning
messages will be issued after any product command entered by a user. These messages do not impact product operation,
but they will be visible on the console, and to the system administrators and operators.
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To suppress these messages, contact LMP support and, in an emergency, request an EKG key. Once you have obtained
an EKG key, edit the CALMP KEYS file and add the key information as shown in the example above.

Site ID Keys

A site ID key is used in combination with an LMP key to provide non-CPU specific key support. Site ID keys are typically
generated by LMP support for large sites running many products.

If a site ID exists, it must be the first statement in the CALMP KEYS file.

Each site ID key begins with the SITEID statement, and is in the following format:

SITEID(nnnnnnnn) SITECODE(xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx) NAME(name)

where:

SITEID
Specifies the site ID.

SITECODE
Specifies the site ID key.

NAME
Specifies the company name.

Sample LMP Keys File

PROD(AA) DATE(01FEB13) CPU(1234-000/123ZZ2 LMPCODE(ABCD1234H678J098)

PROD(BB) DATE(15MAY13) CPU(1234-000/123ZZ2 LMPCODE(1234GH586K79H86L)

PROD(1C) DATE(15MAY13) CPU(1234-000/123ZZ2 LMPCODE(87603HNDABCD1234)

PROD(DA) DATE(15JUN14) CPU(1234-000/123ZZ2 LMPCODE(ABSJFLAPS846D089)

PROD(DD) DATE(15MAY13) CPU(1234-000/123ZZ2 LMPCODE(BSVDGALF254KUISS)

PROD(3L) DATE(15MAY13) CPU(1234-000/123ZZ2 LMPCODE(AK050934GDFG95HD)

PROD(5F) DATE(15MAY13) CPU(1234-000/123ZZ2 LMPCODE(NDKSHABCKS944K81)

PROD(HH) DATE(15MAY13) CPU(1234-000/123ZZ2 LMPCODE(ABDVD1234H890098)

PROD(K8) DATE(15MAY13) CPU(1234-000/123ZZ2 LMPCODE(D1234H678J098YYX)

Editing the CALMP KEYS File

Typically you edit the CALMP KEYS file only when you have a new LMP key, or if you make a mistake in entering the LMP
key. Routine maintenance is not required. Because LMP detects that the file was changed and rescans the information in
the file, it is not necessary to bring a product down when editing the CALMP KEYS file.

To edit the CALMP KEYS file, use either the menu interface or use XEDIT to edit the file directly. Using the menu
interface, you can enter one LMP key at a time; using XEDIT allows you to make all change to the file at one time.

To enter LMP keys in the CALMP KEYS file, perform these steps from the Mainframe VM Product Manager administration
ID:

1. Display the Broadcom Product LMP Key screen by entering the following command:

VMLMPKEY

2. Follow the instructions on the menu to add a key, or use the steps below to directly edit the keys file.
3. Press PF12. The CALMP KEYS file opens in XEDIT.
4. Enter each product LMP key exactly as it appears in the Product Key Certificate you received.
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If you are entering a new LMP key to replace an expiring key, you may choose to delete the expiring or expired key at
this time. The new LMP key becomes effective immediately and the expiring or expired key will no longer be used for
product validation.

5. When you are finished, save and exit the file. LMP detects that the file was changed and rescans the information in the
file. LMP key verification runs intermittently at variable intervals. The new LMP key will be used during the next LMP
key verification process. If you require that LMP key verification occur immediately after a change, you must end the
product and restart it so the file is processed during product initialization.

LMP Error Handling

You may encounter error messages either during system startup or when you attempt to use a LMP-controlled product.
The LMP error messages are documented in the Message Reference guide for each product. For assistance with LMP
issues, contact a support representative.

Performing Product Administration
Use the VMADMIN Main Menu to perform product administration without logging on to each product individually.

Open the Administration Menu

These instructions assume you have completed deployment for a product and are ready to run an administration task for
that product.

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Enter the VMADMIN command. The system displays the VMADMIN Administration Menu. The menu displays a list of

all Broadcom product identifiers for which VMANAGER is a system administrator.
3. Select the product for which you want to perform administrative functions. If you have deployed more than one

instance for a specific product, then a new screen is displayed so you can select the specific deployment to be
processed. If there is only one deployed instance, this selection screen is skipped.

After selection, the bottom half of the screen displays product administration functions that you can perform. Press PF8 to
scroll forward through the list of functions and PF7 to scroll backward.

Product Administration Tasks

This section describes each of the product administration functions.

Only the designated system administrator or tape librarian for a product can use a function for that particular product. The
system administrator or tape librarian is identified by the ALOCAL tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry for the server.

CONFIG
Selecting this option places you in XEDIT in the product CONFIG file. After you file any changes, you are returned
to the VMADMIN main menu.
VM:Archiver relies on a full screen interface for updating the product configuration. VM:Archiver must be running
for you to update its configuration. Selecting the CONFIG function is equivalent to entering the VM:Archiver
CONFIG command.
If you select the CONFIG function for VM:Secure or VM:Director, the system presents you with an additional
screen. On this screen you identify which configuration file you want to examine or modify.

NOTE
For more information about configuration files, see the VM:Secure System Administrator Guide or the
VM:Director System Administrator Guide.

DASDINFO
This selection opens the VMACCT DASDINFO file and puts you in XEDIT mode. VMACCT DASDINFO is
a control file that allows you to exclude full-pack minidisks from VM:Account minidisk accounting. Add the
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packs you want excluded, then save the changes using the FILE command. This returns you to the VMADMIN
Administration Menu and puts the updated VMACCT DASDINFO file on the VM:Account 191 minidisk.
VM:Account validates the file during minidisk accounting.
This selection is available from VMANAGER and the VMACCOUNT system administrator user ID.
Note:For more information about VMACCT DASDINFO file, see the VM:Account System Administrator Guide.

END
This selection is the same as issuing the product END command. If the product service virtual machine is
disconnected, PROFRUN will issue a CP LOGOFF command.

MANAGERS
This option is available only for VM:Secure or VM:Director. It is equivalent to issuing the VM:Secure or
VM:Director ADMIN MANAGERS command and allows you to edit the VMSECURE or VMDIRECT MANAGERS
file. To use this option, you must have proper authorization in the VM:Secure or VM:Director configuration files.

REINIT
After editing a product configuration file, you may need to shut down and restart the product so that it will use the
new configuration information. If this is necessary, the REINIT selection appears. REINIT can be used only from
VMANAGER, and only if there is a PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER record in the product configuration file.

SYSAD/TLIBR
This selection allows a system administrator or tape librarian to link and access the minidisks needed to serve as
the system administrator or tape librarian for a product. Linking and accessing these minidisks is necessary for
some utilities and reporting programs.

VMARCH
This selection is available only with VM:Archiver. It allows a system administrator to access the VM:Archiver
System Administrator Main Menu.

VMBACKUP
This selection is available only with VM:Backup. It allows a system administrator to access the VM:Backup
System Administrator Main Menu.

VMSERVER
Configuration definitions specific to a deployment, including information about deployed minidisks, reside in an
entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file on the VMANAGER 1FF minidisk.
Minidisk definitions are used continually for product startup, maintenance, and administration; therefore, you must
make sure they are accurate and up-to-date.
This section brings up a standard NAMES file panel so entries may be viewed or updated.

System Administrator User Startup

If you specified a user ID other than VMANAGER to act as a product system administrator, the PROFILE EXEC on that
user ID was built to invoke a PROFRUN EXEC on its last line.

When you log on to this user ID, PROFRUN EXEC automatically verifies that the user ID is a valid system administrator or
tape librarian user ID. It then automatically links and accesses the minidisks required to perform system administration or
tape librarian functions.

If VMANAGER is your system administrator, issue the VMADMIN command to perform product administration.

VMADMIN EXEC

When you log on to a system administrator user ID or execute the VMADMIN command, processing performs the
following actions:
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• Releases and detaches any minidisks at virtual addresses 1F0 to 1FD.
• Links and accesses the proper minidisks for the product
• Allows you, if you are running a product on multiple user IDs, to specify the user ID for which you want to perform

system administrator functions.

For example, if you are running VM:Account on user IDs VMACCT and VMJTEST and wish to set up VMJTEST for
system administration, choose the user ID you want to administer on the panel that comes up. The System Administrator
startup procedure links and accesses the appropriate minidisks and allows you to perform system administration for
VM:Account running on service virtual machine VMJTEST.

Changing a System Administrator or Tape Librarian User ID

If you want to change your system administrator or tape librarian user ID, you need to update the user ID definition for the
new administrator ID in the CP Directory as follows:

1. Add a LINK to the VMANAGER 1FF minidisk at virtual address 1FF.
2. Add a LINK to the VMANAGER 195 minidisk at virtual address 1FE.
3. Copy the PROFRUN EXEC, from the A-DISK of the existing system administrator, to the A-DISK of the new

administrator ID.
4. Add an EXEC PROFRUN command as the last statement in the PROFILE EXEC of the new administration ID.
5. Give the new system administrator (or tape librarian) permission to LINK to the system administration minidisks. These

are defined as the value of the ADMINLINK tag for the entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. This tag value consists
of a set of three tokens for each administration disk. They are the owning user ID, the owner virtual address, and the
read password. As an alternative to putting the read passwords in the NAMES file, you may establish External Security
Manager permissions for the minidisk access, and use an asterisk as a placeholder token instead of a password.

6. Update the SYSADMIN and ALOCAL tags in the NAMES file entry to specify the new administrator user ID and A-
DISK definition.
For example, to make NEWSYSAD the system administrator for VM:Secure, replace VMXSYSAD as the system
administrator user ID using the VMSERVER command to bring up a NAMES file panel. Change the entry:
Tag: sysadmin    Value: VMXSYSAD

Tag: alocal      Value: VMXSYSAD 191

Replace the values with:
Tag: sysadmin    Value: NEWSYSAD

Tag: alocal      Value: NEWSYSAD 191

7. Change the authorization records in the product configuration file to authorize the new system administrator or tape
librarian user ID.

Obtaining Links to Minidisks Required for System Administration

If you have VM:Secure installed, you can use the Rules Facility to allow the VMANAGER, system administrator, and tape
librarian user IDs to link to the required minidisks without having passwords in the ADMINLINK tag in the VMSERVER
NAMES file.

For installation, the VMANAGER user ID must be able to obtain a write (W) link to all product service virtual machine
minidisks and all system administrator minidisks. For upgrades and future maintenance, the VMANAGER user ID must be
able to obtain both write (W) and multi (M) links to all minidisks containing deployed or product materials.

Renaming a Product User ID

You may want to have two versions of a product installed on your system simultaneously. Here is an example. Suppose
you are running Release 1.3 of product VM:Alpha (with a user ID of ALPHA) and want to install Release 2.0 (also with a
user ID of ALPHA). It could simplify your effort if you could rename Release 1.3 user ID to ALPHAOLD and then install
Release 2.0. Then, because each release has a unique user ID, you could run both versions of VM:Alpha.
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The following instructions explain how to rename a product service virtual machine user ID:

1. Bring down the product service virtual machine.
2. Use your directory management product or your own installation specific procedures to rename the deployed user ID

to the new name. Also update any other user ID entries which LINK to minidisks owned by this user to LINK using the
new user name. Products with worker virtual machines may have such LINK statements.

3. Use the VMSERVER command to bring up a NAMES panel for the entry for the product server you are renaming.
4. On the panel, modify all occurrences of the name of the server by substituting the new name. Modify the value of the

NICK tag, and every other use of the name in every other tag value. Use PF6 to update the NAMES file.
5. On the PUBLIC disk, usually the VMANAGER 193 minidisk, rename the product MODULE filename from the old user

ID to the new one. In our example the file would change from ALPHA MODULE to ALPHAOLD MODULE.
6. Copy any SFS directories associated with the old user ID to the new user ID. Now that you have renamed the existing

user ID, you may install the new release. In our example, because you renamed the user ID for product VM:Alpha to
ALPHAOLD you can install the new release of CA VM:Alpha to user ID ALPHA.

Product Reference
This section explains user IDs, minidisks, and SFS storage directories that Broadcom VM products use.

Typical Server Minidisks
NOTE
Unless specifically noted, all references to  VM:Securerefer to both the "with security" and "without security"
variations of VM:Secure.

Fixed Minidisk Addresses

• LOCAL tag value 191
Every product service virtual machine must have a 191 minidisk to hold the product configuration file, the product
PROFILE EXEC, and all locally modified files. The product can also use the 191 minidisk to hold temporary files or to
provide work space. The VMDEPLOY command processor only updates this minidisk if the INIT option is specified.
CMS accesses the 191 minidisk as filemode A. Do not use this filemode for any other minidisk.

• RUNTIME tag value 192
Every product service virtual machine must have a 192 minidisk to hold the program material populated by the
Mainframe VM Product Manager. Subsequent upgrades will replace the contents of this minidisk with new program
material, so the 192 minidisk must not contain any locally modified files. To protect the program material from being
inadvertently erased or modified, the 192 minidisk is linked read-only by the product service virtual machines. CMS
accesses the 192 minidisk as filemode D. Do not use this filemode for any other minidisk.

• 1FF
The CP directory entry for each product service virtual machine must define a link to the VMANAGER 1FF minidisk
at virtual address 1FF. This disk contains control files for license checks and product startup processing. The startup
procedure accesses this disk at filemode Z.

• 1FE
The CP directory entry for each product must define a link to the VMANAGER 195 disk at 1FE. This disk contains
programming for the Mainframe VM Product Manager interfaces. The startup procedure accesses this disk at filemode
X.

Variable Minidisk Addresses

• 1A0
Defines a disk containing the VM System Object Directory for VM:Secure

• 1B0 through 1FD
Product databases or control files. Some specific examples:
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– 1B0
Contains the product primary database files

– 1C0
The 1C0 minidisk for VM:Backup contains resource pools

– 1D0
The 1D0 minidisk for VM:Batch, VM:Secure or VM:Director, and VM:Tape contains audit data.

– 1E0
The 1E0 minidisk for VM:Backup contains compiled jobs.

Product Control Files
Each product PROFILE EXEC performs three functions:

• Issue SPOOL commands to ensure that product consoles and printers are properly defined.
• Link to the VMANAGER 1FF minidisk as 1FF and access it as filemode Z. (The link must be defined in the directory

entry of the product service virtual machine.)
• Invoke PROFRUN, the product start-up program used by all product service virtual machines.

Each system administrator PROFILE EXEC has three responsibilities:

• Links to the VMANAGER 1FF minidisk as 1FF and access it as filemode Z.
• Links to the VMANAGER 195 minidisk as 1FE and access it as filemode X.
• Invokes VMADMIN, the system administrator start-up program.

You can modify the PROFILE EXEC, but the modified EXEC must still link and access the VMANAGER 1FF minidisk at
1FF as filemode Z, and must invoke PROFRUN or VMADMIN.

• Each product directory entry must contain these records:
IUCV ALLOW
OPTION MAXCONN nnnnn
The variable  nnnnn has a value of 1 to 65535. For example, for VM:Account, Broadcom recommends that this number
equal three times the number of logged-on users. See the default product directory entry in the product specific
Installation Guide publication.

• Each product CONFIG (configuration) file specifies site-dependent controls and options for that product. Information
such as interface parameters, tape management options, and user exits are contained in the configuration file.

• All products except VM:Sort, VM:Backup HiDRO, and VSEG must add a PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER record
to their configuration files. This record allows VMANAGER to perform product maintenance.

Removing Products
Complete the following steps to remove a product version from your system and release the disk space it uses:

1. Remove any entries in the VMSERVER NAMES file which reference the VMSES/E Product Parameter File on the
PPFNAME tag.

2. Delete any file spaces the product user ID owns.
3. Delete the product installation user ID and any minidisks in that directory entry.

It is especially important to complete these steps if you plan to later reinstall a product on the same user ID. Any attempt
to reinstall such a product will fail unless you remove the product service virtual machine user ID.
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Local Service
A local service consists of changes made to source maintained parts to alter the function of a product. This section
documents the procedures and tool used to create a local modification and update the VMSES/E Product Inventory to
incorporate it into your environment.

The CMS multi-level update process is used to update source maintained parts. The installation media for Broadcom
VM products contains sequenced source base files for all REXX parts. Source updates are included with each PTF that
change REXX parts. A CNTRL file is supplied with each product to support customer source changes.

Create Local Service

This section documents the steps to create a REXX source update file.

1. Issue the following command to setup the VMSES/E search order for the product on the VMANAGER user ID:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

2. Assign a local tracking number to this modification. The suggested format of this tracking modification identifier is the
letter L followed by a four-digit number. In this example, we will use L0001 as the modification identifier (MODID).

3. Create an AUX file for the local modification or add an entry to the AUX file if it already exists. The filename of the AUX
file is the same as the filename of the source file being modified. The AUX file filetype is determined by the LCL entry
in the CNTRL file for the product being updated. It is defined to be AUXLCL. In this example, we will update source file
MYFILE $EXEC$. Therefore we will first create or update the MYFILE AUXLCL file.

4. Add a line at the top of the file using XEDIT. The line is of the form:

UPL0001 LCL LCL0001 * Test Local Modification

The record consists of three tokens followed by a comment describing the update. The required tokens are specified in
this order:
a. The first token is the filetype of the actual update file.
b. The second token is the Service Level Identifier. The required identifier is LCL.
c. The third token is composed of the letters LC followed by the five character MODID value.
d. The comment is any string beginning with an asterisk.
The AUX file must be created on or moved to the LOCALMOD disk in the product search order.

5. Use the XEDIT command with the CTL option, and the filename of the product specific CNTRL file to create the
update file. The filename of the CNTRL file is defined by the value on the CNTRL tag in the Product Parameter File for
the product. In this example, we will use the VMX CNTRL file. Issue the following command:

XEDIT MYFILE $EXEC$ ( CTL VMX

Add, delete, or modify lines in the file to program the desired update. When you file the changes, XEDIT will produce
a standard CMS UPDATE file. The file must be created on or moved to the LOCALMOD disk in the product search
order.

Apply Local Service

The Mainframe VM Product Manager provides the REXXUPD tool to apply the local modification update, along with
updates included with any PTFs, to the base source file for the part being updated. Use the following format of the
command to apply the update to the base file:

REXXUPD MYFILE $EXEC$ ppfname component

This command uses a VMSES/E filetype abbreviation to construct the filetype for the output file. The filetype abbreviation
for each type of source file is defined on the REXXUPD CONFIG file found on the VMANAGER 195 minidisk. The
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abbreviation is concatenated with the MODID value to construct the output filetype. In our example the REXXUPD
command creates file MYFILE EXCL0001 on the LOCALMOD disk. It also adds an entry in the VVTLCL file and updates
the SRVBLDS file on the APPLY disk.

Build and Deploy Local Service

The local service is built by using the VMSES VMFBLD command. Issue the following command to build the newly
updated part:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

The last step is to deploy the updated product files to the desired runtime disks. Use the VMDEPLOY command, as
documented in the section "Servicing Your Product" in the appropriate product Installation Guide.

Command Reference
This following sections include the syntax and descriptions of all commands.

REXXUPD Command
Use the REXXUPD command to apply an update for a customer modification to a product source file, and to update the
VMSES/E Product Inventory to reflect the modification of the product file.

The REXXUPD command has the following syntax:

REXXUPD fname ftype ppfname component [([NOCOMMENT | COMMENT]] 

Definitions
fname ftype

Specifies the source filename and source filetype for the file updated by a local modification.
ppfname

Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for the product being updated by a local modification.
component

Specifies the component name for the product being updated by the local modification.
NOCOMMENT

Specifies that the executable REXX program will have comments, extraneous spaces, and blank lines removed
from the file. One REXX comment line is inserted at the beginning of the file as required by REXX. This is the
default option.

COMMENT
Specifies that comments and spacing will not be removed from the executable file. This option must be specified
when applying an update to a product Build List EXEC file so that it is generated with the correct structure.

Description

The REXXUPD applies an update file for a local modification to a source code maintained part, and updates the VMSES/
E Software Inventory to reflect the updated file. For more information about procedures to create local modifications, see
the section Local Service.

VMADMIN Command
Use the VMADMIN command to perform product administration from a system administrator ID.
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Enter the VMADMIN command to display the VMADMIN Administration Menu. For details on the full range of
administrative options, refer to Performing Product Administration.

The VMADMIN command has the following syntax:
VMADMIN [product [([USERid userid] [SELection keyword]] 

Definitions

product
Specifies the value on a prodname tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file.

USERid
Specifies the user id for a product. To enter a USERid, you must specify a product.

SELection
Specifies the desired task keyword for the product. If more than one user id defined for the product, you must
specify the USERid with the SELection entry.

Description

The VMADMIN command provides the entry point into the VMADMIN Administration Menu system for performing product
administration.

VMALLOC Command
Use the VMALLOC command to allocate system resources for a product user ID or a server machine user ID.

The operation of the VMALLOC command can be controlled by the records found in the VMALLOC CONFIG file.

VMALLOC can use VM:Secure (with or without security) to automatically update the CP directory. Or, VMALLOC can
produce a DIRECT file for use by another directory manager product.

The VMALLOC command has the following syntax:

VMALLOC "Parms" [( "Options"]

Parms:

  PRODUCT ppfname component

| [SERVER] name [tagname]

Options:

DIRECT

Authorizations

VMALLOC is intended to be run from user ID VMANAGER, with all the authorizations of a system administrator and a
directory manager.

Definitions
ppfname

Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for a version of the product you are allocating. If you
created a PPF override file, use its file name here.

component
Specifies the name of the component you are allocating.
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name
Specifies the user ID of the product main server virtual machine. For a product that does not run in a server,
specifies the name of the deployment.

tagname
Specifies the name of a tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry for name. The tag value is either the name of a
secondary virtual machine within the deployment or the owner name and device address of a single virtual disk.

DIRECT
Specifies that you are creating a DIRECT file only. If a USE statement is present in the VMALLOC CONFIG file,
it is ignored. This option is intended for use in an upgrade, where you already have the server user ID in the
directory, and need to determine any minidisk size changes for a new release.

Description

The operation of the VMALLOC command depends on the records contained in the VMALLOC CONFIG file. Create the
VMALLOC CONFIG file on the VMANAGER 1FF configuration file minidisk. The VMANAGER 1FF minidisk is accessed at
file mode V on user ID VMANAGER.

To allocate only a specific virtual machine or minidisk, specify the tagname parameter. When VMALLOC is configured to
allocate new virtual machines and disk space automatically, it normally allocates all of the deployment virtual machines
and disk space that you defined in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry. Certain virtual machines or minidisks are optional,
and you may have chosen to omit allocating them at the initial deployment. If you subsequently chose to add the optional
parts of the deployment, add the parts to the VMSERVER NAMES file entry by uncommenting the tag values, then issue
the VMALLOC command with a tagname parameter to generate the new virtual machine or minidisk.

VMALLOC CONFIG File Statements
Contents

USE

The USE statement tells VMALLOC to allocate new user IDs or minidisk resources for products by issuing commands
directly to VM:Secure or VM:Director.

The USE statement has the following format:

USE command

Definitions

command
Specifies the name of a command MODULE for the VM:Secure or VM:Director product server. The usual
command name at most sites is VMSECURE or VMDIRECT.

The following conditions must be met for successful operation of USE:

1. The specified command MODULE, usually VMSECURE MODULE or VMDIRECT MODULE, must be present in the
CMS search order.

2. The PRODUCT CONFIG file for VM:Secure or VM:Director must contain the record:

PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER

3. VMANAGER must be a directory manager in the MANAGERS file and the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file must contain the
record:
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GRANT *ALL TO VMANAGER

POOL

Specifies the VM:Secure or VM:Director storage sub-pool where minidisk space will be allocated. This statement is
ignored if the USE statement not present.

The POOL statement has the following format:

POOL [* | poolname]

Definitions

*
A default pool name will be used during allocation.

poolname
The specified pool name will be used during allocation.

DEVTYPE

The DEVTYPE statement tells VMALLOC to produce MDISK statements or to directly allocate minidisks on a specific type
of device.

The DEVTYPE statement has the following format:

DEVTYPE [* | 3390 | 3380 | 9336 | FB-512]

VOLUME

The VOLUME record tells VMALLOC to use a specific volume when allocating minidisks. If no USE statement is present,
the volume specified will be used in all the MDISK statements in the resulting DIRECT file.

The VOLUME statement has the following format:

VOLUME [* | volser]

VMDEFINE Command
Contents

Use the VMDEFINE command to define a new deployment and setup a set of default attributes for that deployment. An
entry is created in the VMSERVER NAMES file. It is a standard CMS NAMES file and follows the rules for its usage. The
VMSERVER NAMES file resides on the VMANAGER 1FF configuration minidisk.

The VMDEFINE command has the following syntax:

VMDEFINE name ppfname component

Definitions
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name
Specifies a name for a specific deployment. For a server based product, it is the user ID name of the product
server virtual machine. For a CMS utility product, it is a unique descriptive name.

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for a version of the product you are allocating. If you
created a PPF override file, use its file name here.

component
Specifies the name of the component you are allocating.

Description

The VMDEFINE command presents a NAMES panel with the default values for the server machine user ID. You may
accept these values and Press PF3 to exit. You may change values and press PF6 to Change and then PF3 to exit.

VMDEPLOY Command
The VMDEPLOY command copies product materials from minidisks owned by a product user ID (service disks) to public
minidisks, or minidisks defined for a product Server Virtual Machine.

NOTE

Use Type INIT when you deploy to a newly defined server for the first time to ensure that all configuration files
are placed on the server’s local minidisk (usually the server’s 191 minidisk).

NOTE

You can use Type CLONE to copy a previously deployed server environment (ALTERNATE, PRIMARY, or
PREVIOUS), instead of the product service disks, to another server environment.

The VMDEPLOY command has the following syntax:

VMDEPLOY name "Type" [( "Options"]

Type:

  INIT [PRIMARY | ALTERNATE | ONLY]

| CLONE [source-environment target-environment]

| PRIMARY

| ALTERNATE

| PREVIOUS

| RUNTIME

| PUBLIC

| ADMIN

| CPUPDTS

| HELP

| ALTRUNTIME

| ALTPUBLIC

| ALTADMIN

| ALTCTLDISK

| ALTCPUPDTS

Options:

[PPF ppfname compname]

[NODE nodename]

[SETUP | NOSETUP]

[LINK | NOLINK]
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[NOLIST | LIST]

Definitions
name

Specifies the user ID of the server machine.
INIT PRIMARY

Specifies that a new server is being deployed. A set of default configuration files and startup PROFILE EXEC is
placed on the disk defined by the LOCAL tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Product code is copied from the
product user ID to the minidisks defined as values of tags in the VMSERVER NAMES file whose names are listed
as the value of the DEPLOY tag.

INIT ALTERNATE
This form usually specifies that an existing server is being converted from an Automated Installation and
Maintenance (AIM) configuration to Mainframe VM Product Manager management.

• Changes the minidisk defined by the LOCAL tag in the VMSERVER NAMES File in the following ways:
a. VMDEPLOY checks all minidisks before any changes are made. Each disk is checked for correct size and

block size. Minidisks in error will be flagged with a message. Fix any problems reported with the minidisk
and then rerun the VMDEPLOY command above

b. VMDEPLOY creates a backup copy of the original PROFILE EXEC on the target minidisk as PROFILE
EXECOLD. The new PROFILE EXEC will contain the EXEC PROFRUN.

• Loads code to the minidisks defined by the following tags in the VMSERVER NAMES File:
– ALTRUNTIME
– ALTADMIN
– ALTPUBLIC

INIT ONLY

• Specifies that a product server is being initialized, but that no deployment of product code is required. This is
useful when more than one product server shares a copy of the deployed product code.

• Changes the minidisk defined by the LOCAL tag in the VMSERVER NAMES File in the following ways:
a. VMDEPLOY checks all minidisks before any changes are made. Each disk is checked for correct size and

block size. Minidisks in error will be flagged with a message. Fix any problems reported with the minidisk
and then rerun the VMDEPLOY command above.

b. VMDEPLOY creates a backup copy of the original PROFILE EXEC on the target minidisk as PROFILE
EXECOLD. The new PROFILE EXEC will contain the EXEC PROFRUN.

CLONE source-environment target-environment
Specifies that the server minidisks corresponding to the values of tags in the VMSERVER NAMES file for the
source-environment will be copied to the values of tags corresponding to the target-environment. The source and
target environment values can be PRIMARY, ALTERNATE or PREVIOUS. For example:
VMDEPLOY CLONE ALTERNATE PRIMARY

Would result in the following disk copies:

• ALTRUNTIME --> RUNTIME
• ALTADMIN --> ADMIN
• ALTPUBLIC --> PUBLIC

For more information, see the descriptions for PRIMARY, ALTERNATE, and PREVIOUS below.
PRIMARY

Specifies that product code is copied from the product user ID to the minidisks defined as values of tags in the
VMSERVER NAMES file whose names are listed as the value of the DEPLOY tag.
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ALTERNATE
Specifies that product code is copied from the product user ID to the minidisks defined by prefixing the names
listed on the DEPLOY tag with the string 'ALT'.
For example, if the value of the DEPLOY tag was 'RUNTIME ADMIN PUBLIC', then an ALTERNATE deploy
copies files to the disks defined on the following tags in the VMSERVER NAMES File for the server:

• ALTRUNTIME
• ALTADMIN
• ALTPUBLIC

PREVIOUS
Specifies that product code is copied from the product user ID to the minidisks defined by prefixing the names
listed on the DEPLOY tag with the string 'PREV'.
For example, if the value of the DEPLOY tag was 'RUNTIME ADMIN PUBLIC', then a PREVIOUS deployment
copies files to the disks defined on the following tags in the VMSERVER NAMES File for the server:

• PREVRUNTIME
• PREVADMIN
• PREVPUBLIC

RUNTIME
Specifies that product code is copied from the product user ID BUILDSRV minidisk to the minidisk defined by the
RUNTIME tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file.

PUBLIC
Specifies that product code is copied from the product user ID BUILDPUB minidisk to the minidisk defined by the
PUBLIC tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file.

ADMIN
Specifies that product code is copied from the product user ID BUILDADM minidisk to the minidisk defined by the
ADMIN tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file.

CPUPDTS
Specifies that CP programming interface files for VSEG are copied from the product user ID BUILDCPF minidisk
to the minidisk defined by the CPUPDTS tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file.

HELP
Specifies that product code is copied from the product user ID BUILDHLP minidisk to the minidisk defined by the
HELP tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file.

ALTRUNTIME
Specifies that product code is copied from the product user ID BUILDSRV minidisk to the minidisk defined by the
ALTRUNTIME tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file.

ALTPUBLIC
Specifies that product code is copied from the product user ID BUILDPUB minidisk to the minidisk defined by the
ALTPUBLIC tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file.

ALTADMIN
Specifies that product code is copied from the product user ID BUILDADM minidisk to the minidisk defined by the
ALTADMIN tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file.

ALTCPUPDTS
Specifies that CP programming interface files for VSEG are copied from the product user ID BUILDCPF minidisk
to the minidisk defined by the ALTCPUPDTS tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file.

PREVRUNTIME
Specifies that product code is copied from the product user ID BUILDSRV minidisk to the minidisk defined by the
PREVRUNTIME tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file.
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PREVPUBLIC
Specifies that product code is copied from the product user ID BUILDPUB minidisk to the minidisk defined by the
PREVPUBLIC tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file.

PREVADMIN
Specifies that product code is copied from the product user ID BUILDADM minidisk to the minidisk defined by the
PREVADMIN tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file.

PREVCPUPDTS
Specifies that CP programming interface files for VSEG are copied from the product user ID BUILDCPF minidisk
to the minidisk defined by the PREVCPUPDTS tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file.

PPF ppfname component
Specifies the product parameter file name and component name. The default values are obtained from
the :ppfname tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Use this option in an environment where different product
release levels are deployed for use on the same product server virtual machine. Use the following steps to move
to a new release of a product:

1. Deploy the new release to the ALTERNATE disks by specifying the new release PPF filename and component
as options to VMDEPLOY.

2. Switch the environment name to ALTERNATE and restart the product server during testing.
3. Commit to the new release by updating the PPF file name and component in the VMSERVER NAMES file to

the new release names, deploy the new release to the PRIMARY area, and update the environment name to
PRIMARY. The product server will run on the new release when it is next started.

NODE nodename
Specifies the node name to be associated with the deployment in the SRVBLDS file for use by the VMPTFS
command. The default value is the node name of the system where the command is executed. The node name is
only used in the records created for display by the VMPTFS command. There is no support for deploying product
code to IDs on other systems.

SETUP | NOSETUP
Specifies that a minidisk/directory access order for the deploy function is setup according to entries in the :MDA
section of the product parameter file. SETUP is the default.

LINK | NOLINK
Specifies that CP LINK commands are issued as defined in the :DCL section of the product parameter file. LINK is
the default.

NOLIST | LIST
Specifies whether VMDEPLOY lists all files that were added, deleted, or modified. If NOLIST is specified, or is in
effect by default, then only a summary indicating the number of files deleted, added, or updated is displayed.

Description

This tool copies files from the installed product materials minidisks or Shared File System directories to minidisks defined
in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry for a specific deployment. The target area name specifies a single minidisk or a set
of minidisks.

VMDEPLOY records a deployment event in a file for use by the VMPTFS command. The filename is extracted from
the :APPID tag in the product parameter file. The filetype is SRVDPLY. Each deployment event records the following
information is recorded:

• A timestamp when the deployment occurred.
• The nodename where the command is issued.
• The identifier specified on the name parameter.
• The name of the deployment.
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NOTE
For an expanded explanation of the actions of this tool refer to the section VMDEPLOY Command Tool.

VMPTFS Command
The VMPTFS command displays the status of Program Temporary Fixes (PTFs) for a deployment.

The VMPTFS command has the following syntax:

VMPTFS name [* | ptfid1 [ptfidn]...] [( FILE [filename]] 

Definitions
name

Specifies the user ID of the server machine for a server based product, or a unique name for a utility product.
*

Specifies that all PTFs for a specific deployment are displayed in the report. This is the default value.
ptfid1 [ptfidn] ...

Specifies that a specific PTF or a named set of PTFs are displayed in the report.
FILE [filename]

Requests that the report be written to a file. If filename is specified, the report is written to filename PTFS A. If
filename is omitted, the report is written to name PTFS A.

Description

This tool generates a report on the status of all PTFs or a specific set of PTFs for the named deployment. The
report displays a timestamp for a PTF reception by VMFREC, the application by VMFAPPLY, and the deployment by
VMDEPLOY.

Here is an example report for a VMTAPE deployment:

vmptfs vmtape

ZVMT020A: CA VM:Tape (TM) Version 02.0

PTF: RO32943

   RECEIVED  02/22/YY 15:30:55

   APPLIED   02/22/YY 15:30:56

   DEPLOYED  02/22/YY 15:33:03 TESTCP5.VMTAPE.PRIMARY

 

PTF: RO33186

   RECEIVED  02/22/YY 15:24:01

   APPLIED   02/22/YY 15:24:02

   DEPLOYED  02/22/YY 15:33:03 TESTCP5.VMTAPE.PRIMARY

   DEPLOYED  02/22/YY 15:25:35 TESTCP5.VMTAPE.ALTERNATE

 

Ready;

The DEPLOYED lines show each unique combination of node name, deployment name, and deployment area name.

VMSERVER Command
Contents
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The VMSERVER command displays definitions from the VMSERVER NAMES file in a full screen panel format. Within this
panel you create, change, or delete entry definitions, tags and values.

The VMSERVER command has the following syntax:

VMSERVER name

Definitions

name
Specifies the user ID of the server machine for a server based product, or a unique name for a utility product.

Description

This tool provides the method for updating entries in the VMSERVER NAMES file. The entries are documented in the
section Defining VMSERVER NAMES File Entry, and in each product Installation Guide publication.
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Product-Pair Interfaces
A product-pair interface is the use of two products together to provide an additional capability that is not provided by either
of the products separately.

Some product-pair interfaces are enabled by placing a PRODUCT record in the product configuration file. The PRODUCT
record has the dual purpose of identifying the communicating service virtual machine user ID and activating the interface.

Any product that requires changes or additions to its directory entry or configuration file to implement an interface must be
shut down before the changes are made. The product must then be restarted following the changes.

NOTE
For more information about directory entries and configuration files, refer to the administration section of
the product's documentation. For VM:Backup, refer to the System Programmers Reference section of the
documentation.

Assumptions

These instructions make the following assumptions:

• Each product runs on the recommended (default) product user ID. If this is not the case at your site, substitute your
user IDs in place of the defaults.

• VMANAGER is the maintenance user ID and the system administrator for all products. If this is not the case at your
site, substitute your user IDs in place of the defaults.

• You are running all products at their most current release level. This ensures optimum performance, functionality, and
support.

Identifying Interface Functions

This table summarizes interface functions.

Interface Function Summary Interface Function Summary

Charge for Archive storage

Batch resource usage

Migrated SFS files

Spool-space usage

Tape mounts

Tape volume storage

Enforce budget limits

Facilitate VM:Account installation

Force periodic change of logon passwords

Hold messages on the operator console for Other VM products

VM:Spool

VM:Tape

Other VM products

Manage tapes for VM:Backup

VM:Spool
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Monitor Critical system messages

VM:Tape activity messages

Move Archived files to and from tape

High-use minidisks

Little-used files to less expensive storage media

Schedule Periodic backups

VM:Archiver functions

VM:Secure (both with and without security products) database
backups

VM:Secure (both with and without security products) audit file data
extracts

Other VM products

Transfer security privileges to VM:Backup

VM:Batch

Use tapes for and from batch jobs

Use VM:Secure Rules Facility to Control VM:Schedule CANCEL, QUERY, and SCHEDULE
requests

Control access to tapes

Validate account number changes

Identifying Interface Functions
This table summarizes interface functions.

NOTE
Unless specifically noted, all references to  VM:Securerefer to both the "with security" and "without security"
variations of VM:Secure.

Interface Function Summary Interface Function Summary
Charge for Archive storage

Batch resource usage
Migrated SFS files
Spool-space usage
Tape mounts
Tape volume storage

Enforce budget limits
Facilitate VM:Account installation
Force periodic change of logon passwords
Hold messages on the operator console for Other VM products

VM:Spool
VM:Tape
Other VM products

Manage tapes for VM:Backup
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VM:Spool
Monitor Critical system messages

VM:Tape activity messages
Move Archived files to and from tape

High-use minidisks
Little-used files to less expensive storage media

Schedule Periodic backups
VM:Archiver functions
VM:Secure database backups
VM:Secure audit file data extracts
Other VM products

Transfer security privileges to VM:Backup
VM:Batch

Use tapes for and from batch jobs
Use the VM:Secure Rules Facility (VM:Secure with security only)
to

Control VM:Schedule CANCEL, QUERY, and SCHEDULE
requests
Control access to tapes

Validate account number changes

Backing Up Mainframe VM Product Manager Products
You can use VM:Backup to back up another VM product.

WARNING
If you back up the product while it is running, certain minidisks must be quiesced for backup processing.
Quiescing a minidisk ensures that it does not change while VM:Backup is writing its contents to tape.

This section describes the special processing required when backing up other VM products and identifies both the
minidisks that should be quiesced and those that do not have to be quiesced before being backed up by VM:Backup.

VM:Account
Use VM:Backup to back up the following VM:Account minidisks without quiescing them:

• The 191 (LOCAL) minidisk, containing the PROFILE EXEC, the VMACCT CONFIG file, and locally modified files
• The 192 (RUNTIME) minidisk, containing program material
• The 1C0 (CONTROL) minidisk, containing customer lists, project lists, and cost tables

To back up the VM:Account 1B0 (COLLECT) minidisk, select the QUIESCE option in the VM:Backup exception file. When
the backup runs, VM:Backup looks to see if the quiesce user exit (VMBEXIT2) exists. If you define this user exit, code
the exit to issue return code 4. This code allows VM:Backup to use the CP SMSG facility to quiesce the 1B0 minidisk. If
the VMBEXIT2 user exit does not exist, VM:Backup uses the CP SMSG facility to ask VM:Account to quiesce the 1B0
minidisk.

NOTE
For more information about VMBEXIT2, see the Quiesce (VMBEXIT2) User Exit article in the VM:Backup
documentation.

Requirement

Make sure that a PRODUCT VMBACKUP VMBACKUP record exists in the VMACCT CONFIG file.
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VM:Archiver
Use VM:Backup to back up these VM:Archiver minidisks without quiescing them:

• The 192 minidisk, containing program material
• The 191 minidisk, containing the PROFILE EXEC, the VMARCH CONFIG file, and locally modified files

To back up the VM:Archiver DASD pool minidisks, select the QUIESCE option in the VM:Backup exception file.

When the backup runs, VM:Backup checks to see if the quiesce user exit (VMBEXIT2) exists. If you define this user
exit, code the exit to issue return code 4. This code allows VM:Backup to use the CP SMSG facility to quiesce the
VM:Archiver 192 and 191 minidisks. If the VMBEXIT2 user exit does not exist, VM:Archiver uses the CP SMSG facility to
ask VM:Archiver to quiesce these minidisks.

NOTE
For more information about VMBEXIT2, see the Quiesce (VMBEXIT2) User Exit article in the VM:Archiver
documentation.

Requirement

Enter the VM:Archiver service virtual machines that VM:Archiver is to use for jobs requiring tapes on the VM:Archiver
Define VM:ArchiverOptions screen.

NOTE
For more information about this screen, see the Administrators section in the VM:Archiver documentation.

VM:Backup
To back up the VM:Spool 1B0 (DATABASE) and 1D0 (AUDT) minidisks, select the QUIESCE option in the VM:Backup
exception file.

When the backup runs, VM:Backup looks to see if the quiesce user exit (VMBEXIT2) exists. If you define this user
exit, code the exit to issue return code 4. This code allows VM:Backup to use the CP SMSG facility to quiesce the
VM:Backup 1B0 and 1D0 minidisks. If the VMBEXIT2 user exit does not exist, VM:Backupuses the CP SMSG facility to
ask VM:Backup to quiesce these minidisks.

NOTE
For more information about VMBEXIT2, see the Quiesce (VMBEXIT2) User Exit article in the VM:Backup
documentation.

Requirement

Make sure that a GRANT QUIESCE TO VMBACKUP record exists in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file.

VM:Tape
Use the VM:Tape VMTBKP utility to back up these VM:Tape minidisks:

• 1D0 minidisk, containing the AUDIT file
• 1B0 minidisk, containing the Tape Management Catalog (TMC) file

Let VM:Backup back up all VM:Tape minidisks with the NO QUIESCE option (the default) to ensure that the VM:Tape 191
and 192 minidisks are backed up.

NOTE
For more information about using the VMTBKP utility, see the Administrators section in the VM:Tape
documentation.
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VM:Secure Backups
Understand how to backup VM:Secure with security and VM:Secure without security.

You cannot use VM:Backup to back up all VM:Secure minidisks. This section describes the special backup processing
that is required and lists the utilities that you must use in addition to Mainframe VM Product Manager.

NOTE
Unless specifically noted, all references to VM:Secure refer to both the "with security" and "without security"
variations of VM:Secure.

Use VM:Backup to back up the followingVM:Secure minidisks, without quiescing them:

• The 192 (RUNTIME) minidisk containing program material
• The 194 (COMMON) minidisk that the Worker Facility uses. The files on this minidisk are created every time

VM:Secure is initialized with the Worker Facility activated. Therefore, no special processing for the 194 minidisk is
required.

The 1B3 minidisk is an IPLDISK that CMS does not access. Specify a physical backup format for this minidisk in the
Mainframe VM Product Manager exception file that is used to back up VM:Secure.

Select the QUIESCE option in the VM:Backup exception file to back up these minidisks:

• The 191 (LOCAL) minidisk
• The 1B2 (HOLD) minidisk
• The 1B4 (RULE) minidisk (VM:Secure with security only)

When the backup is run, VM:Backup checks to see if the quiesce user exit (VMBEXIT2) exists. If you define this user exit,
code the exit to issue a return code of 4. This return code allows VM:Backup to use the CP SMSG facility to quiesce the
minidisks that are listed above. If the VMBEXIT2 user exit does not exist, VM:Backup uses the CP SMSG facility to ask
VM:Secure to quiesce these minidisks.

NOTE
For more information about VMBEXIT2, see the Quiesce (VMBEXIT2) User Exit article in the VM:Backup
documentation.

To back up the 1B0 (DRCT) directory database minidisk, use the VM:Secure utilities VMXBKP01, VMXBKP02, and
VMXBKP03.

NOTE
For more information about using these utilities, see the Utility Reference section in the VM:Secure
documentation.

To back up the 1D0 (AUDT) audit database minidisk, use the AUDITEXT command. See the Reference section in the
VM:Secure™ for z/VM or VM:Director™ for z/VM documentation for information about using this command.

Requirement

Make sure that a PRODUCT VMBACKUP VMBACKUP record exists in the VM:Secure or VM:Director PRODUCT
CONFIG file.

Using Other VM:Manager Suite Products With VM:Operator
VM:Operator is a service virtual machine that automates z/VM operations by intercepting messages that would typically
be displayed on the single z/VM system operator console. VM:Operator processes the messages according to customized
routing tables and action routines.
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You can issue some commands to another product from VM:Operator windows. You can also configure another product
to be a VM:Operator secondary user. This chapter describes this functionality, along with tips for highlighting critical
messages, in the context of VM:Manager Suite.

Issuing Product Commands from VM:Operator Windows
To issue product commands from the VM:Operator SYSTEM window add the appropriate PRODUCT record to the
VMOPER CONFIG file:

PRODUCT product-name userid

product-name
Denotes VMACCOUNT, VMARCHIVER, VMBACKUP, VMBATCH, VMDIRECTOR, VMOPERATOR,
VMSCHEDULE, VMSECURE, VMSPOOL, or VMTAPE.

userid
Specifies the user ID of the service virtual machine running the corresponding product.

The PRODUCT record identifies which service virtual machine VM:Operator is communicating with when invoking a
product command. The commands can be invoked from the SYSTEM window command line. The product command
actually invokes a VM:Operator macro (included with the VM:Operator program material) that communicates with the
other product.

In addition to the PRODUCT record, add authorizations to the configuration file of each product that you want the user
ID running VM:Operator to communicate with. For example, to give the user ID running VM:Operator privileges to issue
VM:Schedule operator commands, add this record to the VMSCHED CONFIG file where user ID is the user ID running
VM:Operator:

AUTHORIZ OPERATOR userid

Product server commands issued from EXECs should (where possible) be issued using CP SMSG. An EXEC attempting
to issue a product server command using the communication modules (drones) may produce unpredictable results.

The VM:Operator macros included on the distribution tape can be used as prototypes when converting your EXECs to
VM:Operator macros. When issuing product commands from VM:Operator macros, use the CMSNOLCK primitive and the
TEST primitive prefix. To do this, preface the call with TEST CMSNOLCK. For example:

'TEST CMSNOLCK VMTAPE QUERY MOUNT'

Restrictions

VM:Operator will use product communication modules to issue other product commands instead of using its internal
product-to-product interface. This adds greater flexibility to commands that can be issued from the SYSTEM window, but
there are still these restrictions:

• When VM:Operator issues a command to a product, VM:Operator cannot issue another command to that same
product until the first one finishes executing. For example, if a VMYIAMOP user is currently viewing a VM:Schedule
screen, no other VMYIAMOP user or logon console can issue a VM:Schedule command until the first VMYIAMOP user
leaves the VM:Schedule screens.

• The VM:Spool command must be issued from the LOGON console and must be the only product command active at a
given time. For example, if a VM:Batch command is executing on a VMYIAMOP console, then a VM:Spool command
issued on the logon console will not be executed. Conversely, if a VM:Spool command is executing on the logon
console, a VM:Batch command issued on a VMYIAMOP console will be rejected.
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Other VM:Manager Suite Products as VM:Operator SECUSERs
The VM:Operator SECUSER process provides the ability to have disconnected virtual machines running as secondary
user IDs in separate windows. Commands can be entered in these windows, and VM:Operator records all activity in
its log file. The SECUSER process uses the Single Console Image Facility (SCIF). Note: For more information about
implementing the SECUSER process, see the CA VM:Operator Administration Guide. There are benefits and drawbacks
to defining SECUSERs in VM:Operator. The benefits are:

• All messages are logged in the VM:Operator log file.
• A separate REVIEW window can be configured to view a subset of the log file pertaining only to that particular user

ID's messages.
• The SECUSER window can be used to issue commands to disconnected service virtual machines and the responses

can be monitored in the same window.
• The SECUSER user exit is available for sites concerned with security associated with the SECUSER windows.
• SCIF messages will by default appear in the SYSTEM window as well as the SECUSER window.

Highlighting Critical Product Messages
This section provides an example of how you may want to configure VM:Operator to handle critical product messages.

VM:Operator can make critical messages issued by another Broadcom VM product more noticeable to the system
operator by causing the operator's terminal alarm to sound when the message is issued, then highlighting the message
and holding it on the screen until the operator takes corrective action and removes it.

For example, to make the VM:Secure message VMXRPW0957W more noticeable to the system operator, add this record
to the SYSTEM routing table or SYSTABLE on the 191 minidisk of the user ID running VM:Operator:

HOLD ALARM MSG VMSECURE *1 1 VMXRPW0957W

HOLD
Indicates the message is held on the operator's screen.

ALARM
Indicates the message is accompanied by a beep.

VMSECURE
Indicates the message to be detected will be sent by user ID VMSECURE.

*1
Indicates the message to be detected will be sent using the CP MSG or MSGNOH command.

1
Indicates the message should be searched for a match starting in column 1.

VMXRPW0957W
Indicates the message prefix to be detected.

After adding this record, reload the routing table by either using the TABLE command or by ending and reinitializing
VM:Operator.

When VM:Operator detects a type *1 message (a MSG or MSGNOH message) from VM:Secure, it searches for the string
VMXRPW0957W in column 1. If VM:Operator finds a match, it highlights the message, sounds the terminal alarm, and
holds the message on the screen.

Scheduling Other VM Components With VM:Schedule
VM:Schedule can be used to decrease your prime-time workloads by having job requests run during off hours. You can
use VM:Schedule to delay the running of your requests, such as VMRGRW reports, to a later time and without user
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interaction. However, your request may require the use of a tape. You can use VM:Tape within your VM:Schedule request
to automate your tape needs.

This sample EXEC can be used to process tape-dependent requests:

/*****************************************************/

/*                                                    */

/* This EXEC issues the CA VM:Tape MOUNT              */

/* command with the WAIT option for                   */

/* CA VM:Schedule requests that require the           */

/* use of a tape.                                     */

/*                                                    */

/* Requires:  Access to the VMTAPE MODULE             */

/*                                                    */

/*****************************************************/

address 'COMMAND'

/* Replace 'volser' with actual tape volser           */

'VMTAPE MOUNT' volser '(WAIT' /* Request tape mount   */

If rc <> 0 Then Call error

/* Enter your tape processing commands here           */

'TAPE RUN'

'CP DET 181'

Exit rc 

error: 

'CP LOGOFF'

Exit rc

The VM:Tape MOUNT command instructs the operator to mount the specified tape (volser), which can be a specific tape
volume or a SCRATCH tape. The WAIT option specifies that the tape must be mounted and attached before the command
completes. If the tape is not mounted successfully, VM:Tape sends a message to the operator's console requesting
operator intervention. If the mount request does not complete successfully, VM:Tape issues a nonzero return code and the
EXEC branches to an error routine.

When the tape is mounted successfully, your EXEC can position the tape using the CMS TAPE command. For example,
to begin at the third physical file, add this command to the EXEC:

TAPE FSF 2

Then insert the commands to perform any tape processing you require. After the commands perform your actual tape
processing requests, the EXEC will rewind the tape (TAPE RUN), detach the tape drive (CP DET 181), and exit.

NOTE
For more information about the VM:Tape MOUNT command, refer to the VM:Tape Command Reference.

Product-Pair Interfaces
A product-pair interface is the use of two products together to provide an additional capability that is not provided by either
of the products separately.

Some product-pair interfaces are enabled by placing a PRODUCT record in the product configuration file. The PRODUCT
record has the dual purpose of identifying the communicating service virtual machine user ID and activating the interface.

Any product that requires changes or additions to its directory entry or configuration file to implement an interface must be
shut down before the changes are made. The product must then be restarted following the changes.
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NOTE
For more information about directory entries and configuration files, refer to the administration section of
the product's documentation. For VM:Backup, refer to the System Programmers Reference section of the
documentation.

Assumptions

These instructions make the following assumptions:

• Each product runs on the recommended (default) product user ID. If this is not the case at your site, substitute your
user IDs in place of the defaults.

• VMANAGER is the maintenance user ID and the system administrator for all products. If this is not the case at your
site, substitute your user IDs in place of the defaults.

• You are running all products at their most current release level. This ensures optimum performance, functionality, and
support.

Identifying Interface Functions

This table summarizes interface functions.

Interface Function Summary Interface Function Summary

Charge for Archive storage

Batch resource usage

Migrated SFS files

Spool-space usage

Tape mounts

Tape volume storage

Enforce budget limits

Facilitate VM:Account installation

Force periodic change of logon passwords

Hold messages on the operator console for Other VM products

VM:Spool

VM:Tape

Other VM products

Manage tapes for VM:Backup

VM:Spool

Monitor Critical system messages

VM:Tape activity messages

Move Archived files to and from tape

High-use minidisks

Little-used files to less expensive storage media

Schedule Periodic backups

VM:Archiver functions

VM:Secure (both with and without security products) database
backups
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VM:Secure (both with and without security products) audit file data
extracts

Other VM products

Transfer security privileges to VM:Backup

VM:Batch

Use tapes for and from batch jobs

Use VM:Secure Rules Facility to Control VM:Schedule CANCEL, QUERY, and SCHEDULE
requests

Control access to tapes

Validate account number changes

VM:Account and VM:Archiver
The VM:Account and  interface enables you to determine how much data is stored on VM:Archiver. This is useful
information if you are trying to encourage archive usage by charging less for archive storage than for storage on users'
minidisks.

You can control which archive storage types (ONLINE, STAGE, or TAPE) are accounted for in batch and exception
accounting. A charging strategy can be set and VM:Account reports can be used to determine the breakdown of
resources and costs attributed to each of the three storage types.

Restrictions and Requirements

None.

Implementation

1. Verify that there is an OPTION ACCT record in the VMARCH directory entry.
2. Log on to VMANAGER.
3. Enter the VM:Archiver CONFIG command to display the Manage Configuration Options screen.
4. Select option 6, Define accounting controls.
5. On the Define Accounting Controls screen, do the following:

a. Enter the user ID of the VM:Account service virtual machine.
b. Enter y in response to the question of VM:Archiver accounting for storage.
c. Enter x beside each storage type for which you want to account. You may charge for one, two, or all three types of

storage.
d. Specify the date on which you want accounting to begin. This can be a date in the future. However, the date cannot

be earlier than the default date displaying in the field.
e. Press PF9 to save your work.
f. Press PF3 until you return to CMS.

6. Log on to VMACCT.
7. Enter the END command to shut down VMACCT.
8. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMARCHIVE VMARCH record in the VMACCT CONFIG file. This configuration file

record provides VM:Account with the user ID of the  service virtual machine. This record activates the VM:Account
side of the interface.

9. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMACCT.
10. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMACCT running disconnected.
11. Use the VM:Account full-screen UPDATE command to edit the ARCHIVE COSTABLE file. This file contains costing

information for VM:Archiver accounting records (datatype A9).
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VM:Account and VM:Batch
The VM:Account and VM:Batch interface enables you to charge and report separately on VM:Batch and interactive
resource usage. You can also charge users who run jobs on a remote system (even one on which their user IDs are not
defined).

This interface can decrease the prime-time workload by charging users less for batch jobs that run during off hours than
those that run during the peak operating periods.

Enable this interface if you have coded a VM:Batchaccount user exit that allows users to submit jobs to be charged to an
account number that is not their default account number. The interface will ensure that these jobs will be charged to the
account number specified when the job was submitted, rather than the user's default account number, even if the jobs use
VM:Account PACKAGE or PROJECT accounting.

The interface also provides a solution to the loss of user ID/accounting information when performing an SQL function
through VM:Batch. With the interface implemented and the VM:Account version of the SQL ARIUXIT in place,
VM:Account will supply the correct user ID and account number to SQL to place in its accounting records.

How the Interface Works

• VM:Batch sends VM:Account information describing the batch job, including the job number, job name, user ID, job
class, priority, and account number to be charged.

• VM:Account places this information in a table for later use.
• VM:Account encodes a special 8-byte account number and sends this information to VM:Batch.
• VM:Batch uses this encoded account number when setting the accounting information that will appear in the CP

accounting records for the batch job.
• When VM:Account receives the CP accounting records produced by the batch jobs, VM:Account uses the encoded

account number to search the table during the costing process and uses the information in the table to supply the
correct user ID, job name, job class, priority, and account number in the costed record.

If VM:Account is not available at the beginning of the batch job, VM:Batch sends a C0/H0 record describing the batch
job to the VM:Account reader. VM:Batch then creates an encoded account number that contains binary zeros in the first
six bytes and the hexadecimal batch job number in the remaining two bytes, and uses this account number when setting
the accounting information that will appear in the CP accounting records for the job. VM:Account performs accounting for
these records when the VM:Account service virtual machine becomes available, by reading the C0/H0 (Event) record first
and using this information when costing the job records.

VM:Batch jobs produce C1 (session), C2 (dedicated device), and C3 (TDISK) records for processing by VM:Account.

Note: For more information about these accounting records, see the VM:Account System Administrator's Guide.

Restrictions and Requirements

Only one VM:Batch service virtual machine can be interfaced to VM:Account. If there are two or more VM:Batch systems
interfaced with VM:Account, users may get charged for jobs they did not submit.

Implementation

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Enter the VM:Batch CONFIGUR command.
3. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMACCOUNT VMACCT record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file. This configuration file

record provides VM:Batch with the VM:Account service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the VM:Batch
side of the interface.

4. Make sure there is an ACCT option in the VMBATCH directory entry OPTION statement. This option allows VM:Batch
to create accounting records.
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5. Log on to VMACCT.
6. Enter the END command to shut down VMACCT.
7. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMBATCH VMBATCH record in the VMACCT CONFIG file. This configuration file

record provides VM:Account with the VM:Batch service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the VM:Account
side of the interface.

8. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMACCT.
9. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMACCT running disconnected.
10. Use the VM:Account full-screen UPDATE command to update the VMBATCH COSTABLE file.

VM:Batch and VM:Secure
This interface provides two functions:

• The first interface function enables a VM:Batch worker machine to use the CP Surrogate Facility to assume the rule
privileges of the submitting user ID.

• The second function enables you to create user rules for the worker machines that allow the worker machines to be
autologged by VM:Batch without a password.

Restrictions and Requirements

You must have the VM:Secure Rules Facility installed. For installation instructions, see the VM:Secure Rules Facility
Guide.

Implementation

To implement both interface functions:

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Enter the VM:Secure CONFIG PRODUCT command.
3. Ensure that there is a PRODUCT VMBATCH VMBATCH record in the VM:Secure PRODUCT CONFIG file. This

configuration file record provides VM:Secure with the VM:Batch service virtual machine user ID. This record activates
the interface.

To implement the second interface function, follow these steps:

1. For each VM:Batch worker machine:
a. Enter the VM:Secure RULES USER VMBATnnnn command.
b. Ensure that there is an ACCEPT vmbatch AUTOLOG (NOPASS rule in the VM:Secure user rules file.
These rules allow each VM:Batch worker machine to be autologged without passwords.

2. Log on to VMANAGER.
3. Enter the VM:Batch CONFIGUR command.
4. Remove the password parameter from the WORKER records in the VMBATCH CONFIG file, if present.
5. Ensure that there is a PRODUCT VMSECURE VMSECURE record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file. This configuration

file record provides VM:Batch with the VM:Secure service virtual machine user ID.
6. Enter the FILE command to save the changes.
7. Enter the VM:Secure EDIT VMBATCH command.
8. Ensure that there is an IUCV DUALPASS statement in the VMBATCH directory entry.

VM:Account and VM:Spool
The VM:Account/VM:Spool interface enables you to charge users for spool-space usage. The VM:Spool worker machine
(VMLWORK) uses DIAG X'4C' to send the accounting records to CP which can then be costed and reported on by
VM:Account.
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This interface deters users from using spool space as an alternate storage area and helps pinpoint those users that abuse
the spool area, giving you the opportunity to show them the advantages of using VM:Archiver (if installed) as an alternate
storage facility, or simply getting out-of-date files deleted from their online space.

Restrictions and Requirements

None.

Implementation

1. Verify that there is an OPTION ACCT record in the VMLWORK directory entry.
2. Log on to VMSPOOL.
3. Enter the END command to shut down VMSPOOL.
4. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMACCOUNT VMACCT record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. This configuration file

record provides VM:Spool with the VM:Account service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the VM:Spool
side of the interface.

5. Make sure there is a DATABASE ACCOUNT record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. This configuration file record
creates accounting records based on information stored in the VM:Spool database file.

6. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMSPOOL.
7. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMSPOOL running disconnected.
8. Log on to VMACCT.
9. Enter the END command to shut down VMACCT.
10. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMSPOOL VMSPOOL record in the VMACCT CONFIG file. This configuration file

record provides VM:Account with the VM:Spool service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the VM:Account
side of the interface.

11. Make sure there is a SPECIAL SPOOL VMLWORK record in the VMACCT CONFIG file. This configuration file record
provides VM:Account with the VM:Spool worker machine user ID. This user ID creates datatype AB spool accounting
records for VM:Account to process.

12. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMACCT.
13. Enter the #CP DISCONN to leave VMACCT running disconnected.
14. Enter the VM:Account full-screen UPDATE command to create the SPOOL COSTABLE file. The SPOOL COSTABLE

file specifies the rates to be charged for spool space usage. Costing for spool-space usage is determined by the user's
spool distribution code, the type of spool file, and class of the spool file.

VM:Archiver and VM:Backup
The VM:Archiver and VM:Backupp interface enables you to use an efficient, economical alternative to DASD storage: tape
storage.

VM:Archiver uses the interface with VM:Backup to:

• Move STAGE and ONLINE files to tape storage and to copy user minidisks and files from minidisks and directories to
tape storage (archive).

• Retrieve (recall) archived data on tape to minidisks, directories, and virtual readers.
• Copy and merge unexpired and unpurged data on existing tape sets to new tape sets. (This is known as merge/purge/

copy.) Merge/purge/copy has the effect of removing expired and purged data from a tape set.
• Reinitialize tapes that the merge/purge/copy jobs have processed.

Contents
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How the Interface Works

VM:Archiveruses theVM:Backup Template Programming Interface (TPI) to create a job that archives data to, or recalls
data from, tape storage. VM:Archiver also uses the TPI to create merge/purge/copy and reinitialization jobs. VM:Archiver
creates $TEMPLAT and $XCEPT files that define the files and domains to be archived and recalled.

When the $TEMPLAT and $XCEPT files have been created for a job, VM:Archiver issues the VM:Backup IMPORT
command to copy the files to the VM:Backup service virtual machine and convert them to a VM:Backup internal format
template. When the files have been successfully imported, VM:Archiver issues the VM:Backup SUBMIT command to start
the processing of the job by VM:Backup.

While processing the job, VM:Backup writes job completion information in a keyword data report on the VM:Backup
report minidisk. When VM:Backup finishes processing the job, it issues the VM:Archiver JOBEND command to notify
VM:Archiver that the job has completed.

Upon job completion, VM:Archiver issues the VM:Backup GETRPT command to copy the keyword data report to a
VM:Archiver minidisk. VM:Archiver uses the information in the keyword data report to update its database. For archive or
recall jobs, VM:Archiver also uses this information to notify users of the outcome of their archive or recall requests.

In addition to creating the keyword data report described above, VM:Backup sends the VM:Backup Backup and Restore
Job Detail reports to the user ID identified on the VM:Archiver Define VM:Backup Options screen.

Archiving Files and Minidisks

The VM:Archiver SUBMIT ARCHIVES command builds a TPI job that specifies files and domains to be copied to tape
storage. VM:Archiver also specifies the names of the VM:Backup resource pools to be used for each archive tape copy
being created. If VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape and consequently is obtaining tape volumes through VM:Tape,
your site can use scratch tapes.

When trying to copy data from a user's minidisk, VM:Backup obtains a read-only link to the minidisk; the user does not
need to detach the minidisk. How VM:Backup proceeds depends on if it is attempting to back up a file or minidisk.

• If VM:Backup is trying to back up a file/If the minidisk on which the file resides changes, VM:Backup tries again a
specified number of times. (You set the number of times that VM:Backup tries on the VM:Archiver Define VM:Backup
Options screen.) If the minidisk is still changing after the specified number of tries, VM:Backup skips the file and does
not back it up.

• If VM:Backup is trying to back up a minidisk/If the minidisk changes, VM:Backup tries again a specified number of
times. (You set the number of times that VM:Backup tries on the VM:Backup Define VM:Backup Options screen.) If
the minidisk is still changing after the specified number of tries, VM:Backup instead makes a physical backup of the
minidisk.

Recalling Files and Minidisks From Tape

The VM:Archiver SUBMIT RECALLS command builds a TPI job that specifies the files and domains to be retrieved from
tape storage, and the location to which these files and minidisks are to be restored.

For the files and domains being recalled directly to a minidisk, VM:Backup tries to obtain a read/write link to the target
minidisk. The user and anyone else who is linked read/write must detach this minidisk to enable VM:Backup to obtain the
link. VM:Backup notifies VM:Archiver of the success or failure of the recall requests.

Submitting Jobs When VM:Backup Is Not Available

If a job is submitted when VM:Backupis not running, VM:Archiver will have already created the TPI files and the job will be
in BUILT status. This job can be resubmitted when VM:Backup becomes available.

Implementation
top
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Configuring the Interface for VM:Backup

1. Log on to the VM:Backup service virtual machine that you want to interface with VM:Archiver.
2. Enter the END command to shut down VM:Backup.
3. Use the XEDIT command to edit the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.
4. Make sure that there is a PRODUCT VMARCHIVE VMARCH record present. This configuration file record provides

VM:Backup with the  service virtual machine user ID. This record allows VM:Archiver to use VM:Backup to archive,
recall, and merge/purge/copy files, and reinitialize tapes.

5. If a REPORTDISK minidisk is not yet defined for VM:Backup, define one and add a REPORTDISK record. This
configuration file record sets up the minidisk that enables VM:Backup to create keyword data reports. These reports
list the outcome of jobs that VM:Archiver submits to VM:Backup.

6. Enter the FILE command to save the changes to the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.
7. You will probably need to increase the size of these VM:Backup minidisks:

– 191 (local files)
– 1E0 (system files)
– 1D1 (restart recovery files)
Contact Broadcom Support for assistance if necessary.

8. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VM:Backup.
9. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VM:Backup running disconnected.
10. Log on to VMANAGER.
11. Enter vmbackup. The VM:Backup System Administrator Main Menu displays.
12. Verify that the names of the Shared File System (SFS) file pools that users of VM:Archiver will have access to are

identified to VM:Backup.
a. From the System Administrator Main Menu, select option 1. The Manage Configuration Options menu displays.
b. Select option 4; the Identify SFS File Pools screen displays. Verify that the names of the SFS file pools listed are

those that VM:Archiverwill access. If not, add the SFS file pool names that VM:Archiver will access to the list.
Note: For more information about defining SFS file pools to VM:Backup, see the VM:Backup System
Administrator's Guide.

c. When finished, press PF9 to save your changes. Press PF3 to return to the Manage Configuration Options menu.
Press PF3 again to return to the System Administrator Main Menu.

13. Create the resource pools to be used for VM:Archiver jobs. (VM:Backup resource pools define the media, density, and
other characteristics used during VM:Archiver jobs.)
a. Before creating the VM:Archiver resource pool, you must first suspend VM:Backup. Select option 8 from the

System Administrator Main Menu. The Perform Operator Functions menu displays. Select option 4. The End,
Suspend, or Resume Processing screen displays. Select option 3 to suspend processing temporarily.

b. Press PF3 until you return to the System Administrator Main Menu.
c. From the System Administrator Main Menu, select option 3. The Manage Resource Pools screen displays.
d. The default pool name used by VM:Archiver is VMARCHIV. If you are going to use the default VM:Archiver pool

name, create a resource pool on this screen with the name VMARCHIV.
If you are not using the default VM:Archiver pool name, create a resource pool for each pool to be used in
VM:Archiver jobs. For more information about creating resource pools, refer to the VM:Backup Administrators
documentation. The resource pools must match the resource pools that are defined in VM:Archiver for the
VMBACKUP.VMARCHIVER data set.
When finished, press PF3 to return to the System Administrator Main Menu.

e. Resume VM:Backup by selecting option 8 from the System Administrator Main Menu. The Perform Operator
Functions menu displays. Select option 4. The End, Suspend, or Resume Processing screen displays. Select
option 4 to resume suspended processing.

14. Press PF3 until you return to CMS.
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15. For each file pool that you identified in Step 9, verify that the following record is in the DMSPARMS file of the
corresponding SFS server to define the user ID of the VM:Backup service virtual machine as an administrator for that
file pool:
ADMIN VMBACKUP

16. Enter vmadmin vmbackup . The Product Administration screen opens for VM:Backup.
17. Open the VMSERVER NAMES file. Note the user ID and virtual address of the disks in the Public and Altpublic tags.

Configuring the Interface for VM:Archiver

1. Ensure that VM:Archiver has LINKs and ACCESS to the VM:Backup Public disk. Read-only access mode is adequate.
Use any available file mode. If you will be running in the alternative environment, also provide LINK and ACCESS to
the VM:Backup Altpublic disk, .

2. Ensure that VM:Archiver is initialized.
3. Log on to VMANAGER.
4. Enter the VMARCH CONFIG command. VM:Archiver displays the Manage Configuration Options menu.
5. On the Manage Configuration Options menu, select option 2. VM:Archiver displays the Define Tape Controls screen.
6. On the Define Tape Controls screen, the default pool name (VMARCHIV) and corresponding data set name display.

If you are not using the default pool name, enter the names of the resource pools created during configuration of the
VM:Backup interface, as well as the data set names to be used for each archive tape copy to be created. You can
specify one primary tape and up to four copies.

7. When finished, press PF9 to file your changes. VM:Archiver returns you to the Manage Configuration Options menu.
8. On the Manage Configuration Options menu, select option 3. VM:Archiver displays the Define VM:Backup Options

screen.
9. The Define VM:Backup Options screen displays the names of the VM:Backup service virtual machines being used

for each type of job. The default name is VMBACKUP. If the name of your VM:Backup service virtual machine is not
VMBACKUP, enter the service virtual machine name being used for each type of job.
Note: The name of the VM:Backup service virtual machine for ARCHIVE, MPC, and REINIT jobs must be the same.

10. When finished, press PF9 to file your changes. VM:Archiver returns you to the Manage Configuration Options menu.
11. Press PF3 to exit the Manage Configuration Options screen, then press PF3 again until you return to CMS.

VM:Archiver and VM:Schedule
The VM:Archiver and VM:Schedule interface offers more flexible scheduling capabilities than the VM:Archiver internal
scheduler (the EVENT command). For example, VM:Schedule recognizes holidays and weekends; the VM:Archiver
EVENT command does not.

Restrictions and Requirements

Use VM:Schedule to replace VM:Archiver-scheduled events. Then, use the VM:Archiver EVENT DELETE command to
remove these events; this prevents VM:Archiver and VM:Schedule from both submitting jobs.

Scheduling Archive Submissions An Example

To schedule archive submissions and batched recall requests:

1. Log on to VMSCHED.
2. Enter the END command to shut down VMSCHED.
3. Make sure there are RANGE HOLIDAY records in the VMSCHED CONFIG file. These configuration file records

specify dates and times to be associated with holidays, and allow requests to be scheduled around these dates.
4. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMSCHED.
5. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMSCHED running disconnected.
6. Log on to VMANAGER.
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7. Create an EXEC (SUBJOBS EXEC) that submits VM:Archiver batched recall requests and submits VM:Archiver
archive submissions. A sample SUBJOBS EXEC follows.

/******************************************************

*                 SUBJOBS EXEC                        *

*                                                     *

* This EXEC submits archive and batched recall        *

* requests and logs off the VMANAGER userid if        *

* VMANAGER is running disconnected.                   *

*                                                     *

* This EXEC should NOT be run from the                *

* CA VM:Archiver service virtual machine.             *

*                                                     *

* Requires:  VMANAGER to be authorized as an operator *

* in CA VM:Archiver                                   *

*                                                     *

******************************************************/

address 'COMMAND'

'CP SPOOL CONSOLE * START'

'VMARCH SUBMIT RECALLS'         /* Submit recalls     */

If rc <> 0 Then

   $recall/reason = 'FAILED'

Else

   $recall/reason = 'COMPLETED'

'CP MSG * VMARCH RECALL SUBMISSIONS' $recall/reason

'VMARCH SUBMIT ARCHIVES'        /* Submit archives   */

If rc <> 0 Then

   $archive/reason = 'FAILED'

Else $archive/reason = 'COMPLETED'

'CP MSG * VMARCH ARCHIVES SUBMISSIONS' $archive/reason

'CP SPOOL CONSOLE CLOSE STOP'

Exit

8. You can enter the following VM:Schedule command to schedule the SUBJOBS EXEC to run at a specified time. For
example, to schedule the SUBJOBS EXEC to run between 11:00 p.m. and midnight, Monday through Friday, every
day except holidays, enter:

VMSCHED SCHEDULE VMA2 SUBJOBS (AT 23:00 WITHIN 1 ON MON-FRI AGAIN WEEKLY OUTSIDE HOLIDAY LOGOFF YES

Scheduling the ACCOUNT Command An Example

To schedule the VM:Archiver ACCOUNT command:

1. Create an EXEC (ACCT EXEC) that issues the ACCOUNT command. A sample ACCT EXEC follows.

/******************************************************

*                      ACCT EXEC                      *

*                                                     *

* This EXEC issues the CA VM:Archiver ACCOUNT         *

* command and logs off the VMANAGER userid if         *

* VMANAGER is running disconnected.                   *

*                                                     *

* This EXEC should NOT be run from the                *

* CA VM:Archiver service virtual machine.             *
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*                                                     *

* Requires:  VMANAGER to be authorized as an operator *

* in CA VM:Archiver                                   *

*                                                     *

******************************************************/

address 'COMMAND'

'CP SPOOL CONSOLE * START'

'VMARCH ACCOUNT'              /* Execute ACCOUNT     */

If rc <> 0 Then

    $reason = 'FAILED'

Else

    $reason = 'COMPLETED'

'CP MSG * VMARCH ACCOUNT SUBMISSION' $reason

'CP SPOOL CONSOLE CLOSE STOP'

Exit

2. You can enter the following VM:Schedule command to schedule the ACCT EXEC to run at a specified time. For
example, to schedule the ACCT EXEC to run between 11:00 p.m. and midnight, Monday through Friday, every day
except holidays, enter:

VMSCHED SCHEDULE VMA3 ACCT (AT 23:00 WITHIN 1 ON MON-FRI AGAIN

WEEKLY OUTSIDE HOLIDAY LOGOFF YES

VM:Backup and VM:Schedule
The VM:Backup and VM:Schedule interface enables you to use VM:Schedule to issue the VM:Backup SUBMIT
command, specifying the template name and submit time desired.

How the Interface Works

VM:Schedule can be set up to run an EXEC that issues the VM:Backup SUBMIT command for the desired template. For
example, at your site, full backups are run every Sunday afternoon, incremental backups are run Monday through Friday,
and a monthly backup is run on the last Sunday of every month, in place of the regular Sunday backup. VMANAGER is
the user ID that schedules the backup jobs. Template and EXEC names are as follows:

• The name of the Sunday full backup template (and the name of the VM:Schedule EXEC that starts it) is BSUNDAY.
• The name of the daily incremental backup template (and the name of the VM:Schedule EXEC that starts it) is BDAILY.
• The name of the monthly full backup template (and the name of the VM:Schedule EXEC that starts it) is BMONTH.

Restrictions and Requirements

The EXEC created to issue the VM:Backup SUBMIT command runs on the VM:Schedule user ID. Executing the SUBMIT
command can take several minutes for very large jobs. The VM:Schedule machine will be tied up while the SUBMIT
command executes; other requests scheduled for the same time period may not execute. Therefore, you may want
to use another method to submit the backup jobs if you need to initiate other requests while VM:Schedule executes
the VM:Backup SUBMIT command. For example, you could create a special VM:Schedule user ID for submitting the
backup jobs. Or, you could use the CP SMSG facility to enter the SUBMIT command; this allows VM:Schedule to continue
working while VM:Backup processes the command. However, you will see no return codes.

Implementation

1. Log on to VMSCHED.
2. ENTER the END command to shut down VMSCHED.
3. Create EXECs to submit the backup jobs.
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Following are three sample EXECs to run the backup jobs BSUNDAY, BDAILY, and BMONTH if you are interfacing
VM:Schedule with VM:Backup:
/*             BSUNDAY EXEC                             */

/*EXEC to submit full backup run every Sunday           */

'VMBACKUP SUBMIT BSUNDAY'

saverc = rc

If saverc = 0 Then

'CP MSG OPERATOR Problems submitting backup job BSUNDAY'

Exit saverc

/*                    BDAILY EXEC                      */

/*EXEC to submit daily backups run Monday thru Friday  */

'VMBACKUP SUBMIT BDAILY'

saverc = rc

If saverc = 0 Then

   'CP MSG OPERATOR Problems submitting backup job BDAILY'

Exit saverc

/*             BMONTH EXEC                             */

/* EXEC to submit monthly full backup run              */

/* the last Sunday of every month.                     */

'VMBACKUP SUBMIT BMONTH'

saverc = rc

If saverc = 0 Then 

'CP MSG OPERATOR Problems submitting backup job BMONTH'

Exit saverc

4. Make sure there is an AUTHORIZ BSUNDAY VMANAGER record in the VMSCHED CONFIG file.
5. This configuration file record allows VMANAGER to issue the VM:Schedule BSUNDAY EXEC.
6. Make sure there is an AUTHORIZ BDAILY VMANAGER record in the VMSCHED CONFIG file. This configuration file

record allows VMANAGER to issue the VM:Schedule BDAILY EXEC.
7. Make sure there is an AUTHORIZ BMONTH VMANAGER record in the VMSCHED CONFIG file. This configuration file

record allows VMANAGER to issue the VM:Schedule BMONTH EXEC.
8. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMSCHED.
9. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMSCHED running disconnected.
10. Log on to VMANAGER.
11. Give VM:Schedule the authorizations necessary to run VM:Backup backup requests.

a. Enter vmbackup. The VM:Backup System Administrator Main Menu displays.
b. From the System Administrator Main Menu, select option 2. The Manage Authorizations screen displays.
c. Press PF5 to insert a new line. Type vmsched in the Userid field. Type an x in the Operator field.
d. Press PF9 to save your work. Press PF3 until you return to CMS.

12. Enter the VM:Schedule EXEC command to schedule your backups. For example, to run the BDAILY backup, where
daily is the VM:Schedule request name and BDAILY is the EXEC name:
VMSCHED EXEC DAILY BDAILY (ON MON-FRI AT 20:00 WITHIN 1 AGAIN WEEKLY

13. To run the BSUNDAY backup, where weekly is the VM:Schedule request name and BSUNDAY is the EXEC name:
VMSCHED EXEC WEEKLY BSUNDAY (ON SUN AT 2:00 WITHIN 1 AGAIN WEEKLY

14. To run the BMONTH backup, where monthly is the VM:Schedule request name and BMONTH is the EXEC name:
VMSCHED EXEC MONTHLY BMONTH (ON SUN AT 2:00 WITHIN 1 FROM L SUN M AGAIN MONTHLY

 Note: For more information about using the VM:Schedule User's Guide.
15. Log off VMANAGER.
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Note: If you are using the Surrogate Facility, the user ID that starts the job (in this case, VMSCHED) must be able to
link to all minidisks to be backed up. For more information, see . VM:Schedule/VM:Secure.

VM:Backup and VM:Secure
The VM:Backup and VM:Secure interface provides additional security to your VM:Backup system and ensures the
integrity of VM:Secure data backed up by VM:Backup. By enabling this interface, you can use:

• VM:Secure Rules Facility to control the minidisk linking capabilities of VM:Backup.
• VM:Backup to back up or restore to minidisks whose passwords were encrypted by the VM:Secure Password

Encryption Facility.

VM:Secure Rules Facility

The VM:Secure Rules Facility provides a database of site-defined rules that controls access to virtual machines and
minidisks, and controls the transfer of data between virtual machines. The Rules Facility also filters certain CP commands
to determine whether a request should be accepted or rejected.

Installing the Rules Facility is optional.

Note: For more information, see the VM:Secure Rules Facility Guide. Based on rules defined in the database, the Rules
Facility can be used to control VM:Backup minidisk linking during backup and restore job processing.

VM:Secure Password Encryption Facility

The VM:Secure Password Encryption Facility (PEF) allows you to encrypt logon and minidisk passwords. VM:Secure
maintains these passwords in encrypted form in the CP object directory and in the VM:Secure directory database. This
feature is available only if the VM:Secure Rules Facility is installed.

Restrictions and Requirements

None.

Implementation

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Enter the VM:Secure CONFIG PRODUCT command.
3. Make sure that there is a PRODUCT VMBACKUP vmbackup record in the VM:Secure PRODUCT CONFIG file.

This configuration file record provides VM:Secure with the VM:Backup service virtual machine user ID. This record
activates the VM:Secure side of the interface and establishes VM:Secure QUIESCE and SURROGAT authorizations
for VM:Backup.

4. Enter the VM:Secure RULES SYSTEM command. The system puts you in XEDIT.
5. Make sure that there is an ACCEPT vmbackup LINK * * (NOPASS rule in the VM:Secure system override rules file.

This rule allows VM:Backup to link to a user's minidisks.
Note: If the VMBACKUP CONFIG file contains the NODIAG84 record, the NOPASS option is required on the
VM:Secure LINK rule. See the VM:Secure Rules Facility Guide for more information about the LINK rule. When
running on a VM/ESA (ESA feature) system, the VM:Backup directory requires the OPTION LNKNOPAS statement.

6. Make sure that there is an ACCEPT vmbackup SPOOL (HISTORY rule in the VM:Secure system override rules file.
This rule allows VM:Backup to send files to the users' virtual reader or printer.

7. If you are using the VM:Archiver and VM:Backup interface and the Surrogate Facility, make sure that there is an
ACCEPT vmarch LINK * * (NOPASS rule in the VM:Secure system override rules file. This rule ensures that vmarch
can link to all minidisks without specifying a minidisk password.

8. Make sure that there is a CPACTION VM:Backup ACCEPT record in the VM:Secure CP configuration file (VMXRPI
CONFIG). This record allows VM:Backup to access your VM system when VM:Secure is not available. In a disaster
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recovery situation, it may be necessary for VM:Backup to continue to execute (and use CP LINK and SPOOL
commands).
If the CPACTION VMBACKUP ACCEPT record already exists, quit the file and go to Step 9.
If this record does not exist, add it and save the file. You must then regenerate the CP product. Follow the instructions
in the VM:Secure Rules Facility Guide for installing local replacement text decks, and perform a CP SYSGEN following
the instructions appropriate for your system.

9. Make sure that there are IUCV DUALPASS and IUCV ALLOW statements in the VMBACKUP directory entry.
– The IUCV DUALPASS directory entry statement is required when the VM:Secure Password Encryption Facility

is installed. Refer to the VM:Secure Rules Facility Guide for more information about the VM:Secure Password
Encryption Facility and IUCV DUALPASS.

– The IUCV ALLOW directory entry statement allows VM:Backup to communicate with other products and to perform
its own authorization checking.

VM:Backup and VM:Tape
The VM:Backup and VM:Tape interface enables VM:Backup to ask VM:Tape to handle VM:Backup tape mounts and
scratch tape requests.

Setting Up the Interface

The following table explains the four ways to set up VM:Backup and VM:Tape using this interface.

VM:Tape pool selection..

..without the Autopick facility ...with the Autopick facility

Your operator mounts scratch tapes from the pool VM:Tape
selects according to pool assignment rules. VM:Tape validates the
tapes.

The Autopick facility selects tapes from a pool according to pool
assignment rules.
If there is no pool assigned, the Autopick facility selects tapes from
its general scratch pool.

You allow VM:Tape to select the pool based on pool assignment
rules. If no pools are defined, VM:Tape will request that the
operator mount from the general scratch pool.

Occasionally, VM:Backup may need to remount a previously
mounted tape. VM:Tape will not select the same NEXT tape,
because the PICKLIST has been updated and the previously
selected NEXT tape is no longer available for scratch mount
usage.

VM:Tape reserves an additional drive of each medium and density.
VM:Tape does this so it can read internal labels of tapes and
pass these labels to VM:Backup. VM:Backup can then update
the trailer label on the preceding tape to point to the next tape. If
the TAPECHAIN NO configuration file record is used, VM:Backup
does not update the trailer label.

VM:Tape reserves the
exact number of tape drives required to perform the job. With the
Autopick facility, VM:Tape dictates the next tape to be mounted;
therefore, VM:Tape knows the volser of that next tape.VM:Tape
is able to pass the volser of the next tape to VM:Backup so
VM:Backup can update the trailer label of the current tape with
next-tape information without mounting that next tape. If the
TAPECHAIN NO configuration file record is used, VM:Backup
does not update the trailer label.
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Setting up the Interface (Continued)

Specific pools...

... without the Autopick facility ... with the Autopick facility

You must define one or more VM:Tape scratch pools for use by
VM:Backup. The names of these pools must match.
(For example, a VM:Backup pool referred to as DAILY must be
known to VM:Tape as DAILY.)

You must define one or more VM:Tape scratch pools for use
by VM:Backup. The names of these pools must match. (For
example, a VM:Backup pool referred to as DAILY must be known
to VM:Tape as DAILY.)

VM:Backup requests mounts from a specific pool using the POOL
option of the MOUNT command.

VM:Backup requests mounts from a specific pool using the POOL
option of the MOUNT Command.

Your operator selects scratch tapes for the requested scratch pool
and VM:Tape validates them.

The Autopick facility selects tapes from the VM:Tape scratch pool
requested by VM:Backup.

VM:Tape reserves an additional drive of each medium and density.
VM:Tape does this so it can read internal labels of tapes and pass
these labels to VM:Backup.
vcan then update the trailer label on the preceding tape to point
to the next tape. If the TAPECHAIN NO configuration file record is
used, VM:Backup does not update the trailer label

VM:Tape reserves the exact number of tape drives required to
perform the job. With the Autopick facility, VM:Tape dictates the
NEXT tape to be mounted; therefore, VM:Tape knows the volser
of that next tape.VM:Tape is able to pass the volser of the next
tape to VM:Backup so VM:Backup can update the trailer label of
the current tape with next-tape information without mounting that
next tape. If the TAPECHAIN NO configuration file record is used,
VM:Backup does not update the trailer label.

 

Using the RESERVE Record and the Autopick Facility

For backup jobs and output tapes for MPC jobs, the following chart describes how drives are obtained and how many
drives are obtained depending on whether the VMBACKUP CONFIG file contains a RESERVE ON record or RESERVE
OFF record and whether the VM:Tape Autopick facility is in use:

When RESERVE ON record is in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file ...

... without the Autopick facility ... with the Autopick facility

VM:Backup reserves drives before issuing mount requests.
When VM:Backup requires a tape mount, VM:Tape processes the
request immediately because the reserved drive is available for
VM:Backup to use.
Because the Autopick facility is not in use, VM:Tape reserves an
additional drive of each medium and density for the duration of the
job. The job waits until all required drives are reserved, including
the additional drives. If you do not want all drives unavailable
for the duration of the job or to have the job wait for all drives to
be reserved, place a RESERVE OFF record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file

VM:Backup reserves drives before issuing mount requests.
When VM:Backup requires a tape mount, VM:Tape processes the
request immediately because the reserved drive is available for
VM:Backup to use.
Because the Autopick facility is in use, VM:Tape reserves the
exact number of tape drives required to perform the job.
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When RESERVE OFF record is in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file ...

... without the Autopick facility ... with the Autopick facility

VM:Backup does not reserve drives before issuing mount
requests. When VM:Backup requires a tape mount, VM:Tape
queues the request with all other mount requests if tape drives are
not available.

VM:Backup does not reserve drives before issuing mount
requests. When VM:Backup requires a tape mount, VM:Tape
queues the request with all other mount requests if tape drives are
not available.

How the Interface Works

When using this interface and creating resource pools for VM:Backup jobs, the VM:Backup Modify Resource Pool system
administrator screen gives you the option of allowing VM:Tape to select a pool or having VM:Backup request a mount from
a specific pool. If you choose to have VM:Backup specify scratch mounts from a specific pool, VM:Backup will specify the
POOL option on mount commands for backup jobs. For this reason, the VM:Backup scratch tape pool definitions must
have the same name on both VM:Backup and VM:Tape. (For example, the VM:Backup resource pool DAILY must be
known to VM:Tape as DAILY.)

If you use the Autopick facility, do not use the ACCEPT parameter to avoid unnecessary remounting of tapes. Use
VM:Tape scratch pools assigned only for the use of VM:Backup to provide an additional degree of protection for your
VM:Backup tapes.

Any tape to be used by VM:Backup for backup or restore jobs must be in the VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog (TMC).
If you are running multiple systems and you do not share a common TMC, tapes used by one system are not available on
the other systems.

Following is an outline of the events that occur during a backup job and a restore job.

Backup Job Processing

1. VM:Backup verifies that VM:Tape is available. VM:Tape creates or updates the VM:Backup JOBIDS file.
2. If VM:Tape is down, VM:Backup queues the job and tries it again every five minutes. You can cancel the job, put it on

hold, or reinitialize VM:Tape.
3. If RESERVE is enabled, VM:Backup asks VM:Tape to reserve the tape drives it requires to complete the job. If the

Autopick facility is not implemented, VM:Tape reserves an extra drive of each medium and density.
4. If all tape drives that VM:Backup requires are not available, the reserved tape drives are released. VM:Backup tries the

reservation every five minutes until either all of the tape drives become available or you cancel the job.
5. VM:Tape selects the next tape volume to use in the job:

a. If the Autopick facility is implemented, VM:Tape selects a tape, updates the PICKLIST file, and returns the volser to
VM:Backup. VM:Tape defers the physical tape mount.

b. If the Autopick facility is not implemented, the operator selects and mounts a scratch volume. VM:Tape validates
the volser, its status, and pool assignment and returns the volser information to VM:Backup.

6. The tape is mounted:
a. If the Autopick facility is implemented, the operator mounts the tape selected by the Autopick facility in the previous

step.
b. If the Autopick facility is not implemented, VM:Tape detaches the tape drive on which a scratch tape was mounted

and attaches it to VM:Backup.
7. The job begins. If additional tape volumes are required, Steps 3 and 4 (above) are repeated as necessary.
8. VM:Backup sends an END JOB signal to VM:Tape to release the tape drives.
9. VM:Tape waits for an END JOB signal from VM:Backup before cleaning up after the job and making them available

for general use. If the VM:Backup job does not complete successfully, VM:Tape sets the expiration date of the volsers
used in the job to make them eligible to be scratched.
If for some reason VM:Tape is unavailable or experiences a problem, VM:Backup attempts to send the END JOB
signal every five seconds. A message appears giving the operator the option to finish the job or reinitialize VM:Tape.
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Restore Job Processing

1. VM:Backup verifies that VM:Tape is available. VM:Tape creates or updates the VMBACKUP JOBIDS file.
If VM:Tape is down, VM:Backup queues the job and tries it again every five minutes. You can cancel the job or
initialize VM:Tape.

2. VM:Backup sends VM:Tape a list of volsers to be processed. VM:Tape returns a list of densities for the volumes.
If VM:Tape is down, VM:Backup waits five minutes and tries the command again.

3. VM:Backup asks VM:Tape to mount one of the tapes listed.
a. All tape copies with the same medium and density are listed. Any of the tapes can satisfy the request.
b. If none of the tapes listed can be found but another tape copy with a different density is available, the operator can

reject the mount request. VM:Backup will generate a new mount request of the backup at a different density.
4. VM:Backup detaches the tape drive and makes it available for general use.
5. VM:Tape waits for an END JOB signal from VM:Backup before cleaning up after the job.

Restrictions and Requirements

None.

Implementation

1. Log on to VMTAPE.
2. Enter the END command to shut down VMTAPE.
3. Ensure that there is a PRODUCT VMBACKUP VMBACKUP record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

This configuration file record provides VM:Tape with the VM:Backup service virtual machine user ID. This record
activates the VM:Tape side of the interface.
Note: You need to perform Steps 4, 5, and 6 only if you are implementing the interface so that VM:Backup specifies
the pool to use instead of allowing VM:Tape to select the pool named by assignment rules when the scratch pool is
configured.

4. Ensure that there is a POOLASGN record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This record specifies the fileid of the file
containing the scratch pool assignment rules.
This file defines the assignment rules for the scratch pools listed. These rules require that the DSN be an asterisk (*),
the JOB be the user ID of the VM:Backup service virtual machine, and the POOL identifier follow standard naming
conventions. For example:

DSN=*,JOB=VMBACKUP,POOL=DAILY

5. Make sure there is a POOLNAME record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This configuration file record specifies the fileid
of the file containing the scratch pool definitions. Each scratch pool is defined as a list of volsers belonging to the pool.
The scratch pool definition file lists the ranges of tapes associated with the scratch pool. For example, the entry would
be similar to:

SCRPOOL=DAILY,RANGE=000001-000100,RANGE=999000-999999

6. Verify that the files specified on the POOLASGN and POOLNAME VMTAPE CONFIG file records represent existing
files and that the files contain the correct VM:Backup information. If the files do not exist, create them and add the
correct VM:Backup information.

7. If the CVM:Backup volsers are not specified on a SERIES record, you must add the new range to the VMTAPE
CONFIG file and run the VMTBUILD utility to add the volser entries to the TMC (CMS TMCs only). Refer to the
VM:Tape Administration Guide for information about this utility.

8. If you are using the VM:Tape tape positioning user exit (VMTEXIT7), make sure you exclude VM:Backup from having
its tape positioned.

9. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMTAPE.
10. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMTAPE running disconnected.
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11. Log on to VMBACKUP.
12. Make sure neither the VMBEXIT1 nor VMBEXIT5 user exits exist on any accessed minidisk.
13. Enter the END command to shut down VMBACKUP.
14. Make sure there is only one PRODUCT VMTAPE VMTAPE record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. This configuration

file record provides VM:Backup with the VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID and activates the VM:Backup side of
the interface.

15. If you want to disable the RESERVE drive function, add a RESERVE OFF record to the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.
16. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMBACKUP.
17. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMBACKUP running disconnected.
18. Log on to VMANAGER.
19. Enter vmbackup. The System Administrator Main Menu displays.
20. Select option 3. The Manage Resource Pools screen displays.
21. Create one or more resource pools for use by your backup jobs following the instructions on the screens. If you allow

VM:Backup to specify a pool to VM:Tape, make sure the resource pool name matches the VM:Tape pool name.
22. Update your job templates to reference the resource pools.

VM:Batch and VM:Schedule
The VM:Batch and VM:Schedule interface combines the powerful batch processing capabilities of VM:Batch with the
flexibility of VM:Schedule scheduling. You can now run batch jobs that are only eligible to run during specific time periods,
or jobs that are run repeatedly on a regular schedule. You can also cancel one or more runs of a job, change scheduling
parameters after a job has been submitted, run a job in addition to its scheduled runs, and display information about all
types of scheduled tasks at once.

How the Interface Works

• VM:Batch has a SCHEDULE option that passes a string of VM:Schedule scheduling options to the VM:Schedule
service virtual machine.

• VM:Schedule checks the options for syntax. If any options have incorrect syntax, VM:Schedule will issue an error
message and the job submission or change is halted.

• Once the scheduling syntax is correct, VM:Schedule creates a BATCH request for that user's VM:Batch job. This
request runs on the VM:Schedule service virtual machine (not your user ID) and is named BATnnnn, where nnnn is the
unique jobid designated by VM:Batch.

• The BATCH request will run on the VM:Schedule service virtual machine at the requested times. The BATCH request
issues a VM:Batch READY command for the waiting VM:Batch job.

• The VM:Schedule database is updated with the status of the VM:Batch job.
• After the VM:Batch job has successfully initiated, the VM:Schedule request is considered completed.
• When the next scheduled run time arises, the process repeats itself.
• VM:Schedule repeats the job for the scheduled number of times and then ends the job and removes it from the

system.

Restrictions and Requirements

If VM:Schedule is not available, the SUBMIT, CHANGE, and STATUS WHEN commands will fail. Repeat the failed
command when VM:Schedule is available.

If VM:Batch is not available when VM:Schedule tries to start a job, the READY command will fail and be retried.
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Recommendations

• Use the VM:Batch Staging Facility when using the VM:Batch/VM:Schedule interface. If users have scheduled
VM:Batch jobs, the files associated with the user's jobs can be in the system for a long time. The Staging Facility
ensures that these job files are stored on disk, rather than in spool file space.

• Give SKIPPASS authorization to all VM:Schedule users who will be using the interface. SKIPPASS authorization
will prevent users from being prompted for their LOGON passwords when accessing VM:Schedule screen through
VM:Batch.

• Give NOPASS authority to any local VM:Schedule users able to update other users' scheduling options.

Implementation

1. Log on to VMSCHED.
2. Enter the END command to shut down VMSCHED.
3. Use XEDIT to edit the VMSCHED CONFIG file.
4. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMBATCH VMBATCH record in the VMSCHED CONFIG file. This configuration file

record provides VM:Schedule with the VM:Batch service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the VM:Batch
side of the interface.

5. Make sure there is an AUTHORIZ BATCH * record in the VMSCHED CONFIG file. This record allows users on your
system the ability to make use of this interface. Users not authorized for BATCH will not be allowed access to the
VM:Batch/VM:Schedule interface.

6. Save your configuration file changes.
7. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMSCHED.
8. Log on to VMBATCH.
9. Enter the END command to shut down VMBATCH.
10. XEDIT the VMBATCH CONFIG file.
11. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMSCHEDULE VMSCHED record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file. This configuration

file record provides VM:Batch with the VM:Schedule service virtual machine userid. This record activates the
VM:Schedule side of the interface.

12. Save your configuration file changes.
13. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMBATCH.

VM:Batch and VM:Secure
This interface provides two functions:

• The first interface function enables a VM:Batch worker machine to use the CP Surrogate Facility to assume the rule
privileges of the submitting user ID.

• The second function enables you to create user rules for the worker machines that allow the worker machines to be
autologged by VM:Batch without a password.

Restrictions and Requirements

You must have the VM:Secure Rules Facility installed. For installation instructions, see the VM:Secure Rules Facility
Guide.

Implementation

To implement both interface functions:

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Enter the VM:Secure CONFIG PRODUCT command.
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3. Ensure that there is a PRODUCT VMBATCH VMBATCH record in the VM:Secure PRODUCT CONFIG file. This
configuration file record provides VM:Secure with the VM:Batch service virtual machine user ID. This record activates
the interface.

To implement the second interface function, follow these steps:

1. For each VM:Batch worker machine:
a. Enter the VM:Secure RULES USER VMBATnnnn command.
b. Ensure that there is an ACCEPT vmbatch AUTOLOG (NOPASS rule in the VM:Secure user rules file.
These rules allow each VM:Batch worker machine to be autologged without passwords.

2. Log on to VMANAGER.
3. Enter the VM:Batch CONFIGUR command.
4. Remove the password parameter from the WORKER records in the VMBATCH CONFIG file, if present.
5. Ensure that there is a PRODUCT VMSECURE VMSECURE record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file. This configuration

file record provides VM:Batch with the VM:Secure service virtual machine user ID.
6. Enter the FILE command to save the changes.
7. Enter the VM:Secure EDIT VMBATCH command.
8. Ensure that there is an IUCV DUALPASS statement in the VMBATCH directory entry.

VM:Batch and VM:Tape
The VM:Batch and VM:Tape interface enhances and controls the use of tape drives and tape volumes by VM:Batch jobs.
It provides two major functions, each of which has several benefits:

1. All VM:Tape commands issued by the worker during the VM:Batch job are treated by VM:Tape as if they were issued
by the user ID that owns the batch job. This part of the interface has these effects:
– The VM:Batch job can use all VM:Tape volumes that the owner of the batch job has access to, and any new tape

created during the job will be owned by the user ID that owns the batch job (rather than the worker machine user
ID).

– VM:Batch requests VM:Tape to set up an alternate user ID relationship. All VM:Tape authorizations that the batch
job owner may have are also granted to the batch worker machine while the job is executing. These authorizations
are specified on AUTHORIZ records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

– If you are using the VM:Secure Rules Facility, all VM:Secure rules controlling VM:Tape commands for the batch job
owner are also in effect for the batch worker machine during job execution. This will cause VM:Tape CATALOG,
LIST, and MOUNT commands issued from a batch job to succeed or fail based on VM:Secure rules processing, just
as if the command were issued by the job owner.

2. Before starting each job, VM:Batch interfaces with VM:Tape to reserve the requested number and type of tape drives
required by the job, ensuring that they will be available when the job executes. This part of the interface has these
effects:
– VM:Batch requests VM:Tape to reserve tape drives. When a VM:Batch job starts, all tape drives requested by

the job will be immediately available, reducing unsuccessful job runs or prolonged run times due to tape drive
availability.

– Batch jobs that require VM:Tape services will not be started if VM:Tape is not available, increasing the reliability of
your VM:Batch jobs. Such jobs will remain in the job queue and will be initiated when VM:Tape becomes available.

– The reserve drive function, with the VM:Tape AUTHORIZ RESONLY configuration file record, can control and limit
the number of tape drives available to VM:Batch jobs. This allows the system administrator to control the use of
valuable resources by placing limits on the number and type of drives available to each batch job class, to each
user ID, to groups of VM:Batch users, and to the entire VM:Batch system.

– All mounts will select only reserved drives for users with RESONLY authorization. When no reserved drives
are available the request will hold in a pending state if QUEUE (the default) is indicated and will be cancelled if
NOQUEUE is indicated.
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How the Interface Works

The following example illustrates what happens when a user submits a job to VM:Batch that requires two VM:Tape
volumes to be mounted.

1. User ETHEL submits a VM:Batch job, specifying that two tape drives of 38K density will be required:

VMBATCH SUBMIT COPYTAPE EXEC A (NAME COPYTAPE VMTAPE (DEN 38K)

2. When ETHEL's job reaches the top of the job queue, VM:Batch selects a worker machine to run the job and sets the
worker as a VM:Tape alternate user ID for ETHEL, which would allow it to access ETHEL's tapes. Then VM:Batch tries
to reserve two 38k tape drives for that worker. If VM:Tape indicates that the needed drives are not free, VM:Batch will
not start the job and clears the alternate user set for the worker. The job will be tried again later.

3. When two drives are available, the reserve attempt will be successful and the drives will be reserved for use by the
worker machine (but not attached to the worker). These drives will remain reserved for the worker throughout the
execution of this job, regardless of how many times they are attached and detached during the job.
The worker machine is then autologged and ETHEL's job, COPYTAPE EXEC, is started.

4. ETHEL's job may issue two mount requests. For example:

VMTAPE MOUNT * DSN ORIGINAL.TAPE (READ WAIT

VMTAPE MOUNT SCRATCH DSN COPY.ONE (WRITE WAIT

VM:Tape allows the worker machine to mount ETHEL's tape, and will make ETHEL the owner of the scratch tape
mounted. Each of these mounts uses one of the tape drives which has been reserved for this job. Note the use of
the WAIT option -- this will pause execution of the job until the volume is mounted, at which point the job will resume.
Because your site may have defined either WAIT or NOWAIT on the VM:Tape DEFWAIT record as the default, it is
good practice to always specify the WAIT option for VM:Tape MOUNT and ALLOCATE commands in batch jobs.

5. If ETHEL's job issues a third VM:Tape MOUNT command, the result depends upon whether the worker machine
running the job is specified on an AUTHORIZ RESONLY record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. If the worker is specified
on the AUTHORIZ RESONLY record, the mount request will fail because the worker can only obtain drives that have
been previously reserved for it by VM:Batch. If three tape drives were needed, the job request should have specified
VMTAPE (DEN 38k), or the EXEC should rewind and unload one of the tape volumes and detach the drive before
issuing the third mount request.
If the worker is not defined as RESONLY, the mount request will be processed normally by VM:Tape, causing the job
to halt execution until the drive allocation and tape mount are completed.

6. After ETHEL's job has finished running, the worker notifies VM:Batch that the job is ending and logs off.
7. VM:Batch then cancels any pending mount or allocate requests which may be left over from the job, clears the

VM:Tape alternate user ID relationship between the worker machine and ETHEL, and then releases the two 38k drives
so that VM:Tape can assign them to the next request.

Restrictions and Requirements

Usually, the WAIT option should be specified on the VM:Tape MOUNT and ALLOCATE commands. If NOWAIT is
specified (or is the default), the job will continue executing as soon as the VM:Tape command is completed and before the
actual tape mount is completed.

If the worker machine user IDs are specified on AUTHORIZ RESONLY records in the VM:Tape configuration file, then
they can only use the drives reserved for them. VM:Batch jobs that issue VM:Tape MOUNT or ALLOCATE commands
must specify either the VMTAPE UNIT or VMTAPE DEN option or the TAPxxxx option on the VM:Batch SUBMIT
command to indicate the number and type of tape drives required. If this is not done, the VM:Tape command will fail
because no drives were reserved before the job started.

Implementation

1. Log on to VMTAPE.
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2. Enter the END command to shut down VMTAPE.
3. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMBATCH VMBATCH record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This configuration file

record provides VM:Tape with the VM:Batch service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the VM:Tape side of
the interface.

4. Make sure there is an AUTHORIZ RESONLY VMBATnnnn record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file for the VM:Batch
worker machines. These configuration file records require the VM:Batch worker machines to obtain tape drives that
have been previously reserved for them.

5. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMTAPE.
6. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMTAPE running disconnected.
7. Log on to VMANAGER.
8. Enter the VM:Batch CONFIGUR command.
9. Make sure that there is a PRODUCT VMTAPE vmtape record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file. This configuration file

record provides VM:Batch with the VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the VM:Batch side
of the interface.

10. Enter the FILE command to save the changes.

VM:Operator and VM:Spool
The VM:Operator and VM:Spool interface holds VM:Spool spool-space warning messages on the operator console and
dynamically updates them through the SPOOLMON process.

When VM:Spool is in control, most of the VM:Operator I/O handling and some of its IUCV handling are disabled. IUCV
messages are retained in the CP message queue. If the number of messages in this queue exceeds the number specified
for MSGLIMIT in the OPERATOR directory entry (the IUCV *MSG or IUCV ANY record), CP begins displaying the
messages on the console and VM:Operator does not process them.

The OPERATOR user ID should have access to the VMSPOOL MODULE and the VMUMEP MODULE (these files usually
reside on the public minidisk).

Restrictions and Requirements

None.

Implementation

1. Log on to VMSPOOL.
2. Enter the END command to shut down VMSPOOL.
3. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMOPERATOR OPERATOR record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. This

configuration file record provides VM:Spool with the VM:Operator service virtual machine user ID. This record
activates the VM:Spool side of the interface.

4. Make sure that there is a MONOPER operator record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. This configuration file record
allows operator to receive messages from the VM:Spool spool-space monitoring facility.

5. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMSPOOL.
6. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMSPOOL running disconnected.
7. Log on to VMANAGER.
8. Enter the VM:Operator ADMIN CONFIG command.
9. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMSPOOL VMSPOOL record in the VMOPER CONFIG file. This configuration

file record provides VM:Operator with the VM:Spool service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the
VM:Operator side of the interface. Using the VM:Operator ADMIN EDIT command, ensure that there is a PROCESS
SPOOLMON record in the VM:Operator MAINOPER CONSOLE file or SYSTEM INCLUDE file if you want to have
current spool-space monitoring messages held on the operator console.
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10. The SPOOLMON process running in the system window will hold messages from VM:Spool indicating that spool
space is above the SPOOLFUL level specified in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. The messages will return to normal
intensity and scroll off the screen when the spool-space goes below the SPOOLFUL level.
If you changed the CONSOLE or INCLUDE file and the logon console is active, enter the CONSOLE RESTART
subcommand to restart the console, putting the change into effect.

11. Make sure these records are in the LOGTABLE or SYSTABLE files if you are using the SPOOLMON process:

IGNORE MSG VMSPOOL *1 1 VMLSYS040W

IGNORE MSG VMSPOOL *1 1 VMLSYS043W

These records will ignore messages handled by the SPOOLMON process.
12. If you changed a LOGTABLE or SYSTABLE, use the VM:Operator TABLE LOAD command to put the change into

effect.

VM:Schedule and VM:Secure
Understand how to use the VM:Schedule and VM:Secure product-pair interface.

With the VM:Schedule and VM:Secure product-pair interface, you can:

• Force users to periodically change their logon passwords
• Extract data from the VM:Secure audit file
• Schedule regular backups of the VM:Secure database
• Add VM:Secure rules for VM:Schedule (VM:Secure with security only)

Details on how each function works, any restrictions or requirements that apply, and instructions about how to implement
each function are presented in the sections that follow.

NOTE
Unless specifically noted, all references to VM:Secure apply to both VM:Secure with security andVM:Secure
without security.

Activate the VM:Secure Interface

To enable the interface between VM:Schedule and VM:Secure, use the PRODUCT VMSECURE record. Interfacing these
products increases data security. See PRODUCT: Activating the VM:Secure Interface in the VM:Schedule documentation.

PRODUCT VMSECURE userid

In this record, userid is the user ID of the service virtual machine that is running VM:Secure.

You must also have a PRODUCT VMSCHEDULE record in the VM:Secure PRODUCT CONFIG configuration file
to enable this interface. If the VM:Secure Password Encryption Facility is installed, VM:Secure must also have
PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER and PRODUCT VMBACKUP userid records. For more information, refer to the the 
VM:Securedocumentation, specifically Interfacing PEF with Mainframe VM Product Manager and VM:Scheduleand
PRODUCT Record.

Force Periodic Change of Logon Passwords

Logon passwords that remain in use for extended periods of time pose a security risk for your site. However, manual
directory procedures make changing logon passwords for all the user IDs on your system and then notifying each user
of his new logon password a very time consuming process. You could use the VM:Secure Rules Facility to reduce the
amount of time spent on this directory maintenance procedure by requiring users to periodically change their logon
passwords.

As an alternative, the VM:Secure system administrator can use the VM:Schedule/VM:Secure interface to schedule regular
execution of an EXEC that expires all outdated passwords.
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Restrictions and Requirements

None.

Implementation

To force periodic change of logon passwords:

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Create an EXEC that expires all logon passwords that have been in use for a specified length of time. (A sample,

named PASSEXP EXEC, is shown below.) You can use two VM:Secure commands in the EXEC:
QUERY

Determines which user IDs have an outdated logon password. User IDs without a *PW= (password history)
special comment in their directory entry are excluded. You can keep service virtual machine passwords from
being expired by removing the *PW= special comment from the directory entry of the service virtual machine.

EXPIRE
Expires logon passwords for all users found by the QUERY command.

You can enter the following VM:Schedule command to schedule the PASSEXP EXEC to run at a specified time. This
example schedules the EXEC to run at the month's end. The name of the scheduled request is EXPIRE.

VMSCHED SCHEDULE EXPIRE PASSEXP (AT 6:00 WITHIN 1 FROM 12/08/10 AGAIN MONTHEND

When a user's logon password expires, he is prompted at the next logon for a new logon password. VM:Secure updates
the CP directory to recognize the new logon password.

/******************************************************

*                    PASSEXP EXEC                     *

*                                                     *

* This EXEC expires logon passwords that have not     *

*   been changed in the past 30 days. The EXEC will   *

*   log the VMANAGER userid after it has completed    *

*   if VMANAGER is running disconnected.              *

*                                                     *

* Requires:  GRANT QUERY TO VMANAGER record in the    *

*         CA VM:Secure AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.          *

*            GRANT EXPIRE TO VMANAGER record in the   *

*         CA VM:Secure AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.          *

*            GRANT NOPASS TO VMANAGER record in the   *

*         CA VM:Secure AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.          *

*                                                     *

******************************************************/

address 'COMMAND'

'CP SPOOL CONSOLE * START'

'VMSECURE QUERY PASSWORD 30 ( MANAGER * EXEC'

If rc = 0 Then

     Do

       $reason = 'COMPLETED'

       'EXEC CMS VMSECURE EXPIRE'

     End

Else

       $reason = 'FAILED'

'CP MSG * VMSECURE PASSWORD EXPIRE EXEC' $reason

'CP LOGOFF'
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Extracting Data From the VM:Secure Audit File

VM:Secure enables auditors to monitor the activity taking place on the VM:Secure service virtual machine. An audit record
is written to the VM:Secure audit file on the audit (AUDT) minidisk each time one of these is executed:

• A VM:Secure command
• A CP command that goes through the Access Control Interface and the VM:Secure Rules Facility is installed (This

applies to VM:Secure only, not VM:Director.)

The audit file should be processed periodically to ensure uninterrupted VM:Secure processing. When the audit file
becomes full, VM:Secure activity is suspended until an authorized user ID issues the AUDITEXT command to extract the
data from the audit file. The size of the audit minidisk, the frequency of VM:Secure use, and the use of the CP commands
that can be intercepted by the Rules Facility, determine how often the AUDITEXT command should be issued.

You can use VM:Schedule to schedule periodic execution of the VM:Secure AUDITEXT command. Schedule execution of
the AUDITEXT command immediately before your system backup job.

Restrictions and Requirements

The user ID issuing the AUDITEXT command must have authorization in the VM:Secure AUTHORIZ CONFIG file and
must have a read/write A-disk large enough to hold the audit extract file.

Implementation

To extract data from the VM:Secure audit file:

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Create an EXEC that extracts data from the VM:Secure audit file. A sample, named EXTRACT EXEC, is shown here:

/********************************************************

*                   EXTRACT EXEC                        *

*                                                       *

* This EXEC extracts data from the VMSECURE AUDIT       *

*     file and logs off the VMANAGER userid if          *

*     VMANAGER is running disconnected.                 *

*                                                       *

* Requires:  GRANT AUDITEXT TO VMANAGER record in the   *

*            CA VM:Secure AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.         *

*            GRANT NOPASS AUDITEXT TO VMANAGER record   *

*            in the CA VM:Secure AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.  *

*                                                       *

********************************************************/

address COMMAND

'CP SPOOL CONSOLE * START'

'VMSECURE AUDITEXT'

If rc <> 0 Then

  Do

      $reason = 'FAILED'

      Call exit

  End

Else

      $reason = 'COMPLETED'

$date = substr(date(u),1,2) ||,

        substr(date(u),4,2) ||,

        substr(date(u),7,2)

'RENAME AUDIT EXTRACT A ' $date 'EXTRACT A'
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exit:

  'CP MSG * VMSECURE EXTRACT' $reason

  'CP LOGOFF'

You can enter the following VM:Schedule command to schedule the EXTRACT EXEC to run at a specified time. This
example schedules the EXEC to run daily. The name of the scheduled request is AUDIT.

VMSCHED SCHEDULE AUDIT EXTRACT (AT 18:00 WITHIN 3 AGAIN DAILY FROM 12/08/10

This command causes the audit data to be extracted from the VM:Secure audit minidisk every day at 6:00 p.m. and stored
on the auditor's minidisk in a file with a filename of 120810.

If the user ID is logged on at 6:00 p.m., VM:Schedule will retry the autolog for three hours (WITHIN time).

Scheduling VM:Secure Database Backups

You should back up the VM:Secure database (DRCT) minidisk daily because it contains the individual directory entry files
VM:Secure uses to manage the CP directory. The VM:Schedule/VM:Secure interface can automate this daily backup
procedure, ensuring that you always have a current backup copy of your DRCT minidisk available. If you have a hardware
failure of the DRCT minidisk pack, you have a backup copy immediately available on another disk pack.

The VMXBKP03 EXEC you loaded from the distribution tape copies the directory files from the DRCT minidisk to another
minidisk. The backup copies of the VM:Secure directory entry files are placed on the 192 minidisk (unless otherwise
specified) of the user ID that invokes the VMXBKP03 utility. This process backs up the VM:Secure directory (DRCT)
database and clears the VM:Secure backup (BKUP) minidisk.

Adding VM:Secure Rules for VM:Schedule

NOTE
Adding rules applies only to VM:Secure with security; you cannot add rules for VM:Secure without security.

VM:Secure supports three rules specifically designed to enhance data security with VM:Schedule. These rules control
CANCEL, QUERY, and SCHEDULE command requests and give users a facility from which they can control their
resources, security, and scheduling privileges.

In addition, security is provided for the COPY and CHANGE functions available in full-screen mode and the WHEN
command. The COPY function and the WHEN command use the rule specified for QUERY. Similarly, the CHANGE
function uses the rule specified for SCHEDULE.

VM:Operator and VM:Tape
To ensure proper data center operation, system operators must continually monitor the operator console for mount,
allocation, and intervention messages from VM:Tape. The VM:Operator and VM:Tape interface enables your system
operators to use the VM:Operator TAPEMGR process to monitor this VM:Tape activity and provides you with up-to-the-
minute information about tape drive status and tape mount requests.

The TAPEMGR process can add to VM:Tape capabilities by measuring the elapsed time it takes to satisfy a tape mount.

How the Interface Works

The TAPEMGR process interacts directly with the VM:Tape service virtual machine. The TAPEMGR process can run in
the SYSTEM window or in a separate VM:Tape window. Sites often run the TAPEMGR process in its own window on
a separate dedicated console placed near the tape drives. Large sites often use several TAPEMGR processes, each
handling a subset of the tape drives.

The TAPEMGR process, when running in the VM:Tape window, displays a fixed number of lines containing information
received in response to the VM:Tape QUERY TAPES command. This fixed display is updated every minute.
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The bottom portion of the VM:Tape window contains a command line for entering VM:Tape commands. Commands
entered at the prompt are sent to the VM:Tape service virtual machine. The one exception is CP commands; these are
executed directly by the machine running VM:Operator if the console is authorized to issue CP commands.

Command response messages scroll in the VM:Tape window along with other VM:Tape messages, such as CP TAPE
ATTACH and DETACH messages concerning tape drives managed by the TAPEMGR process. Tape mount messages
and prompts for volume label verification are displayed in high intensity and held in the VM:Tape window.

Restrictions and Requirements

For the interface to work effectively, the VM:Tape messages should not be modified.

When you installed VM:Operator and VM:Tape, a VM:Tape window was set up for you. You may want to add VM:Tape
windows or modify the existing window to match your site's configuration.

Note: For more information, see the VM:Operator Administration Guide.

Do not set up a REVIEW window for the TAPEMGR process because you will probably be more concerned with present
than past activity.

Implementation

1. Log on to VMTAPE.
2. Enter the END command to shut down VMTAPE.
3. Make sure there is a TAPEOPER operator record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This configuration file record identifies

operator as the user ID to receive tape operator messages.
4. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMOPERATOR OPERATOR record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This configuration

file record provides VM:Tape with the VM:Operator service virtual machine user ID. This record is optional but
recommended to filter out and prevent the VM:Tape console from becoming filled with informational messages from
the TAPEMGR process.

5. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMTAPE.
6. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMTAPE running disconnected.
7. Log on to VMANAGER.
8. Enter the VM:Operator ADMIN CONFIG command.
9. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMTAPE VMTAPE record in the VMOPER CONFIG file. This configuration file record

provides VM:Operator with the VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the interface.
10. If you added or changed the record, enter the FILE command to change the record and reconfigure VM:Operator.
11. Using the VM:Operator ADMIN EDIT command, ensure that there is a PROCESS TAPEMGR record in the

VM:Operator MAINOPER CONSOLE file or SYSTEM INCLUDE file if you want to hold and highlight VM:Tape
messages in the VM:Operator SYSTEM window until the request is satisfied.
A TAPEMGR process running in the SYSTEM window will hold messages from VM:Tape until the operator fulfills the
request. The messages will then scroll off of the screen.
Note: The held VM:Tape MOUNT messages cannot be removed with the VM:Operator REMOVE PF key.

12. Make sure that there is an IGNORE MSG VMTAPE record in the SYSTABLE if you are using PROCESS TAPEMGR in
the SYSTEM window. This record instructs VM:Operator to ignore additional messages from VM:Tape that are being
handled by the TAPEMGR process.

13. If you changed the SYSTABLE, use the OPERATOR TABLE LOAD command to put the change into effect.

VM:Spool and VM:Tape
The VM:Spool and VM:Tape interface enables VM:Tape to handle tape mounts and tape drive allocation, and optionally,
tape pool management for the VM:Spool Backup and Restore Facility. You can use either general scratch tapes or
define specific pools to be managed by VM:Tape. This interface also relieves operators from having to issue a VM:Tape
ALLOCATE command or CP ATTACH command to attach tape drives to the VM:Spool worker machines.
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The interface can be implemented in either of two ways:

• VM:Tape utilized for tape mounts and tape drive allocation only:
This function is enabled by the presence of a PRODUCT VMTAPE record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. With this
function enabled, VM:Spool tells VM:Tape which tape to mount, and VM:Tape allocates a suitable tape drive and sends
a message to the operator to mount the proper tape. VM:Spool handles tape pool management.

• VM:Tape utilized for tape pool management as well as tape mounts and tape drive allocation:
This function is enabled by the presence of the TAPEPOOL VMTAPE poolname parameter on the BACKUP
DEFAULTS or BACKUP DEFINE record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. A PRODUCT VMTAPE record is also required.
In this case, tape pool management, as well as tape mounts and tape drive allocation are handled by VM:Tape. With
this function enabled, VM:Spool tells VM:Tape to mount a tape from the specified pool. VM:Tape is responsible for
selecting a tape from the pool, allocating a suitable drive for the backup worker machine, and sending a message to
the operator to mount the proper tape.

Contents

Restrictions and Requirements

If the tape management system you are using with VM:Spool requires that all tapes have IBM standard VOL1 and HDR1
labels, you must set the LABEL parameter on the BACKUP DEFAULTS and BACKUP DEFINE configuration file records
to SL, or VM:Spool will destroy the labels on the tapes it uses.

Implementation

Tape Pool Managed by VM:Spool

To enable the VM:Tape tape mount and tape drive allocation function but have VM:Spool manage its own tape pool:

1. Log on to VMSPOOL.
2. Enter the END command to shut down VMSPOOL.
3. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMTAPE vmtape record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. This record provides

VM:Spool with the VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the interface.
4. Make sure there is a vmlpool TAPEPOOL file on the VM:Spool 1C0 (BKUP) disk which contains the volsers available

for VM:Spool backups. The volsers named in this file should be the same as those listed in the VM:Tape SERIES
configuration record and the VM:Tape scratch pool definition file (see below).

5. Make sure the BACKUP DEFAULTS and the BACKUP DEFINE records in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file contain a
TAPEPOOL vmlpool parameter. This parameter tells VM:Spool the name of the file that contains a list of volsers
available for VM:Spool backup jobs.
Note: If the tape management system you are using with VM:Spool requires that all tapes have IBM standard
VOL1 and HDR1 labels, you must set the LABEL parameter on the BACKUP DEFAULTS and BACKUP DEFINE
configuration file records to SL, or VM:Spool will destroy the labels on the tapes it uses.

6. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMSPOOL.
7. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMSPOOL running disconnected.
8. Log on to VMTAPE.
9. Enter the END command to bring VMTAPE down.
10. (If you plan to use volsers already defined to VM:Tape, go directly to Step 11.) Make sure there is a SERIES record in

the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This record identifies the VM:Spool tape volumes to be contained in the Tape Management
Catalog (TMC). Use the VMTBUILD utility to add these new tapes to the TMC (CMS TMCs only).
Note: For more information about VMTBUILD, see the VM:Tape Administration Guide.

11. To protect your volumes from accidental reuse if an expiration date is incorrect or from a possible breach of security,
reserve a scratch pool for the exclusive use of VM:Spool by following these steps:
a. Make sure that VM:Spool has exclusive use of the volsers in vmlpool TAPEPOOL by creating a scratch pool

definition file on the VM:Tape A-disk, if one does not already exist. The entry would be similar to:
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SCRPOOL=vmtpool,RANGE=lowvol-hivol,...,RANGE=lowvol-hivol

b. A suggested name for vmtpool is VMSPOOL. Note that this pool name is not necessarily the name of the
VM:Spool-managed tape pool file, vmlpool TAPEPOOL. However, pool names in the scratch pool definition file
must match the corresponding pool names in the scratch pool assignment file described below.

c. Make sure that there is a POOLNAME record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This configuration file record specifies
the filename, filetype, and filemode of the file containing the scratch pool definitions.

d. Create a scratch pool assignment file on the VM:Tape A-disk, if one does not already exist. The entry would be
similar to:

DSN = *, JOB = VML*, POOL = vmtpool

e. Remember that pool names in the scratch pool assignment file must match the corresponding pool names in the
scratch pool definition file.

f. Make sure there is a POOLASGN record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This configuration file record specifies the
filename, filetype, and filemode of the file containing the scratch pool assignment rules.

12. Verify the existence of AUTHORIZ records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.
a. Make sure there is an AUTHORIZ ANYTAPE VML* record. This configuration file record allows backup and restore

workers to mount each other's tapes. As an alternative, if you are running the VM:Secure Rules Facility, you can
set up rules to allow the restore workers to mount tapes created by the backup workers.

b. Make sure there is an AUTHORIZ OPERATOR VML* record. This configuration file record gives VM:Tape operator
authority to VM:Spool backup and restore worker user IDs.

13. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMTAPE.
14. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMTAPE running disconnected.

Tape Pool Managed by VM:Tape

To have VM:Tape manage tape pools as well as tape mounts and tape drive allocation:

1. Log on to VMSPOOL.
2. Enter the END command to shut down VMSPOOL.
3. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMTAPE vmtape record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. This configuration file record

provides VM:Spool with the VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the interface.
4. If you want to:

– Use the same tape pool for all backup jobs defined to VM:Spool, make sure that the BACKUP DEFAULTS record in
the VMSPOOL CONFIG file contains a TAPEPOOL VMTAPE vmtpool statement.

– Use a different pool name for each backup job, make sure that the BACKUP DEFINE record in the VMSPOOL
CONFIG file contains a TAPEPOOL VMTAPE vmtpool statement.

– The TAPEPOOL VMTAPE vmtpool statement specifies the pool of tapes that VM:Spool can use for backups. The
tape pool is managed by VM:Tape.

– Use tapes from the general scratch pool, make sure the BACKUP DEFAULTS record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file
contains a TAPEPOOL VMTAPE SCRATCH statement.

Note : If the tape management system you are using with VM:Spool requires that all tapes have IBM standard VOL1 and
HDR1 labels, you must set the LABEL parameter on the BACKUP DEFAULTS and BACKUP DEFINE configuration file
records to SL, or VM:Spool will destroy the labels on the tapes it uses.

1. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMSPOOL.
2. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMSPOOL running disconnected.
3. Log on to VMTAPE.
4. Enter the END command to bring VMTAPE down.
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5. (If you plan to use volsers already defined to VM:Tape, go directly to Step 10.) Make sure that there is a SERIES
record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. The SERIES record identifies the VM:Spool tape volumes to be contained in the
Tape Management Catalog (TMC).

Use the VMTBUILD utility to add these new tapes to the TMC (CMS TMCs only).

Note: For more information about VMTBUILD, see the VM:Tape Administration Guide.

1. For added protection from accidental loss of data or potential breach of security, reserve a scratch pool for exclusive
use of VM:Spool. To reserve such a scratch pool, follow these steps:
a. Create a scratch pool definition file on the VM:Tape A-disk, if one does not already exist. Indicate the pool name as

defined on the TAPEPOOL VMTAPE vmtpool statement in the BACKUP DEFAULTS or BACKUP DEFINE record in
the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. Specify the range of volsers desired. The entry would be similar to:

SCRPOOL=vmtpool,RANGE=lowvol-hivol,...,RANGE=lowvol-hivol

A suggested name for vmtpool is VMSPOOL. Pool names in the scratch pool definition file must match the
corresponding pool names in the scratch pool assignment file described below.

b. Make sure that there is a POOLNAME record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This configuration file record specifies
the filename, filetype, and filemode of the file containing the scratch pool definitions.

c. Create a scratch pool assignment file on the VM:Tape A-disk, if one does not already exist. The entry would be
similar to:

DSN=*, JOB=VML*, POOL=vmtpool

Remember that pool names in the scratch pool assignment file must match the corresponding pool names in the
scratch pool definition file.

d. Make sure that there is a POOLASGN record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This configuration file record specifies
the filename, filetype, and filemode of the file containing the scratch pool assignment rules.

2. Make sure that there is an AUTHORIZ ANYTAPE VML* record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This configuration file
record allows backup and restore workers to mount each other's tapes. As an alternative, if you are running the
VM:Secure Rules Facility, you can set up rules to allow the restore workers to mount tapes created by the backup
workers.

3. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMTAPE.
4. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMTAPE running disconnected.

VM:Secure and VM:Tape
Understand the functions available through the VM:Secure and VM:Tape product-pair interface.

The VM:Secure and VM:Tape interface enables you to:

• Add VM:Secure rules to control access to VM:Tape (VM:Secure with security only)
• Create a card image CP source directory for disaster recovery

Details on how each function works, any restrictions or requirements that apply, and instructions about how to implement
each function are presented in the sections that follow.

NOTE
Unless specifically noted, all references to VM:Secure apply to both VM:Secure with security andVM:Secure
without security.

Add VM:Secure Rules to Control Access to VM:Tape

NOTE
This function applies to VM:Secure with security only.
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This VM:Secure/VM:Tape interface function enables VM:Secure rules to control access to VM:Tape. Access to tape
volumes can be controlled on the basis of volume serial number or data set name. VM:Secure rules can also define who
is allowed to list information about a user's tapes or who can issue the VM:Tape CATALOG command for another user's
tapes.

To create VM:Tape rules in VM:Secure, change existing rules, and update the VM:Tape rules database, use the
VM:Secure RULES command. For more information, refer to the Rules Facility topics in the VM:Secure documentation.

How the Interface Works

When a VM:Tape command that requires access checking (MOUNT, LIST, and CATALOG commands for other users'
tapes) is issued by a user, VM:Tape passes the request to VM:Secure for validation. If the VM:Secure service virtual
machine is unavailable, VM:Tape sends messages notifying the user and the operator that VM:Secure is unavailable.
Further VM:Tape operation requiring access checking is suspended until VM:Secure is available to respond to the
access check request. VM:Tape operations that do not go through VM:Secure access checking can still be performed if
VM:Secure is unavailable. Operators can issue the QUERY command and users can issue MOUNT, CATALOG, and LIST
commands for their own tape volumes.

VM:Secure access checking is performed before any VM:Tape user exits, except the VM:Tape security user exit
(USERSECR), are called. The USERSECR exit is called first and its return code determines if VM:Secure access
checking is bypassed or performed.

Rules for the VM:Tape Service Virtual Machine

Under the VM:Secure/VM:Tape interface, the VM:Tape service virtual machine owns all SCRATCH and FOREIGN tape
volumes. A VMTAPE MOUNT rule may be written for VM:Tape to control access to scratch and foreign tape volume
mounts. Users or groups of users may be given or denied access to VM:Tape scratch and foreign tape volumes.

Rules for VM:Tape Users

The following types of user rules are available in VM:Secure to control user access to tape volumes:

Rule Controls who is allowed to:

VMTAPE MOUNT Issue VM:Tape MOUNT requests for your tape volumes. Access
to tape volumes can be controlled on the basis of volume serial
number or data set name.

VMTAPE CATALOG Issue VM:Tape CATALOG commands for your tape volumes.

VMTAPE LIST List information about your tapes.

For more information, refer to the Rules Facility topics in the  VM:Secure documentation.

Restrictions and Requirements

Refer to the Rules Facility topics in the  VM:Secure documentation.

Implementation

1. Log on to VMTAPE.
2. Enter the END command to shut down VMTAPE.
3. Make sure that there is a PRODUCT VMSECURE vmsecure record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. The PRODUCT

configuration file record provides VM:Tape with the VM:Secure service virtual machine user ID. This record activates
the VM:Tape side of the interface.

4. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMTAPE.
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5. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMTAPE running disconnected.
6. Log on to VMANAGER.
7. Enter the VM:Secure CONFIG PRODUCT command.
8. Make sure that there is a PRODUCT VMTAPE VMTAPE record in the VM:Secure PRODUCT CONFIG file. This

configuration file record provides VM:Secure with the VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID. This record activates
the VM:Secure side of the interface.
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Generalized Report Writer
The Mainframe VM Product Manager Generalized Report Writer (VMRGRW) allows you to create reports from data
produced by the Broadcom VM software products. You can create custom reports or modify the sample reports provided
on the VMANAGER 195 minidisk.

This book's instructions make the following assumptions:

• You have some experience using VM/CMS.
• You know the conventions for naming CMS files and Shared File System (SFS) directories.
• You know how to receive files from your virtual reader.
• VMANAGER is the user ID from which you run the reports. VMANAGER has the appropriate authorizations, privilege

classes, and virtual storage requirements. If you are using a user ID other than VMANAGER to run the reports, you
must be linked to the VMANAGER 193 and 195 minidisks, and have CP privilege classes B and E.

• You are using the recommended Broadcom procedures, as documented in the Mainframe VM Product Manager
Installation Guide and Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference Guide, for installing, maintaining, and administering
the system software products.

 

Control File Statements
A VMRGRW control file is a sequence of statements that tells VMRGRW how to process input data from a product file and
produce a report.

Building the Control File
All VMRGRW control statements follow these general rules:

• VMRGRW differs from other report writers in that it uses a free format. This means that statements in a VMRGRW
control file are not required to begin or end in specific columns. A single statement can span more than one line
without the use of a continuation character.

• The VMRGRW control file must be a fixed-length file with a record length of 80.
• Each VMRGRW control statement must start with the name of the control statement--FILE, COMPUTE, and so on. For

a complete list of VMRGRW control statements, see Control File Statement Summary.
• Each statement must start on a new line.
• Each statement must end with a period.
• Commas (,) and equal signs (=) are ignored by VMRGRW and can be used anywhere in a statement to increase

clarity.
• Literals and constants are always enclosed in single quotation marks (' ').
• A hexadecimal literal is coded as a literal string with a leading X (for example, X'010203').
• A statement with an asterisk in column 1 is a comment. VMRGRW ignores the rest of the line.
• In statements where you can define a field type, select one from the following table of valid field types.

Type Maximum Length Comments
A/N 256 bytes Alphanumeric
BINP 4 bytes Binary always positive
BINS 4 bytes Binary signed
BIT 8 bytes Binary. Available to the BIT test statement
P/D 8 bytes Packed decimal
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P/N 7 bytes Packed decimal, no sign nibble
Z/D 16 bytes Zoned decimal

• All field names, except those you create or define, are from the appropriate product data definition tables.
• You can define up to 300 fields with DEFINE and REDEFINE statements. This limit applies to the total number of

predefined fields built into VMRGRW plus any fields you have defined or redefined.
• There are three predefined date format fields:

Field Format Description
TODAY mm/dd/yy Eight-byte character field containing the

current date
C5JULIAN yyyyddd Four-byte character field containing the

current Julian date
P5JULIAN yyyyddd Four-byte packed decimal field containing

the current Julian date

NOTE
For a list of reserved words, see the appendix "Reserved Words."

Processing the Control File
VMRGRW processes the control file in two distinct phases: the compile phase and the execution phase.

During the compile phase, VMRGRW reads and analyzes all of the statements in your control file. If it detects an error
during the compile phase, VMRGRW sends an error message and terminates without producing the report.

If no errors are detected during the compile phase, VMRGRW proceeds to the execution phase. During the execution
phase, VMRGRW creates the report and sends it to the requested destination.

NOTE
For more information about possible report destinations, see the section VMRGRW Command.

Control File Statement Summary
The following table lists the VMRGRW control statements and provides a brief description about each statement.

Control Statement Description
* Denotes a comment
Bit test Tests bits in flag fields. A bit test statement is a special kind of IF

statement
COMPUTE Performs arithmetic operations on fields and literals, and creates

new fields
CONTROL Determines the spacing of the diagnostic output and indicates the

column to begin or end a read in the control file
DECODE Translates coded data
DEFINE Defines a new field or redefines aspects of an existing field
END IF Ends conditional processing started by an IF statement
END STEP Ends a processing step
FILE Specifies the input file used for the report
IF Starts conditional processing
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IGNORE Discards records that pass IF clauses
MOVE Moves data from one field to another and packs and unpacks data
NEXT RECORD Reads the next record in the input file
NOW Executes a MOVE or COMPUTE statement immediately
PRINT Prints the specified fields in the output file
PRINT HEADING Prints report titles
PRINT TOTAL Describes fields to be totaled and prints results
REDEFINE Defines subfields within larger fields
SELECT Processes records that pass IF clauses
SKIP Skips a specified number of records at the beginning of the input

file
SORT Sorts records
STOP Terminates processing before the end of the file
SUMMARIZE Writes summarized fields to an output file
WRITE Writes fields to an output file

Comment Statement
A comment is a statement that begins with an asterisk (*). VMRGRW ignores the rest of the line. Comments do not need
to end with a period. Use comments to annotate a control file.

* comment

comment

Indicates a note or explanation.

Example
You could have these lines:

* This is the beginning of

* a VMRGRW control file

Bit Test Statement
The bit test statement is a type of IF, SELECT, or IGNORE statement that allows you to test individual bits in a flag field.
The flag fields for the products are described in the data definition tables.

The syntax is as follows:

IF [NOT] fldname HAS {ANY|ALL} BITS {ON|OFF} mask.

NOT
Reverses the result of the bit test statement.

fldname
Specifies the name of the field to be tested. Only the first byte is tested. The field must have a data type of BIT or
A/N.
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ALL BITS ON
Specifies that all of the bits shown as 1 (on) in the mask are 1 in the field. ALL BITS ON is the negation of ANY
BITS OFF.

ALL BITS OFF
Specifies that all of the bits shown as 1 (on) in the mask are 0 (off) in the field. ALL BITS OFF is the negation of
ANY BITS ON.

ANY BITS ON
Specifies that at least one of the bits shown as 1 (on) in the mask has a corresponding bit on in the field.

ANY BITS OFF
Specifies that at least one of the bits shown as 1 (on) in the mask has a corresponding bit off in the field.

mask
Specifies a mask made up of two hexadecimal digits (0-9 or A-F). You can use 'ab' format or X'ab' format, where
'ab' are hexadecimal digits.

Examples
 

• To test the value of the FLAG1 field, add the bit test statement:

IF FLAG1 HAS ALL BITS OFF '04'.

The test is successful only if all of the bits in the flag are 0 (off).
• To test if either the first or last bit in the FLAG1 field is a 1 (on):

SELECT IF FLAG1 HAS ANY BITS ON X'81'.

COMPUTE Statement
The COMPUTE statement performs an arithmetic operation on two fields, or one field and a constant, and creates a new
field containing the result.

The COMPUTE statement is executed after any SELECT or IGNORE statements in a processing step have been
executed. If you want to process a COMPUTE statement before SELECT and IGNORE processing begins, use the NOW
COMPUTE statement instead.

Conditional Processing

Computed fields retain their value until they are recomputed or a value is moved to the computed field by a MOVE
statement. This is especially important when a COMPUTE statement is part of an IF clause. If a condition is not met, the
field is not recomputed and the value is unchanged. This may cause unexpected results when using the computed field in
a PRINT TOTAL or SUMMARIZE statement.

To solve this problem

1. Define a work field.
2. Move '0' to the work field.
3. Create the computed field in an IF clause.
4. Move the value in the computed field to the work field.

You can use the work field in a PRINT TOTAL or SUMMARIZE statement. For example:

DEFINE WORKSPACE LENGTH 4 DISPLAY '999,999,999' TYPE P/D.

MOVE '0' TO WORK.
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IF FLAG EQ 'ON'.

     COMPUTE SUM AS FIELD1 PLUS FIELD2 DISPLAY

     '999,999,999' TYPE P/D.

END IF.

MOVE SUM TO WORK.

PRINT TOTAL WORK.

The syntax is as follows:

COMPUTE "Parms".

Parms:

fldname1

AS fldname2

arithop

[fldname3 | ‘constant’]

DISPLAY ‘dcon’

[TYPE {P/D | Z/D}]

[HD | ‘heading’ ... ]

fldname1
Displays the new field name. fldname1 contains the results of the computation. fldname1 can be from one to
nine characters long. It can contain alphanumeric characters (A-Z and 0-9) as well as these special characters: $
(dollar sign), ¢ (cent sign), # (pound sign), and @ (at sign). The first character cannot be a digit (0-9).

AS fldname2
Specifies the name of the first field used in the compute operation.

arithop
Displays the arithmetic operation to be used. Valid operations are:

• PLUS (add)
• MINUS (subtract)
• TIMES (multiply)
• OVER (divide)

fldname3 'constant'
Specifies the name of the second field or constant used in the operation. If this is a constant, it must be enclosed
in single quotes.

DISPLAY 'dcon'
Tells VMRGRW how to edit the data before it is printed. A DISPLAY value ('dcon') is required for all computed
fields and must be enclosed in single quotation marks. To specify a 'dcon' value, include a place holder for each
numeric digit to be printed. You can also include punctuation, such as dollar signs and commas. The following
characters are allowed:

9 Is a place holder for a numeric digit.

0 Is a place holder that specifies that automatic zero suppression
ends with the next digit.

. Is a period, which specifies the decimal point position.
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- Is a minus sign, which is a sign indicator when it follows the last 9
or 0 in the 'dcon' value.

Any other characters are interpreted as punctuation.

Decimal points in fldname2 and fldname3 are aligned automatically, and an implied decimal point is placed correctly in
fldname1, the result field.

The following DISPLAY values produce these printed results:

Data DISPLAY Value Printed Result

100408 '99/99/99' 10/04/08

165239 '99:99:99' 16:52:39

123456.78 '999,999.99' 123,456.78

123456.78 '999,909.99' 123,456.78

-123456.78 '999,909.99-' 123,456.78-

.78 '999,909.99' 0.78

TYPE {P/D | Z/D}
Specifies the data type of the computed field. The types are packed decimal (P/D) or zoned decimal (Z/D). The
default is P/D. The data type for fldname1 must be the same as that for fldname2 and fldname3. VMRGRW
performs calculations using a packed decimal data type; it is more efficient to use the TYPE P/D default unless
the fields from the input file are TYPE Z/D.

HD
Specifies the printed report heading for the new field is the same as the field name. This is the default.

heading
Specifies a literal printed as the report heading for the new field. Use one quoted string literal for each separate
line of the column heading. Column headings are left justified for alphanumeric fields and right justified for all
other data types.

Examples

• In this example, Y2 is the product of YY times 1,000. Y2 is a 5-digit number, and the default TYPE and default column
heading are used:

COMPUTE Y2 AS YY TIMES '1000' DISPLAY '99999'.

• This example uses VM:Account data to illustrate a VMRGRW computation:

COMPUTE TOTLPAGES AS PAGERDS PLUS PAGEWRTS DISPLAY '999,999,999' 'TOTAL' 'PAGES'.

This statement creates a new field, TOTLPAGES, and a new column heading, TOTAL PAGES. TOTLPAGES is the sum of
the PAGERDS and PAGEWRTS fields (as defined in the VM:Account data definition table). The printed result is:

PAGE READS PAGE WRITES TOTAL PAGES

7 7 14

37  37

34 10 44

13 4 17

33 5 38
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24 7 31

8 16 24

6 5 11

11 19 30

27 22 49

CONTROL Statement
The CONTROL statement sets the spacing for the diagnostic output. The default is single spacing.

CONTROL also tells VMRGRW which columns in the control file to search for control statements during processing.
Columns 1 through 80 are searched by default. If you limit the search to fewer columns, you can use the remaining
columns for sequence numbers.

The CONTROL statement takes effect as soon as it is encountered during processing. Because the CONTROL statement
determines the appearance and spacing of the diagnostic output, as well as where VMRGRW searches for control
statements, put it near the top of your control file.

CONTROL [SPACE n] [START col1 END col2].

SPACE n
Controls the spacing of the diagnostic output. It can be 1 (single) or 2 (double); 1 is the default.

START col1 END col2
Defines the first and last columns in the control file searched for statements. The default START column is 1, and
the default END column is 80.
If a START or END column is specified, it takes effect immediately and acts on the CONTROL statement itself.

Examples

• This statement produces double-spaced diagnostic output:

CONTROL SPACE 2.

• This statement limits the search for control statements in the control file to columns 1 through 72 in the
control file, letting you put sequence numbers in columns 73 through 80:

CONTROL START 1 END 72.

DECODE Statement
The DECODE statement substitutes English words for coded data obtained from the input file. This makes a report more
accessible to end users.

All hexadecimal literals must be expressed in X'ab' format.

DECODE "Parms".

Parms:

Fldname1 REPLACE ‘literalx’ WITH ‘literaly’

[REPLACE ‘literalx’ WITH ‘literaly’] ...
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[ELSE ‘literalz’]

fldname1
Indicates the name of the coded field. The field must have a data type of A/N or BIT.

literalx
Indicates the encoded value in the coded field.

literaly
Indicates the translation or decode value. All decode values must be the same length. Pad shorter decode values
with blanks to equalize decode value lengths.

literalz
Indicates a decode value used for undefined coded data. 'literalzn' must be the same length as 'literalx' and
'literaly'. If it is shorter, pad it with spaces. If you do not specify an ELSE clause, VMRGRW uses blanks for data
that do not match ‘literalx’ or ‘literaly’.

Example
Say you want to replace the numeric values in the AUREJ field (from the VM:Tape AUDIT database) with
English words. The statement below does this. The statement also replaces any value other than '010', '011',
and '012' with the word NONE. Note that all of the decode values in the statement are padded to the same
length.

DECODE AUREJ    REPLACE '010' WITH 'READ '  

            REPLACE '011' WITH 'WRITE'  

        REPLACE '012' WITH 'WRITE'  

        ELSE 'NONE '.   

DEFINE Statement
Contents

Use the DEFINE statement to:

• Define a work field
• Define a new field based on the input data
• Revise the display format or column heading of a previously defined field

Place any DEFINE statements near the top of the control file. Each VMRGRW data definition table has a set of associated
DEFINE statements. These are activated automatically when VMRGRW finds a FILE statement. The parameters of the
DEFINE statement must be coded in the order shown for each function.

Defining a Work Field

Use a work field to hold computed data or other temporary data.

DEFINE "Parms".

Parms:

Fldname SPACE LENGTH nnn

[[DISPLAY ‘dcon’] TYPE tcon]

[HEADING | ‘heading’ ...]
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Defining a New Field

The format for defining a new field using data from the input file is:

DEFINE "Parms".

Parms:

fldname

[START nnn]

LENGTH nnn

[[DISPLAY ‘dcon’] TYPE tcon]

[HEADING | ‘heading’ ...]

Revising the Display Format or Column Heading

You can use the DEFINE statement to revise the display format or change any of the column headings of a previously
defined field or a field from the input file.

DEFINE fldname [DISPLAY 'dcon'] [HEADING | 'heading']

fldname
Indicates the name of the work field, new field, or previously defined field. Field names can be from one to nine
characters long. They can contain alphanumeric characters (A-Z and 0-9), as well as these special characters: $
(dollar sign), ¢ (cent sign), # (pound sign), and @ (at sign). The first character cannot be a digit (0-9).

SPACE
Designates a work field. Work fields are set to a null value (blank or zero, depending on the data type) at the
beginning of every processing step unless the field name begins with GLOBAL. A GLOBAL field retains its value
from one processing step to the next. You can use these fields to communicate between processing steps. Values
in GLOBAL fields are always available to any step, even if not written to an output file created by a previous step.

LENGTH nnn
Indicates the length of the new field in bytes. Refer to the table about Field Types in Building the Control File for
the maximum allowable length for each field type.

DISPLAY 'dcon'
Specifies how numeric data is displayed. You must use this parameter if you are defining a numeric field (TYPEs
P/D, Z/D, P/N, and BIT).
The DISPLAY parameter also controls the display of totaled and summarized values. Therefore, if the field
will contain totaled or summarized data, choose a DISPLAY value ('dcon') large enough to contain the largest
expected result.
Valid 'dcon' values are:

9 Is a place holder for a numeric digit.

0 Is a place holder that specifies that automatic zero suppression
ends with the next digit.

. Is a period, which specifies the decimal point position.

- Is a minus sign, which is a sign indicator when it follows the last 9
or 0 in the 'dcon' value.
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If you use any other character in 'dcon', VMRGRW interprets it as punctuation. Any character that follows the last 9 or 0 is
interpreted as a sign indicator. Use a minus sign (-) if the field contains negative numbers.

A decimal position tells VMRGRW that the digits to the right of the decimal point are decimals and not integers. VMRGRW
uses this information to align decimal points when fields are added or subtracted, and to place the decimal point in the
product or quotient of two fields.

If you revise the DISPLAY 'dcon' value for a field, be aware that relocating the decimal point affects values, not just the
way they are displayed. If a field was originally defined as having three decimal places (DISPLAY value ending '.999'), and
you revised it to one decimal place (DISPLAY value ending '.9'), you have, in effect, multiplied the data by 100.

VMRGRW reserves enough space in the print line to hold the longest value to appear on the report. This is the field value,
as defined by the DISPLAY 'dcon' value, or the longest column heading for the field.

If the totaled value of a field (computed by the PRINT TOTAL statement) does not fit into the space reserved by its
DISPLAY 'dcon' value, it is truncated and preceded by an asterisk. For this reason, VMRGRW reserves at least one blank
space before every numeric field, even if the WIDE and BLANK values in the PRINT statement indicate otherwise.

TYPE tcon
Specifies the data type for the field. For a description of each field type, see the table about Field Types in
Building the Control File.
If you specify the TYPE BIT parameter, the only valid value for the DISPLAY 'dcon' parameter is an even number
of x's (for example, DISPLAY 'xxxx').

HEADING
Indicates that it is to be used if you want to use the field name (fldname) as the column heading in the report. This
is the default.

heading
Designates a literal for a column heading. Column headings are left justified for alphanumeric fields and right
justified for all other data types.

START nnn
Indicates that it is the starting position of the new field in the input record. The first position available is position 1.
The default start position is immediately after the end of the previously defined field. Use the data definition tables
to determine the value for this parameter.

END nnn
Indicates the ending position of the field in the input record. As with the starting position, this is relative to 1. Use
the data definition tables to determine the value for this parameter.

Examples

• To use the DEFINE statement to define a two-byte, packed data work field with the default column heading:

DEFINE WORKFLD SPACE LENGTH 2 DISPLAY '909' TYPE P/D.

• To use the DEFINE statement to change OLDFIELD's field display characteristics and its column heading:

DEFINE OLDFIELD DISPLAY '99,909.99' 'NEW FIELD' 'HEADER'.

• To use the DEFINE statement to define a five-character, zoned data field using data from the input file
starting with the tenth byte:

DEFINE NEWFIELD START 10 LENGTH 5 DISPLAY '99,909'

    TYPE Z/D 'NEW INPUT' 'FIELD'.

END IF Statement
The END IF statement terminates conditional processing started by an IF statement.
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END IF.

Example
Enter the following statements to terminate the processing step after the last record is selected by the IF
statement and write the fields to the FILE SORTIN file:

IF FLAG1 HAS ANY BITS OFF '04'.

     WRITE VOLSER DSN LJOB.

     NEXT RECORD.

END IF.

END STEP Statement
The END STEP statement terminates a processing step. END STEP is needed when a WRITE, SUMMARIZE, or SORT
statement is IF-dependent.

END STEP.

Only one of these statements can follow an END STEP statement:

• COMPUTE
• CONTROL
• DECODE
• IF
• IGNORE
• PRINT
• SELECT
• SORT
• STOP
• END STEP

Example
Enter these statements to terminate the WRITE statement processing that was started by the IF statement:

IF FLAG1 HAS ANY BITS OFF '04'.

     WRITE VOLSER DSN LJOB.

     NEXT RECORD.

END IF.

END STEP.

SORT DSN WITHIN VOLSER.

The END STEP statement is followed by a SORT statement. The SORT statement in this example is not
subject to conditional processing. Only those records that pass the conditional statement in the IF clause are
subject to the SORT statement.

FILE Statement
Understand how the FILE statement works with VM.

The FILE statement specifies the product input file. Every control file must have a FILE statement and it must be the first
statement in the file. There can be only one FILE statement in a control file.
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If the input file named in the FILE statement is being used by a product when the report is run, VMRGRW will not
complete processing the control file. You must wait until the product is inactive or suspend use of the product.

FILE ddt  [filename [filetype]]   [DSNB].

ddt
Specifies the keyword for the predefined data definition table for the respective filename and filetype. The ddt
column of the Product Data Definition Table below lists the values you can use for this parameter.

filename
Indicates the filename of the data file that VMRGRW will use as input to the report. The fn column of the Product
Data Definition Table below lists the values you can use for this parameter.

filetype
Indicates the filetype of the data file that VMRGRW will use as input to the report. The ft column of the Product
Data Definition Table below lists the values you can use for this parameter.

DSNB
Specifies that the report is to be generated from the TMC, retrieving information about all the data sets on the
tapes. This parameter is valid only if you are using a VM:Tape data definition table.

Product Data Definition Table Information

The following table lists the products for which VMRGRW produces reports, their corresponding data definition table
names, filenames, filetypes, and their minidisk virtual addresses.

Product ddt filename filetype Minidisk/vaddr

VM:Account VMJRAW
VMJAREC3

RAWDATA
PERIODTE

$$yyddmm
no default

VMACCT 1B0
VMACCT 1B0

VM:Backup TAPEPOOL no default TAPEPOOL VMBACKUP 1C0

VM:Batch VMHAUDIT yy-mm-dd VMHAUDIT The A-disk of the user
ID that ran the AUDEXT
command

VM:Schedule REQUEST3 VMSCHED IRBDB VMSCHED 1B0

VM:Secure (with security
or without security)

UDIRECT
UDIRECTX
VMXAUD

USER
USER
AUDIT

DIRECT
DIRECT
EXTRACT

VMSECURE 1B0
VMSECURE 1B0
VMSECURE 1D0

VM:Spool VMLAUDIT
VMLCATLG
VMLSNAPS
VMLMASTR

AUDIT
no default
VMLSPOOL
VMLDB

EXTRACT
CATALOG
SNAPSHOT
MASTER

The A-disk of the user
ID that ran the AUDEXT
command
VMSPOOL 1C0
VMSPOOL 1B0
VMSPOOL 1B0

VM:Tape TMC5
AUDIT5

VMTAPE
VMTAPE

TMC
AUDIT

VMTAPE 1B0
VMTAPE 1D0

Product Specific Requirements

The following information is product-specific and explains any restrictions, requirements, or other information about FILE
statements that you should be aware of before running your VMRGRW reports.
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VM:Account

• If you use a FILE VMJRAW statement in your control file, you must specify the filetype of the RAWDATA file you want
to use. For example:
FILE VMJRAW RAWDATA $$100708.

• If you want to use costed VM:Account information for an accounting period before the current account period, use:
FILE VMJAREC3 PERIODTE period.

where period is the name of the accounting period you want to report on. For example, the statement might read FILE
VMJAREC3 PERIODTE 01FEB10.

VM:Secure

To create the USER DIRECT file, you can:

• Use the VMSOURCE control file record to specify the minidisk where the USER DIRECT file should be placed
• Use the VM:Secure VMXBKP01 utility to create the USER DIRECT file and place it on your A-disk. For more

information, refer to the VMXBKP01 Utility topic in the  VM:Securedocumentation.

IF Statement
The IF statement initiates conditional processing of control file statements. It is terminated by an END IF Statement.

The logical operators NOT, AND, and OR are evaluated in standard logical order -- that is, NOT first, then AND, then OR.
For example, in this statement:

SELECT IF NOT USERID EQ 'USER01' AND CUSTOMER EQ 'COMPANY1'

OR ACCOUNT EQ '50001000'.

• The NOT applies only to USERID EQ 'USER01'. It does not extend across the AND and OR parameters.
• The AND joins the two relations:

– NOT USERID EQ 'USER01'
– CUSTOMER EQ 'COMPANY1'

AND does not extend across the OR parameter.

• The OR joins:
– NOT USERID EQ 'USER01' AND CUSTOMER EQ 'COMPANY1'
– ACCOUNT EQ '50001000'
OR can extend across either the NOT or the AND parameter.

• The selected records are those where the user ID is not USER01, and the customer is COMPANY1 or has an account
number of 50001000.

You can include a maximum of 12 conditions on one IF statement.

When an alphanumeric field is compared with a literal, the comparison begins with the leftmost character of the literal and
the first position of the field. If the literal is shorter than the field being tested, only the number of characters in the literal is
compared. Trailing characters in the field are not compared.

Multiple IF statements with no intervening END IF statements are considered to have logical ORs between them. The
syntax is as follows:

IF [NOT] cond1 [{OR|AND} [NOT] cond2] ...

NOT
Reverses the result of the conditional test.
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cond1
Specifies that cond1 is required and must be in one of two formats. One format is described in the section Bit Test
Statement. The other format is:
fldname1 relation fldname2

Indicates that fldname1 is a field name, fldname2 is a literal or field name, and relation is one of these
logical relations:

• EQ equal to
• NE not equal to
• GT greater than
• LT less than

If fldname2 is a literal it must be enclosed in single quotation marks.
OR

Specifies that OR is required if another condition follows and AND is not used. OR is used to logically connect the
conditions so that the statements between the IF and the END IF statements are executed if any of the conditions
are true.

AND
Specifies that AND is required if another condition follows and OR is not used. AND is used to logically connect
the conditions so that the statements between the IF and the END IF statements are executed if all of the
conditions are true.

cond2
Specifies that cond2 defines an additional conditional expression in the same format as cond1. Up to 12 AND
clauses or OR clauses may be specified.

Examples
This statement checks to see if the expiration date equals 10365:

IF EXPDT EQ '10365'.

This statement checks to see if the VM:Account record type is 01 or 03:

IF RECTYPE EQ '01' OR RECTYPE EQ '03'.

IGNORE Statement
Use the IGNORE statement for conditional processing. If a record passes the specified conditions, it is ignored and the
next record is read and tested. If a record fails the test it is passed on to the next IGNORE or SELECT statement.

VMRGRW uses the following rules for processing IGNORE and SELECT statements:

• If a record passes an IGNORE test, all further tests and processing are ignored, and a new record is read.
• If a record fails an IGNORE test, it is passed to the next SELECT or IGNORE statement.
• If a record passes a SELECT test, subsequent SELECT or IGNORE tests are bypassed and the record is processed

using the criteria defined in the SELECT statement the record passed.
• If the record fails a SELECT test, it is passed to the next SELECT or IGNORE statement.
• If a record fails all SELECT and IGNORE tests, it is treated opposite to the last statement in the group. That is, if the

last statement is SELECT, the record is ignored, and if the last statement is IGNORE, the record is selected.

IGNORE statements are executed immediately after the record is read, after any NOW MOVE and NOW COMPUTE
statements, and before any other processing. If you want to ignore a record after some processing occurs, use the NEXT
RECORD statement with the IF and END IF statements.
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All SELECT and IGNORE statements in your control file must be entered consecutively. They cannot be separated by any
other statements.

IGNORE IF [NOT] cond1 [{OR|AND} [NOT] cond2] ...

NOT
Reverses the result of the conditional test.

cond1
Indicates that cond1 is required and must be in one of two formats. One format is described in the section Bit Test
Statement. The other format is:
fldname1 relation fldname2

Indicates that fldname1 is a field name, fldname2 is a literal or field name, and relation is one of these
logical relations:

• EQ equal to
• NE not equal to
• GT greater than
• LT less than

If fldname2 is a literal it must be enclosed in single quotation marks.
OR

Indicates that OR is required if another condition follows and AND is not used. OR is used to logically connect the
conditions so that the record is ignored if any of the conditions are true.

AND
Indicates that AND is required if another condition follows and OR is not used. AND is used to logically connect
the conditions so that the record is ignored only if all conditions are true.

cond2
Indicates that cond defines an additional conditional expression in the same format as cond1. Up to 12 AND
clauses or OR clauses may be specified.

Example
This statement has VMRGRW ignore the record if the value for EXPDT is greater than 11000:

IGNORE IF EXPDT GT '11000'.

MOVE Statement
The MOVE statement moves data from one field to another. It packs or unpacks data by moving it to a field with a different
data type. When receiving fields are packed, the resultant sign bits are as follows:

• For positive constants and Z/D (zoned decimal) fields -- X'F'
• For positive P/D (packed decimal) fields -- same as field data
• For positive computed fields -- X'C'
• For all negative fields-- X'D'

MOVE does not impose restrictions on the type of data in sending and receiving fields. Data conversion is done only for a
P/D or Z/D receiving field when the sending field is P/D, Z/D, or a numeric constant. Other moves proceed left to right in
the two fields; the number of bytes moved is the lesser of the sending and receiving field lengths.

If the receiving field is Z/D or P/D and is shorter than the sending field, data on the left is truncated. If the receiving field is
alphanumeric and shorter than the sending field or constant, data on the right is truncated.
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Moving data of the wrong type to a numeric field (for example, MOVE 'ABC' TO PACKEDFLD) can cause records to be
rejected for invalid data, or can ultimately cause a VMRGRW abend.

The MOVE statement does not align decimals. If the receiving field has two decimal places (DISPLAY value ending in
'.99') and you move the value '365' to it, the result is interpreted as '3.65'.

The MOVE statement is executed after any SELECT or IGNORE statements in a processing step. If you want to move
data before SELECT and IGNORE processing begins, use the NOW MOVE statement instead. For more information, see
NOW Keyword.

MOVE "Parms".

Parms:

[sourcefield | literal] TO targetfield

[[sourcefieldn | literal] TO targetfieldn] ...

sourcefield
Specifies the name of a source field to be copied.

literal
Specifies a constant to be copied.

targetfield
Specifies the name of the target field to receive the copied values.

Example
To move the data in field DD3 to field DD2, add this MOVE statement:

MOVE DD3 TO DD2.

NEXT RECORD Statement
The NEXT RECORD statement ends processing on the current record and proceeds to the next record in the input file.
The syntax is as follows:

NEXT RECORD.

Example
Enter these statements to make VMRGRW proceed to the next record if the date in the current record is
earlier than February 1, 2010:

IF DATE LT '100201'.

    NEXT RECORD.

END IF.

The current record is not subject to any further processing.    

NOW Keyword
The NOW keyword can be used with the COMPUTE and MOVE statements to affect a MOVE or COMPUTE step before
processing SELECT or IGNORE statements. The parameters for the NOW COMPUTE and NOW MOVE statements
are the same as those for the COMPUTE and MOVE statements. NOW COMPUTE and NOW MOVE statements are
executed before any SELECT or IGNORE statements, while COMPUTE and MOVE statements are executed after any
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SELECT or IGNORE statements in the step. NOW COMPUTE and NOW MOVE statements can be used to produce a
computed value upon which SELECT and IGNORE statements act.

Example

For example, to compute the value of the WORK statement before the SELECT statement is executed, add a NOW
COMPUTE statement similar to this one:

NOW COMPUTE WORK AS FLDA PLUS FLDB DISPLAY ‘99999’ TYPE P/D HD.

SELECT IF WORK GT ‘100’.

PRINT Statement
The PRINT statement prints the fields specified in the statement. You can specify up to 40 fields and literals in a PRINT
statement. However, the output print line cannot exceed 132 characters.

Column headings are derived from the default headings in the data definition tables. Use the DEFINE statement to revise
headers. For more information, see DEFINE Statement.

You can use multiple PRINT statements to produce multiple print lines from single records in the input file. Each PRINT
statement you use adds a print line for the specified data. However, the fields you choose in the first PRINT statement set
the column headings on the report.

PRINT "Parms".

Parms:

[WIDE n]

{fldname | literal | BLANK n}

[fldname | literal | BLANK n] ...

[SPACED n]

[SKIP]

WIDE n
Specifies the number of spaces between each field. The default is 1.

fldname
Indicates the name of a printed field. You may specify up to 40 fields.

SPACED n
Indicates the line spacing: 1 (single), 2 (double), or 3 (triple). The default is 1.

SKIP
Specifies that a skip to a new page is made before printing the line represented by the PRINT statement.

literal
Indicates that literal values are printed in place of a field. Literals must be enclosed in single quotes.

BLANK n
Puts n blank spaces before the next field or literal on the report. The BLANK value is used for only one field.
Spacing reverts to the WIDE value unless you specify another BLANK value for the next field.

Examples

• This statement puts two spaces between each field on the report. The fields on the report are VOLSER,
CRTDT, CTIME, EXPDT, and LJOB:

PRINT WIDE 2 VOLSER CRTDT CTIME EXPDT LJOB.
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Print line:

VOLSER  CRTDT   CTIME   EXPDT   LJOB    

VMPK02  96290   10:04   99360   FRED    

• This statement prints "*** IS A SCRATCH TAPE ***" next to the VOLSER value

PRINT VOLSER '*** IS A SCRATCH TAPE ***'.

Print line:

VMPK02 *** IS A SCRATCH TAPE ***

• This statement produces the print line below:

PRINT WIDE 2 BLANK 3 'ABC' 'DEF' BLANK 5 'GHI'.

Print line:

   ABC   DEF     GHI

PRINT HEADING Statement
The PRINT HEADING statement creates report page headings. A PRINT or PRINT TOTAL statement must accompany
a PRINT HEADING statement. A PRINT HEADING statement must occur in the same processing step as its associated
PRINT or PRINT TOTAL statement.

PRINT HEADING statements are in effect for only one processing step. A PRINT HEADING statement has no effect if it is
not in the same processing step as a PRINT or PRINT TOTAL statement.

Column headings are derived from the default headings in the data definition tables. The default column headings
override any column headings you define in the PRINT HEADING statement, but you can use PRINT HEADING lines 2
and 3 to add extra information to the column headings (see Example 2 below). To change the default column headings,
use the DEFINE statement.

The syntax is as follows:

PRINT HEADING "Parms".

Parms:

[lineid]

[AT [NEW-PAGE | END-JOB]] 

[fieldname | literal] ...

lineid
Specifies the heading line defined by this statement. The default is 1. Heading lines 0 and 1 are report heading
lines. Heading lines 2 and 3 are column heading lines. Values defined for lines 2 and 3 are shared by the field
headings from the data definition tables or those set by the DEFINE statement.

NEW-PAGE
Specifies that the heading is printed on the top of each report page.

END-JOB
Specifies that the heading is printed only on the last page of the report. This forces final totals onto a separate
page. For more information, see the section PRINT TOTAL Statement.

fieldname
Specifies that an alphanumeric field name is printed in a column heading, lines 2 and 3.

literal
Specifies that a literal string is printed in a report heading. A single literal cannot span two PRINT statements. The
literal string must be enclosed in quotes.
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Examples

• This PRINT HEADING statement defines the report heading DATA SET SUMMARY, and uses blanks to
center the heading:

PRINT HEADING 1 ' DATA SET SUMMARY '.

• This PRINT HEADING statement creates a new column heading that appears beside the default heading
taken from the data definition table:

PRINT HEADING 3 ' ' 'AT DATE 02/10/10'.

PRINT USERID.

These statements produce:

USERID AT DATE 02/10/10

TINKER

EVERS

CHANCE

PRINT TOTAL Statement
The PRINT TOTAL statement prints numeric field totals as well as control fields for subtotals. You can specify up to 13
fields to total and 12 control fields. You cannot total alphanumeric fields. The values in the totaled fields are accumulations
of values from all records that are passed to the PRINT and PRINT TOTAL statements.

The control field values "controlfield1 WITHIN controlfield2 ... WITHIN controlfieldn" describe a sort key in ascending sort
order. The PRINT TOTAL statement produces unpredictable results unless the data for the step is in the order of the sort
key. Presort the data in ascending order by using a SORT statement before the PRINT TOTAL statement.

If you use a PRINT statement and a PRINT TOTAL statement, the total is printed below the detail values for any field used
in both statements.

The first 24 positions of each line of subtotals are reserved for any specified literal or for blanks if you supply no literals.
Place fields at least 24 print positions into the print line to keep the totals from being overprinted by the literal.

The syntax is as follows:

PRINT TOTAL "Parms".

Parms:

totalfield ...

[BY controlfield [literal]] 

[SPACED n]

[SKIP]

[WITHIN controlfield [literal]]  ...

totalfield
Indicates the names of the fields to total. Alphanumeric fields (TYPE A/N) cannot be totaled.

controlfield
Indicates the names of control fields determining the different summary levels of totals to be produced.

literal
Indicates constants of up to 24 characters enclosed in quotes, which are printed as labels for the associated total
lines.
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SPACED n
Indicates 1 (single), 2 (double), or 3 (triple) spacing. The SPACED parameter affects the spacing that follows
subtitle lines in the output. The default is 1.

SKIP
Causes a page eject after the subtotal line.

Example
This statement prints total session connect time and total CPU time, with subtotals, by user ID and date:

PRINT TOTAL TOTCPU CONNTIME BY USERID 'SUBTOTAL FOR USER'

  SPACED 2 WITHIN ENDDATE 'SUBTOTAL FOR DATE' SPACED 2.

In this example, there should be an associated PRINT statement with enough fields or literals before TOTCPU
and CONNTIME to place these fields at least 24 spaces into the print line. The SPACED 2 parameter in this
example specifies that one blank line is placed after each subtotal.

REDEFINE Statement
The REDEFINE statement lets you define subfields of larger fields. Put REDEFINE statements near the beginning of your
control file.

REDEFINE "Parms".

Parms:

fldname1 IN fldname2

[START nnn]

{LENGTH nnn | END nnn}

[[DISPLAY ‘dcon’] TYPE tcon]

[HEADING | heading ...]

fldname1
Indicates the name of the new subfield.

fldname2
Indicates the name of the redefined field.

START nnn
Indicates the starting position of fldname1 in fldname2. The first available position is 1. This is the default.

LENGTH nnn
Indicates the length of the subfield. You must use either the END parameter or the LENGTH parameter. You
cannot use both.

END nnn
Indicates the ending position of the subfield in fldname2.

DISPLAY 'dcon'
Sets the subfield's print format. If you specify the TYPE BIT parameter, the only accepted DISPLAY 'dcon' value is
an even number of x's (for example, DISPLAY 'xxxx'). For more information, see the section DEFINE Statement.

TYPE tcon
Specifies the input data type. See the section DEFINE Statement for details.
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HEADING
Indicates that it is to be used if you want to use the field name (fldname) as the column heading in the report. This
is the default.

heading
Specifies literal values to use for the column heading instead of the subfield name. Column headings are left
justified for alphanumeric fields and right justified for all other data types. Literal values are enclosed in quotes.

Examples

• This statement redefines the first three positions of the ACCOUNT field as ACCT1. The new field has a
five-position numeric value and contains packed decimal data. The column heading for this field is USERS.

REDEFINE ACCT1 IN ACCOUNT START 1 LENGTH 3

   DISPLAY '99,999' TYPE P/D 'USERS'.

• This statement redefines the fourth position to the eighth position of the ACCOUNT field as NAME. The
new field contains alphanumeric data. The column heading for this field is NAME.

REDEFINE NAME IN ACCOUNT START 4 END 8 TYPE A/N HEADING.

SELECT Statement
Use the SELECT statement for conditional processing. If a record passes the specified condition, it is processed. If
a record fails the condition, it is passed to the next SELECT or IGNORE statement. If there are no more SELECT or
IGNORE STATEMENTS in the file, the record is rejected, and the next record is read and tested.

VMRGRW uses the following rules for processing IGNORE and SELECT statements:

• If a record passes an IGNORE test, all further tests and processing are ignored, and a new record is read.
• If a record fails an IGNORE test, it is passed to the next SELECT or IGNORE statement.
• If a record passes a SELECT test, subsequent SELECT or IGNORE tests are bypassed and the record is processed

using the criteria defined in the SELECT statement the record passed.
• If the record fails a SELECT test, it is passed to the next SELECT or IGNORE statement.
• If a record fails all SELECT and IGNORE tests, it is treated opposite to the last statement in the group. That is, if the

last statement is SELECT, the record is ignored, and if the last statement is IGNORE, the record is selected.

SELECT statements are executed immediately after the record is read, after any NOW MOVE and NOW COMPUTE
statements, and before any other processing. If you want to select a record after some processing, use the NEXT
RECORD statement with the IF and END IF statements.

All SELECT and IGNORE statements in your control file must be entered consecutively. They cannot be separated by any
other statements.

The syntax is as follows:

SELECT IF [NOT ] cond1 [{OR|AND} [NOT] cond2] ...

NOT
Reverses the result of the conditional test.

cond1
Indicates that cond1 is required and must be in one of two formats. One format is described in the section Bit Test
Statement. The other format is:

fldname1 relation fldname2
Indicates fldname1 is the field name, fldname2 is a literal or field name, and relation is one of these logical
relations:
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• EQ equal to
• NE not equal to
• GT greater than
• LT less than

If fldname2 is a literal it must be enclosed in single quotation marks.
OR

Indicates that OR is required if another condition follows and AND is not used. OR is used to logically connect the
conditions so that the record is selected if any of the conditions are true. A maximum of 12 AND or OR clauses
may be specified.

AND
Indicates that AND is required if another condition follows and OR is not used. AND is used to logically connect
the conditions so that the record is selected only if all conditions are true. A maximum of 12 AND or OR clauses
may be specified.

Example
This statement selects a record if the volser is 200001:

SELECT IF VOLSER EQ '200001'.

SKIP Statement
The SKIP statement passes over records in the beginning of the input file. Skipping unnecessary records saves
processing time.

SKIP numrec

.

numrec
Specifies the number of input records to skip.

Example
This statement starts processing with the second record in the input file:

SKIP 1.

SORT Statement
The SORT statement rearranges records into a specified sequence for an output file or report. This makes the report
easier to read, analyze, and interpret. It also helps in processing PRINT TOTAL statements.

You can specify up to 12 sort control fields. The total length of all sort fields cannot exceed 256 bytes. A SORT statement
must be preceded by a WRITE or SUMMARIZE statement. A SORT statement does not sort the input file. Instead, it acts
on an extract file created by a WRITE or SUMMARIZE statement. A SORT statement signifies the end of a processing
step.

To process a SORT statement, VMRGRW needs access to an external sort program, such as VM:Sort, that is callable
from VMRGRW and does not run in the user area. CMS SORT will not work.

For a successful link, you must ensure that the sort program is present as a TEXT file or in a TXTLIB file. You must issue
a GLOBAL TXTLIB command before running VMRGRW to ensure proper linkage to the user-supplied sort routine. For
example, if you have VM:Sort, enter this command:
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GLOBAL TXTLIB VMSLIB

The syntax for the SORT statement is as follows:

SORT "Parms".

Parms:

fldname1

[UP | DOWN] [SIGNED]

[WITHIN fldname2 [UP | DOWN] [SIGNED]]  ...

fldname1
Specifies the name of the first (lowest priority) sort field.

UP
Specifies an optional parameter used to sort fldname1 in ascending sort order. This is the default. In ascending
sort order, data with smaller values precede data with greater values.

DOWN
Specifies an optional parameter used to sort fldname1 in descending sort order. In descending sort order, data
with larger values precede data with smaller values.

SIGNED
Specifies that positive or negative values are figured into the sort. Thus, -1 sorts before .5 in an ascending sort. If
this parameter is absent, records are sorted by the absolute values of the data, which are always positive. Thus,
-1 sorts after .5 in an ascending sort.

fldname2
Defines the name of a field to be used as the next (higher priority) sort field. As many as 12 WITHIN clauses may
be defined. Each specifies the field name of a higher priority sort field.

Examples

• This statement sorts records by the LJOB field:

SORT LJOB.

• This statement sorts records by LJOB and then by VOLSER:

SORT VOLSER WITHIN LJOB.

STOP Statement
The STOP statement terminates processing before the end of the input file.

STOP {AFTER numrec RECORDS | PASS}.

AFTER numrec RECORDS
Stops processing the input file after numrec records are selected -- that is, after numrec statements pass any
SELECT and IGNORE conditions.
When developing and testing report control files, use the STOP AFTER numrec RECORDS statement to save
time in trial runs.
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PASS
Terminates processing of the input file. Use PASS when significant data is in a known order and no more data
needs to be checked.

Examples
The following examples show how to use the STOP statement to halt processing before the end of the input
file is reached:

• To stop processing after VMRGRW selects seven records, add this statement to the control file:

STOP AFTER 7 RECORDS.

• To stop processing after VMRGRW encounters a record with the FLAG1 field set to X'FF', add these
statements to the control file:

IF FLAG EQ X'FF'.

     STOP PASS.

END IF.

SUMMARIZE Statement
The SUMMARIZE statement writes an output record of summarized values whenever one or more specified control fields
change. You can specify 13 fields to summarize and 12 control fields. SUMMARIZE differs from PRINT TOTAL in that
nothing is printed by SUMMARIZE.

A SUMMARIZE statement signifies the end of a processing step.

If you intend to use the summarized data in another processing step, use a DEFINE statement to define a work field
to hold the value produced by the SUMMARIZE statement. The DISPLAY 'dcon' parameter in the DEFINE statement
controls the size of the work field. For more information, see the section DEFINE Statement.

The syntax is as follows:

SUMMARIZE "Parms".

Parms:

totalfield ... 

BY controlfield ...

[WITHIN controlfield] ...

INCLUDING fieldname ...

[TO ddname]

totalfield
Specifies the name of a summarized field. The summarized value is included in an output record written to disk.
Alphanumeric fields (TYPE A/N) cannot be summarized. Up to 13 field names may be summarized.

controlfield
Specifies the name of a control field. One control field name is required after the BY keyword. Up to 12 additional
control field names may each follow a WITHIN keyword. A new record is written whenever the value in one of the
control fields changes. The control fields are written to disk along with the summarized fields.

fieldname
Specifies the name of an additional field. Up to 12 additional fields are written to the output file along with the
group of total fields. These fields are not summarized. They should correspond in some way to the control fields,
or their inclusion in the record is not meaningful.
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ddname
Indicates a name (defined by a FILEDEF command) where the output records are written. The default output
destination is FILE SORTIN A. If you did not issue a FILEDEF command for ddname, the output is written to a file
named FILE ddname A.

Example
This statement creates summary records, one per user ID, containing the user ID and the totaled value of the
PUNLINES and PRTLINES fields:

SUMMARIZE PUNLINES PRTLINES BY USERID.

WRITE Statement
The WRITE statement passes specified fields to an extract file for further processing.

WRITE signifies the end of a processing step unless it is issued as part of an IF clause. For details, see the section END
STEP Statement on page 200. The primary purpose of the WRITE statement is to create an extract file for a sort. This
is why it is written to the file associated with a FILEDEF for SORTIN. A WRITE statement must be followed by a SORT
statement before another WRITE statement is permitted.

A WRITE statement sends a description of the output record format to the diagnostic output.

WRITE fieldname ... [TO ddname]

fieldname
Specifies the name of a field value to write to the output file. You may specify up to 60 fields in each WRITE
statement.

ddname
Specified a name (defined by a FILEDEF command) where the output records are written. If you do not issue a
FILEDEF command for ddname, the output is written to a file named FILE ddname A. The default file name is
FILE SORTIN A.

Example
This statement writes fields A, B, and C to WRITEFILE:

WRITE FIELDA FIELDB FIELDC TO WRITEFILE.

Running Reports
Follow these steps to create and run VMRGRW reports:

1. Decide which product contains the information you need.
2. Refer to the product data definition tables later in this book and determine the file format, file name, and fields you

need for your report.
3. Log on to VMANAGER.
4. Use the XEDIT command to create a new control file. Control files are explained in Chapter 2.

a. Make the first statement in your program a FILE statement.
b. Use conditional statements such as SELECT, IGNORE, and IF to gather the appropriate records from the input file.
c. Use END IF and END STEP statements to end conditional processing and processing steps.
d. Use the WRITE statement to write the desired fields to disk.
e. Use the SORT statement to sort the output records.
f. Use the PRINT HEADING statement to create a report heading.
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g. Use the PRINT statement list the fields you want to appear in the report.
h. Enter file on the XEDIT command line to save your work in the control file.

5. Link to the minidisk containing the data for the report. The Minidisk/vaddr column of the Product Data Definition
Table provides the addresses for the minidisks you use.

6. Verify that an external sort routine, with a filename of SORT and a filetype of TEXT, is available on an accessed
minidisk or in a TXTLIB. The sort routine must be callable from an assembler program.
– CMS SORT cannot be used because it is not callable from an assembler program (i.e., VMRGRW), and it runs in

the user area, where VMRGRW runs.
– You can use any sort routine that is callable from an assembler program and that has a filetype of TEXT. VM:Sort

provides a TEXT file that you can use.
7. Enter the VMRGRW command to run your report. This command is explained in the next section.

VMRGRW Command
The VMRGRW command processes the VMRGRW control files. By default, the report file is written on your A-disk and the
diagnostics are displayed on your screen. The command options govern the treatment of the reports and diagnostics.

If the input file defined in the FILE control file statement is being used by the product, VMRGRW will not complete
processing. You must either suspend product processing or rerun the report when the product is inactive.

VMRGRW filename [filetype [filemode]]  [( "Options" ]

Options:

Linecnt nn

[Diagnose {Disk | Dummy | Printer | Terminal}]

[Report   {DIsk | Dummy | Printer | Terminal}]

filename
Defines the filename of the control file. This parameter is required.

filetype
Defines the filetype of the control file. The default is VMRGRW.

filemode
Defines the filemode of the control file. The default is “*”.

Linecnt nn
Sets the number of lines per page for the report. The default is 56.

Diagnose DIsk
Sends the diagnostic output to your A-disk in a file named fn DIAG, where fn is the same as the filename of the
control file.

Diagnose DUmmy
Specifies that no diagnostic output is produced.

Diagnose Printer
Sends the diagnostic output to your virtual printer.

Diagnose Terminal
Displays the diagnostic output on your console. This is the default.

Report DIsk
Writes the report to your A-disk in a file named fn LISTING, where fn is same as the filename of the control file.
This is the default. The output file contains ASA carriage control characters.
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Report DUmmy
specifies that no report is generated. Use REPORT DUMMY to verify the control file’s syntax.

Report Printer
sends the report to your virtual printer.

Report Terminal
displays the report on your console.

Examples

• This command line runs a report using a control file named TMCRPT1 VMRGRW. The report is sent to the
printer, and no diagnostic output is produced:

VMRGRW TMCRPT1 ( DIAGNOSE DUMMY REPORT PRINTER

• This command line runs a report using a control file named AUDRPT1 VMRGRW. The report displays on
the terminal, and the diagnostic output is sent to the printer:

VMRGRW AUDRPT1 ( DIAGNOSE PRINTER REPORT TERMINAL

Running Predefined Report Programs
Several predefined report programs are provided with VMRGRW. These reports are listed in Appendix A, Predefined
Reports.

To run report programs and produce reports

1. Log on to VMANAGER
2. Link to the minidisk the program requires

Refer to the table displayed in the section VMJAREC3 Data Definition Tables for information about which minidisk a
specific predefined report requires.

3. Access the external sort routine
4. If you have VM:Sort, enter:

GLOBAL TXTLIB VMSLIB

5. Enter the VMRGRW command, where reportname is the name of a predefined report:

VMRGRW reportname

During processing VMRGRW sends various messages informing you of the program steps it is processing, the record
format, the number of records read, the number of records that met the selection criteria, the number of records written,
and the output of the processing.

When VMRGRW has finished processing your VMRGRW file, it puts the report in a file named reportname LISTING. Use
XEDIT to view this file.

Using the Data Definition Tables
The remaining chapters of this book contain the product data definition tables. Each data definition table contains the
following information to describe the input data to VMRGRW:

Field Name
Indicates the name of the data field in the input file.

Start
Indicates the column where the field starts in the input file.
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Length
Indicates the length of the input file field.

Display
Indicates the format used to print numeric fields.

Type
Indicates the data type of the field. Refer to the table in Building the Control File for a summary of each field type.

Default Column Header
Displays the column header VMRGRW prints on reports. You may use the DEFINE control file statement to
change the default value.

Description
Provides description of the field and is not part of the input file.
This column also provides the literal values used in a work field associated with the data field identified in the
row's first column. A work field is a temporary field that provides additional information for an existing data field.
VMRGRW provides both the work field and literal values for you, saving you the effort of creating a DECODE
control statement (page 14) for this data field.

WARNING
Never edit any of the product input files from which VMRGRW gets its data (for example, the VM:Secure USER
DIRECT or AUDIT EXTRACT files). Any alterations could result in unrecoverable data.

Product Report Input Files
The following table associates the data definition tables with the input files they represent. To specify input data for a
report, use one of these data definition table names as the ddt parameter in the FILE control file statement. For more
information, see the FILE Statement.

Product Data Definition Table Name Input File Field Description
VMJRAW RAWDATA $$yymmdd VM:Account uncosted

accounting data
VM:Account

VMJAREC3 PERIODTE ft VM:Account costed accounting
data

VM:Backup TAPEPOOL fn TAPEPOOL VM:Backup tape pool
VM:Batch VMHAUDIT yy-mm-dd VMHAUDIT VM:Batch system and job

events
VM:Schedule REQUEST3 VMSCHED IRBDB VM:Schedule requests

database
UDIRECT USER DIRECT VM:Secure with security

directory database
UDIRECTX USER DIRECT VM:Secure with security

directory database.

VM:Secure (with security and
without security)

VMXAUD AUDIT EXTRACT Output from the VM:Secure with
security AUDITEXT command

VMLSNAPS VMSPOOL SNAPSHOT Current picture of system spool
files

VMLMASTR VMLDB MASTER History of system spool files
VMLCATLG fn CATALOG VM:Spool backup catalog file

VM:Spool

VMLAUDIT AUDIT EXTRACT VM:Spool audit file
TMC5 VMTAPE TMC VM:Tape TMCVM:Tape
AUDIT5 VMTAPE AUDIT VM:Tape audit file
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Hexadecimal Flag Field Values
Some values in flag fields can be the sum of several other values that define different characteristics of a particular record.

For example, in the VM:Account database, the ARCHFLG field (see the table for VM:Archiver usage) can have a value of
X'11'. This can be broken down into two components: X'10' and X'01'. These two components indicate that the archived
file is stored online (X'10') and that it was modified at one time by an accounting exit (X'01').

If the ARCHFLG field contained X'C1', it could be broken down into three components: X'80', X'40', and X'01'. As you can
see from the bit definitions in the ARCHFLG row, an archived file with X'C1' in the ARCHFLG field:

• Does exist on the VM:Archiver STAGE minidisk.
• Was written to a tape volume.
• Was at one time modified by an accounting exit.

Bit Testing

The binary equivalent of X'C1' is 11000001. The X'80', X'40', and X'01' bits are on. This means the characteristics
represented by these bits apply to this record. You can use this information to write bit test statements. See the section Bit
Test Statement for details.

VM:Account Data Definition Tables
By default, VMRGRW can use data from any VM:Account record file as input. This information is represented to
VMRGRW by the VMJRAW data definition table.

Alternatively, VMRGRW can be set to read data only from the PERIODTE CURRENT file, which contains only costed
accounting records.

VMJRAW Data Definition Tables
The following table contains descriptions of fields that are specific to most of the VMJRAW data definition tables. 

 Field Name  Start  Length  Display  Type   Default Column
Header 

 Description 

USERID 1 8 A/N USERID Virtual machine
ID this record
applies to

ACCOUNT 9 8 A/N ACCOUNT Virtual machine
accounting
number from the
VM user directory

VMSIFLAG 9 1 XX BIT F1 Flag to indicate
the account
number field has
been encoded

PROJIND1 10 3 99909 BINP PROJ INDEX Project Index
corresponding
to PROJECTS
MASTER file

PACKIND1 13 2 99909 BINP PACKG INDEX Package Index
corresponding
to PACKAGES
MASTER file
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VMHJOBNO 15 2 99909 BINP VMBATCH
JOBNO

VM:Batch job
number if data is
from a VM:Batch
job

ENDDATE 17 6 099/99/99 Z/D END DATE Ending date of
accounting period
(mmddyy)

ENDTIME 23 6 099:00:00 Z/D END TIME Ending time of
accounting period
(hhmmss)

RECTYP 75 2 A/N REC TYPE Record type
code for records
created by
VM:Account

TRANTYP 77 2 A/N TRAN TYPE Transaction type
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CARDTYP 79 2 A/N CARD TYPE Accounting
record datatype
code
Literal values for
CARDTYPL work
field:
'01'='SESSION '
'02'='DEDICATED
DEVICE'
'03'='TDISK
SPACE '
'04'='INVALID
LOGON '
'05'='LINKS '
'06'='INVALID
LINK '
'07'='VSCS '
'08'='LOGOFF '
'A3'='VOLUMES '
'A4'='MINIDISK '
'A5'='MISCELLANEOUS
'
'A6'='TAPE
MOUNTS '
'A7'='RSCS '
'A9'='VM:ARCHIVER
'
'AA'='SQL/DS'
'AB'='VM:SPOOL'
'AC'='TSAF '
'AD'='SQL/DS
DBSPACE'
'AE'='SFS
USAGE'
'AF'='SFS DASD'
'DE'='DOS/VSE
EXECUTE'
'DL'='DOS/VSE
LIST'

The remaining tables present descriptions of fields that are specific to a particular datatype (that is, a particular
CARDTYP).

VMJRAW CARDTYP = '01' (Session)

 Field Name  Start  Length  Display  Type  Default Column
Header 

 Description 

CONNTIME 29 4 9,999,999,999 BINS CONNECT
SECONDS

Number of
seconds
connected for this
session
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TOTCPU 33 4 9,999,990.999 BINS TOT CPU
SECONDS

Total CPU
time used for
this session
(seconds)

VIRTCPU 37 4 9,999,990.999 BINS VIRT CPU
SECONDS

Virtual CPU
time used for
this session
(seconds)

PAGERDS 41 4 9,999,999,999 BINS PAGE READS Total page reads
for this session

PAGEWRTS 45 4 9,999,999,999 BINS PAGE WRITES Total page writes
for this session

SIO 49 4 9,999,999,999 BINS SIO COUNT Virtual SIO count
for non-spooled I/
O (real I/O)

PUNLINES 53 4 9,999,999,999 BINS SPOOLED
PUNCH I/O

Virtual card
count-spooled
punch

PRTLINES 57 4 9,999,999,999 BINS SPOOLED PRT I/
O

Virtual line count-
spooled printer

RDRLINES 61 4 9,999,999,999 BINS SPOOLED RDR
I/O

Virtual card
count-spooled
reader

VIRTVPU 65 4 9,999,990.999 BINS VIRT VECTOR
SECONDS

Virtual CPU
time in VECTOR
processor

TOTVPU 69 4 9,999,990.999 BINS TOTAL VECTOR
SECONDS

Total CPU time
in VECTOR
processor

VMJRAW CARDTYP = '02' (Dedicated Device)

 Field Name  Start  Length  Display  Type  Default Column
Header 

 Description 

DEDVTIME 29 4 9,999,999,999 BINS CONNECT
SECONDS

Number of
seconds
connected to the
device

DEDVCLAS 33 1 XX BIT DEV CLS Device class
code

DEDVTYP 34 1 XX BIT DEV TYP Device type code
DEDVMOD 35 1 XX BIT DEV MOD Device model (if

any)
DEDFEA 36 1 XX BIT DEV FEA Device features

code (if any)
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VMJRAW CARDTYP = '03' (Temporary Disk Space)

 Field Name  Start  Length  Display  Type  Default Column
Header 

 Description 

TDSKTIME 29 4 9,999,999,999 BINS TEMPDISK
SECONDS

Number of
seconds TDSK
was connected

TDSKCLAS 33 1 XX BIT TDISK CLS Temporary disk
space device
class code

TDSKTYP 34 1 XX BIT TDSK TYP Temporary disk
space device type
code

TDSKMOD 35 1 XX BIT TDSK MOD Temporary disk
space device
model

TDSKFEA 36 1 XX BIT TDSK FEA Temporary disk
space device
features code

TDSKCYL 37 4 9,999,999,999 BINS TDSK CYLS Number of
cylinders of
TDSK used (CKD
device)

TDSKBLK 37 4 9,999,999,999 BINS TDSK BLKS Number of blocks
of TDSK used
(FBA device)

VMJRAW CARDTYP = '04' (Invalid Logon/Autolog)

 Field Name  Start  Length  Display  Type  Default Column
Header 

 Description 

LINKTERM 29 4 A/N TERM ADDR Terminal address
where invalid
logon/autolog
was issued

INVPASSW 33 8 A/N INVALID
PASSWORD

Invalid password
issued

AUTOUSER 41 8 A/N AUTOLOG
USERID

User ID that
issued the
autolog/logon
command

LINKVADR 49 3 A/N MDSK ADDR Minidisk address
NUMLOGS 52 2 99 Z/D LOGON

ATTEMPTS
Number of invalid
logon attempts

LOGLIM 54 2 99 Z/D LOGON LIMIT Invalid logon
attempt limit
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VMJRAW CARDTYP = '05' (Successful Link)

 Field Name  Start  Length  Display  Type  Default Column
Header 

 Description 

LINKTERM 29 4 A/N TERM ADDR Terminal address
from which link
was issued

LINKOWNR 41 8 A/N MINIDISK
OWNER

Minidisk owner

LINKVADR 49 3 A/N MDSK ADDR Minidisk address

VMJRAW CARDTYP = '06' (Invalid Link)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

LINKTERM 29 4 A/N TERM ADDR Terminal address
where invalid link
was issued

INVPASSW 33 8 A/N INVALID
PASSWORD

Invalid password
issued

LINKOWNR 41 8 A/N MINIDISK
OWNER

Minidisk owner

LINKVADR 49 3 A/N MDSK ADDR Minidisk address
for which link
command was
issued

NUMLINKS 52 2 99 Z/D LINK ATTEMPTS Invalid link
attempts

LINKLIM 54 2 99 Z/D LINK LIMIT Invalid link limit

VMJRAW CARDTYP = '07' (VCNA)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VCNAOVF1 17 1 999 BINP OFLO 1 VCNA overflow
counter #1, from
datatype 07
record

VCNAOVF2 18 1 999 BINP OFLO 2 VCNA overflow
counter #2, from
datatype 07
record

VCNAOVF3 19 1 999 BINP OFLO 3 VCNA overflow
counter #3, from
datatype 07
record
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VCNAOVF4 20 1 999 BINP OFLO 4 VCNA overflow
counter #4, from
datatype 07
record

VCNACTR1 21 4 9,999,999,999 BINS VCNA CNT1 VCNA counter
#1 from type on
record

VCNACTR2 25 4 9,999,999,999 BINS VCNA CNT2 VCNA counter
#2 from type on
record

VCNACTR3 29 4 9,999,999,999 BINS VCNA CNT3 VCNA counter
#3 from type on
record

VCNACTR4 33 4 9,999,999,999 BINS VCNA CNT4 VCNA counter
#4 from type on
record

VCNACTR5 37 4 9,999,999,999 BINS VCNA CNT5 VCNA counter
#5 from type on
record

VCNACTR6 41 4 9,999,999,999 BINS VCNA CNT6 VCNA counter
#6 from type on
record

VCNABTIM 45 4 099:99:99.99 P/N BEGIN TIME LOGON time-
packed format

VCNABDAT 49 4 99/999 P/D BEGIN DATE LOGON date-
Julian packed
format

VCNAETIM 53 4 099:99:99.99 P/N END TIME LOGOFF time-
packed format

VCNAEDAT 57 4 99/999 P/D END DATE LOGOFF date-
Julian packed
format

VMJRAW RECTYP = 'A3' and CARDTYP = 'C0' (Volumes)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VOLSUSER 29 8 A/N VOLUME USER Volume user ID
VOLSNDAY 37 4 9,999,999,999 BINS VOLUME DAYS Number of days

volume owned
for tape or DASD
storage

VOLSDTYP 41 8 A/N VOLUME TYPE Volume type
either 'tape' or
DASD type

VOLSPROJ 49 8 A/N VOLUME
PROJECT

Project name
associated with
volume
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VMJRAW RECTYP = 'A4' and CARDTYP = 'C0' (Minidisk)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

MDSKTYP 34 1 XX BIT MDSK TYP Real device type
MDSKMOD 35 1 XX BIT MDSK MOD Real device

model
MDSKFEA 36 1 XX BIT MDSK FEA Real device

feature
MDSKVOL 37 6 A/N VOLSER Volume serial

number of real
disk

MDSKNDAY 43 2 99,999 BINP DAYS OWNED Number of days
minidisk owned

MDSKUSE 45 4 9,999,999,999 BINP MDSK CYLS/
BLKS

Number of
cylinders/blocks
owned

MDSKRELF 49 4 9,999,999,999 BINP RELOCATION
FACTOR

Cylinder/block
relocation factor

MDSKDTYP 53 8 A/N REAL DEV TYPE Real device type
MDSKVADR 61 3 A/N MDSK ADDR Minidisk virtual

address
MDSKMODE 64 3 A/N MDSK MODE Access mode

VMJRAW RECTYP = 'A5' and CARDTYP = 'C0' (Miscellaneous Charges and Credits)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

MISCUSTO 29 8 A/N APPLIED TO User ID
miscellaneous
transaction
applied to

MISCUSBY 37 8 A/N APPLIED BY User ID
miscellaneous
transaction
applied by

MISCTRAN 45 8 A/N MISC TRAN-ID Miscellaneous
transaction
specified by
transaction log
number

MISCCODE 53 8 A/N MISC CODE Miscellaneous
charge/credit
code

MISCPER$ 61 4 9,999,999.999 BINS UNIT COST Cost per unit
MISCUNIT 65 2 99,999 BINP NUM UNITS Number of charge

or credit units
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MISCPACK 67 2 99,999 BINP CHARGE
PACKAGE

Package code
this charge or
credit applies to

MISCPROJ 69 3 99,999 BINP CHARGE
PROJECT

Project code this
charge or credit
applies to

MISCDATE 72 3 XXXXXX BIT CHARGE DATE Date charge/
credit was
created

VMJRAW RECTYP = 'A6' and CARDTYP = 'C0' (Tape Mounts)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

TAPMUSER 29 8 A/N MOUNTED FOR User ID the
mount was done
for

TAPMVOL 37 6 A/N VOLSER
MOUNTED

Volser mounted

TAPMLBL 43 3 A/N LBL TYP Label type
TAPMTYPE 46 1 A/N R/W Mount type

(R=Read,
W=Write)

VMJRAW RECTYP = 'A7' and CARDTYP = 'C0' (RSCS)

 Field Name  Start  Length  Display  Type  Default Column
Header 

 Description 

RSCSUSER 1 8 A/N RSCS USERID RSCS service
virtual machine
user ID

RSCSSNDR 9 8 A/N SENDING
USERID

User ID that
originated the
transaction

RSCSORG# 29 2 09999 BINP ORIGIN
SPOOLID

Origin spool file
ID

RSCSLCL# 31 2 09999 BINP LOCAL SPOOLID Local spool file ID
RSCSORID 33 8 A/N ORIGIN

LOCATION
Origin location ID

RSCSLCID 41 8 A/N LOCAL DEST Local destination
ID

RSCSCLS 49 1 A/N CLS Spool file class
RSCSDEV 50 1 XX BIT DEVC TYPE Origin device

type (8N=PUN,
4N=PRT)

RSCSRCDS 53 4 9,999,999,999 BINS RSCS RECS Number of
records in the file
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RSCSDEST 57 8 A/N SENT TO Destination
location's user ID

RSCSSER 73 5 A/N SER/MODEL Serial and model
RSCSTCOD 78 1 XX BIT TRAN CODE Transaction code

Literal values for
RSCSTCODL
work field:
X'01'='SEND'
X'02'='RECV'

VMJRAW RECTYP = 'A9' and CARDTYP = 'C0' (VM:Archiver Usage)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

ARCHCSID 29 12 A/N PRE-SET CUST-
ID

Preset customer
ID

ARCHRUSR 41 8 A/N REAL/OWNER
USERID

Real/Owner
USERID

ARCHPJID 49 4 XXXXXXXX BIT PROJECT INDEX Preset project
index

ARCHNHRS 53 4 9,999,999 BINP HOURS BILLED Number of hours
file was billed for

ARCHSIZE 57 4 9,999,999,999 BINP K-BYTES
ARCHIVED

Number of
kilobytes archived

ARCHTPDN 61 1 XX BIT TAPE DEN Tape density for
data archived to
tape. Bit values:
X'CB'=800 BPI
X'C3'=1600 BPI
X'D3'=6250 BPI
X'DB'=Tape
cartridge
Literal values for
ARCHTPNDL
work field:
X'CB'='800 BPI'
X'C3'='1600 BPI'
X'D3'='6250 BPI'
X'DB'='Tape Cart'

ARCHDCLS 61 1 XX BIT DVC CLS Device class for
data archived to
disk

ARCHDTYP 62 1 XX BIT DVC TYP Device type for
data archived to
disk

ARCHDMOD 63 1 XX BIT DVC MOD Device model for
data archived to
disk
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ARCHDFEA 64 1 XX BIT DVC FEA Device feature for
data archived to
disk

ARCHFLG 65 1 XX BIT ARCH FLAG Archive flag
indicating storage
area. Bit values:
X'80'=File now
staged
X'40'=File
archived on tape
reel
X'20'=File
archived on tape
cartridge
X'10'=File
archived on
DASD
X'01'=Record
modified by
accounting exit

ARCHRTYP 66 1 XX BIT BATCH/REAL Batch/Real time
flag. Bit values:
X'01'=Record
created in batch
mode
X'02'=Record
created in real
time

VMJRAW RECTYP = 'AA' and CARDTYP = 'C0' (SQL Usage )

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

SQLVMID 1 8 A/N MACHINE
USERID

User ID creating
the record

SQLDUSER 9 8 A/N VM USERID VM user ID
SQLDUIDN 17 8 A/N SQL USER

IDENTIFIER
SQL user
identifier

SQLDACNT 25 8 A/N ACCOUNT
NUMBER

User data
account number

SQLDBASE 33 8 A/N DATABASE
NAME

User data
database name

SQLEDATE 41 6 A/N END DATE End date
SQLETIME 47 6 A/N END TIME End time
SQLPROG 53 8 A/N LAST ACTIVE

MODULE
SQL/DS access
module last active

SQLACTV 61 4 9,999,999,999 BINP ACTIVE TIME SQL/DS time
that the user was
connected (in
seconds)
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SQLCPU 65 4 9,999,999,999 BINP CPU USAGE SQL/DS
processor
time used (in
milliseconds)

SQLBUFF 69 4 9,999,999,999 BINP BUFFER READS Number of looks
into the page
buffer

SQLRECTYP 75 1 A/N REC TYPE Record type-code
(U)

SQLRECID 76 3 A/N REC ID Record identifier
(SQL)

VMJRAW RECTYP = 'AB' and CARDTYP = 'C0' (VM:Spool Usage)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

SPLORIG 29 8 A/N ORIGIN USERID Spool file origin
user ID

SPLFNAME 37 8 A/N FILENAME Spool file
filename

SPLFTYPE 45 8 A/N FILETYPE Spool file filetype
SPLDIST 53 8 A/N DISTCODE Spool file

distribution code
SPLRECS 61 4 9,999,999,909 BINS RECORDS Logical records in

spool file
SPLBLKS 65 4 9,999,999,909 BINS SPOOL BLOCKS Spool file link

block count (if
known)

SPLSECS 69 4 9,999,999,909 BINS SECONDS
OWNED

Seconds file
owned by user ID

SPLLRECL 73 2 99909 BINP LRECL Logical record
length of spool
file
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SPLTYPE 75 1 A/N SPOOL TYPE
CODE

Spool type code.
Bit values:
'0'=Console file
'1'=Printed file
'2'=Punched file
'3'=VMDUMP
'4'=CPDUMP
(dump of CP
itself)
'5'=CPTRAP file
'6'=Monitor data
'7'=Accounting
data from CP
'8'=Unknown
spool type
Literal values for
SPLTYPEL work
field:
'0'='Console'
'1'='Printed'
'2'='Punched'
'3'='VMDUMP'
'4'='CPDUMP'
'5'='CPTRAP'
'6'='Monitor'
'7'='CP Acct'
'8'='Unknown'

SPLCLASS 76 1 A/N SPOOL CLASS Spool file class

VMJRAW RECTYP = 'AC' and CARDTYP = 'C0' (TSAF)

 Field Name  Start  Length  Display  Type  Default Column
Header 

 Description 

TSAFRSRC 29 8 A/N RESOURCE
NAME

TSAF record
name

TSAFCONT 37 4 9,999,999,909 BINS SECONDS
CONNECTED

Seconds
connected to
TSAF

TSAFSENT 41 4 9,999,999,909 BINS BYTES SENT Bytes of data sent
through TSAF

TSAFRCVD 45 4 9,999,999,909 BINS BYTES
RECEIVED

Bytes of data
received through
TSAF

TSAFCTYP 75 1 A/N REC TYP Record type code
(S)

TSAFRCID 76 3 A/N REC ID Record identifier
(ATS)
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VMJRAW RECTYP = 'AD' and CARDTYP = 'C0' (SQL/DS DBSPACE)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

SQLOWNID 29 8 A/N SQL/DS
OWNERID

SQL/DS owner ID

SQLDBNAM 37 8 A/N DATABASE
NAME

SQL/DS
Database name

SQLSPOOL 45 2 99909 BINP STORAGE POOL Storage pool
number

SQLSTYPE 47 1 XX BIT DBSPACE TYPE DBSPACE type
SQLSNAML 48 1 XX BIT DBSPACE NAME

LEN
DBSPACE name
length

SQLSNAME 49 18 A/N DBSPACE NAME DBSPACE name
SQLSPACE 67 2 99909 BINP DBSPACE

NUMBER
DBSPACE
number

SQLPAGES 69 4 9,999,999,909 BINS DBSPACE
PAGES OWNED

DBSPACE pages
used

SQLDAYS 73 2 99909 BINP DAYS OWNED Days owned

VMJRAW RECTYP = 'AE' and CARDTYP = 'C0' (SFS Usage)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

SFSCFPOOL 29 8 A/N CURRENT
FILEPOOL

Name of current
SFS file pool
being used

SFSSVM 37 8 A/N SFS SERVER
MACHINE

Name of SFS
server machine

SFSCONN 45 4 9,999,999,909 BINS TIME
CONNECTED TO
SFS

Time (in seconds)
that server
processed
requests for user

SFSCPU 49 4 9,999,999,909 BINS SFS CP USAGE Processor time
(in milliseconds)

SFSPIO 53 4 9,999,999,909 BINS PHYSICAL I/O
REQUESTS

Total number
of physical I/O
requests made
by the server on
behalf of the user

SFSRECTYP 75 1 A/N RECORD TYPE-
CODE 'U'

User SFS record

SFSRECID 76 3 A/N RECORD
IDENTIFIER

'SFS'
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VMJRAW RECTYP = 'AF' and CARDTYP = 'C0' (SFS DASD)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

USERID 29 8 A/N USERID Virtual machine
ID this record
applies to

SFSUFPOOL 37 8 A/N SFS FILEPOOL SFS file pool
which user's
DASD is
assigned

SFSGRPNO 45 4 9,999,999,909 BINS STORAGE
GROUP
NUMBER

SFS storage
group number
that user's DASD
is assigned

SFSMAXBLK 49 4 9,999,999,909 BINS MAXIMUM
BLOCKS
ALLOWED

Maximum number
of 4KB blocks
user is assigned
in the file pool

SFSBLKUSE 53 4 9,999,999,909 BINS CURRENT
BLOCKS
COMMITTED
(USED)

Total number of
blocks currently
in use in the file
pool

SFSOWNED 57 2 99,909 BINS NUMBER OF
DAYS OWNED

Number of days
user is charged
for owning DASD
in SFS

SFSWRNPCT 59 2 99,909 BINS WARNING LIMIT
PERCENTAGE

SFSBLKPRI 61 4 9,999,999,909 BINS CURRENT
BLOCKS
PRIMARY STG.

Number of blocks
in the file pool
that remain in
primary storage

SFSBLKMIG 65 4 9,999,999,909 BINS CURRENT
BLOCKS
MIGRATED

Number of blocks
in the file pool
that have been
migrated to tape

SFSBLKFRA 69 4 9,999,999,909 BINS CURRENT
BLOCKS FRA

Number of blocks
in the file pool
that have been
migrated to FRA

VMJRAW CARDTYP = 'DE' (VSE Execution)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VSEEXJOB 29 8 A/N JOB NAME DOS/VSE job
name

VSESTEP 37 8 A/N STEP NAME DOS/VSE step
name
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VSEPARTN 45 2 A/N PARTITION ID DOS/VSE
partition-id

VSEEXCLA 47 1 A/N CLASS Execution class
VSEEXPRI 48 1 A/N PRIORITY Execution priority
VSEELAP 49 4 9,999,999,999 BINP ELAPSED TIME Duration of job

step in 300ths of
a second

VSEVCPU 53 4 9,999,999,999 BINP CPU USAGE Processor time
in 300ths of a
second

VSEOCPU 57 4 9,999,999,999 BINP OVERHEAD CPU
USAGE

Overhead time
in 300ths of a
second

VSEWAIT 61 4 9,999,999,999 BINP WAIT TIME Total system wait
time in 300ths of
a second

VSEPAGES 65 4 9,999,999,999 BINP NUMBER OF 2K
PAGES

DOS/VSE
number of 2KB
pages

VSESIOS 69 4 9,999,999,999 BINP TOTAL COUNT
OF SIOS

DOS/VSE total
count of SIOs

VSESOVFL 73 1 909 BINP SIO OVRFLS SIO count
overflows

VSESTYPE 74 1 A/N STEP TYPE Step type
(S=step-end,
L=last-step)

VSEESID 75 1 A/N VSE SYSID VSE machine
sysid

VSEEXCAN 76 1 XX BIT CANCEL CODE Cancel code
Bit values for
VSEEXCAN
fields:
Any valid VSE
cancel code

VSEEXJNO 77 2 99999 BINP JOB NUMBER Job number

VMJRAW CARDTYP = 'DL' (VSE List)

 Field Name  Start  Length  Display  Type  Default Column
Header 

 Description 

VSELJOB 29 8 A/N JOB NAME DOS/VSE job
name

VSEFORMS 37 4 A/N FORMS ID Print forms
identifier

VSELSTCL 47 1 A/N PRINT CLASS DOS/VSE print
class

VSELSTPR 48 1 A/N OUTPUT
PRIORITY

DOS/VSE output
priority number
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VSELNCNT 49 4 9,999,999,999 BINP LINES PRINTED DOS/VSE lines
printed

VSELNEXT 53 4 9,999,999,999 BINP EXTRA LINES DOS/VSE extra
lines

VSEPGCNT 57 4 9,999,999,999 BINP PAGES
PRINTED

DOS/VSE pages
printed

VSEPGEXT 61 4 9,999,999,999 BINP EXTRA PAGES DOS/VSE extra
pages

VSELSTRT 71 4 099:99:99 P/D START TIME Start time of list
output

VSELSID 75 1 A/N MACHINE SYSID VSE machine
sysid

VSELCAN 76 1 XX BIT CANCEL CODE Cancel code
Bit values for
VSELCAN fields:
Any valid VSE
cancel code

VSELOJNO 77 2 99909: BINP ORIG JOB # Original job
number

VMJAREC3 Data Definition Tables
The VM:Account PERIODTE CURRENT file contains the costed accounting records from the beginning of the accounting
period until yesterday. The PERIODTE CURRENT file is used to produce reports on costed data for the current
accounting period. This information is represented to VMRGRW by the VMJAREC3 data definition table.

By default, VMRGRW uses the PERIODTE CURRENT file when FILE VMJAREC3 is the first statement in your control
file. To run a report for an accounting period before the current period, code the FILE statement with the filename and
filetype of the accounting file you want to use. For example:

FILE VMJAREC3 PERIODTE JULY.

The first 80 characters of each record in the PERIODTE CURRENT file contain information similar to what is in the raw
CP accounting records in the RAWDATA $$yymmdd files. The last 160 characters of each record in the PERIODTE
CURRENT file contain customer, package, project, and charge information.

The PERIODTE CURRENT file does not include CARDTYP 04 and 06 records because they are not costed.

The VM:Account System Administrator's Guide contains more information about the PERIODTE format of accounting
records.

The following table contains descriptions of fields that are specific to most of the VMJAREC3 data definition tables.

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

USERID 1 8  A/N USERID Virtual machine
ID this record
applies to
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ACCOUNT 9 8  A/N ACCOUNT Virtual machine
accounting
number from
the VM user
directory this
record applies to

ENDDATE 17 6 099/99/99 Z/D END DATE Ending date of
accounting period
(yymmdd)

ENDTIME 23 6 099:00:00 Z/D END TIME Ending time of
accounting period
(hhmmss)

RECTYP 75 2  A/N REC TYPE Record type
code for records
created by
VM:Account

TRANTYP 77 2  A/N TRAN TYPE Transaction type
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CARDTYP 79 2  A/N CARD TYPE Accounting
record datatype
code
Literal values for
CARDTYPL work
field:
'01'='SESSION '
'02'='DEDICATED
DEVICE'
'03'='TDISK
SPACE '
'04'='INVALID
LOGON '
'05'='LINKS '
'06'='INVALID
LINK '
'07'='VSCS '
'08'='LOGOFF '
'A3'='VOLUMES '
'A4'='MINIDISK '
'A5'='MISCELLANEOUS
'
'A6'='TAPE
MOUNTS '
'A7'='RSCS '
'A9'='VM:ARCHIVER
'
'AA'='SQL/DS '
'AB'='VM:SPOOL
'
'AC'='TSAF '
'AD'='SQL/DS
DBSPACE '
'AE'='SFS
USAGE '
'AF'='SFS DASD '
'DE'='DOS/VSE
EXECUTE'
'DL'='DOS/VSE
LIST '

VRECTYPE 81 2  A/N REC TYPE VM:Account
record type code
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UEXITFLG 83 1 XX BIT USER EXIT
FLAGS

User exit flags.
Values:
X'01'=The
RAWDATA user
exit modified the
record
X'02'=The
ACCTDATA user
exit modified the
record
X'04'=The
COSTING user
exit modified the
record
X'08'=This is
a user record
entirely costed
by the COSTING
user exit

DATAFLAG 84 1 XX BIT DATA FLAGS Billing/data flags.
Values:
X'01'=The system
is configured
for CHGCUST
PROJECT
X'02'=The system
is configured
for CHGCUST
ACCOUNT
X'10'=The
charges were part
of a VM:Batch job
X'20'=VM:Batch
marked as of RJE
origin
X'80'=The
data has been
recosted

SURCHFLG 85 1 XX BIT SURCHARGE
FLAGS

Surcharge flags.
Values:
X'01'=Surcharging
for a specific day
X'02'=Surcharging
for a holiday
X'10'=Surcharging
for a package
X'20'=Surcharging
for a batch job
X'80'=Surcharging
for a VM:Batch
job; this flag and
X'20' are mutually
exclusive
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WEEKDAY 86 1  A/N DAY OF WEEK A value from
1-7; Sunday
corresponds to 1

BEGDATE 87 6 099/99/99 Z/D BEGIN DATE Beginning date of
accounting period
(yymmdd)

BEGTIME 93 6 099:99:99 Z/D BEGIN TIME Beginning time of
accounting period
(hhmmss)

SHIFT 99 8  A/N SHIFT ID Shift-id
NODE 107 8  A/N NODE The ID of the

node on which
the job ran

CUSTOMER 123 12  A/N CUSTOMER
NUMBER

Customer number
this record
applies to

PROJECT 135 24  A/N PROJECT Project this
record applies to

PACKAGE 159 8  A/N PACKAGE Package this
record applies to

LINKCODE 167 8  A/N LINK CODE Original account
number that
exists in raw data
file

LINKBYTE 167 1 XX BIT LINK BYTE Flag to indicate
if the account
number field has
been encoded

PROJIND2 168 3 99909 BINP PROJ INDEX Project index;
this corresponds
to the index
stored in the
PROJECTS
MASTER file

PACKIND2 171 2 99909 BINP PACKG INDEX Package index;
this corresponds
to the index
stored in the
PACKAGES
MASTER file

JOBNO 173 2 99909 BINP BATCH JOB
NUM

VM:Batch job
number

JOBNAME 175 8  A/N VMBATCH JOB
NAME

VM:Batch job
name

JOBCLASS 183 1  A/N VMBATCH JOB
CLASS

VM:Batch job
class

JOBPRIOR 184 1 909 BINP VMBATCH JOB
PRIOR

VM:Batch job
priority

The remaining tables present descriptions of fields that are specific to a particular datatype (that is, a particular
CARDTYP).
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VMJAREC3 CARDTYP = '01' (Session)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

CONNTIME 29 4 9,999,999,999 BINS CONNECT
SECONDS

Number of
seconds
connected for this
session

TOTCPU 33 4 9,999,990.999 BINS TOT CPU
SECONDS

Total CPU
time used for
this session
(seconds)

VIRTCPU 37 4 9,999,990.999 BINS VIRT CPU
SECONDS

Virtual CPU
time used for
this session
(seconds)

PAGERDS 41 4 9,999,999,999 BINS PAGE READS Total page reads
for this session

PAGEWRTS 45 4 9,999,999,999 BINS PAGE WRITES Total page writes
for this session

SIO 49 4 9,999,999,999 BINS SIO COUNT Virtual SIO count
for non-spooled I/
O (real I/O)

PUNLINES 53 4 9,999,999,999 BINS SPOOLED
PUNCH I/O

Virtual card
count-spooled
punch

PRTLINES 57 4 9,999,999,999 BINS SPOOLED
PRINT I/O

Virtual line count-
spooled printer

RDRLINES 61 4 9,999,999,999 BINS SPOOLED
READER I/O

Virtual card
count-spooled
reader

VIRTVPU 65 4 9,999,990.999 BINS VIRT VECTOR
SECONDS

Virtual vector
processor time
(seconds)

TOTVPU 69 4 9,999,990.999 BINS TOTAL VECTOR
SECONDS

Total vector
processing time
(seconds)

CONN$ 185 4 99,999,990.99 BINS CONNECT
CHARGES

Connect time
charges

OVHDCPU$ 189 4 99,999,990.99 BINS OVERHEAD CPU
CHARGES

Overhead CPU
time charges

VIRTCPU$ 193 4 99,999,990.99 BINS VIRTUAL CPU
CHARGES

Virtual CPU time
charges

PAGERD$ 197 4 99,999,990.99 BINS PAGE READ
CHARGES

Page-reads
charges

PAGEWRT$ 201 4 99,999,990.99 BINS PAGE WRITE
CHARGES

Page-writes
charges

SIO$ 205 4 99,999,990.99 BINS SIO CHARGES Non-spooled SIO
charges
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PUN$ 209 4 99,999,990.99 BINS PUN I/O
CHARGES

Virtual spooled
punch charges

PRT$ 213 4 99,999,990.99 BINS PRT I/O
CHARGES

Virtual spooled
print-line charges

RDR$ 217 4 99,999,990.99 BINS: DR I/O
CHARGES

Virtual spooled
card-read
charges

VIRTVPU$ 221 4 99,999,990.99 BINS VIRT VECTOR
CHARGES

Charge for virtual
vector processing
time

OVHDVPU$ 225 4 99,999,990.99 BINS TOTAL VECTOR
CHARGES

Charge for total
vector processing
time

VMJAREC3 CARDTYP = '02' (Dedicated Device)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

DEDVTIME 29 4 9,999,999,999 BINS CONNECT
SECONDS

Number of
seconds
connected to the
device

DEDVCLAS 33 1 XX BIT DEV CLS Device class
code

DEDVTYP 34 1 XX BIT DEV TYP Device type code
DEDVMOD 35 1 XX BIT DEV MOD Device model (if

any)
DEDFEA 36 1 XX BIT DEV FEA Device features

code (if any)
DEDV$ 185 4 99,999,990.99 BINS DED-DEVICE

CHARGES
Dedicated device
charge

VMJAREC3 CARDTYP = '03' (Temporary Disk Space)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

TDSKTIME 29 4 9,999,999,999 BINS TEMPDISK
SECONDS

Number of
seconds TDSK
was connected

TDSKCLAS 33 1 XX BIT TDSK CLS Temporary disk
space device
class code

TDSKTYP 34 1 XX BIT TDSK TYPE Temporary disk
space device type
code
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TDSKMOD 35 1 XX BIT TDSK MOD Temporary disk
space device
model

TDSKFEA 36 1 XX BIT TDSK FEA Temporary disk
space device
features code

TDSKCYL 37 4 9,999,999,999 BINS TDSK CYLS Number of
cylinders of
TDSK used (CKD
device)

TDSKBLK 37 4 9,999,999,999 BINS TDSK BLKS Number of blocks
of TDSK used
(FBA device)

TDSK$ 185 4 99,999,990.99 BINS TDSK CHARGES Temporary disk
space charge

VMJAREC3 CARDTYP = '05' (Successful Link)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

LINKTERM 29 4 A/N TERM ADDR Terminal address
from which link
was issued

LINKOWNR 41 8 A/N MINIDISK
OWNER

Minidisk owner

LINKVADR 49 3 A/N MDSK ADDR Minidisk address
LINK$ 185 4 99,999,990.99 BINS LINK CHARGES Valid links charge

from type OS
record

VMJAREC3 CARDTYP = '07' (VCNA)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VCNAOVF1 29 1 999 BINP OVFL IR UNITS VCNA overflow
counter #1, input
request units

VCNAOVF2 30 1 999 BINP OVFL BYTES IN VCNA overflow
counter #2, input
bytes

VCNAOVF3 31 1 999 BINP OVFL OR UNITS VCNA overflow
counter #3,
output request
units

VCNAOVF4 32 1 999 BINP OVFL BYTES
OUT

VCNA overflow
counter #4,
output bytes
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VCNACTR1 33 4 9,999,999,999 BINS VCNA INPUT RU VCNA counter
#1, input request
units

VCNACTR2 37 4 9,999,999,999 BINS VCNA INPUT
BYTES

VCNA counter
#2, input bytes

VCNACTR3 41 4 9,999,999,999 BINS VCNA OUTPUT
RU

VCNA counter
#3, output
request units

VCNACTR4 45 4 9,999,999,999 BINS VCNA OUTPUT
BYTES

VCNA counter
#4, output bytes

VCNACTR5 49 4 9,999,999,999 BINS VCNA CONSOLE
LINES

VCNA counter
#5, console lines

VCNACTR6 53 4 9,999,999,999 BINS VCNA COPIES VCNA counter
#6, copies

VCNAINR$ 185 4 99,999,990.99 BINS INPUT RU
CHARGES

VCNA charge for
input resource
units

VCNAINB$ 189 4 99,999,990.99 BINS INPUT BYTE
CHARGES

VCNA charge for
input bytes

VCNAOTR$ 193 4 99,999,990.99 BINS OUTPUT RU
CHARGES

VCNA charge for
output resource
units

VCNAOTB$ 197 4 99,999,990.99 BINS OUTPUT BYTE
CHARGES

VCNA charge for
output bytes

VCNACON$ 201 4 99,999,990.99 BINS CONSOLE
CHARGES

VCNA charge for
console lines

VCNACPY$ 205 4 99,999,990.99 BINS COPY
CHARGES

VCNA charge for
copies

VMJAREC3 CARDTYP = 'A3' (Volumes)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VOLSUSER 29 8 A/N VOLUME USER Volume user ID
VOLSNDAY 37 4 9,999,999,999 BINS VOLUME DAYS Number of days

volume owned
for tape or DASD
storage

VOLSDTYP 41 8 A/N VOLUME TYPE Volume type
either 'tape' or
DASD type

VOLSPROJ 49 24 A/N VOLUME
PROJECT

Project name
associated with
volume

VOL$ 185 4 99,999,990.99 BINS VOLUME
CHARGES

Volume usage
charge
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VMJAREC3 CARDTYP = 'A4' (Minidisk)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

MDSKCLAS 33 1 XX BIT MDSK CLAS Real device class
MDSKTYP 34 1 XX BIT MDSK TYP Real device type
MDSKMOD 35 1 XX BIT MDSK MOD Real device

model
MDSKFEA 36 1 XX BIT MDSK FEA Real device

feature
MDSKVOL 37 6 A/N VOLSER Volume serial

number of real
disk

MDSKNDAY 43 2 99,999 BINP DAYS OWNED Number of days
minidisk owned

MDSKUSE 45 4 9,999,999,999 BINP MDSK CYLS/
BLKS

Number of
cylinders/blocks
used

MDSKRELF 49 4 9,999,999,999 BINP RELOCATION
FACTOR

Cylinder/block
relocation factor

MDSKDTYP 53 8 A/N REAL DEV TYPE Real device type
MDSKVADR 61 4 A/N MDSK ADDR Minidisk virtual

address
MDSKMODE 65 3 A/N MDSK MODE Access mode
MDSK$ 185 4 99,999,990.99 BINS MDSK

CHARGES
Minidisk usage
charges

Type A4 records do not include information about VDISKs defined on MDISK records in user directory entries.

VMJAREC3 CARDTYP = 'A5' (Miscellaneous Charges and Credits)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

MISCUSTO 29 8 A/N APPLIED TO User ID
miscellaneous
transaction
applied to

MISCUSBY 37 8 A/N APPLIED BY User ID
miscellaneous
transaction
applied by

MISCTRAN 45 8 A/N MISC TRAN-ID Miscellaneous
transaction
specified by
transaction log
number

MISCCODE 53 8 A/N MISC CODE Miscellaneous
charge/credit
code
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MISCPER$ 61 4 9,999,999.999 BINS UNIT COST Cost per unit
MISCUNIT 65 2 99,999 BINP NUM UNITS Number of charge

or credit units
MISCPACK 67 2 99,999 BINP CHARGE

PACKAGE
Package code
this charge or
credit applies to

MISCPROJ 69 3 99,999 BINP CHARGE
PROJECT

Project code this
charge or credit
applies to

MISCDATE 72 3 XXXXXX BIT CHARGE DATE Date charge/
credit was
created

MISC$ 185 4 99,999,990.99 BINS MISC. CHARGES Miscellaneous
charge/credit
amount

MISCDESC 189 24 A/N DESCRIPTION
OF CHARGES

Charge
description

VMJAREC3 CARDTYP = 'A6' (Tape Mounts)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

TAPMUSER 29 8 A/N MOUNTED FOR User ID the
mount was done
for

TAPMVOL 37 6 A/N VOLSER
MOUNTED

Volser mounted

TAPMLBL 43 3 A/N LBL TYP Label type
TAPMTYPE 46 1 A/N MOUNT TYPE Mount type

(R=Read
W=Write)

TAPM$ 185 4 99,999,990.99 BINS MOUNT
CHARGES

Tape mount
charge

VMJAREC3 CARDTYP = 'A7' (RSCS)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

RSCSORG# 29 2 09999 BINP ORIGIN
SPOOLID

Origin spool file
ID

RSCSLCL# 31 2 09999 BINP LOCAL SPOOLID Local spool file ID
RSCSORID 33 8 A/N ORIGIN

LOCATION
Origin location ID

RSCSLCID 41 8 A/N LOCAL DEST Local destination
ID

RSCSCLS 49 1 A/N CLS Spool file class
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RSCSDEV 50 1 XX BIT DEVC TYPE Origin device
type (8N=PUN
4N=PRT)

RSCSRCDS 53 4 9,999,999,999 BINS RSCS RECS Number of
records in the file

RSCSDEST 57 8 A/N SENT TO Destination
location's user ID

RSCSOUSER 65 87 A/N ORIGIN USERID Original RSCS
user ID

RSCSSER 73 5 A/N SER/ MODEL Serial and model
RSCSTCOD 78 1 XX BIT TRAN CODE Transaction code.

Bit values:
X'01'=Send
X'02'=Receive
Literal values for
RSCSTCODL
work field:
X'01'='SEND'
X'02'='RECV'

RSCSID 167 8 A/N RSCS ID User ID of the
RSCS machine

RSCS$ 185 4 99,999,990.99 BINS RSCS CHARGES RSCS charge

VMJAREC3 CARDTYP = 'A9' (VM:Archiver Usage)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

ARCHCSID 29 12 A/N PRE-SET CUST-
ID

Preset customer
ID

ARCHRUSR 41 8 A/N REAL/OWNER
USERID

Real/Owner
USERID

ARCHPJID 49 4 XXXXXXXX BIT PROJECT INDEX Preset project
index

ARCHNHRS 53 4 9,999,999 BINP HOURS BILLED Number of hours
file was billed for

ARCHSIZE 57 4 9,999,999,999 BINP K-BYTES
ARCHIVED

Number of
kilobytes archived
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ARCHTPDN 61 1 XX BIT TAPE DEN Tape density for
data archived to
tape. Values:
X'CB'=800 BPI
X'C3'=1600 BPI
X'D3'=6250 BPI
X'DB'=Tape
cartridge
Literal values for
ARCHTPDNL
work field:
X'CB'='800 BPI '
X'C3'='1600 BPI '
X'D3'='6250 BPI '
X'DB'='Tape Cart'

ARCHDCLS 61 1 XX BIT DVC CLS Device class for
data archived to
disk

ARCHDTYP 62 1 XX BIT DVC TYP Device type for
data archived to
disk

ARCHDMOD 63 1 XX BIT DVC MOD Device model for
data archived to
disk

ARCHDFEA 64 1 XX BIT DVC FEA Device feature for
data archived to
disk

ARCHFLG 65 1 XX BIT ARCH FLAG Archive flag
indicating storage
area. Values:
X'80'=File now
staged
X'40'=File
archived on tape
reel
X'20'=File
archived on tape
cartridge
X'10'=File
archived on
DASD
X'01'=Record
modified by
accounting exit

ARCHRTYP 66 1 XX BIT BATCH/REAL Batch/Real time
flag. Values:
X'01'=Record
created in batch
mode
X'02'=Record
created in real
time
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ARCH$ 185 4 99,999,990.99 BINS ARCHIVE
CHARGES

Archive charge

VMJAREC3 CARDTYP = 'AA' (SQL Usage)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

SQLDBASE 29 8 A/N DATABASE
NAME

SQL/DS
Database name

SQLUSRID 37 8 A/N USER
IDENTIFIER

SQL/DS User
identifier

SQLVMID 45 8 A/N MACHINE
USERID

SQL/DS
Database
machine user ID

SQLPROG 53 8 A/N LAST ACTIVE
MODULE

SQL/DS Access
module last active

SQLACTV 61 4 9,999,999,999 BINP ACTIVE TIME SQL/DS time
that the user was
connected (in
seconds)

SQLCPU 65 4 9,999,999,999 BINP CPU USAGE SQL/DS
processor
time used in
milliseconds

SQLBUFF 69 4 9,999,999,999 BINP BUFFER READS Number of looks
into the page
buffer

SQLRECTYP 75 1 A/N REC TYPE Record type-code
(U)

SQLRECID 76 3 A/N REC ID Record identifier
(SQL)

SQLACTV$ 185 4 99,999,990.99 BINP COST FOR
CONNECT TIME

Cost for active
time

SQLCPU$ 189 4 99,999,990.99 BINP COST FOR CPU
USAGE

Cost for CPU
usage

SQLPBUF$ 193 4 99,999,990.99 BINP COST FOR
BUFFER READS

Cost for page
buffer reads

VMJAREC3 CARDTYP = 'AB' (VM:Spool Usage)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

SPLORIG 29 8 A/N ORIGIN USERID Spool file origin
user ID

SPLFNAME 37 8 A/N FILENAME Spool file
filename

SPLFTYPE 45 8 A/N FILETYPE Spool file filetype
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SPLDIST 53 8 A/N DISTCODE Spool file
distribution code

SPLRECS 61 4 9,999,999,909 BINS RECORDS Logical records in
spool file

SPLBLKS 65 4 9,999,999,909 BINS SPOOL BLOCKS Spool file link
block count (if
known)

SPLSECS 69 4 9,999,999,909 BINS SECONDS
OWNED

Seconds file
owned by user ID

SPLLRECL 73 2 99909 BINP LRECL Logical record
length of spool
file

SPLTYPE 75 1 A/N SPOOL TYPE
CODE

Spool type code.
Values:
'0'=Console file
'1'=Printed file
'2'=Punched file
'3'=VMDUMP
'4'=CPDUMP
(dump of CP
itself)
'5'=CPTRAP file
'6'=Monitor data
'7'=Accounting
data from CP
'8'=Unknown
spool type
Literal values for
SPLTYPEL work
field:
'0'='Console'
'1'='Printed'
'2'='Punched'
'3'='VMDUMP'
'4'='CPDUMP'
'5'='CPTRAP'
'6'='Monitor'
'7'='CP Acct'
'8'='Unknown'

SPLCLASS 76 1 A/N SPOOL CLASS Spool file class
SPL$ 185 4 99,999,990.99 BINS SPOOL

CHARGES
Charges for spool
file ownership

VMJAREC3 CARDTYP = 'AC' (TSAF)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

TSAFRSRC 29 8 A/N RESOURCE
NAME

TSAF resource
name
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TSAFCONT 37 4 9,999,999,909 BINS SECONDS
CONNECTED

Seconds
connected to
TSAF

TSAFSENT 41 4 9,999,999,909 BINS BYTES SENT Bytes of data sent
through TSAF

TSAFRCVD 45 4 9,999,999,909 BINS BYTES
RECEIVED

Bytes of data
received through
TSAF

TSAFCTYP 75 1 A/N REC TYP Record type-code
(S)

TSAFRCID 76 3 A/N REC ID Record identifier
(ATS)

TSAFCON$ 185 4 99,999,990.99 BINS COST FOR
CONNECT TIME

Cost for connect
time

TSAFSNT$ 189 4 99,999,990.99 BINS COST FOR
BYTES SENT

Cost for bytes
sent

TSAFRCV$ 193 4 99,999,990.99 BINS COST FOR
BYTES RECVD

Cost for bytes
received

VMJAREC3 CARDTYP = 'AD' (SQL/DS DBSPACE)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

SQLOWNID 29 8 A/N SQL/DS OWNER
ID

SQL owner
identifier; this can
be the same as
user ID
Identifies the
owner of the
DBSPACE

SQLDBNAM 37 8 A/N DATABASE
NAME

Name of the SQL
database

SQLSPOOL 45 2 99909 BINP STORAGE POOL
NUMBER

Storage pool
number

SQLSTYPE 47 XX BIT DBSPACE TYPE The type of
DBSPACE.
Values:
X'01'=Private;
only the owner
can access this
information.
X'02'=Public;
anyone can
access this
information.

SQLSNAML 48 1 XX BIT DBSPACE NAME
LEN

The length of the
DBSPACE name

SQLSNAME 49 18 A/N DBSPACE NAME The name of the
DBSPACE
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SQLSPACE 67 2 99909 BINP DBSPACE
NUMBER

A number
assigned to the
DBSPACE to
uniquely identify it

SQLPAGES 69 4 9,999,999,909 BINS DBSPACE
PAGES OWNED

Pages of storage
owned

SQLDAYS 73 2 99909 BINP DAYS OWNED The number
of days you
are charged
for owning the
DBSPACE

SQLSTOR$ 185 4 99,999,990.99 BINS COST FOR
PAGES OWNED

Charge for pages
owned

VMJAREC3 CARDTYP = 'AE' (SFS Usage)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

SFSCFPOOL 29 8 A/N CURRENT
FILEPOOL

Name of current
SFS file pool
being used

SFSSVM 37 8 A/N SFS SERVER
MACHINE

Name of SFS
server machine

SFSCONN 45 4 9,999,999,909 BINS TIME
CONNECTED TO
SFS

Time (in seconds)
that server
processed
requests for user

SFSCPU 49 4 9,999,999,909 BINS SFS CP USAGE Processor time
(in milliseconds)

SFSPIO 53 4 9,999,999,909 BINS PHYSICAL I/O
REQUESTS

Total number
of physical I/O
requests made
by the server on
behalf of the user

SFSRECTYP 75 1 A/N RECORD TYPE-
CODE 'U'

User SFS record

SFSRECID 76 3 A/N RECORD
IDENTIFIER

'SFS'

SFSACTIV$ 185 4 $99,999,990.99 BINP COST FOR
ACTIVE TIME

Charges applied
to record for time
connected to SFS

SFSCPU$ 189 4 $99,999,990.99 BINP COST FOR CPU
TIME

Charges applied
to this record for
CPU usage

SFSPIO$ 193 4 $99,999,990.99 BINP COST FOR
PHYSICAL I/Os

Charges applied
to this record
for physical I/O
requests
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VMJAREC3 CARDTYP = 'AF' (SFS DASD)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

SFSVMACCT 29 8 A/N VMACCT SLAVE VM:Account
worker machine
which created this
record

SFSUFPOOL 37 8 A/N SFS FILEPOOL SFS file pool
which user's
DASD is
assigned

SFSGRPNO 45 4 9,999,999,909 BINS STORAGE
GROUP
NUMBER

SFS storage
group number
that user's DASD
is assigned

SFSMAXBLK 49 4 9,999,999,909 BINS MAXIMUM
BLOCKS
ALLOWED

Maximum number
of 4KB blocks
user is assigned
in the file pool

SFSBLKUSE 53 4 9,999,999,909 BINS CURRENT
BLOCKS
COMMITTED
(USED)

Total number of
blocks currently
in use in the file
pool

SFSOWNED 57 2 99,909 BINS NUMBER OF
DAYS OWNED

Number of days
user is charged
for owning DASD
in SFS

SFSWRNPCT 59 2 99,909 BINS WARNING LIMIT
PERCENTAGE

SFSBLKPRI 61 4 9,999,999,909 BINS CURRENT
BLOCKS
PRIMARY STG.

Number of blocks
in the file pool
that remain in
primary storage

SFSBLKMIG 65 4 9,999,999,909 BINS CURRENT
BLOCKS
MIGRATED

Number of blocks
in the file pool
that have been
migrated to tape

SFSBLKFRA 69 4 9,999,999,909 BINS CURRENT
BLOCKS FRA

Number of blocks
in the file pool
that have been
migrated to FRA

SFSPAGE$ 185 4 $99,999,990.99 BINP COST FOR
PAGES USED

Charges applied
to record for
blocks used in the
file pool

SFSPRI$ 189 4 $99,999,990.99 BINP COST FOR
PRIMARY BLKS.

Charges applied
to this record for
blocks of data in
primary storage
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SFSMIG$ 193 4 $99,999,990.99 BINP COST FOR
MIGRATED
BLKS.

Charges applied
to this record for
blocks of data
migrated to tape

SFSFRA$ 197 4 $99,999,990.99 BINP COST FOR FRA
BLKS.

Charges applied
to this record for
blocks of data
migrated to FRA

VMJAREC3 CARDTYP = 'DE' (VSE Execution)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VSEEXJOB 29 8 A/N JOB NAME DOS/VSE job
name

VSESTEP 37 8 A/N STEP NAME DOS/VSE step
name

VSEPARTN 45 2 A/N PARTITION ID DOS/VSE
partition-id

VSEEXCLA 47 1 A/N CLASS Execution class
VSEEXPRI 48 1 A/N PRIORITY Execution priority
VSEELAP 49 4 9,999,999,999 BINP ELAPSED TIME Duration of

job step in
milliseconds

VSEVCPU 53 4 9,999,999,999 BINP CPU USAGE Processor time in
milliseconds

VSEOCPU 57 4 9,999,999,999 BINP OVERHEAD CPU
USAGE

Overhead time in
milliseconds

VSEWAIT 61 4 9,999,999,999 BINP WAIT TIME Total system
wait time in
milliseconds

VSEPAGES 65 4 9,999,999,999 BINP NUMBER OF 2K
PAGES

DOS/VSE
number of 2KB
pages

VSESIOS 69 4 9,999,999,999 BINP TOTAL COUNT
OF SIOS

DOS/VSE total
count of SIOs

VSESOVFL 73 1 909 BINP SIO COUNT
OVERFLOWS

SIO count
overflows

VSESTYPE 74 1 A/N STEP TYPE Step type
(S=step-end,
L=last-step)

VSEESID 75 1 A/N VSE SYSID VSE machine
sysid

VSEEXCAN 76 1 XX BIT CANCEL CODE Cancel code.
Values:
Any valid VSE
cancel code

VSEEXJNO 77 2 99999 BINP JOB NUMBER Job number
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VSEELAP$ 185 4 99,999,990.99 BINP COST FOR
ELAPSED TIME

Cost for elapsed
time

VSEVCPU$ 189 4 99,999,990.99 BINP COST FOR CPU
USAGE

Cost for CPU
usage

VSEOCPU$ 193 4 99,999,990.99 BINP COST FOR
OVERHEAD CPU

Cost for overhead
CPU

VSEWAIT$ 197 4 99,999,990.99 BINP COST FOR WAIT
TIME

Cost for wait time

VSEPAGE$ 201 4 99,999,990.99 BINP COST FOR
PAGING

Cost for pages

VSESIO$ 205 4 99,999,990.99 BINP COST FOR SIOS Cost for SIOs

VMJAREC3 CARDTYP = 'DL' (VSE List)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VSELJOB 29 8 A/N JOB NAME DOS/VSE job
name

VSEFORMS 37 4 A/N FORMS ID Print forms
identifier

VSELSTCL 47 1 A/N PRINT CLASS DOS/VSE print
class

VSELSTPR 48 1 A/N OUTPUT
PRIORITY

DOS/VSE output
priority number

VSELNCNT 49 4 9,999,999,999 BINP LINES PRINTED DOS/VSE lines
printed

VSELNEXT 53 4 9,999,999,999 BINP EXTRA LINES DOS/VSE extra
lines

VSEPGCNT 57 4 9,999,999,999 BINP PAGES
PRINTED

DOS/VSE pages
printed

VSEPGEXT 61 4 9,999,999,999 BINP EXTRA PAGES DOS/VSE extra
pages

VSELSTRT 71 4 099:99:99 P/D START TIME Start time of list
output

VSELSID 75 1 A/N MACHINE SYSID VSE machine
sysid

VSELCAN 76 1 XX BIT CANCEL CODE Cancel code.
Values:
Any valid VSE
cancel code

VSELOJNO 77 2 99909 BINP ORIG JOB # Original job
number

VSELINE$ 185 4 99,999,990.99 BINP COST FOR
LINES PRINTED

Cost for lines
printed

VSEPGCT$ 189 4 99,999,990.99 BINP COST FOR
PAGES
PRINTED

Cost for pages
printed
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VM:Backup Data Definition Tables
VM:Backup uses tape pool files to store information about tapes. This information is represented to VMRGRW by the
TAPEPOOL data definition table, whose fields are shown in the following table.

VMRGRW can use any VM:Backup tape pool file as input.

 

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VOLSER 1 6  A/N VOLSER Tape volume
serial number

EXPDT1 8 8  A/N EXPIRATION
DATE

Tape expiration
date

CRDT 17 7  A/N CREATION DATE Tape creation
date

JOBNAME 26 8  A/N TEMPLATE Name of
VM:Backup job
that created this
tape as shown in
the jobname field
of the VM:Backup
JOB statement

DUMPJOB 35 8  A/N DUMPJOB Internal
VM:Backup
name for the job
jobname

OWNER 43 8  A/N OWNER Owner of tape
volume if not
owned by
VM:Backup

WHOLEREC 1 80  A/N  Definition of the
entire 80-byte
TAPEPOOL
record

VM:Batch Data Definition Tables
VMRGRW can use data from any VM:Batch audit file as input. This information is represented to VMRGRW by the
VMHAUDIT data definition table.

 

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

DATE 1 6 99/99/99 Z/D DATE The date in
yymmdd format

TIME 8 6 99:99:99 Z/D TIME The time in
hhmmss format

JOBID 15 4 9999 Z/D JOB ID The 4-digit
identifier for the
job
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EVENT 20 8  A/N EVENT The audit event
that represents
the function
performed

USERID 29 8  A/N USERID The user ID
performing the
event

ITEM1 38 8  A/N ITEM 1 The first optional
item associated
with the event

ITEM2 47 8  A/N ITEM 2 The second
optional item
associated with
the event

ITEM3 56 8  A/N ITEM 3 The third optional
item associated
with the event

ITEM4 65 8  A/N ITEM 4 The fourth
optional item
associated with
the event

See the VM:Batch System Administrator's Guide for a list of events that VM:Batch audits.

VM:Schedule Data Definition Tables
Contents

Use the REQUEST3 data definition table for information in a request database for VM:Schedule.

REQUEST3 Data Definition Table

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

USERID 1 8 A/N RUN ON USERID User ID to be
autologged
(request runs on
this user ID)

RNAME 9 8 A/N REQUEST NAME Arbitrary request
name (assigned
by user)

SPOOLID 17 8 A/N LOGFILE
USERID

User ID to receive
spool files for
request

RELSID 25 8 A/N RELEASE
USERID

User ID that
releases request

STARTDT 33 8 16 bytes STCKF STARTDATE &
TIME

Date/time from
'AT' option
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RANGE 41 8 A/N RANGE NAME INSIDE/
OUTSIDE range
name

NEXTDT 49 8 16 bytes STCKF NEXT DATE &
TIME

Next run date/
time stored in
clock units

PREVDT 57 8 STCKF PREV DATE &
TIME

Last run date/time
stored in clock
units

BASEDT 65 8 STCKF BASE DATE &
TIME

BASE date/time
stored in clock
units

UNTILDT 73 8 STCKF UNTIL DATE &
TIME

Final run (UNTIL
option date/time
stored in clock
units)

WITHNTIME 81 8 STCKT WITHIN TIME WITHIN option
time value

EVERYTIME 89 8 STCKT EVERY TIME EVERY option
time value

TOTIME 97 8 STCKT TO TIME TO option time
value

DELAYTIME 105 8 STCKT DELAY TIME DELAY option
time value

FROMDATE 113 8 STCKT FROMDATE First initiation
date from 'FROM'
option

JOBEND 121 8 STCKT JOBEND Date/time request
completed
running

PURGEDAY 129 8 STCKT PURGEDAY Date request
should be purged

LOGTO 137 8 A/N LOGTO User ID to receive
user console log

DUMPTO 145 8 A/N DUMPTO User ID to receive
user job dump

IRBTLCPU 153 4 9,999,999,909 BINP TOTAL CPU
TIME USED

Total CPU time
used by this
request

IRBCPUUS 157 4 9,999,999,909 BINP TOTAL CPU
USED

Total CPU used
by this request

IRBSIOUS 161 4 9,999,999,909 BINP TOTAL SIO
USED

Total SIO used by
this request

IRBRDRUS 165 4 9,999,999,909 BINP TOTAL RDR
RECS

Total reader
records created
for request
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IRBPRTUS 169 4 9,999,999,909 BINP TOTAL PRT
RECS

Total printer
records created
for request

IRBPCHUS 173 4 9,999,999,909 BINP TOTAL PUN
RECS

Total punch
records sent for
request

IRBPGRDS 177 4 9,999,999,909 BINP TOTAL PAGE
READS

Total page reads
for this request

IRBPGWRS 181 4 9,999,999,909 BINP TOTAL PAGE
WRITES

Total page writes
for this request

RETCODE 185 4 9,999,999,999 P/D RETURN CODE Return code from
user request

MAXCPU 189 4 9,999,999,999 BINP CPU SECS LIMIT Maximum CPU
seconds allowed

MAXSIO 193 4 9,999,999,999 BINP DISK/TAPE I/O
LIMIT

Maximum SIOs
allowed

MAXUIO 197 4 9,999,999,999 BINP UNIT REC I/O
LIMIT

Maximum UIOs
allowed

STORSIZE 201 4 9,999,999,999 BINP LOGON STOR
SIZE

Alternate logon
storage size

INITLEFT 205 2 99,999 BINP INITS
REMAINING

Remaining
initiations
(requests
scheduled with
FOR option)

INITSKIP 207 2 99,999 BINP INITS TO SKIP Reserved

ADJDATE 209 2 99,999 BINP DAYS ADJ Date adjusted
because
calculated date
does not exist

NTHNUM 211 2 A/N NTH Nth number in
extended options

RELEASE 213 4 A/N RELEASE VM:Schedule
product release
level

STAT1 217 1 A/N STAT1 First execution
status of request.
See the STAT2
field for values

IRBABNCD 219 1 A/N USER JOB
DISPOSITION

User job
disposition from
JEM

CLASS 220 1 A/N CLASS Batch class
specification

LASTCMD 221 1 A/N LAST CMD Last VMSCHED
command issued
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IRBINDX 222 1 XX BIT BASE DATE
WEEK FLAG

Base date week
flag

DAYFLAG 223 1 XX BIT DAY FLAG Day of the week
request is to
initiate. Values:
X'80'=MONDAY
X'40'=TUESDAY
X'20'=WEDNESD
AY
X'10'=THURSDA
Y
X'08'=FRIDAY
X'04'=SATURDA
Y
X'02'=SUNDAY
X'01'=Again daily
Literal values for
DAYFLAGL work
field:
X'80'='MONDAY'
X'40'='TUESDAY'
X'20'='WEDNES
DAY'
X'10'='THURSDA
Y'
X'08'='FRIDAY'
X'04'='SATURDA
Y'
X'02'='SUNDAY'
X'01'='AGAIN
DLY'
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OPTFLAG1 225 1 XX BIT OP1 FLAG Options flags.
Values:
X'80'=Schedule
until specified
date
X'40'=Schedule
again after time
increment
X'20'=Schedule
inside specified
range
X'10'=Schedule
outside specified
range
X'08'=Number
of initializations
limited
X'04'=Request is
releasable
X'02'=Skipping to
next valid date/
time
X'01'=Repeat
time spans
midnight
Literal values
for OPTFLAG1L
work field:
X'80'='SCHEDULE
UNTIL'
X'40'='SCHEDULE
AGAIN'
X'20'='SCHEDULE
INSIDE'
X'10'='SCHEDULE
OUTSIDE'
X'08'='NUMBER
LIMITED'
X'04'='REQUEST
RELEASEABLE'
X'02'='SKIPPING
TO NEXT'
X'01'='REPEAT
SPAN MIDNITE'
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OPTFLAG2 226 1 XX BIT OP2 FLAG Options flags.
Values:
X’40’=request
started by CLASS
command
X’10’=scheduled
request released
X’08’=request
runs on specific
SSI member
(Note: the
SYSNAME field is
set if this bit is on)

MOP1FLAG 227 1 XX BIT MON1 FLG Control flags for
Job Execution
Monitor. Values:
X'80'=Automatic
LOGOFF after job
execution
X'40'=Spool user
console
X'20'=Take VM
dump of user
abended job
X'10'=Tape CP
dump of user
abended job
X'08'=Use
CONFIG req-
ex'n-mon settings
X'04'=Invoke
request execution
monitor
X'02'=User may
override dflt of
'yes
X'01'=Do long
logging (0=short)
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MOP2FLAG 228 1 XX BIT MON2 FLG Control flags for
Job Execution
Monitor. Values:
X'80'=Job monitor
start the user job
X'40'=User ID
was autologged
successfully
X'20'=Nucxload
failed
X'08'=Uxit2
caused mon=no
X'04'=Uxit2
caused mon=yes
X'02'=Use the
uxit2-modified
parms
X'01'=Uxit2
caused execution
to be skipped

IRBFLAGS 229 1 XX BIT REQ RESCHED
CNTRL FLAGS

Request
rescheduling
control flags.
Values:
X'80'=Schedule
request on a day
of the week
X'10'=Schedule
request for a
monthly run
X'08'=Schedule
request for a
weekly run
X'04'=Schedule
for a month
during the year
Literal values for
IRBFLAGL work
field:
X'80'='SCHED
DAY'
X'10'='SCHED
MONTHLY'
X'08'='SCHED
WEEKLY'
X'04'='SCHED
MONTH'
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IRBCTRL 230 1 XX BIT REQ INIT & LOG
CNTRL

Request initiation
and log control.
Values:
X'80'=User ID
autologged req.
not completed
X'40'=This is a
class request
X'20'=This is an
exec request
X'10'=User wants
a msg log file
X'08'=User never
wants log file
X'04'=Request
command line
was truncated
X'02'=Request on
hold
X'01'=Request on
hold
Literal values for
IRBCTRL work
field:
X'80'='REQ NOT
DONE'
X'40'='CLASS
REQ'
X'20'='EXEC
REQ'
X'10'='MSG LOG'
X'08'='NO LOG'
X'04'='REQ
COMND TRUNC'
X'02'='REQ ON
HOLD'
X'01'='REQ ON
HOLD'
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OTHER 231 1 XX BIT OTHER Flags for
'OTHER' option.
Values:
X'80'=Every other
month end
X'40'=Every other
day
X'20'=Every other
business day
X'10'=Every other
weekend
X'08'=Every other
week
X'04'=Every other
month
X'02'=Every other
quarter
X'01'=Every other
quarter-end
Literal values for
OTHERL work
field:
X'80'='EVERY
OTHER
MONTHEND'
X'40'='EVERY
OTHER DAY'
X'20'='EVERY
OTHER
BUSINESS DAY'
X'10'='EVERY
OTHER
WEEKEND'
X'08'='EVERY
OTHER WEEK'
X'04'='EVERY
OTHER MONTH'
X'02'='EVERY
OTHER
QUARTER'
X'01'='EVERY
OTHER
QUARTER END'

CMDPARMS 233 108 A/N COMMAND
PARAMETER
STRING

Command
parameters

IRBCMD2 341 108 A/N ADDITIONAL
CMD PARMS

Command
parameters if
have more
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IRBXNUM 449 3 A/N NUM FR
EXTENDED
OPTS

Number from
extended options

IRBXTYPE 452 3 A/N TYPE FR
EXTENDED
OPTS

Type from
extended options

IRBXWEEK 455 3 A/N TYPE FR
EXTENDED
OPTS

Type from
extended options

SCHDL2 458 1 XX BIT SCHEDL2 FLAG Second schedule
flag. Values:
X'80'=Quarterly
X'40'=Quarter-en
d
X'20'=Again nnn
days
X'10'=Again nnn
business
Literal values for
SCHDL2L work
field:
X'80'='QUARTER
LY'
X'40'='QUARTERLY
END'
X'20'='AGAIN N
DAYS'
X'10'='AGAIN N
BUS. DAYS'

IRBNDAYS 459 2 99,909 BINP AGAIN nn DAYS
COUNTER

Again nnn days
counter

PARMLEN 461 1 XX BIT PARM LEN The length of the
parameter

MOP3FLAG 462 1 XX BIT MON3 FLG Control flags for
Job Execution
Monitor. Values:
X'80'=Monitor not
specified
X'40'=Spool not
specified
X'20'=Dump not
specified

IRBCLARC 463 2 99,909 BINP CLASS RETRY
COUNT

Class retry count

FROMTIME 465 8 STCKF FROM TIME FROM option
time value
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IRBCMD2L 473 1 XX BIT IRBCMD2
LENGTH

Modified
command
parameter length

IRBCTRL2 474 1 XX BIT IRBCTRL2 FLAG Flags for
VM:Batch/VM:Schedule
options. Values:
X'80'=Batch
request
X'40'=VM:Batch
READY
command issued
X'20'=VM:Batch
job completion

IRBBSTAT 475 1 XX BIT IRBBSTAT FLAG Flags for
VM:Batch/VM:Schedule
request status.
Values:
X'C1'=A-Batch
job readied
X'C2'=B-Batch
job pending
X'C3'=C-Job not
scheduled
X'C4'=D-Job not
found
X'C5'=E-VM:Batch
server not
available
X'C6'=F-READY
command error
X'C7'=G-
Execution
complete

IRBEXFLG 476 1 XX BIT EXTENDED
PROD

Extended product
flags

SYSNAME 477 8 A/N SYSTEM NAME Name of SSI
system that this
request runs on.
VMRGRW sets
output to '*' if this
field is not set.

VM:Secure Data Definition Tables
Use this topic as a reference to the shared field formats for the data definition tables in the online directory (USER
DIRECT) and the audit file (VMSECURE AUDIT).
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NOTE
Unless specifically noted, all references to  VM:Securerefer to both the "with security" and "without security"
variations of VM:Secure.

UDIRECTX Data Definition Tables

Use the  VM:Secure VMXBKP01 utility to create the USER DIRECT file and place it on your A-disk.

NOTE
For more information, refer to the  VMXBKP01 Utility topic in theVM:Secure documentation.

This information is represented to VMRGRW by the UDIRECTX data definition tables .

The following table contains descriptions of fields that all UDIRECTX data definition tables share. The remaining tables
present descriptions of fields that are specific to a particular CARDTYPE.

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

USERID 1 8 A/N USERID CMS user ID
ACCTNUM 9 8 A/N ACCOUNT

NUMBER
8-position
account number

CARDTYPE 79 2 A/N CARD TYPE Card type ID
Literal values for
CARDTYPEL
work field:
'01'-'USER '
'02'-'LINK '
'03'-'MDISK '

DIRCARD 1 80 A/N ENTIRE
RECORD

Contents of entire
80-byte record

UDIRECTX CARDTYPE = '01' (User)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

ACIGROUP 17 8 A/N ACIGROUP
NAME

The group
name defined
on the user's
ACIGROUP card

LOGSTOR 25 8 99999999 Z/D LOGON STOR Default logon
virtual storage
size

MAXSTOR 33 8 99999999 Z/D MAX STOR Maximum virtual
storage size

NOLOG 41 1 A/N NO LOG NOLOG
password flag N,
blank otherwise

PRIORITY 43 2 99 Z/D PRI CP dispatching
priority

CLASSA 45 1 A/N CL A CP privilege class
A
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CLASSB 46 1 A/N CL B CP privilege class
B

CLASSC 47 1 A/N CL C CP privilege class
C

CLASSD 48 1 A/N CL D CP privilege class
D

CLASSE 49 1 A/N CL E CP privilege class
E

CLASSF 50 1 A/N CL F CP privilege class
F

CLASSG 51 1 A/N CL G CP privilege class
G

CLASSH 52 1 A/N CL H CP privilege class
H

CLASSI 53 1 A/N CL I CP privilege class
I

CLASSJ 54 1 A/N CL J CP privilege class
J

CLASSK 55 1 A/N CL K CP privilege class
K

CLASSL 56 1 A/N CL L CP privilege class
L

CLASSM 57 1 A/N CL M CP privilege class
M

CLASSN 58 1 A/N CL N CP privilege class
N

CLASSO 59 1 A/N CL O CP privilege class
O

CLASSP 60 1 A/N CL P CP privilege class
P

CLASSQ 61 1 A/N CL Q CP privilege class
Q

CLASSR 62 1 A/N CL R CP privilege class
R

CLASSS 63 1 A/N CL S CP privilege class
S

CLASST 64 1 A/N CL T CP privilege class
T

CLASSU 65 1 A/N CL U CP privilege class
U

CLASSV 66 1 A/N CL V CP privilege class
V

CLASSW 67 1 A/N CL W CP privilege class
W

CLASSX 68 1 A/N CL X CP privilege class
X

CLASSY 69 1 A/N CL Y CP privilege class
Y
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CLASSZ 70 1 A/N CL Z CP privilege class
Z

CLASS1 71 1 A/N CL 1 CP privilege class
1

CLASS2 72 1 A/N CL 2 CP privilege class
2

CLASS3 73 1 A/N CL 3 CP privilege class
3

CLASS4 74 1 A/N CL 4 CP privilege class
4

CLASS5 75 1 A/N CL 5 CP privilege class
5

CLASS6 76 1 A/N CL 6 CP privilege class
6

UDIRECTX CARDTYPE = '02' (Links)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

LINKUSER 17 8 A/N LINK-TO USER Target user
ID of the LINK
command request

LINKADDR 25 4 A/N LINK-TO ADDR Target user ID's
minidisk virtual
address

LINKAS 29 4 A/N LINK-AS ADDR Requesting user
ID's LINK virtual
address

LINKMODE 33 2 A/N LINK MODE Link mode
specified by the
requester: R, RR,
W, WR, M, MR,
MW

UDIRECTX CARDTYPE = '03' (Minidisk)

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

MDSKADDR 17 4 A/N DEV ADDR Virtual address of
this minidisk

MDSKTYPE 21 8 A/N DEVICE TYPE Device type (for
example, 3380 or
FB-512)

STARTBLK 29 6 9999909 Z/D START BLK Starting block
for FBA minidisk
allocation

STARTCYL 29 6 9999909 Z/D START CYL Starting cylinder
for CKD minidisk
allocation
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FBABLKS 35 6 99,999,909 Z/D FBA BLKS Number of FBA
blocks allocated

NUMCYLS 35 6 9999909 Z/D CYLS Number of
CKD cylinders
allocated

VOLSER 41 6 A/N VOLSER 6-character
volume serial
number on which
this minidisk
resides

T-DISK/ V-DISK 41 6 A/N VOLSER 6-character
volume serial
number on which
this minidisk
resides

TDISK 47 1 A/N TDISK TDISK defined
minidisk
allocation flag T,
blank otherwise

MDSKMODE 48 2 A/N MODE Minidisk use
modes: R, RR, W,
WR, M, MR, MW

MDSKRSRL 50 1 A/N V Reserve/Release
flag V, blank
otherwise

MDSKRPAS 51 1 A/N RD PS Minidisk READ
password flag Y,
N, or A for ALL

MDSKWPAS 52 1 A/N WR PS Minidisk WRITE
password flag Y,
N, or A for ALL

MDSKMPAS 53 1 A/N MU PS Minidisk
MULTIPLE-
WRITE password
flag Y, N, or A for
ALL

VMXAUD Data Definition Table

The VMSECURE AUDIT file maintains a record of all VM:Secure transactions. This information is represented to
VMRGRW by the VMXAUD data definition table.

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

DATE 1 6 099/99/99 Z/D DATE Audited action
date (system
date)

TIME 7 6 099:99:99 Z/D TIME Audited action
time (system
time)

TERMADDR 13 8 A/N TERM ADDR Audited terminal
address
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USERID 21 8 A/N USERID Audited user ID
AUDCODE 29 4 A/N AUDCODE Audit code for this

record
TOKEN1 33 8 A/N THIS IS TOKEN1 First optional

token for the
AUDCODE field

TOKEN2 41 8 A/N THIS IS TOKEN2 Second optional
token for the
AUDCODE field

TOKEN3 49 8 A/N THIS IS TOKEN3 Third optional
token for the
AUDCODE field

TOKEN4 57 8 A/N THIS IS TOKEN4 Fourth optional
token for the
AUDCODE field

TOKEN5 65 8 A/N THIS IS TOKEN5 Fifth optional
token for the
AUDCODE field

SURGUID 73 8 A/N SURROGATE
USERID

Surrogate user ID
for audited user
ID

See the Administrator's section of the VM:Secure documentation for information about token values for each audit code.

VM:Spool Data Definition Tables
The tables on the following pages contain the field formats in the VM:Spool audit, catalog, database, and SNAPSHOT
extract files.

VMLAUDIT Data Definition Tables
The VM:Spool audit file maintains a record of all VM:Spool transactions. This information is represented by VMRGRW by
the VMLAUDIT data definition table.

The following table contains descriptions of fields that all the VMLAUDIT data definition tables share.

 

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VMLDATE 1 6 099/99/99 Z/D COMMAND
DATE

Audited action
date (system
date)

VMLTIME 7 6 099/99/99 Z/D COMMAND TIME Audited action
time (system
time)

VMLTERM 13 8  A/N COMMAND
ORIGIN

Audited terminal
address

VMLUSER 21 8  A/N COMMAND
USERID

Audited user ID

VMLCODE 29 4  A/N COMMAND
CODE

Audit code for this
record
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The remaining tables present descriptions of fields that are specific to a particular VMLCODE.

VMLAUDIT VMLCODE = '0010'

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VML010LU 33 8 A/N LISTED USERID User IDs whose
files are listed

VMLAUDIT VMLCODE = '0020'

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VML020FN 33 8 A/N FILE NUMBER File number of
audited file

VML02000 41 8 A/N OLD OWNER Old owner of
audited file

VML020NO 49 8 A/N NEW OWNER New owner of
audited file

VML020OQ 57 8 A/N OLD QUEUE Old queue of
audited file

VML020NQ 65 8 A/N NEW QUEUE New queue of
audited file

VML020OD 73 8 A/N OLD
DISTRIBUTION

Old distribution
code of audited
file

VML020ND 81 8 A/N NEW
DISTRIBUTION

New distribution
code of audited
file

VML020OP 89 1 A/N OLD PRINT
CLASS

Old file class
(print class) of
audited file

VML020NP 97 1 A/N NEW PRINT
CLASS

New file class
(print class) of
audited file

VML020OF 105 8 A/N OLD OP. FORM Old operator
forms code of
audited file

VML020NF 113 8 A/N NEW OP. FORM New operator
forms code of
audited file

VML020OC 121 3 999 Z/D OLD COPU CNT Old copy count of
audited file

VML020NC 129 3 999 Z/D NEW COPY CNT New copy count
of audited file

VML020OH 137 8 A/N OLD STATUS Old HOLD status
of audited file
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VML020NH 145 8 A/N NEW STATUS New HOLD status
of audited file

VMLAUDIT VMLCODE = '0030'

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VML030FN 33 8 A/N FILE NUMBER File number of
audited file

VML03000 41 8 A/N OLD OWNER Old owner of
audited file

VML030NO 49 8 A/N NEW OWNER New owner of
audited file

VML030OQ 57 8 A/N OLD QUEUE Old queue of
audited file

VML030NQ 65 8 A/N NEW QUEUE New queue of
audited file

VML030OD 73 8 A/N OLD
DISTRIBUTION

Old distribution
code of audited
file

VML030ND 81 8 A/N NEW
DISTRIBUTION

New distribution
code of audited
file

VML030OP 89 1 A/N OLD PRINT
CLASS

Old file class
(print class) of
audited file

VML030NP 97 1 A/N NEW PRINT
CLASS

New file class
(print class) of
audited file

VML030OF 105 8 A/N OLD OP. FORM Old operator
forms code of
audited file

VML030NF 113 8 A/N NEW OP. FORM New operator
forms code of
audited file

VML030OC 121 3 999 Z/D OLD COPU CNT Old copy count of
audited file

VML030NC 129 3 999 Z/D NEW COPY CNT New copy count
of audited file

VML030OH 137 8 A/N OLD STATUS Old HOLD status
of audited file

VML030NH 145 8 A/N NEW STATUS New HOLD status
of audited file
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VMLAUDIT VMLCODE = '0040'

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VML040FN 33 8 A/N FILE NUMBER File number of
audited file

VML04000 41 8 A/N OLD OWNER Old owner of
audited file

VML040NO 49 8 A/N NEW OWNER New owner of
audited file

VML040OQ 57 8 A/N OLD QUEUE Old queue of
audited file

VML040NQ 65 8 A/N NEW QUEUE New queue of
audited file

VML040OD 73 8 A/N OLD
DISTRIBUTION

Old distribution
code of audited
file

VML040ND 81 8 A/N NEW
DISTRIBUTION

New distribution
code of audited
file

VML040OP 89 1 A/N OLD PRINT
CLASS

Old file class
(print class) of
audited file

VML040NP 97 1 A/N NEW PRINT
CLASS

New file class
(print class) of
audited file

VML040OF 105 8 A/N OLD OP. FORM Old operator
forms code of
audited file

VML040NF 113 8 A/N NEW OP. FORM New operator
forms code of
audited file

VML040OC 121 3 999 Z/D OLD COPU CNT Old copy count of
audited file

VML040NC 129 3 999 Z/D NEW COPY CNT New copy count
of audited file

VML040OH 137 8 A/N OLD STATUS Old HOLD status
of audited file

VML040NH 145 8 A/N NEW STATUS New HOLD status
of audited file

VMLAUDIT VMLCODE = '0050'

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VML050FN 33 8 A/N FILE NUMBER File number of
audited file
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VML05000 41 8 A/N OLD OWNER Old owner of
audited file

VML050NO 49 8 A/N NEW OWNER New owner of
audited file

VML050OQ 57 8 A/N OLD QUEUE Old queue of
audited file

VML050NQ 65 8 A/N NEW QUEUE New queue of
audited file

VML050OD 73 8 A/N OLD
DISTRIBUTION

Old distribution
code of audited
file

VML050ND 81 8 A/N NEW
DISTRIBUTION

New distribution
code of audited
file

VML050OP 89 1 A/N OLD PRINT
CLASS

Old file class
(print class) of
audited file

VML050NP 97 1 A/N NEW PRINT
CLASS

New file class
(print class) of
audited file

VML050OF 105 8 A/N OLD OP. FORM Old operator
forms code of
audited file

VML050NF 113 8 A/N NEW OP. FORM New operator
forms code of
audited file

VML050OC 121 3 999 Z/D OLD COPU CNT Old copy count of
audited file

VML050NC 129 3 999 Z/D NEW COPY CNT New copy count
of audited file

VML050OH 137 8 A/N OLD STATUS Old HOLD status
of audited file

VML050NH 145 8 A/N NEW STATUS New HOLD status
of audited file

VMLAUDIT VMLCODE = '0060'

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VML060FN 33 8 A/N FILE NUMBER File number of
audited file

VML06000 41 8 A/N OLD OWNER Old owner of
audited file

VML060NO 49 8 A/N NEW OWNER New owner of
audited file

VML060OQ 57 8 A/N OLD QUEUE Old queue of
audited file
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VML060NQ 65 8 A/N NEW QUEUE New queue of
audited file

VML060OD 73 8 A/N OLD
DISTRIBUTION

Old distribution
code of audited
file

VML060ND 81 8 A/N NEW
DISTRIBUTION

New distribution
code of audited
file

VML060OP 89 1 A/N OLD PRINT
CLASS

Old file class
(print class) of
audited file

VML060NP 97 1 A/N NEW PRINT
CLASS

New file class
(print class) of
audited file

VML060OF 105 8 A/N OLD OP. FORM Old operator
forms code of
audited file

VML060NF 113 8 A/N NEW OP. FORM New operator
forms code of
audited file

VML060OC 121 3 999 Z/D OLD COPU CNT Old copy count of
audited file

VML060NC 129 3 999 Z/D NEW COPY CNT New copy count
of audited file

VML060OH 137 8 A/N OLD STATUS Old HOLD status
of audited file

VML060NH 145 8 A/N NEW STATUS New HOLD status
of audited file

VMLAUDIT VMLCODE = '0020' - '0060'

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VMLALLFN 33 8 A/N FILE NUMBER File number of
audited file

VMLALL00 41 8 A/N OLD OWNER Old owner of
audited file

VMLALLNO 49 8 A/N NEW OWNER New owner of
audited file

VMLALLOQ 57 8 A/N OLD QUEUE Old queue of
audited file

VMLALLNQ 65 8 A/N NEW QUEUE New queue of
audited file

VMLALLOD 73 8 A/N OLD
DISTRIBUTION

Old distribution
code of audited
file

VMLALLND 81 8 A/N NEW
DISTRIBUTION

New distribution
code of audited
file
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VMLALLOP 89 1 A/N OLD PRINT
CLASS

Old file class
(print class) of
audited file

VMLALLNP 97 1 A/N NEW PRINT
CLASS

New file class
(print class) of
audited file

VMLALLOF 105 8 A/N OLD OP. FORM Old operator
forms code of
audited file

VMLALLNF 113 8 A/N NEW OP. FORM New operator
forms code of
audited file

VMLALLOC 121 3 999 Z/D OLD COPU CNT Old copy count of
audited file

VMLALLNC 129 3 999 Z/D NEW COPY CNT New copy count
of audited file

VMLALLOH 137 8 A/N OLD STATUS Old HOLD status
of audited file

VMLALLNH 145 8 A/N NEW STATUS New HOLD status
of audited file

VMLAUDIT VMLCODE = '0080'

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VML080FN 33 8 A/N FILE NAME Filename from
the SPOOLCAT
DISK command

VML080FT 41 8 A/N FILE TYPE Filetype from the
SPOOLCAT DISK
command

VML080FM 49 8 A/N FILE MODE Filemode from
the SPOOLCAT
DISK command

VMLAUDIT VMLCODE = '0090'

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VML090TV 33 8 A/N VOLSER VOLSER from
the SPOOLCAT
TAPE command
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VMLAUDIT VMLCODE = '0100'

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VML100OW 33 8 A/N OWNER Owner of file that
was edited or
browsed

VML100QU 41 3 A/N QUEUE The queue in
which the edited
or browsed file is
located

VML100SI 49 4 A/N SPOOL ID Spool id of the file
that was edited or
browsed

VMLAUDIT VMLCODE = '0110'

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VML110JN 33 8 A/N JOB NAME Name of the
backup job

VMLAUDIT VMLCODE = '0120'

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VML120JN 33 8 A/M JOB NAME Name of the
restore job

VMLAUDIT VMLCODE = '0330'

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VML330M 33 8 A/N MACRO
LOADED

Name of the
loaded macro

VMLAUDIT VMLCODE = '0430'

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VML430TC 33 8 A/N TRACE
COMMAND

Command from
TRACE
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VML430MN 41 3 A/N MACRO NAME Name of
macro from the
TRACE MACRO
command

VMLAUDIT VMLCODE = '0460'

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VML460FN 33 8 A/N FILE NAME Filename of
the AUDITEXT
command

VML460FT 41 8 A/N FILE TYPE Filetype of the
AUDITEXT
command

VML460FM 49 2 A/N FILE MODE Filemode of
the AUDITEXT
command

VMLCATLG Data Definition Table
The VM:Spool CATALOG file contains the contents of an SPTAPE-format tape, created from the SPOOLCAT command.
This information is represented to VMRGRW by the VMLCATLG data definition table.

 

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

SNPFILID 1 4 999,999 BINP INTFILID Internal spool
fileid

SNPDATE 5 6  A/N CRT DATE Date spool file
was created

SNPTIME 11 6  A/N CRT TIME Time spool file
was created

SNPUSER 17 8  A/N OWNER Owner of spool
file

SNPORIG 25 8  A/N CREATOR Creator of spool
file

SNPFNAME 33 12  A/N FILE NAME Filename of spool
file

SNPFTYPE 45 12  A/N FILE TYPE Filetype of spool
file

SNPDIST 57 8  A/N DIST CODE Distribution code
of spool file

SNPUFORM 65 8  A/N USR FORM # User form
number of spool
file
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SNPOFIRM 73 8  A/N OPR FORM # Operator form
number of spool
file

SNPRECNO 81 4 999,999 BINP #LOGRC Number of logical
records in the
spool file

SNPLINKS 85 4 999,999 BINP #SPLBL Number of data
page in spool file

SNPRECSZ 89 2 999,999 BINP LRECSZ Logical record
length of spool
file

SNPTYPE 91 1  A/N DEVTYPE Device type of
spool file. Filled
in from the VDEV
for the device
that created the
file. See IBM's
DEVTYPES
COPY file for the
complete list of
values.

SNPFCLAS 92 1  A/N FILECLAS Class of spool file
SNPCOPY 93 2 999,999 BINP COPYCT Number of copies

specified for the
spool file

SNPQUEUE 95 1  A/N QUEUE Queue where
the spool file was
found. Values:
C'O'-Open file
C'P'-Printer file
C'Q'-Punch file
C'R'-Reader file
C'S'-System data
file
C'U'-To be purged

SNP3800 96 1  A/N 3800CCW Information about
3800 CCWs in
the spool file.
Values:
C'N'-No 3800
CCWs in the
spool file
C'B'-3800 CCWs
at the beginning
of spool file
C'T'-3800 CCWs
throughout the
spool file
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SNPIFLAG 97 1 XX BIT INT FLAG Miscellaneous
flags. Values:
X'08'-File backed
up with SPXTAPE
X'20'-Built from
disk snapshot file
X'40'-Built from
SPTAPE format
tape

SNPCODE 98 1  A/N TYPFILE Type or category
of the spool file.
Values:
C'0'-Unknown
type of spool file
C'1'-Console file
C'2'-Print file
C'3'-Punch file
C'4'-VMDUMP file
C'5'-CP DUMP
file
C'6'-CP TRAP file
C'7'-A file of
MONITOR data
C'8'-A file of CP
account records
C'9'-Reader file
C'D'-DCSS file
C'N'-NSS file
C'I'-Image library
file
C'U'-User class
record file
C'L'-Message
repository file
C'T'-System trace
file

SNPHOLD 99 1  A/N HOLDFLG Hold status for
the spool file.
Values:
C'S'-File is in a
system hold
C'U'-File is in a
user hold
C'N'-File is not in
a hold
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SNPXFER 100 1  A/N HISTTRA Flag indicating
whether the spool
file has ever
been transferred.
Values:
C'Y'-File has
been transferred
C'N'-File has not
been transferred

SNPUFIL 109 2 09999 BINP SPOOL FILE ID Fileid of the spool
file, as the user
sees it

SNPDEST 125 8  A/N DEST CODE Destination code
of the spool file

SNPTPOPT 144 1 XX BIT TAPE OPTIONS Flag denoting
tape options.
Values:
X'80'-Backup
tape is standard
label format
X'40'-Backup
tape is non-label
format
X'08'-Backup
tape density is
38K
X'04'-Backup
tape density is
6250
X'02'-Backup
tape density is
1600
X'01'-Backup
tape density is
800

SNPVLSER 145 6  A/N VOLSER Volser of tape
that contains the
backed up spool
file

SNPEXPYY 151 2 9999 BINP EXPIRATION
YEAR

Year that the
spool file will
expire from the
catalog

SNPEXPMM 153 2  A/N EXPIRATION
MONTH

Month that the
spool file will
expire from the
catalog

SNPEXPDD 155 2  A/N EXPIRATION
DAY

Day that the
spool file will
expire from the
catalog
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VMLMASTR Data Definition Table
The VM:Spool VMLDB MASTER file contains a history of spool files on your system. This information is represented to
VMRGRW by the VMLMASTR data definition table.

 

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

SDBFILID 1 4 999,999 BINP IntFilid Internal spool
fileid

SDBDATE 5 6  A/N Crt Date Date spool file
was created

SDBTIME 11 6  A/N Crt Time Time spool file
was created

SDBUSER 17 8  A/N Owner Owner of a spool
file

SDBORIG 25 8  A/N Creator Creator of spool
file

SDBFNAME 33 12  A/N File Name Filename of spool
file

SDBFTYPE 45 12  A/N File Type Filetype of spool
file

SDBDIST 57 8  A/N Dist Code Distribution code
of spool file

SDB1STOB 65 12  A/N 1st Observ First observation
of spool file

SDB2NDOB 77 12  A/N Last Observ Most recent
observation of
spool file

SDBACCTS 89 12  A/N Acct Start Logical start time
of the accounting
period

SDBACCTE 101 12  A/N Acct End Logical end time
of the accounting
period

SDBPREVO 113 8  A/N Prev Owner Previous owner
(Transferred
from)

SDBNEXTO 121 8  A/N Next Owner Next Owner
(Transferred to)

SDBRECNO 129 4  A/N LogRecNum Number of logical
records in the
spool file

SDBLINKS 133 4  A/N SPLINK Blks Number of data
pages in the
spool file

SDBRECSZ 137 2  A/N LogRecSize Logical Record
Length of spool
file
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SDBTYPE 139 1  A/N DevType Device type of
spool file

SDBCODE 140 1  A/N TypFile Type or category
of spool file.
Values:
C'0'-Unknown
type of spool file
C'1'-Console file
C'2'-Print file
C'3'-Punch file
C'4'-VMDUMP file
C'5'-CP DUMP
file
C'6'-CP TRAP file
C'7'-A file of
MONITOR data
C'8'-A file of CP
account records
C'9'-Reader file
C'D'-DCSS file
C'N'-NSS file
C'I'-Image library
file
C'U'-User class
record file
C'L'-Message
repository file
C'T'-System trace
file

SDBHIST 141 1 XX BIT HistFile Spool file history.
Values:
X'80'-File
acquired by
transfer
X'40'-File lost by
transfer
X'20'-No known
transfer of file

SDBHOLD 142 1  A/N HoldFlg Hold status for
the spool file.
Values:
C'S'-File is in a
system hold
C'U'-File is in a
user hold
C'N'-File is not in
a hold
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SDBXFER 143 1  A/N HistTra Transfer history
of the spool file.
Values:
C'Y'-File has
been transferred
C'N'-File has not
been transferred

SDBFCLAS 144 1  A/N FileClass Spool file class
character

SDBQUEUE 145 1  A/N Queue Queue where
the spool file was
found. Values:
C'O'-Open file
C'P'-Printer file
C'Q'-Punch file
C'R'-Reader file
C'S'-System data
file
C'U'-To be purged

SDB3800 146 1  A/N 3800CCW Information about
3380 CCWs in
the spool file.
Values:
C'N'-No 3800
CCWs in the
spool file
C'B'-3800 CCWs
at the beginning
of spool file
C'T'-3800 CCWs
throughout the
spool file

SDBDEST 153 8  A/N Dest Node on which
the spool file was
sent

SDBNODE 161 8  A/N Node Node on which
the spool file was
created

VMLSNAPS Data Definition Table
The VM:Spool VMSPOOL SNAPSHOT file contains a current snapshot of spool files on your system. This information is
represented to VMRGRW by the VMLSNAPS data definition table.

 

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

SNPFILID 1 4 999,999 BINP INTFILID Internal spool
fileid

SNPDATE 5 6  A/N CRT DATE Date spool file
was created
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SNPTIME 11 6  A/N CRT TIME Time spool file
was created

SNPUSER 17 8  A/N OWNER Owner of spool
file

SNPORIG 25 8  A/N CREATOR Creator of spool
file

SNPFNAME 33 12  A/N FILE NAME Filename of spool
file

SNPFTYPE 45 12  A/N FILE TYPE Filetype of spool
file

SNPDIST 57 8  A/N DIST CODE Distribution code
of spool file

SNPUFORM 65 8  A/N USR FORM # User form
number of spool
file

SNPOFIRM 73 8  A/N OPR FORM # Operator form
number of spool
file

SNPRECNO 81 4 999,999 BINP #LOGRC Number of logical
records in the
spool file

SNPLINKS 85 4 999,999 BINP #SPLBL Number of data
page in spool file

SNPRECSZ 89 2 999,999 BINP LRECSZ Logical record
length of spool
file

SNPTYPE 91 1  A/N DEVTYPE Device type of
spool file. Filled
in from the VDEV
for the device
that created the
file. See IBM's
DEVTYPES
COPY file for the
complete list of
values.

SNPFCLAS 92 1  A/N FILECLAS Class of spool file
SNPCOPY 93 2 999,999 BINP COPYCT Number of copies

specified for the
spool file

SNPQUEUE 95 1  A/N QUEUE Queue where
the spool file was
found. Values:
C'O'-Open file
C'P'-Printer file
C'Q'-Punch file
C'R'-Reader file
C'S'-System data
file
C'U'-To be purged
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SNP3800 96 1  A/N 3800CCW Information about
3800 CCWs in
the spool file.
Values:
C'N'-No 3800
CCWs in the
spool file
C'B'-3800 CCWs
at the beginning
of spool file
C'T'-3800 CCWs
throughout the
spool file

SNPCODE 98 1  A/N TYPFILE Type or category
of the spool file.
Values:
C'0'-Unknown
type of spool file
C'1'-Console file
C'2'-Print file
C'3'-Punch file
C'4'-VMDUMP file
C'5'-CP DUMP
file
C'6'-CP TRAP file
C'7'-A file of
MONITOR data
C'8'-A file of CP
account records
C'9'-Reader file
C'D'-DCSS file
C'N'-NSS file
C'I'-Image library
file
C'U'-User class
record file
C'L'-Message
repository file
C'T'-System trace
file

SNPHOLD 99 1  A/N HOLDFLG Hold status for
the spool file.
Values:
C'S'-File is in a
system hold
C'U'-File is in a
user hold
C'N'-File is not in
a hold
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SNPXFER 100 1  A/N HISTTRA Flag indicating
whether the spool
file has ever
been transferred.
Values:
C'Y'-File has
been transferred
C'N'-File has not
been transferred

SNPUFIL 109 2 09999 BINP SPOOL FILE ID Fileid of the spool
file, as the user
sees it

SNPDEST 125 8  A/N DEST CODE Destination code
of the spool file

VM:Tape Data Definition Tables
The tables in the following pages contain the field formats for the VM:Tape TMC and Audit tables.

TMC5 Data Definition Table
The TMC contains information about each tape under VM:Tape control. This information is represented to VMRGRW
through the TMC5 data definition table.

The following table identifies the format of each field VMRGRW can read from the TMC.

 

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

VOLSER 1 6  A/N VOLSER Volume serial
number

DSN 7 44  A/N DATA SET NAME Data set name
EXPDT 51 4 9999999 P/D EXPDT Expiration date

yyyydddF
VOLSEQ 55 2 999999 BINP VOLSEQ Volume sequence

number
1STVOL 57 6  A/N FRSTVOL First volser of

data set
PREVOL 63 6  A/N PREVOL Previous volser of

data set
NEXTVOL 69 6  A/N NEXTVOL Next volser of

data set
NUMDSNB 75 2 999 BINP NUMDSNB Number of data

set name blocks
FRSTDSNB 77 4 9999 BINP FRSTDSNB Address of first

DSNB associated
with this volume
record
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LASTDSNB 81 4 9999 BINP LASTDSNB Address of last
DSNB associated
with this volume
record

FLAG1 85 1 XX BIT FLAG1 Internal flag bits.
Values:
X'01'=Volume
eligible for RDS
override
X'02'=Volume
deleted from
library
X'04'=Tape listed
on scratch list
X'20'=TMC
record updated
by user
X'80'=Internal
field changed by
user

FLAG2 86 1 XX BIT FLAG2 Internal flag bits.
Values:
X'02'=Expired by
LDATE nnn (last-
used control)
X'04'=Expired
by CYCLE nnn
(cycle control)
X'10'=Temporary
data set
X'40'=Volume
opened for output

FLAG3 87 1 XX BIT FLAG3 Internal flag bits.
Values:
X'20'=Externally
managed volume
X'80'=Permanent
media error

FLAG4 88 1 XX BIT FLAG4 Internal flag
bits (currently
unused)
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TRTCH 89 1 XX BIT TRTCH Recording
technique.
Values:
X'80'=9-track
X'23'=7-track,
even parity
X'3B'=7-track,
BCD/EBCDIC
conversion
X'13'=7-track,
data conversion
X'2B'=7-track,
even parity and
translation
X'C0'=18-track
(3480 type
cartridges only)
X'E0'=36-track
X'E1'=Enhanced
capacity cartridge

DEN 90 1 XX BIT DEN Density. Values:
X'83'=800 bpi
X'C3'=1600 bpi
X'D3'=6250 bpi
X'E3'=38K bpi
(3480 type
cartridges only)
X'E7'=38K bpi
XF/IDRC (3480
type cartridges
only)

LABEL 91 1 XX BIT LABEL Tape label type.
Values:
X'01'=No label
X'02'=Standard
label
X'04'=Nonstandard
label
X'10'=Bypass
label processing
X'C0'=ASCII label

RECFM 92 1 XX BIT RECFM Record format.
Values:
X'40'=Variable
X'50'=Variable
blocked
X'58'=Variable
blocked spanned
X'80'=Fixed
X'90'=Fixed
blocked
X'C0'=Undefined
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LRECL 93 4 999999999 BINP LRECL Logical record
length

BLKSIZE 97 4 999999999 BINP BLKSIZE Maximum
blocksize

BLKCNT 101 4 99999 BINP BLKCNT Data set block
count

OUTDATE 105 4 999999999 BINP OUTDATE Date tape was
marked out-of-
area

OUTCODE 109 4  A/N OUTCODE Location ID of
out-of-area tape

SLOT 113 4 999999909 BINP SLOT Vault slot number
CDATE 117 4 9999999 P/D CDATE Creation date

yyyydddF
CTIME 122 3 99:99 P/D CREATE TIME Creation time

0hhmmF
CJOB 125 8  A/N CREATE

USERID
Creating job
name userid5

CSTEP 133 8  A/N STPNAME Creating step
name user ID

CUNIT 149 2 XXX BIT CUNIT Address of
creation unit

LDATE 151 4 9999999 P/D LAST DATE Date last used
yyyydddF

LTIME 156 3 99:99 P/D LAST TIME Time last used
0hhmmF

LJOB 159 8  A/N LAST USERID Job name userid
that last used
volume

LUNIT 167 2 XXX BIT LUNIT Address of unit
last used

PASSWRD 170 4  HEX PASSWRD Data set security
password

CLNCNT 174 1 999 BINP CLNCNT Number of times
tape cleaned

USECLN 175 2 999 BINP USECLN Use count at last
cleaning

DATECLN 177 4 9999999 P/D DATECLN Date tape was
last cleaned
yyyydddF

BTHDATE 181 4 9999999 BINP BTHDATE Date tape was
first used

COUNT 185 2 9999 BINP COUNT Number of times
tape opened
since BTHDATE

TRERRC 199 2 999 BINP TRERRC Number of
temporary read
errors since last
cleaned
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TWERRC 201 2 999 BINP TWERRC Number of
temporary write
errors since last
cleaned

PRERRC 203 2 999 BINP PRERRC Number of
permanent read
errors since last
cleaned

PWERRC 205 2 999 BINP PWERRC Number of
permanent write
errors since last
cleaned

TRERRI 207 2 999 BINP TRERRI Number of
temporary read
errors since
initialized

TWERRI 209 2 999 BINP TWERRI Number of
temporary write
errors since
initialized

PRERRI 211 2 999 BINP PRERRI Number of
permanent read
errors since
initialized

PWERRI 213 2 999 BINP PWERRI Number of
permanent write
errors since
initialized

ACCT 267 50  A/N ACCT User job
accounting area

INTVS 302 6  A/N INTERN
VOLSER

Internal volser for
BIN, when used

BATCHID 317 1 999 BINP BATCHID ID of last CA
1 program to
update record

AUDIT5 Data Definition Table
The Audit file contains a record of changes and updates to the Tape Management Catalog. This information is
represented to VMRGRW through the AUDIT5 data definition table.

The following table identifies the format of each field VMRGRW can read from the Audit file.

Field Name Start Length Display Type Default Column
Header

Description

ADSNBF 1 1 XX BIT  DSNB flag byte
AVOLSER 1 6  A/N VOLSER Volume serial

number
ADSN 7 44  A/N DATA SET NAME Data set name
AEXPDT 51 4 9999999 P/D EXPDT Expiration date

yyyydddF
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AVOLSEQ 55 2 999999 BINP AVOLSEQ Volume sequence
number

A1STVOL 57 6  A/N AFRSTVOL First volser of
data set

APREVOL 63 6  A/N APREVOL Previous volser of
data set

ANEXTVOL 69 6  A/N ANEXTVOL Next volser of
data set

ANUMDSNB 75 2 999 BINP ANUMBDSNB Number of data
set name blocks

AFRSTDSNB 77 4 9999 BINP AFRSTDSNB Address of first
DSNB

ALASTDSNB 81 4 9999 BINP ALASTDSNB Address of last
DSNB

AFLAG1 85 1 XX BIT FLAG1 Internal flag bits.
Values:
X'01'=Volume
eligible for RDS
override
X'02'=Volume
deleted from
library
X'04'=Tape listed
on scratch list
X'20'=TMC
record updated
by user
X'80'=Internal
field changed by
user

AFLAG2 86 1 XX BIT FLAG2 Internal flag bits.
Values:
X'02'=Expired by
LDATE nnn (last-
used control)
X'04'=Expired
by CYCLE nnn
(cycle control)
X'10'=Temporary
data set
X'40'=Volume
opened for output

AFLAG3 87 1 XX BIT FLAG3 Signals a media
error. Values:
X'20'=Externally
managed volume
X'80'=Permanent
media error

AFLAG4 88 1 XX BIT FLAG4 Currently unused
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ATRTCH 89 1 XX BIT ATRTCH Recording
technique.
Values:
X'13'=7-track,
data conversion
X'23'=7-track,
even parity
X'2B'=7-track,
even parity and
translation
X'3B'=7-track,
BCD/EBCDIC
conversion
X'80'=9-track
X'C0'=18-track
(3480 type
cartridges only)
X'E0'=36-track
X'E1'=Enhanced
capacity cartridge

ADEN 90 1 XX BIT DEN Density. Values:
X'83'=800 bpi
X'C3'=1600 bpi
X'D3'=6250 bpi
X'E3'=38K bpi
(3840 type
cartridges only)
X'E7'=38K bpi
XF/IDRC (3480
type cartridges
only)

ALABEL 91 1 XX BIT ALABEL Tape label type.
Values:
X'01'=No label
X'02'=Standard
label
X'04'=Nonstandard
label
X'10'=Bypass
label processing
X'C0'=ASCII label

ARECFM 92 1 XX BIT ARECFM Record format.
Values:
X'40'=Variable
X'50'=Variable
blocked
X'58'=Variable
blocked spanned
X'80'=Fixed
X'90'=Fixed
blocked
X'C0'=Undefined
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ALRECL 93 4 999999999 BINP ALRECL Logical record
length

ABLKSIZE 97 4 999999999 BINP ABLKSIZE Maximum
blocksize

ABLKCNT 101 4 99999 BINP ABLKCNT Data set block
count

AOUTDATE 105 4 999999999 P/D AOUTDATE Out-of-area code
AOUTCODE 109 4  A/N AOUTCODE Use count at last

cleaning
ASLOT 113 4 999999909 BINP ASLOT Vault slot number
ACDATE 117 4 9999999 P/D CDATE Creation date

yyyydddF
ACTIME 122 3 99:99 P/D CREATE TIME Creation time

0hhmmF
ACJOB 125 8  A/N CREATUSER Creating job

name userid

ASTPNAME 133 8  A/N ASTPNAME Creating step
name (VM:Tape
user ID)

ACUNIT 149 2 XXX BIT ACUNIT Creation unit
ALDATE 151 4 9999999 P/D LAST DATE Date last used

yyyydddF
ALTIME 156 3 99:99 P/D LAST TIME Time last used
ALJOB 159 8  A/N MOUNT USERID Job name userid

last used
ALUNIT 167 2 XXX BIT ALUNIT Unit last used
ACLNCNT 174 1 999 BINP ACLNCNT Number of times

tape cleaned
AUSECLN 175 2 999 BINP AUSECLN Use count at last

cleaning
ADATECLN 177 4 9999999 P/D ADATECLN Date of last

cleaning
yyyydddF

ABTHDATE 181 4 9999999 P/D ABTHDATE Date tape first
used yyyydddF

ACOUNT 185 2 9999 BINP ACOUNT Number of times
tape mounted

TRERRC 199 2 999 BINP TRERRC Number of
temporary read
errors since last
cleaned

TWERRC 201 2 999 BINP TWERRC Number of
temporary write
errors since last
cleaned

PRERRC 203 2 999 BINP PRERRC Number of
permanent read
errors since last
cleaned
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PWERRC 205 2 999 BINP PWERRC Number of
permanent write
errors since last
cleaned

TRERRI 207 2 999 BINP TRERRI Number of
temporary read
errors since
initialized

TWERRI 209 2 999 BINP TWERRI Number of
temporary write
errors since
initialized

PRERRI 211 2 999 BINP PRERRI Number of
permanent read
errors since
initialized

PWERRI 213 2 999 BINP PWERRI Number of
permanent write
errors since
initialized

AACCT 267 50  A/N AACCT Installation
accounting area

AINTVS 302 6  A/N INTERN
VOLSER

Internal volser for
BIN, when used

ABATCHID 317 1 999 BINP ABATCHID Batch update ID
number

ADATE 343 4 9999999 P/D MOUNT DATE Julian date
yyyydddF

ATIME 348 3 99999 P/D MOUNT TIME Time of last
update

AUSER 351 8  A/N MOUNT USER Last user to
update

ACPUID 359 4  A/N CPU ID ID of CPU used
for last update
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ARECTP 363 1 XX BIT RECORD TYPE Audit record type.
Values:
X'00'=Manual
TMC update
using the
CATALOG, EDIT,
or ASSIGN
commands or by
the SCRATCH
command
X'01'=Read-
only MOUNT
completed
successfully
X'02'=Read/
write MOUNT
completed
successfully
X'03'=Exception
occurred (for
example:
password
attempts
exceeded, I/O
error occurred,
volume rejected
when autopicked)
X'04'=MOUNT
rejected due
to one of the
above exception
conditions

AUFLG1 364 1 XX BIT DSNB IND. Audit flag
AEXCPT 365 3  A/N  Condition code
AUREC 365 3 99999999 BINP AUREC Relative record

number
AUREJ 365 3  A/N  Condition code

Predefined Reports
Contents

Sample control files are provided with VMRGRW. These samples are loaded to the VMANAGER 195 minidisk when
Mainframe VM Product Manager is installed. The following table describes the reports that are produced when these
samples are executed.

Predefined Report Reference Summary

Name Description Minidisk where report gets the input
data

VMACCT1 Reports on CPU utilization in the
VM:Account PERIODTE CURRENT file.

VMACCT 1B0 (COLLECT)
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VMBACK1 Predicts which tapes will be selected from
the tape pool for dump jobs.

VMBACKUP 193 (POOLDISK)

VMDIREC3 Reports the number of cylinders allocated
for each user ID.

VMXSYSAD 191

VMDIREC4 Lists user ID and privilege class by
directory manager.

VMXSYSAD 191

VMLSNAP Summarizes the number of reader, print,
and punch files by user ID. Also includes
the total number of each type of file.

VMSPOOL 1B0

VMSCHED1 Reports released requests in the
VM:Schedule request file.

VMSCHED 1B0 (DATABASE)

VMSCHED2 Reports requests with the user option
specified.

VMSCHED 1B0

VMSCHED3 Reports requests with resource limits. VMSCHED 1B0

VMSCHED4 Reports on all requests and includes
SYSTEM NAME in the output.

VMSCHED 1B0

VMSECUR1 Reports rejected links in the VM:Secure
audit file.

VMSECURE 1D0 (AUDT)

VMSECUR2 Reports logon failures in the VM:Secure
audit file.

VMSECURE 1D0 (AUDT)

VMSECUR3 Reports the number of cylinders allocated
for each user ID.

VMXSYSAD 191

VMSECUR4 Lists user ID and privilege class by
directory manager.

VMXSYSAD 191

TMCRPT1 Lists information about all tapes in the TMC VMTAPE 1B0

TMCRPT2 Lists the names of all data sets on all tapes
in the TMC

VMTAPE 1B0

TMCRPT3 Lists information about all tapes due to
become scratch tapes within the next seven
days

VMTAPE 1B0

TMCRPT4 Lists the volser of the tapes in the TMC that
need cleaning

VMTAPE 1B0

TMCRPT5 Estimates the number of volumes to be
scratched in the next seven days

VMTAPE 1B0

AUDRPT1 Lists information about tape mounts that
failed because of password violations

VMTAPE 1D0

AUDRPT2 Lists information about which tapes have
been used recently and by what user IDs

VMTAPE 1D0
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Reserved Words
The following are the VMRGRW reserved words and cannot be used as variable names in control statements:

AFTER HEADING PROCESS UP
ALL IF RECORD WHEN
ANY IGNORE RECORDS WIDE
AS IN REDEFINE WITH
AT INCLUDING REPLACE WITHIN
BITS IS SELECT WRITE
BLANK LABELS SEQUENCE
BY LENGTH SET
COMPUTE LT SIGNED
COMPUTED MATCH SKIP
CONTROL MERGE SORT
DECODE MINUS SPACE
DEFINE MOVE SPACED
DETAIL NE SPACES
DISPLAY NEXT START
DOWN NOT STEP
ELSE NOW STOP
END OFF SUMMARIZE
EQ ON TABLE
FILE OVER TIMES
GT PASS TO
HAS PLUS TOTAL
HD PRINT TYPE

Messages and Codes
This appendix documents three types of error messages as well as abend codes.

• The first type describes errors found while executing the VMRGRW utility program. These command messages begin
on the next page.

• The second type describes errors found while executing the VMTGRW EXEC. (You only execute this exec if you
are producing VM:Tape reports. However, you should use VMRGRW EXEC rather than VMTGRW EXEC.) These
messages begin on page 168.

• The third type describes errors found while compiling the VMRGRW input stream. When errors are found in the input
stream, the rest of the input is checked for syntax but processing is terminated. These diagnostic messages begin on
page 169.

• Abend codes begin on page 174.

The error messages are listed in alphabetic or numeric order. 

Command Error Messages
Contents
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VMGABN007W

RECORD(S) REJECTED FOR INVALID DATA. SEE 'VMREJCT LISTING A1'

Reason:

A data exception caused by bad input data occurred. Diagnostic output is written to the file VMREJCT LISTING A,
and processing continues. Each bad record sends diagnostic output to VMREJCT LISTING A, but the VMGABN007W
message is printed only once. If more than 50,000 records are detected with bad data, VMRGRW abends with message
VMGABN029T.

Each bad record consists of two or more lines in VMREJCT LISTING A. The first line is formatted as:

RECORD nnnnnnnn INPUT TO STEP mmmm REJECTED FOR INVALID DATA.

Lines 2-n are formatted as:

(hexadecimal display of 40 bytes) (EBCDIC display of 40 bytes)

These latter lines continue until the entire record has been displayed.

Action:

If these messages occur, the difficulty usually involves a data field defined as packed decimal. Check your FILE statement
to be sure that the fileid you used actually contains the type of data called for by the data definition table you requested.
Check any DEFINE or REDEFINE statements that refer to packed decimal data, and verify that the data in the indicated
positions is valid packed decimal data.

VMGABN009E

ERROR WRITING TO 'VMGREJCT LISTING A1', PROCESSING ENDS

Reason:

VMRGRW was writing rejected records to 'VMGREJCT LISTING A1' when an error was encountered.

Action:

Verify that the A-disk is linked read/write and that the disk is not full. This message will always be preceded by
VMGABN007W.

VMGABN018T

VMRGRW ABEND nnnn AT hhhhhh

Reason:

VMRGRW encountered an unrecoverable error. This message may be accompanied by another message describing the
error.

Action:

Look up abend code nnnn in the section Abend Codes on.

VMGABN022T

SORT PROGRAM ISSUED ABEND nnnnnnnn AT hhhhhhhh

Reason:

Your sort program issued an abend with the specified code.

Action:
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Consult the documentation for your sort program to find an explanation of the code.

VMGABN029T

SYSTEM ABEND: PRGnnn AT hhhhhh

Reason:

A program check has occurred in VMRGRW. A dump is in your virtual reader.

Action:

Save the dump and contact your system administrator.

VMGCMP001E

ERROR(S) ENCOUNTERED DURING COMPILATION - EXECUTION TERMINATED

Reason:

One or more errors occurred during the compile phase.

Action:

Correct the errors in the control file and rerun it.

VMGCMP020E

INSUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR WORK AREAS. INCREASE VIRTUAL STORAGE

Reason:

VMRGRW doesn't have enough virtual storage to process your control file.

Action:

Increase the size of your virtual machine using the CP DEFINE STORAGE command.

VMGEXC028E

NO DATA PASSED TO STEP nnnn, RUN HAS BEEN CANCELED

Reason:

No records were output from the previous step, so the step named in the message has no input.

Action:

Check any SELECT and IGNORE statements in previous steps to see if they are overly restrictive.

• If the preceding step's WRITE or SUMMARIZE statement is IF-dependent, check the IF conditions to see if they are
overly restrictive.

• If the preceding step contains a NEXT RECORD statement, check to see if the IF condition governing the NEXT
RECORD is too restrictive.

VMGINC210E

ERROR OPENING INPUT FILE fn ft *, RETURN CODE IS nnnnnnnn

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred opening the named file.

Action:
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The return code is passed from FSOPEN; for its meaning, refer to the IBM CMS Command and Macro Reference. fn ft is
the fileid specified by your FILE statement (or the default fileid).

VMGINC212E

ERROR READING INPUT FILE fn ft *, RETURN CODE IS nnnnnnnn

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred reading the named input file.

Action:

The return code is passed from FSREAD; for its meaning refer to the IBM CMS Command and Macro Reference. fn ft is
the fileid specified by your FILE statement (or the default fileid).

VMGINO210E

ERROR OPENING INPUT FILE. DDNAME = ddname

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred in opening the named file, which was created by VMRGRW in a previous step. ddname
is the ddname specified on a WRITE or SUMMARIZE statement (or SORTOUT if the file is the output of a SORT call). If
your WRITE or SUMMARIZE statement did not include the TO parameter, then ddname is SORTIN.

Action:

Correct the problem with the input file.

VMGOUO210E

ERROR OPENING OUTPUT FILE. DDNAME = ddname

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred in opening the named output file. ddname is the ddname specified on a WRITE or
SUMMARIZE statement (or SORTOUT if the file is the output of a SORT call). If your WRITE or SUMMARIZE statement
did not include a TO parameter, then ddname is SORTIN.

Action:

Correct the problem with the output file.

VMGOUO214E

ERROR WRITING TO OUTPUT FILE. DDNAME = ddname

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred in writing to the named output file. ddname is the ddname specified on a WRITE or
SUMMARIZE statement (or SORTOUT if the file is the output of a SORT call). If your WRITE or SUMMARIZE statement
did not include a TO parameter, then ddname is SORTIN. A disk full condition could cause this message, as could
accessing your A-disk in read-only mode.

Action:

Correct the problem with the output file.

VMGPRM003E

INVALID OPTION option
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Reason:

An invalid file or destination was used on the VMRGRW command line.

Action:

Change the invalid file or destination. For more information, see VMRGRW Command.

VMGPRM016E

FILE fname ftype * MUST BE FIXED FORMAT, LRECL 80

Reason:

The named file's format is in error.

Action:

Change the record format or record length of your VMRGRW control file.

VMGPRM070E

INVALID PARAMETER parm

Reason:

One of the following:

• No filename was specified for a report
• An invalid character was found in the filename, filetype, or filemode
• An option was specified without an opening parenthesis

Action:

Correct the problem.

VMGSCD001E

ERROR IN DIRECTORY. SEE VMGSCD ERROR FOR INVALID CARD

Reason:

The file named in your FILE UDIRECT statement contains an invalid record. The invalid record is written to a file named
VMGSCD ERROR A1. VMRGRW treats this situation as equivalent to end-of-file on the directory.

Action:

Correct the invalid record.

VMGSCD212E

ERROR nnnn READING filename filetype, RECORD NUMBER mmmmmmmm

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred in reading the named input file.

Action:

The return code is passed from FSREAD; for its meaning refer to the IBM CMS Command and Macro Reference.
filename filetype is the fileid specified by your FILE statement (or the default fileid).
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VMGSTB346E

ERROR nnnnnnn LOADING 'SORT'

Reason:

The CMS loader abended when VMRGRW tried to load your sort program.

Action:

Make sure that a sort program is available when running VMRGRW by:

• Checking for a file named SORT TEXT on an accessed disk
• Checking for a member named SORT in a GLOBAL TXTLIB
• If you have VM:Sort, enter the following command before running your report:

GLOBAL TXTLIB VMSLIB

VMTGRW EXEC Messages
Contents

VMTGRW001E

NO FILENAME SPECIFIED

No filename was specified for a report. Reissue the VMTGRW command, specifying the name of the file that contains
your control statements.

VMTGRW002E

WILDCARDING NOT ALLOWED FOR filename OR filetype

The indicated filename or filetype contained wildcard characters. Reissue the VMTGRW command, specifying the
complete filename and filetype of the file that contains your VMRGRW control statements.

VMTGRW003E

ERROR code ISSUING command

This message is displayed due to one of these causes: the filename specified on the VMTGRW command does not exist
on any accessed minidisk; the filename specified on the VMTGRW command does not have a filetype of VMTGRW, and
no filetype was specified; the file named on the FILE control statement does not exist on any accessed minidisk; or errors
were detected during compilation of the VMRGRW control statements.

VMTGRW004E

VMTGRW HAS DETERMINED THAT THE FORMAT OF filename filetype filemode IS INCORRECT

The filename specified on the VMTGRW command does not contain a valid FILE control statement.

VMTGRW005E

filename filetype filemode DOES NOT USE VMTAPE FILES

The file specified in the FILE control statement is not a Mainframe VM Product Manager file, or does not contain fields that
can be described by the Mainframe VM Product Manager data definitions.
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VMTGRW006E

THE FILE STATEMENT IS INCORRECT IN filename filetype filemode

The TMC or Audit file named on the FILE statement is not TMC, AUDIT, TMC5, or AUDIT5; or both AUDIT and DSNB are
specified on one FILE statement.

VMTGRW007E

FILE [TMC4|TMC5] WILL NOT WORK WITH THE CURRENT TMC FILE

The TMC file format specified on the FILE statement does not match the format of the TMC itself; TMC4 was specified on
the FILE statement, but the TMC file being processed is a type 5 TMC, or TMC5 was specified on the FILE statement, but
the TMC file being processed is a type 4 TMC file.

VMTGRW008E

FILE [AUDIT4|AUDIT5] WILL NOT WORK WITH THE CURRENT AUDIT FILE

The AUDIT file format specified on the FILE statement does not match the format of the AUDIT itself; AUDIT4 was
specified on the FILE statement, but the AUDIT file being processed is a type 5 AUDIT file, or AUDIT5 was specified on
the FILE statement, but the AUDIT file being processed is a type 4 TMC file.

VMTGRW009I

ISSUING VMTGRW filename filetype filemode

This is an informational message indicating that no errors were detected during VMTGRW EXEC processing, and that the
control statements are being submitted to VMRGRW for compilation.

VMTGRW010E

UNABLE TO LINK TO VMANAGER 195

The user ID running the VMTGRW EXEC was unable to link successfully to the VMANAGER 195 minidisk where the
VMRGRW code resides. Check with your system administrator for read-only access to that minidisk.

VMTGRW011E

FREE FILEMODE NOT AVAILABLE

The VMTGRW EXEC requires at least one free filemode be available because a link to the VMANAGER 195 minidisk
must be established at execution time. VMANAGER 195 contains the VMRGRW module which is called by the exec.

VMTGRW012W

WARNING! YOU ARE USING A TYPE 4 CONTROL FILE WITH A TYPE 5 TMC

The FILE statement in your VMRGRW control file indicates you are using a type 4 TMC. However, VMTGRW EXEC
detected a type 5 TMC id actually being used.VMTGRW EXEC temporarily converts your VMRGRW control file to use a
type 5 TMC and processing continues normally. Type 4 support may be removed later and Broadcom recommends that
you permanently convert your VMRGRW control file to use a type 5 TMC.

Diagnostic Output Messages
Contents
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000

INVALID WORD OR SYNTAX

VMRGRW is unable to determine the meaning of the underlined word in context. Omitting a period from an earlier
statement is often the cause of this message. Other possibilities are:

• A COMPUTE operation is not PLUS, MINUS, TIMES, or OVER.
• A field name is longer than nine characters.
• STOP was not followed by the AFTER or PASS parameter.

001

NOT A KEYWORD

VMRGRW requires the underlined word to be a control statement parameter, but it is not. Likely causes are:

• A parameter was misspelled.
• A period was omitted from an earlier statement.
• The syntax of the control statement is incorrect.

002

NOT A FIELD NAME OR LITERAL

VMRGRW requires the underlined word to be a field name or a literal, but it is not. Likely causes are:

• A field name was misspelled.
• You did not enclose a literal (constant) with quotes.
• A period was omitted from an earlier statement.
• The syntax of the control statement is incorrect.

003

IGNORED DUE TO PREVIOUS ERROR

The underlined part of the statement was not scanned.

004

LITERAL EXCEEDS 78 CHARACTERS

A literal (constant) exceeds the maximum length, possibly because a closing quotation mark was omitted.

005

LITERAL TABLE FILLED

VMRGRW is unable to process your statement because a work area is filled. An extremely large number of DEFINE,
REDEFINE, or COMPUTE statements could be responsible. Using too many literals can also contribute to this error.

006

SHOULD BE NUMERIC, IS NOT

The underlined field must be numeric, with no more than 16 digits.
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007

DUPLICATE/INVALID FIELD NAME

In a DEFINE, REDEFINE, or COMPUTE statement, the first field name is either in use as a statement parameter or
previously defined field, or invalid as a field name. Field names cannot be longer than nine characters, cannot include
disallowed special characters, and cannot be enclosed in quotes.

008

INVALID FIELD FORMAT

The specified field format was not A/N, P/D, Z/D, BINS, BINP, BIT, or P/N.

009

NO FIELD LENGTH

In a DEFINE or REDEFINE statement, neither a valid END nor a valid LENGTH value was included.

010

INVALID DISPLAY LITERAL

In a COMPUTE, DEFINE, or REDEFINE statement, the DISPLAY parameter was not followed by a valid literal, possibly
because the literal was not enclosed in quotation marks.

011

TOO MANY CONTROL FIELDS

In a SORT or PRINT TOTAL statement, there can be a maximum of 12 control fields.

012

TOO MANY FIELDS SPECIFIED

This message results from one of the following conditions:

• More than 300 fields were defined through DEFINE or REDEFINE statements. This limit applies to the total number of
predefined fields built into VMRGRW plus any fields you have defined or redefined.

• More than 60 fields or literals were specified on a WRITE statement.
• More than 40 fields or literals were specified on a PRINT statement.
• More than 20 fields or literals were specified on a PRINT HEADING statement.
• More than 30 pairs of fields were specified on a MOVE statement.

013

TOO MANY TOTAL FIELDS

In a PRINT TOTAL statement, there can be a maximum of 13 fields.

014

PRINT LINE LENGTH EXCEEDED

In a PRINT statement, more than 132 characters were specified on a line.
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015

NOT A VALID FILE NAME

In a FILE statement, the specified name is either a VMRGRW reserved word, or the specified fileid is invalid for CMS.

016

INVALID HEXADECIMAL CONSTANT

You used an expression that begins X', but some character before the closing quote is not a valid hexadecimal digit (0-9
or A-F).

017

TOO MANY CONDITIONS

In a SELECT, IGNORE, or IF statement, there can be a maximum of 12 conditions.

018

INVALID FIELD TYPE

In a COMPUTE statement, the field format is not P/D or Z/D. In a DECODE statement, the field format is not A/N or BIT.

019

INVALID CONDITION TEST MIX

In a SELECT or IGNORE statement, an attempt was made to compare an alphanumeric field with a non-alphanumeric
field.

020

INVALID CONTROL FIELD

This message is sent if one of the following occurs in a CONTROL statement:

• The START column is not numeric or is greater than 79.
• The END column is not numeric or is greater than 80.
• The END column is not greater than the START column.
• The SPACE value is not 1 or 2.

021

CONTROL FIELDS TOO LONG

In a PRINT TOTAL statement, the total length of control fields exceeds 256 characters.

022

NO PRECEDING WRITE/SUMMARIZE

A SORT statement must be preceded by a WRITE statement or a SUMMARIZE statement.

023

FIELD TOO LONG FOR TYPE
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The length of the field exceeds the maximum allowable length for that field type, as shown in the table about Field Types
in Building the Control File.

024

MISSING FILE STATEMENT

The control file does not have a FILE statement.

025

FIELD NOT CARRIED IN RECORD

The underlined field was not specified on the most recent WRITE or SUMMARIZE statement and so is not available.

026

NO PRECEDING SORT

Two WRITE statements were found without an intervening SORT statement. This situation is allowed only if both WRITE
statements are IF-dependent.

027

NOT A FIELD NAME

The specified field name was never defined and doesn't exist in the input file.

028

NOT A LITERAL

The underlined word is not a literal, but VMRGRW syntax requires a literal at this point. This might have occurred because
you omitted quotation marks or coded '1' or 'X'.

029

UNEQUAL LENGTHS

When one VMRGRW step contains several WRITE statements (each one conditional on some IF test), each WRITE
statement must specify fields or literals that add up to the same total length.

032

UNPAIRED QUOTES -- CARD IGNORED

A literal extends beyond one record, or a quote is missing.

033

TOO MANY FILE LINES

There can be only one FILE statement in a control file.

034

REFERS TO MORE THAN ONE LOCATION

The underlined field name occurs twice in a WRITE or SUMMARIZE statement.
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042

END IS LESS THAN START

In a DEFINE or REDEFINE statement, the END value of the field is less than the START value of the field.

044

CANNOT BE IF-DEPENDENT

A SORT, SELECT, or SUMMARIZE statement is IF-dependent. That is, the statement appears between an IF statement
and an END IF statement.

045

CANNOT FOLLOW PREVIOUS STATEMENT

A SORT statement must be immediately preceded by a WRITE, SUMMARIZE, or END STEP statement.

046

UNEQUAL REPLACE LENGTHS

In a DECODE statement, all of the REPLACE fields must be the same length.

047

FILE NOT FOUND

The file named (or defaulted to) on your FILE statement cannot be found on any accessed disk.

048

PERIOD MUST BE LAST CHARACTER

The last statement in your control file did not end with a period.

049

TASK TABLE OVERFLOW IN COMPILE

VMRGRW is unable to process your statement because a work area was filled. An extremely large number of VMRGRW
statements could be responsible.

054

NEED ARITHMETIC OPERATION HERE

In a COMPUTE statement, the word designating the operation is not PLUS, MINUS, TIMES, or OVER.

055

COMPUTE TYPE MUST = Z/D OR P/D

In a COMPUTE statement, the TYPE specified for the computed field must be Z/D or P/D.

056

DISPLAY MUST BE SPECIFIED HERE
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In a COMPUTE statement, the DISPLAY parameter must be specified immediately after the calculation is defined, as
shown below:

COMPUTE TOTAL AS PART1 PLUS PART2 DISPLAY '999' HD.

057

PERIOD REQUIRED AT THIS POINT

VMRGRW processed a parameter that should be the last for the current statement (for example, the HD parameter in
COMPUTE) but did not find a period immediately following it.

058

THIS WORD HAS MAX LENGTH OF 8

All words in a FILE statement have a maximum length of eight characters.

059

NO INPUT DEFINED FOR THIS STEP

A processing step (other than the first) has no input because the previous step produced no output. This can occur only
if the previous step was terminated by an END STEP statement. The END STEP statement should be preceded by a
WRITE or SUMMARIZE statement so that output is available for the next step.

060

CANNOT ADD ALPHA/BIT FIELDS

An alphanumeric (TYPE A/N) or bit (TYPE BIT) field was specified in a PRINT TOTAL or SUMMARIZE statement. These
fields cannot be added and are invalid in these statements except as control fields.

061

NOT ALLOWED AFTER 'NOW'

Only MOVE or COMPUTE can follow the NOW keyword.

062

FILE CMD MUST BE ALONE ON CARD

The period at the end of your FILE statement must be the last non-blank in the record. This restriction does not apply to
other statements.

063

PREV FIELD IS NOT BIT OR ALPHA

You used a numeric field in a Bit Test as part of an IF, SELECT, or IGNORE statement. For example:

IF fldname HAS ANY BITS OFF X'04'.

The field (fldname) you supplied must be TYPE A/N or TYPE BIT.

064

INVALID BIT MASK
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You used a Bit Test as part of an IF, SELECT, or IGNORE statement, and the mask value is invalid. The mask must be
formatted as 'ab' or X'ab', where a and b are valid hexadecimal digits (that is, 0-9 and A-F).

065

NAME USED TWICE IN PRINT TOTAL

In a PRINT TOTAL statement, you specified the same field more than once.

066

TOO MANY WORDS IN FILE COMMAND

Your FILE statement includes more than 13 words, including the keyword FILE.

067

INVALID FOR PREV-DEFINED FIELD

In a DEFINE statement for a previously defined field, you can use only the DISPLAY parameter or new heading literals
(including the HD parameter).

068

SELECT/IGNORE MUST BE TOGETHER

All SELECT and IGNORE statements in your control file must be entered consecutively. They cannot be separated by any
other statements.

069

FIELD LENGTH INVALID FOR TYPE

In a DEFINE or REDEFINE statement, the length of the field (given directly by LENGTH or indirectly by END) is not
consistent with the TYPE given for the field.

Abend Codes
A VMRGRW abend, which signifies the abnormal termination of VMRGRW processing, can be caused by an internal logic
error, an error processing the VMRGRW control file, or an error interfacing with another program.

VMRGRW abend codes are reported in this command error message:

VMGABN018T VMRGRW ABEND number AT address

Other messages from CMS or VMRGRW can help to clarify the problem. Correct the indicated problem and try again.

Abend Number Meaning
21 This abend is accompanied by the diagnostic message "****

LITERAL TABLE OVERFLOW ****". It indicates that the area
VMRGRW uses to store constants and computed results has
overflowed. An extremely large number of DEFINE, REDEFINE,
or COMPUTE statements could be responsible. Using many long
literals can also contribute to the problem.
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22 The VMRGRW internal work areas cannot contain all the tasks
necessary to produce your report. An extremely large number of
VMRGRW statements could be responsible.

23 VMRGRW has attempted to begin a step that has no input. This
indicates a programming error because VMRGRW attempts to
detect missing input situations without abending.

24 While processing a VM:Tape TMC, VMRGRW has discovered a
DSNB that is not owned by the volume it is tied to logically. This
may indicate that the TMC is being updated while VMRGRW is
trying to report on it.

32 VMRGRW cannot recognize the internalized form of one of your
control statements. This is an internal error; it is not caused by any
error in your control statements. If this occurs, contact your system
administrator.

47 VMRGRW cannot locate the data definitions for the type of file
specified on your FILE statement. This is an internal error; it is
not caused by any error in your control statements. If this occurs,
contact your system administrator.

52 VMRGRW found an error in opening your output file. You might
have specified an invalid ddname with the TO parameter in a
WRITE or SUMMARIZE statement.

53 VMRGRW found an error in writing to your output file. This can
occur if output is written to a minidisk you have accessed as read-
only, or if the output minidisk (normally your A-disk) does not have
room for the output file.

62 VMRGRW encountered an error in opening your input file during
the execution phase, although the file was verified to exist during
the compile phase. This could be caused by another user ID
modifying or erasing the input file while VMRGRW is trying to
process it.

63 VMRGRW found an error reading your input file during the
execution phase, although the file was verified to exist during
the compile phase. This could be caused by another user ID
modifying or erasing the input file while VMRGRW is trying to
process it.

71 VMRGRW received an error indication from the called sort
program. Consult any messages produced by the sort program to
diagnose this problem.

83 VMRGRW has found an error while constructing the parameters
for a call to SORT. This is an internal error; it is not caused by any
error in your control statements. If this occurs, contact your system
administrator.
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DASD Utilities
BLOCKDASD Utilities Guide

This document is written for VM system programmers who are responsible for managing minidisks. The document
contains information related to the following tasks:

• Identifying minidisks that are underused or near capacity.
• Locating free space on the DASD volumes.
• Reallocating space to use resources most efficiently.

 

 

About DASD Management
DASD management is critical to effective data center operation. In a VM environment, users are allocated DASD in
the form of virtual disks or minidisks. Minidisks vary in size and usage and can be distributed among many real DASD
volumes. These allocations are defined as MDISK statements in the CP source directory. In addition, there are CP-
reserved areas on the DASD volumes that are defined outside the CP directory.

Traditional DASD Management

Traditional DASD management is a time-consuming manual task that requires extensive record keeping and arithmetic
calculations. A VM system programmer must identify minidisks that are underused or near capacity, locate free space on
the DASD volumes, and reallocate space to use resources most efficiently.

The effectiveness of manual DASD management depends on the accuracy and completeness of the data collected.
The information provided by conventional DASD monitoring, mapping, and reporting utilities is often inadequate, making
preventive DASD maintenance difficult. Conventional DASD management utilities map user minidisks using only the
CP source directory as input data and identify gaps between the minidisks as unallocated areas. Such an analysis is
limited because it assumes that the MDISK statements in the directory accurately reflect what is defined on a volume. The
analysis may also be inadequate because the unallocated areas it identifies as free space may actually be CP-reserved
areas.

In addition to providing inadequate or misleading data, conventional DASD utilities often provide reports that are
voluminous, difficult to interpret, and fail to indicate potential minidisk utilization problems. Thus, system programmers
often wait until a user has an impending or recurring disk-full condition, then fix it by searching for and reclaiming
underused DASD. Meanwhile, both valuable DASD space and system programmer time are wasted. This translates into
increased system and personnel costs.

DASD Management with VM DASD Utilities

The VM DASD utilities identify, analyze, and report on the utilization of your VM system resources and allow you to
identify and regain control over incongruent DASD allocations. The utilities provide comprehensive reports that indicate
potential minidisk problems and provide you with recommendations to improve DASD allocation. These reports give you
complete, relevant and accurate statistical data on CP-allocated DASD. The reports allow you to correct problems before
they become issues and reduce the time and money you must spend managing your DASD system.

The VM DASD utilities let you do the following:

1. Reclaim unused DASD
2. Accurately determine minidisk allocation, distribution, and use
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3. Assess the costs incurred by in-use, underused, and unused minidisks
4. Monitor the use of component resources
5. Set thresholds to provide advanced warning of component- and user-minidisk use levels before they become

dangerously high
6. Increase end user awareness of DASD utilization and costs
7. Postpone the need to purchase additional DASD

DASD Utility Basics
Contents

This section summarizes the DASD utilities, explains how to run them using EXECs, and provides recommendations,
requirements, and restrictions for running them.

DASD Utilities Summary

This section summarizes the DASD utilities, explains how to run them using EXECs, and provides recommendations,
requirements, and restrictions for running them.

VMRMDS
(Minidisk Scanning)
Gathers empirical data used by the VMRMUA, VMRSDA, and VMRMCA utilities.

VMRMUA
(Minidisk Utilization Analysis)
Provides statistical snapshots of CMS minidisk utilization. Produces reports describing different aspects of your
DASD system. Makes recommendations based on those reports.

VMRSDA
(System DASD Analysis)
Maps your VM DASD system, including all CP-reserved areas, and identifies potential problems. Validates your
DASD (for example, checks for sufficient expansion area for your CP nucleus and alerts you to any overlaps).

VMRMCA
(Minidisk Cost Analysis)
Reports on costs incurred by CMS minidisks.

VMRCMQ
(Component Minidisk Query)
Reports on component minidisk utilization. Reports indicate when a component minidisk exceeds its threshold
value.

How to Use EXECs to Run Utilities

If you have many minidisks to analyze, you might want to use EXECs to run the utilities. The following example runs the
VMRMDS utility and then the VMRMUA utility, and sends the results to your virtual printer:

/* Sample MYVMRMUA EXEC  -  REXX Program */

address 'COMMAND'

'EXEC VMRMDS'

'EXEC VMRMUA (PRINT'

'CP MSG * CHECK TO SEE IF THE USEID IS LOGGED ON'

if rc=57 then push 'CP LOGOFF'

exit
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You can use VM:Schedule to schedule the EXEC. For example, to run a request named MUAJOB, using the
MYVMRMUA EXEC, every Friday night at 11:00 PM, enter the following VM:Schedule command:

vmsched schedule muajob myvmrmua (at 23:00:00 on fri again weekly

Recommendations, Requirements, and Restrictions

The DASD utilities are resource-intensive. You should run them during off-peak hours.

We recommend that you run all of the utilities from the VMANAGER user ID. VMANAGER has the appropriate
authorizations, privilege classes, and virtual storage to run the utilities. If you use a user ID other than VMANAGER to run
the utilities, the user ID must have CP privilege classes B and E. You must link and access the VMANAGER 193 and 195
minidisks. The access mode Z and virtual address 1F1 are reserved for use by the utilities. Additional requirements are
provided on a utility-by-utility basis in the corresponding utility section.

VMRMDS Utility
VMRMDS, the Minidisk Scanning utility, creates output files that provide a snapshot of your system at the time the utility
was run. These files provide the empirical data used by the VMRMUA, VMRSDA, and VMRMCA utilities.

Because the output files are a snapshot, they become outdated as your system changes. For best results, you should run
VMRMDS to generate up-to-date files immediately before you run the VMRMUA, VMRSDA, or VMRMCA utilities.

If VMRMDS encounters link errors or other problems, the utility creates diagnostic files.

How VMRMDS Works

Requirements

VMRMDS must be able to LINK to any minidisk, even those without passwords. An OPTION LNKNOPAS statement is
usually required to enable this access. If you have VM:Secure (with or without security) or another security product that
intercepts the CP LINK command, you must give VMANAGER authorization to link with or without supplying passwords.

If VMRMDS cannot link and exceeds its link error threshold, it will produce a VMRFIL ERROR file listing the failed links. It
will not produce the output files needed for the VMRMUA, VMRSDA, and VMRMCA utilities.

To determine whether VMANAGER has sufficient virtual storage to run VMRMDS, add 1000 to the number of minidisks
on your system and round up to the next thousand. The result is an estimate of the amount of virtual storage, in kilobytes,
needed to run VMRMDS. For example, if your system has 2755 minidisks, you would need about 4000 kilobytes (4
megabytes) of virtual storage. If the virtual storage for VMANAGER is insufficient, increase the amount before proceeding.

Certain display terminals, such as the 3278 model 5, can cause the VMRMDS screen display to appear distorted. To
correct this, rename the VMRDSP MODULE, located on the VMANAGER 195 minidisk, to VMRDSP XMODULE. This
causes all screen I/O to display in line mode.

How VMRMDS Works

VMRMDS establishes links and loops through the minidisks by:

• Linking to each minidisk as 1F1
• Looking at each minidisk and determining:

– The size of the minidisk
– How much of the minidisk is in use
– The date when the minidisk was last updated

VMRMDS:
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• Determines device types and models (sizes).
• Reads CP ALLOCATION records.
• Locates and determines the size of the CP nucleus.

The length of time this process takes depends on the number of minidisks in your system. VMRMDS uses a running
commentary screen to display information about the minidisks it has scanned. With each new volume, VMRMDS updates
the commentary screen with its progress.

After completing its minidisk allocation analysis, VMRMDS summarizes your disk space with:

• Number of CMS minidisks
• Number of files
• Number of kilobytes in use
• Number of kilobytes allocated
• Average percent (%) full
• Number of "other" minidisks

Running VMRMDS

The VMRMDS utility has the following syntax:

VMRMDS 

VMRMDS Output Files
Understand what information is contained in VMRMDS output files.

VMANAGER CMSDISKS File

This file contains information about CMS minidisk allocations. Each record contains the following tokens:

• User ID
• Virtual address
• Device type
• Volume Serial Number
• Starting location of minidisk
• Date minidisk last updated
• Block size
• Number of files
• Number of CMS blocks used
• Total number of CMS blocks allocated
• CP size (physical size)
• CMS size (logical size)
• ACIGROUP
• VM directory ACCOUNT code

VMANAGER MSCDISKS File

This file contains information about non-CMS minidisk allocations. Each record contains the following tokens:
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• User ID
• Virtual address
• Device type
• Real volume serial number
• Link mode
• Special codes indicating type of disk
• Starting location of minidisk
• CP size (physical size)
• Miscellaneous information (dependent on type of disk):

– Virtual Volume Serial Number
– Date minidisk last updated
– Block size
– Number of files
– Number of CMS blocks used
– Total number of CMS blocks allocated
– ACIGROUP
– CMS size (physical size)
– ACCOUNT code

VMRMDS also retrieves allocation information for minidisks owned by user IDs in VM:Secure (with or without security)
HOLD status, and adds this information to the MSCDISKS file. The VMRSDA utility uses this information to create reports.

VMANAGER FMTALLOC File

This file contains detailed information about CP DASD allocations. Each record contains the following tokens:

• Type of space:
– DUMP
– PERM
– PAGE
– DRCT
– DRCA
– TDSK

• Starting location of minidisk
• Number of blocks (FBA) or cylinders (CKD) occupied
• Volume Serial Number

VMANAGER MDSSTATS File

This file contains totals and summaries of system wide statistics, broken into:

• NUCSIZE records describing the CP nucleus, including:
• Volume Serial Number
• Starting location
• Nucleus size

FORMULA records providing a summary of all of the minidisks on the system, including:
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• Number of CMS minidisks
• Number of non-CMS minidisks
• Number of files
• Total number of CMS blocks in use
• Total number of CMS blocks defined
• Percentage of CMS space used
• RDEVCHAR records describing the real DASD, including:
• Device type
• Real address
• Volume Serial Number
• Volume size in blocks (FBA) or cylinders (CKD)
• Hardware characteristic information
• Model code (this is an arbitrary number used as an index into VMRSDA)

VMRMDS Diagnostic Files
If there are link errors or other problems, VMRMDS may create one or both of the following diagnostic files.

VMANAGER BADLINKS File

This file contains the return code from each unsuccessful CP LINK attempt and the user ID and virtual address of each
minidisk for which VMRMDS was unable to obtain a link. If there are any link errors, correct them and rerun VMRMDS to
make sure that the data collected is accurate.

VMANAGER $PROBREP File

This file contains diagnostic information about I/O errors, and the minidisk and volume involved. This file is intended for
use by Technical Support to help you analyze any DASD problems you have.

VMRMUA Utility
VMRMUA, the Minidisk Utilization Analysis utility, provides statistical snapshots of your CMS minidisk utilization.
VMRMUA uses the VMANAGER CMSDISKS file data, gathered by VMRMDS, to produce reports describing different
aspects of your DASD system and make recommendations based on the information. You can use this data to identify
and resolve potential minidisk problems.

VMRMUA screens your minidisks against a set of configurable criteria. Only those minidisks satisfying these criteria
appear in the reports. You can use the system-generated default criteria, or define your own values by modifying the
VMRMUA CONFIG file to meet your site-specific needs.

How VMRMUA Works
While VMRMUA is running, you will receive messages about:
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• Date and time VMRMUA was run
• Command line syntax
• Utility sort program used
• Input file used (VMANAGER CMSDISKS) and date it was last updated
• Number of minidisks available for analysis
• Number of minidisks read
• Number of minidisks excluded from analysis
• Number of minidisks analyzed
• Names of reports generated
• Return code with which VMRMUA processing ended

A full set of screen messages is put in a console file named VMRMUA yymmdd, where yymmdd represents the date the
utility was run.

VMRMUA then builds the minidisk utilization reports and puts them in a file named VMRMUA LISTING. Each VMRMUA
report is described and a sample provided in later sections.

Requirements

To determine whether VMANAGER has sufficient virtual storage to run VMRMUA, add 1000 to the number of minidisks
on your system and round up to the next thousand. The result is an estimate of the amount of virtual storage, in kilobytes,
needed for running VMRMUA. For example, if your system has 2755 minidisks, you would need about 4000 KB (4 MB) of
virtual storage. If the VMANAGER virtual storage is insufficient, increase the amount before proceeding.

Running VMRMUA
WARNING
To ensure accurate results, run VMRMDS immediately before running VMRMUA. Log on to VMANAGER and
invoke VMRMDS by entering VMRMDS.

The VMRMUA utility has the following syntax:

VMRMUA [filename] [ ("Options" ]

 

Options:

[ACIGROUP groupname]

[CONFIG]

[NOMSG]

[NOOVP]

[PRINT]

[UPCASE]

[VOLUME volser]

filename
Specifies the filename of the input file. If no filename is specified, the default VMANAGER CMSDISKS file is used.

ACIGROUP groupname
Restricts the minidisk analysis to a specified ACIGROUP. ACIGROUPs are listed in column 87 of the
VMANAGER CMSDISKS file, if found for the user ID.

CONFIG
Builds a default VMRMUA CONFIG file. You only need to create a CONFIG file if you intend to change the
defaults. If a VMRMUA CONFIG file already exists, it is renamed VMRMUA OLDCFG.
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NOMSG
Suppresses screen messages issued by VMRMUA. If you use this option, the console file containing screen
messages is not created.

NOOVP
Suppresses the overprinting of characters that highlight information in the reports. Use this option if your printer
does not support overprinting.

PRINT
Sends the VMRMUA reports directly to your virtual printer. The VMRMUA LISTING file is not created. This option
reduces the disk space used by VMRMUA.

UPCASE
Translates the VMRMUA LISTING file to uppercase. By default, VMRMUA reports are in mixed case. Use this
option if your printer does not support mixed case.

VOLUME volser
Specifies one DASD volume for which to perform the minidisk analysis. You can specify only one volume per run.
This option overrides any conflicting specifications in the VMRMUA CONFIG file.

Examples

• To create the default VMRMUA reports, enter:

vmrmua

• To create a new VMRMUA CONFIG file, enter:

vmrmua ( config

No reports are produced.
• To restrict the analysis to user IDs on volume VOL555 belonging to ACIGROUP SYSTEMS, enter:

vmrmua ( volume vol555 acigroup systems print

The reports are sent to the virtual printer.

VMRMUA Configuration Records
You can customize the default minidisk utilization analysis reports to meet your site-specific needs by creating and, if
necessary, modifying the VMRMUA CONFIG file. You do not need to create or modify the VMRMUA CONFIG file to run
the VMRMUA utility.

The VMRMUA (CONFIG command creates a default configuration file. VMRMUA checks values specified for configurable
parameters. Usually, if a value falls outside the acceptable range, VMRMUA uses the default for that parameter.

The sections that follow present detailed descriptions of these records in alphabetical order.

BIGSIZE Record
The BIGSIZE record defines the threshold size for large minidisks. The default is the 95th percentile.

If the BIGSIZE value is smaller than that specified for medium-size minidisks (MEDSIZE), VMRMUA reverts to the default
for BIGSIZE. Furthermore, if BIGSIZE is less than 50 percent larger than MEDSIZE, VMRMUA reverts to the default
values for  both of these records.

The BIGSIZE record acts with the BIGUPD and BIGUTIL records to specify selection criteria for large minidisks. The
record has the following syntax:
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BIGSIZE ["Parms"]

Parms:

  95

| percentile

| nnnnK

| nnM

| blknum FB-512

| cylnum devtype

percentile
Specifies the large-size minidisk threshold by a percentile ranking. The value for percentile must be an integer
between 80 and 99. VMRMUA compares the sizes of all minidisks and identifies large minidisks as those that are
as large as or larger than percentile percent of all minidisks.

nnnnK
Specifies the large-size minidisk threshold in kilobytes. This is expressed as nnnnK, where nnnn specifies that
large minidisks are those that occupy nnnn kilobytes or more.

nnM
Specifies the large-size minidisk threshold in megabytes. This parameter is expressed as nnM, where nn specifies
that large minidisks are those that occupy nn megabytes or more.

blknum FB-512
Specifies the large-size minidisk threshold in FB-512 blocks. This parameter is expressed as nnnnn FB-512,
where nnnnn specifies that large minidisks are those that occupy nnnnn FB-512 blocks or more.

cylnum devtype
Specifies the large-size minidisk threshold in cylinders on a CKD-type DASD volume. This parameter is
expressed as mm nnnn, where mm specifies that large minidisks are those that occupy mm cylinders or more and
nnnn specifies the actual CKD device type, such as 3380.
Note: The actual size of large minidisks selected by this parameter is calculated using 1024 byte blocks.

Examples

• To define a large minidisk as one in the 90th percentile, change the BIGSIZE record to:

BIGSIZE 90

• To define a large minidisk as one that occupies 600 kilobytes or more, change the BIGSIZE record to:

BIGSIZE 600K

• To define a large minidisk as one that occupies eight megabytes or more, change the BIGSIZE record to:

BIGSIZE 8M

• To define a large minidisk as one that occupies 16,000 FB-512 blocks or more on an FBA-type DASD volume, change
the BIGSIZE record to:

BIGSIZE 16000 FB-512

• To define a large minidisk as one that occupies 27 cylinders or more on a 3380-type DASD volume, add the BIGSIZE
record:
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BIGSIZE 27 3380

BIGUPD Record
The BIGUPD record defines the last update date threshold for large minidisks. The default is 0.

BIGUPD refines the definition of large minidisks specified by the BIGSIZE record.

BIGUPD [nnn | 0]

nnn
Specifies a minimum number of days elapsed since a minidisk was last updated.
This parameter must be an integer value from 0 to 100.

Example

To select all large minidisks in the 90th percentile that have not been updated for at least 20 days, change the BIGSIZE
and BIGUPD records to:

BIGSIZE 90

BIGUPD 20

BIGUTIL Record
The BIGUTIL record defines underutilized large minidisks.

VMRMUA lists only those minidisks that you could reduce by the following formula and still free up enough space to
create a medium-size minidisk (as specified by the MEDUTIL record or the default for MEDUTIL):

(BIGUTIL x .9)% utilization

Thus, if you used the default BIGUTIL value of 80 percent, VMRMUA would list only those minidisks where, by reducing
the minidisk's size, you could increase its utilization to 72 percent, and still free up enough space to create a new medium-
size minidisk.

BIGUTIL records refine the definition of large minidisks specified by BIGSIZE and BIGUPD records.

BIGUTIL [nn | 

80]

nn
Specifies a percentage value indicating how full a large minidisk must be for VMRMUA to select it. To qualify,
large minidisks must be nn percent full or less. The variable nn must be a positive integer between 30 and 90. The
default value is 80.

Examples

• To select all large minidisks in the 90th percentile, regardless of the time of the last update, that are less than 70
percent full, change the BIGSIZE and BIGUTIL records to:

BIGSIZE 90

* BIGUPD
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BIGUTIL 70

• To select all large minidisks in the 90th percentile that were last updated 20 or more days ago and are less than 70
percent full, change the BIGSIZE, BIGUPD, and BIGUTIL records to:

BIGSIZE 90

BIGUPD 20

BIGUTIL 70

EXCLUDE Record (VMRMUA)
The EXCLUDE record excludes one or more reports from the VMRMUA LISTING file.

When a report is omitted by the EXCLUDE record, an asterisk appears to the left of the report number in the VMRMUA
Analysis Preface. You can have more than one EXCLUDE record in the CONFIG file.

EXCLUDE [report-list]

report-list
Specifies a list of report numbers you want to exclude. You can list individual reports by number or use a hyphen
between two numbers to indicate a range of reports. You can specify report numbers in any order.

Examples

• To exclude Report 6, Smallest Minidisks, from the minidisk utilization analysis reports, change the EXCLUDE record to:

EXCLUDE 6

• To exclude Reports 6 through 10 from the minidisk utilization reports, change the EXCLUDE record to:

EXCLUDE 6-10

• To exclude Reports 6 and 8 from the minidisk utilization reports, change the EXCLUDE record to:

EXCLUDE 6 8

MAXFILES Record
The MAXFILES record specifies the maximum number of CMS files on minidisks appearing in Report 12, Minidisks with n
CMS Files or Fewer. The default is 3.

MAXFILES [ n ]

n
Specifies the maximum number of CMS files on minidisks appearing in Report 12. The value must be a positive
integer.

Example

To include only minidisks containing two CMS files or fewer, change the MAXFILES record to:

MAXFILES 2
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MAXOBS Record (VMRMUA)
The MAXOBS record limits the number of observations included in the reports. (Observations refers to whatever is being
reported on, such as minidisks or volumes.) You can control the length of the VMRMUA reports by adjusting the MAXOBS
record. The default value is 40.

When a report could have contained more observations than the MAXOBS value, it is truncated and a message similar to
the following appears at the bottom of the last page of the report:

List stopped short at 54 records to conserve size of report.

26 additional minidisks satisfy this condition.

The syntax of the MAXOBS record is as follows:

MAXOBS [nn]

nn
Specifies the maximum number of observations to include in the reports.

Example

To include no more than 100 observations in the each of the VMRMUA reports, change the MAXOBS record to:

MAXOBS 100

MEDSIZE Record
The MEDSIZE record defines the threshold size for medium-size minidisks.

If the MEDSIZE value is larger (in kilobytes) than that specified for large minidisks (BIGSIZE), VMRMUA reverts to the
75th percentile default value. If the BIGSIZE value is less than 50 percent larger than MEDSIZE, VMRMUA reverts to the
default values for both of these records.

The MEDSIZE record is used with the MEDUPD and MEDUTIL records to specify selection criteria for medium-size
minidisks. The syntax is as follows:

MEDSIZE [ “Parms” ]

Parms:

  75

| percentile

| nnnnK

| nnM

| blknum FB-512

| cylnum devtupe

percentile
Specifies the medium-size minidisk threshold by a percentile ranking. The smallest allowable value is 50. The
default is the 75th percentile. VMRMUA compares the sizes of all minidisks and identifies medium-size minidisks
as those equal to or larger than percentile percent of all minidisks.
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nnnnK
Specifies the medium-size minidisk threshold in kilobytes. This is expressed as nnnnK, where nnnn specifies that
medium minidisks are those that occupy nnnn kilobytes or more.

nnM
Specifies the medium-size minidisk threshold in megabytes. This is expressed as nnM, where nn specifies that
medium-size minidisks are those that occupy nn megabytes or more.

blknum FB-512
Specifies the medium-size minidisk threshold in FB-512 blocks. This is expressed as nnnnn FB-512, where nnnnn
specifies that medium-size minidisks are those that occupy nnnnn FB-512 blocks or more.

cylnum devtype
Specifies the medium-size minidisk threshold in cylinders on a CKD-type DASD volume. This is expressed as
mm nnnn, where mm specifies that medium-size minidisks are those that occupy mm cylinders or more and nnnn
specifies the actual device type, such as 3390.

NOTE
The actual size of medium-size minidisks specified by this parameter is calculated using 1024 byte blocks.

Examples

• To define a medium-size minidisk as one in the 70th percentile, change the MEDSIZE record to:

MEDSIZE 70

• To define a medium-size minidisk as one which occupies 200 kilobytes or more, change the MEDSIZE record to:

MEDSIZE 200K

• To define a medium-size minidisk as one which occupies two megabytes or more, change the MEDSIZE record to:

MEDSIZE 2M

• To define a medium-size minidisk as one that occupies 4,000 FB-512 blocks or more on an FBA-type DASD volume,
change the MEDSIZE record to:

MEDSIZE 4000 FB-512

• To define a medium-size minidisk as one that occupies 7 cylinders or more on a 3390-type DASD volume, change the
MEDSIZE record to:

MEDSIZE 7 3390

MEDUPD Record
The MEDUPD record defines the last update date threshold for medium-size minidisks. The default is 0, which means that
VMRMUA selects all medium-size minidisks regardless of their last update date.

The MEDUPD record refines the definition of medium-size minidisks as specified by the MEDSIZE record.

MEDUPD [ nnn ]

nnn
Specifies the minimum number of days elapsed since a minidisk was last updated. This parameter must be must
be an integer from 0 to 100.

Example
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To select all medium-size minidisks in the 70th percentile that have not been updated for at least 20 days, add the
MEDSIZE and MEDUPD records to:

MEDSIZE 70

MEDUPD 20

MEDUTIL Record
The MEDUTIL record defines underutilized medium-size minidisks. By default, VMRMUA selects medium-size minidisks
that are one standard deviation below the mean utilization (with an absolute minimum of 30).

The MEDUTIL record refines the definition of medium-size minidisks specified by the MEDSIZE and MEDUPD records.

MEDUTIL [ nn ]

nn
Specifies how full a medium-size minidisk must be for VMRMUA to select it. To qualify, medium-size minidisks
must be nn percent full or less. The minimum allowable value is 30, and the maximum allowable value is 80.

Examples

• To select all medium-size minidisks in the 70th percentile regardless of the time of the last update that are less than 50
percent full, change the MEDSIZE and MEDUTIL records to:

MEDSIZE 70

* MEDUPD

MEDUTIL 50

• To select all medium-size minidisks in the 70th percentile that were last updated 20 or more days ago and are less
than 50 percent full, change the MEDSIZE, MEDUPD, and MEDUTIL records to:

MEDSIZE 70

MEDUPD 20

MEDUTIL 50

OLDDISK Record
The OLDDISK record describes minidisks based on the number of days since they were last updated. The default is 182
days (six months). This information is presented in the following report, Minidisks Not Updated Last nnn Days.

You should carefully examine minidisks flagged in this report before taking any action. A minidisk that is accessed often
but rarely updated could be included in this report even though it has a legitimate, current use.

OLDDISK [ nnn ]

nnn
Specifies the minimum number of days since the minidisk was last updated.

Example

To change the update threshold to 30, change the OLDDISK record to:

OLDDISK 30
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OUTPUT Record
The OUTPUT record produces additional output files containing statistics for certain groups of minidisks. You can use
these files as input for your own programs. By default, no additional output files are produced.

OUTPUT [All | BIG | MED]

ALL
Specifies that file VMRMUA FLAGALL is produced that contains report values for all of your CMS minidisks.

BIG
Specifies that file VMRMUA FLAGBIG is produced that contains report values for large size CMS minidisks.

MED
Specifies that file VMRMUA FLAGMED is produced that contains report values for medium sized CMS minidisks.

Example

To produce the VMRMUA FLAGBIG file, change the OUTPUT record to:

OUTPUT BIG

The resulting report provides information about large-size minidisks, including:

• User ID
• Virtual address
• Volume id
• Device type
• Date last updated
• Number of days since last update
• Number of files
• Block size
• Number of kilobytes used
• Number of kilobytes unused
• Total number of Kilobytes
• Percentage full
• Logical size

PAGESIZE Record (VMRMUA)
The PAGESIZE record defines the number of lines printed on report pages. The default is 55 lines per page.

PAGESIZE [nn]

nn
Specifies the number of lines per page. If you intend to print the VMRMUA reports on a 3800 printer, specify
PAGESIZE 53.

Example

To change the number of lines printed on a page from 55 to 53, change the PAGESIZE record to:

PAGESIZE 53
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SORT Record
The SORT record sorts most of the minidisk utilization analysis reports created by VMRMUA. You cannot sort Reports 3,
8, and 14.

To use multiple sort keys and mixed ascending and descending sort orders for an individual report, you must have
VM:Sort on your system. VMRMUA looks for VM:Sort to perform its sorting function. If you try to use multiple sort keys
and sort orders using another sort program, VMRMUA sorts only by the first sort key and sort order. VMRMUA puts a note
at the top of each report describing the way it was sorted.

Do not sort on the Allocation column (13); the concept of space allocation is meaningless if it is removed from its device
context.

When multiple SORT records pertain to the same report, VMRMUA uses the last record specified. Recommended
(default) sorts are given in the default VMRMUA CONFIG file.

SORT { * | repno } colno1 { A | D } [ colno2 { A | D }] ...

* | repno
Specifies which reports to sort (except as noted above). * specifies all reports; repno specifies the report number
of one report to sort.

colno1 { A | D } [ colno2 { A | D } ] ...
Specifies the sort keys, listed in order of priority. Each sort key represents one of the numbered columns in
the reports you are sorting. The report is sorted first by colno1, then by colno2, and so on, with the last column
number value having the lowest priority.
Specifying "A" sorts the column in ascending sort order, so that data with the least value precedes data with the
greatest value. Specifying "D" sorts the column in descending sort order, so that data with the greatest value
precedes data with the least value.

Example

To sort Report 1 first by column 12 using an ascending sort, and then by column 11 using a descending sort, change the
SORT record to:

SORT 01 12 A 11 D

VMSORT Record
The VMSORT record is used to specify an alternate name for the VMSORT MODULE. The default is VMSORT. If VM:Sort
is not installed, the default is CMS SORT.

VMSORT [altname]

altname
specifies the alternate name of the VMSORT MODULE.

Example

If the VMSORT MODULE has been renamed SORT MODULE, change the VMSORT record to:

VMSORT SORT
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XLIST Record
The XLIST record produces Report 15, Excepted Userids/Vaddrs, and excludes user IDs from the analysis if the
USERIDS parameter is used. In addition you must have a separate XUSERIDS record listing the excluded user IDs.

The XLIST record also produces Report 16, Minidisks on Excepted Packs, and excludes disk packs from the analysis if
the PACKS parameter is used. In addition, you must have a separate XPACKS record listing the excluded packs.

If no value is specified for the XLIST record, no minidisks or disk packs are excluded from the analysis and neither Report
15 nor Report 16 is produced.

XLIST [ USERIDS ] [ PACKS ]

USERIDS
Specifies that Report 15 is to include utilization statistics about each minidisk owned by the excluded user ID.

PACKS
Specifies that Report 16 is to include utilization statistics about minidisks on each excluded disk pack.

Examples

• To exclude user IDs, change the XLIST record to:

XLIST USERIDS

• To exclude disk packs, change the XLIST record to:

XLIST PACKS

• To exclude user IDs and disk packs, change the XLIST record to:

XLIST USERIDS PACKS

XPACKS Record
The XPACKS record excludes entire disk packs from VMRMUA's analysis. VMRMUA uses this record to produce details
for Report 16, Minidisks on Excepted Packs. By default, VMRMUA analyzes all disk packs.

Use the XPACKS record to exclude system residence packs or other packs you do not want VMRMUA to analyze.

If you use the XPACKS record, you must also use an XLIST PACKS record.

You can use multiple XPACKS records.

XPACKS packid ...

packid
Specifies one or more disk volume serials to exclude from the analysis.

Example

To exclude the VM system residence disk pack and the disk pack identified as VMPK01, change the XPACKS record to:

XPACKS VMSRES VMPK01
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XUSERIDS Record
The XUSERIDS record excludes specified user IDs from VMRMUA's analysis. VMRMUA uses this record to produce
details for Report 15, Excepted Userids/Vaddrs. By default, VMRMUA analyzes all minidisks.

Use the XUSERIDS record to exclude system software and other minidisks you do not want VMRMUA to analyze. If you
use an XUSERIDS record, you must also use an XLIST USERIDS record.

You can use multiple XUSERIDS records.

XUSERIDS userid1 [ vaddr ... ] [ userid2 [ vaddr ... ]]  ...

• userid1  [  vaddr ] [  userid2  [  vaddr  ] ] ...
Specifies at least one user ID whose minidisks to exclude from the analysis. If you do not specify a virtual address, the
analysis excludes all of the specified user ID's minidisks. Use vaddr to exclude individual minidisks from the analysis.

Examples

• To exclude all minidisks owned by user IDs USER01, SAMPLE, and TESTUSER from VMRMUA analysis, change the
XUSERIDS record to:

XUSERIDS USER01 SAMPLE TESTUSER

• To exclude user ID USER02 192 minidisk, and user ID USER03 191 and 194 minidisks, change the XUSERIDS record
to:

XUSERIDS USER02 191 USER03 191 USER03 194

VMRMUA Reports
Contents

Report Fields

All of the VMRMUA reports have numbered columns to assist you in identifying the report fields. Some of the fields shared
by the reports are identified below.

These fields are:

Column Field Content

1 Userid User ID

2 Vaddr Minidisk's virtual address

3 Volser Volume serial number

4 Devtype DASD device

5 Last Updated Last day the minidisk was updated

6 Days Ago Number of days since the minidisk was last
updated

7 Files Number of files on the minidisk

8 Bsize Block size

9 1K Blocks Used Number of 1024 byte blocks used on the
minidisk
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10 1K Blocks Left Number of unused 1024 byte blocks left on
the minidisk

11 Total 1K Blocks Sum of used and unused blocks on the
minidisk

12 %Full Percentage of used space on the minidisk

13 Allocation Amount of space allocated on the DASD
device for the minidisk

Other fields are unique to each of the reports. These include:

• Comments
• Recommendations for resizing minidisks
• The amount of space saved by resizing minidisks

VMRMUA Analysis Preface

The VMRMUA report file begins with the VMRMUA Analysis Preface. It provides the selection criteria used to create the
reports, summary information about your DASD system, and a list of the reports created.

Report 1 Minidisks With Questionable Status

Report 1 is a list of minidisks with unusual characteristics. These include:

• A last update date in the future. This can occur when the system is restarted, using the IPL command, with an incorrect
date.

• Minidisks that are more than 5 percent full, yet containing no files. These are usually very small minidisks.
• Minidisks smaller than 10 Kilobyte.
• Minidisks that seem to be larger than the disk pack.

Report 2 Minidisks Not Updated Last nnn Days

Report 2 is a list of minidisks that have not been changed over time. This can help you identify unused minidisks. The
number of days is defined by the OLDDISK record in the VMRMUA CONFIG file. The default is six months.

CMS does not collect information about how often a minidisk is accessed, so remember that a frequently accessed but
unaltered minidisk could appear in this report.

The last update date is read from the CMS minidisk DIRECTOR record, which describes the minidisk and points to the
location of files on the minidisk. The minidisk last update date is not necessarily synonymous with the date of the most
recently updated file on that minidisk. In addition to being updated when a file is written, the minidisk is also updated when
a file is erased, copied, received, or released while accessed read-write.

Report 3 Percentile Rankings By Minidisk Size

Report 3 is a table that ranks minidisks by size. Report 3 cannot be sorted by editing the SORT record in the VMRMUA
CONFIG file.

VMRMUA uses the percentile boundaries shown here to define medium-size and large-size minidisks in the reports that
follow. These are set by the MEDSIZE and BIGSIZE records in the VMRMUA CONFIG file.

Report 4 MEDIUM Size Flagged Minidisks

Report 4 is a list of underutilized medium-size minidisks. A medium sized minidisk is defined by the MEDSIZE record
in the VMRMUA CONFIG file. This value appears on the first line of the report. The other selection thresholds values,
Update and Utilization, are determined by the MEDUPD and MEDUTIL records in the VMRMUA CONFIG file. This report
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also has recommendations for reducing the size of these minidisks and shows you the disk space you could recover by
making the recommended changes.

Report 5 LARGE Size Flagged Minidisks

Report 5 is a list of underutilized large-size minidisks. The report contains information about the current sizes of the
minidisks and recommends smaller sizes for them. The report also shows you the disk space you could recover by
making the recommended changes. As with Report 4, the selection criteria are displayed. The BIGSIZE, BIGUPD, and
BIGUTIL records in the VMRMUA CONFIG file govern the content of this report.

Report 6 Smallest Minidisks

Report 6 is a list of minidisks occupying very small amounts of space. These are minidisks that are smaller than 95
percent of all minidisks. Report 8, Frequency Distribution of Minidisk Utilization, graphically shows you how many
minidisks fit this criterion. You can eliminate or consolidate these minidisks to save DASD.

Report 7 Largest Minidisks

Report 7 is a list of minidisks occupying very large amounts of space. VMRMUA selects minidisks that are larger than
95 percent of all minidisks. Report 8, Frequency Distribution of Minidisk Utilization, graphically shows you how many
minidisks fit this criteria.

Report 8 Frequency Distribution of Minidisk Utilization

Report 8 contains a histogram that groups minidisks by utilization. The first column in the histogram is the percentage
of utilization. The second column is the number of minidisks at that utilization level and the percentage of minidisks on
your system that this number represents. The third column is the cumulative number and percentage of minidisks that are
below the utilization level shown in the first column. For example, if the first column is 0-4 and the third column is 565 (29
percent), then 565 minidisks are less than 4 percent full and represent 29 percent of the minidisks on your system.

The right-hand side of Report 8 graphically depicts the number of minidisks at each utilization level.

Report 9 Least Full Minidisks

Report 9 is a list of minidisks of medium or greater size that are less than 5 percent full. Minidisks that are 0 percent full
are highlighted in column 12 (%Full) of this report. This report is affected by the MEDSIZE, MEDUPD, and MEDUTIL
records in the VMRMUA CONFIG file.

Report 10 Most Full Minidisks

Report 10 lists minidisks of medium or greater size that are more than 95 percent full. These minidisks are in imminent
danger of a disk-full condition. If a minidisk is 98 percent full or more, VMRMUA highlights the value in bold type in
Column 12 (%Full). This report is affected by the MEDSIZE, MEDUPD, and MEDUTIL records in the VMRMUA CONFIG
file.

Report 11 Minidisks With at Least nnn Files

Report 11 lists minidisks containing many files. VMRMUA calculates percentiles based on a file count per minidisk and
includes those minidisks in the 95th percentile. In the sample report, 5 percent of all minidisks on the system contain 475
or more files. Use this report to identify minidisks that could be split up to reduce access time.

Report 12 Minidisks With n CMS Files or Fewer

Report 12 lists minidisks with very few files. VMRMUA highlights the value in Column 7 (Files) for minidisks that contain
no files. Use this report to identify obsolete and infrequently used minidisks.
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Column 6 (Days Ago) shows how long it has been since the minidisk was last updated. VMRMUA highlights the value in
this column if the minidisk has not been updated for 30 days or 7 times the medium update value (as calculated by the
MEDUPD record in the VMRMUA CONFIG file), whichever comes first.

The value n (5 in the sample report) is set by the MAXFILES record in the VMRMUA CONFIG file.

Report 13 Minidisks Blocked at 800 Bytes

This report does not produce output because CDF (800-byte blocked) minidisks are no longer supported on VM.

Report 14 CMS Volume Level Summary Statistics

Report 14 shows utilization statistics for each CMS-formatted DASD volume on your system.

Report 15 Excepted Userids/Vaddrs

Report 15 is a list of minidisks excluded from the analysis. It is produced only if you modify the XLIST and XUSERIDS
records in the VMRMUA CONFIG file.

Report 16 Minidisks on Excepted Pack(s)

Report 16 is a list of minidisks located on disk packs excluded from the analysis. It is produced only if you modify the
XLIST and XPACKS records in the VMRMUA CONFIG file.

VMRSDA Utility
VMRSDA, the System DASD Analysis utility, maps your VM DASD system, including all CP-reserved areas, and identifies
potential problems. VMRSDA is the only mapping utility that provides comprehensive information about your system,
including CP-reserved areas such as spooling, paging, and saved systems. Unlike conventional mapping procedures,
VMRSDA maps CP-reserved areas by reading volume allocation records and the CP nucleus on the system IPL volume,
as well as other CP data areas and control blocks.

VMRSDA also validates your DASD; for example, it checks for sufficient expansion area for your CP nucleus and alerts
you to any overlaps. These validations follow standard VM system programming practices and make VMRSDA more
powerful and useful than conventional DASD mapping utilities.

The information provided by VMRSDA complements that produced by VMRMUA.

How VMRSDA Works
While VMRSDA is running, you will receive messages about:

• Date and time VMRSDA was run
• Command line syntax
• Input files used and date they were last updated
• Names of reports generated
• Volume-by-volume status of the mapping process

A full set of screen messages is put in a console file named VMRSDA yymmdd, where yymmdd represents the date the
utility was run.

VMRSDA then builds the minidisk utilization reports and puts them in a file named VMRSDA LISTING. Each VMRSDA
report is described and a sample provided in later sections.
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Running VMRSDA
The VMRSDA utility has the following syntax:

VMRSDA [ ( "Options"

Options:

[NOOVP]

[PACKONLY VOLUME volser]

[PAGESIZE nn]

[PRINT]

[TEST]

[UPCASE]

[VOLUME volser]

NOOVP
Suppresses overprinting used to highlight information in the reports. Use this option if your printer does not
support overprinting.

PACKONLY VOLUME volser
Produces only Report 5, Volume Allocation Summary. The volser parameter specifies the volume on which you
want to report.

PAGESIZE nn
Specifies the number of lines per page for VMRSDA reports. If you intend to use a 3800 printer, use 53 for this
parameter.
Default: 55

PRINT
Routes the VMRSDA reports to your virtual printer instead of creating the VMRSDA LISTING file.

TEST
Verifies that the requirements for running VMRSDA have been satisfied. When you use the TEST option
VMRSDA does not produce any output other than the VMRSDA YYMMDD console file.

UPCASE
Translates the VMRSDA reports into uppercase characters. The default is mixed case. Use this option if you have
a printer that does not support mixed case.

VOLUME volser
Creates the VMRSDA reports only for the specified volume.

Examples

• To create the default reports, enter:

VMRSDA

• To suppress overprinting, enter:

VMRSDA ( NOOVP

• To send the reports directly to your virtual printer, enter:

VMRSDA ( PRINT

• To create a mapping of volume VMPK01, enter:

VMRSDA ( VOLUME VMPK01
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VMRSDA Reports
Understand the available VMRSDA reports.

There are four VMRSDA reports. By default, VMRSDA produces all four reports. You can use different command line
options to generate different reports. For example, the VOLUME option will generate VMRSDA reports about a specified
volume.

NOTE
Report numbering begins at Report 2. The Analysis Preface lists 5 reports but Report 1 is marked as "excluded."
Use the CP command QUERY NSS to obtain the information previously contained in Report 1.

VMRSDA Analysis Preface

The VMRSDA report file begins with an introductory page titled VMRSDA Analysis Preface. This preface provides
information about the command line and input files used, and the reports created by VMRSDA.

VMRSDA Notes, Warnings, and Prescriptions

The second page of the VMRSDA report file provides notes that VMRSDA generated while creating the reports.

Report 2 FORMAT/ALLOCATE Detail Mapping

Report 2 contains information about CP DASD area allocations that were made using the CP FORMAT/ALLOCATE
program for each volume. VMRSDA determines this information from the volume allocation map in cylinder 0 (CKD
devices) or blocks 0 to 15 (FBA devices) for the volume.

Report 3 VM DASD Detail Mapping

Report 3 is a complete map of your VM DASD system by volume. In this report, VMRSDA consolidates user minidisk
allocations under the heading Minidisks to minimize the size of the report and maps all CP-reserved areas in detail. Free
space between allocated areas is identified as *Free*.

If a volume is defined on an FBA device, information is provided in 512-byte blocks, with eight FBA blocks equal to one
page. For CKD devices, information is generally provided in units of 4K pages, although free space is also converted to
cylinders for ease of reference. Report 3 also informs you of any overlaps.

Report 4 List of Other Minidisks

Report 4 lists all minidisks that were not identified as either CP-reserved or CMS minidisks. The report also lists
questionable CMS minidisks or minidisks in VM:Secure (with security or without security) HOLD status. The information
for this report comes from the VMANAGER MSCDISKS file created by VMRMDS.

Report 5 Volume Allocation Summary

Report 5 summarizes the utilization of each volume. It includes information such as the percent allocated on a volume for
CP-reserved and CMS areas as well as the percentage of CMS allocated space in use.

VMRMCA Utility
The Minidisk Cost Analysis utility, or VMRMCA, uses minidisk cost information from VM:Account and minidisk utilization
statistics from VMRMDS to create a report of costs incurred by CMS minidisks. Using the cost report you can:
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• Determine the cost of unused and underused minidisks
• Identify system users who are underutilizing their minidisks
• Identify problem minidisks
• Make better use of your existing DASD
• Postpone the need to purchase additional DASD
• Identify minidisks that have not been updated within a specific period of time

VMRMCA can report on the utilization costs of minidisks associated with a specific VM:Account customer, VM:Account
project, VM:Secure (with or without security) manager, VM directory account code, VM directory distribution code,
ACIGROUP, userid, volume, and device type. The reports identify monthly charges for in-use, unused, and total CMS
minidisk allocations.

How VMRMCA Works
While VMRMCA is running, you will receive messages about:

• Command line syntax
• VMRMCA CONFIG file option settings
• Input files used and date they were last updated
• Minidisk being used for workspace

After VMRMCA processing completes, a full set of screen messages is put in a console file named VMRMCA yymmdd,
where yymmdd represents the date the utility was run.

VMRMCA then builds the cost analysis reports and puts them in a file named VMRMCA LISTING. If an INCLUDE or
EXCLUDE file was used as input, the VMRMCA XLIST file is also written to disk. Each VMRMCA report is described in
later sections.

Running VMRMCA
The VMRMCA has the following syntax:

VMRMCA [filename] [([“Creation Opts”] [“Output”] [“Format”]] 

 

Creation Opts:

[BYgroup groupname]

[SETUP groupname ]

[groupname groupmember]

[GRPCOST nn]

[EXTREME]

[MAXOBS nn]

[NOEXCLUDE]

[NOMSG]

 

Output:

[NOHOLD]

[PRINT]

[PRTCLASS class]

[DISTRIB]

Format:

[DATEFMT [MMDDYY | DDMONYY | YYMMDD | DDMMYY]] 

[SORTBY method]
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[PAGESIZE nn]

[UPCASE]

[NOOVP]

[NOCOST]

[DETAIL [ NORMAL | ALL | EXTREME ]] 

filename
Specifies the filename of the CMS file containing minidisk utilization statistics collected by the VMRMDS utility.
The default is VMANAGER CMSDISKS. This file must have a filetype of CMSDISKS.

BYgroup
Allows you to produce reports on minidisk utilization costs for each member of a specified group. The default for
groupname is CUSTOMER.

SETUP
Allows you to create a groupname THRESHLD file and an empty groupname USERID file for the specified
groupname. No VMRMCA reports are created. To create a MANAGER THRESHLD file, the VMSECURE
MANAGER or VMDIRECT MANAGER file must be accessed. You cannot create a DISTRIB THRESHLD file. This
option cannot be used with any other option.

groupname
Specifies the name of the group for which files and/or reports are to be created. Valid groupnames are:

• ACCTCODE
• ACIGROUP
• CUSTOMER
• DEVTYPE
• DISTCODE
• MANAGER
• PROJECT
• USERID
• VOLUME

groupname groupmember
Creates a report only for the specified groupmember of the specified groupname. Valid groupname groupmember
combinations are:

• ACCTCODE acctnumber
• ACIGROUP acigrpname
• CUSTOMER custname
• DEVTYPE devtype
• DISTCODE distcode
• MANAGER mgrname
• PROJECT prjtname
• USERID useridname
• VOLUME volser

GRPCOST nn
Restricts reporting to group members incurring at least the specified monthly charge.

EXTREME
Overrides exceptions defined in the THRESHLD file for the entire group.

MAXOBS nn
Limits the number of observations appearing in a group report. The lower limit is 15; there is no upper limit. The
default is 50. MAXOBS is ignored for group members whose report detail level is ALL.
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NOEXCLUDE
Overrides any existing EXCLUDE or INCLUDE files.

NOMSG
Suppresses messages issued by VMRMCA. This option is not recommended because no console log is written
containing messages about the VMRMCA session.

DATEFMT xxxxxx
Sets the date format that you want to use. Valid format options are: MMDDYY, DDMONYY, YYMMDD, and
DDMMYY.

SORTBY method
Specifies the method for sorting records. If you don't use this option, the default, UNUSED is to sort by decreasing
cost of minidisk space. If you specify the NOCOST option (discussed below) and don't specify a SORTBY
method, the default is SORTBY method UNUSED by unused minidisk space. You must specify the USERID
parameter if you want to sort by user ID.

PAGESIZE nn
Sets the page length. The lower limit is 25; there is no upper limit. The default is 55 lines per page.

UPCASE
Translates the reports into uppercase characters. The default is mixed case. Use this option if your printer does
not support mixed case.

NOOVP
Suppresses overprinting of characters used to highlight information in the reports. Minidisks falling outside
EXTREME threshold conditions are overprinted for easy identification. If you use a printer that cannot overprint,
use this option. The minidisks that fall outside the EXTREME threshold conditions will be identified by a vertical
bar (|).

NOCOST
Eliminates monthly minidisk charge information from the reports. This option is in effect automatically if the
VM:Account MDISK COSTABLE file is not available as input.

DETAIL [ NORMAL | ALL | EXTREME ]
Defines the level of detail that appears on the report. ALL indicates that detail is given for all minidisks selected.
NORMAL indicates that detail is given only for minidisks that have been flagged by an exception code. EXTREME
indicates that detail is given only for minidisks that have been flagged by extreme condition codes, for example,
underutilized minidisks greater than 95 percent full.

NOHOLD
Sets the virtual printer to user NOHOLD status. The default is HOLD.

PRINT
Routes the reports to your virtual printer rather than creating a VMRMCA LISTING file. When combined with
DISTRIB, this option sends a print file for each group member.

PRTCLASS class
Defines the virtual printer output class. The default class is R.

DISTRIB
Produces a separate print file for each user ID defined in the groupname USERID file.

Instructions

To ensure accurate results, run VMRMDS immediately before running VMRMCA.

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Suspend VM:Account operation. This ensures that the VM:Account files you need to access are up to date.
3. Link to the VMACCOUNT CTLDISK (1C0) minidisk to access the following required control files:
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– MDISK COSTABLE
– CUSTOMER ACCTLIST
– CUSTOMER MASTER
– PROJECTS ACCTLIST
– PROJECTS MASTER

4. Invoke VMRMCA by entering:

VMRMCA 

Examples
 

• To create the default VMRMCA reports, enter:

VMRMCA

• To create a report grouped by account codes for volume VMPK23, enter:

VMRMCA ( BYGROUP ACCTCODE VOLUME VMPK23

• To create a THRESHLD file for VM:Account customers, enter:

VMRMCA ( SETUP CUSTOMER

No reports are created.
• To group the reports by VM:Secure manager and distribute the reports to each manager's virtual printer,

enter:

VMRMCA ( BY MANAGER DISTRIB

• To specify that you want to look only at DASD volumes that begin with the prefix VMS, group the reports by
account code, and override any existing VMRMCA EXCLUDE or VMRMCA INCLUDE files, enter:

VMRMCA ( VOLUME VMS* BY ACCTCODE NOEXCLUDE

• To build on the previous example, including only VM account codes that begin with the prefix 30 and
suppressing the VMRMCA costing feature, enter:

VMRMCA ( VOLUME VMS* BY ACCTCODE ACCTCODE 30* NOEXCLUDE NOCOST

• To specify that you want to group the reports by the VM account code, restrict the analysis to user IDs with
the prefix FIN, limit the number of minidisks appearing in any report to 30, and ignore group members with
total monthly minidisk charges less than $5.00, enter:

VMRMCA ( BY ACCTCODE USERID FIN* MAXOBS 30 GRPCOST $5

VMRMCA Input Files
Understand how to use input files to customize VMRMCA reports.

NOTE
Unless specifically noted, all references to  VM:Securerefer to both the "with security" and "without security"
variations of VM:Secure.

VMRMCA requires only the CMSDISKS file and the VM:Account CUSTOMER ACCTLIST files to execute. However,
without access to the cost data provided by the MDISK COSTABLE file, the output reports are not as valuable. Additional
input files can be used to customize the VMRMCA output report information to fit your requirements.
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VMANAGER CMSDISKS File

The VMANAGER CMSDISKS file contains CMS minidisk allocation information; it provides VMRMCA with the raw data
required for its analyses. This file is created by the VMRMDS utility. The accuracy and completeness of its data is only as
good as its timeliness. Therefore, you should run VMRMDS immediately before running VMRMCA to ensure accurate and
complete information.

CUSTOMER ACCTLIST File

The VM:Account CUSTOMER ACCTLIST file associates each VM directory account code with a VM:Account customer.
Before using this file, you should ensure that every account code has been associated with a VM:Account customer.

MDISK COSTABLE File

The VM:Account MDISK COSTABLE file contains minidisk charge information. Check this file to ensure that all device
types are included, that the costs for each device type are correct, and that all VM:Account customers are included.

CUSTOMER MASTER File

The VM:Account CUSTOMER MASTER file associates a billing address with each VM:Account customer. Ensure that
every VM:Account customer has a billing address and that each address is up to date.

PROJECTS ACCTLIST File

The VM:Account PROJECTS ACCTLIST file associates each VM directory account code with a VM:Account project.
Check that every account code has been associated with a project.

PROJECTS MASTER File

The VM:Account PROJECTS MASTER file associates a VM:Account project name with a VM:Account customer ID.
Ensure that every VM:Account project has an associated customer.

VMRMCA EXCLUDE File

The VMRMCA EXCLUDE file allows you to specify group members to be excluded from analysis. To create this file, use
XEDIT, specifying a filename of VMRMCA and a filetype of EXCLUDE. The first field of each record must be a groupname
and can be followed by a list of group members to be excluded. For example:

VOLUME VMZ0*

USERID BERT CALVIN LUCY 191

ACCTCODE 134* 88888

MANAGER SMITH

• In the VOLUME record, masking has been used to specify that all volumes beginning with VMZ0 are excluded from
analysis.

• In the USERID record, all of BERT's and CALVIN's minidisks are excluded from analysis, while only LUCY's 191
minidisk is excluded.

• In the ACCTCODE record, account code 88888 has been excluded from analysis, and masking has been used to
specify that any account codes beginning with 134 should be excluded from analysis.

• In the MANAGER record, only manager SMITH is excluded from analysis.

An EXCLUDE file can be overridden by the NOEXCLUDE option on the command line.
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VMRMCA INCLUDE File

The VMRMCA INCLUDE file lists group names and group members to be included in the analysis. Use XEDIT to create
the INCLUDE file by specifying a filename of VMRMCA and a filetype of INCLUDE. The structure of the INCLUDE file is
the same as that of an EXCLUDE file. An INCLUDE file takes precedence over an EXCLUDE file.

groupname THRESHLD File

The groupname THRESHLD file provides group level configurability by setting exception thresholds for individual group
members. The filename is groupname and the filetype is THRESHLD.

A threshold lets you decide what minidisks you and your users should be aware of. For example, if you wanted to know
which minidisks had not been updated for the last three months, you would change the Last Update column value to 90.
The columns in a THRESHLD file are described in the file itself. The original values in each column are the default values.

There are three levels of detail available in a THRESHLD file:

NORMAL
Uses the exception thresholds defined in the THRESHLD file. Any minidisks that satisfy any of the exceptions in
columns 3 through 9 are included in the report. NORMAL is the default detail level.

ALL
Produces a report in which all of the minidisks owned by the group member are included. Minidisks that exceed
any of the exceptions in the THRESHLD file are flagged with an exception code and EXTREME level minidisks
are overprinted.

EXTREME
Produces a list of minidisks satisfying a set of globally defined extreme exception conditions. These conditions
are defined in the program. A minidisk is identified as an EXTREME if it meets one or more of the following
conditions:

• It has not been updated in the last 365 days.
• It is less than or equal to 10 percent full.
• It has no files on it.

You can create a THRESHLD file for any group (except DISTCODE) by issuing this command:

• VMRMCA ( SETUP groupname

groupname
groupname is the group for which you want to create a threshold file, and will be the filename of the file created.

VMRMCA uses a THRESHLD file for a group whenever the groupname is specified on the command line. If no group
name is specified, VMRMCA looks for a CUSTOMER THRESHLD file. If more than one group is specified on the
command line and there is a THRESHLD file for each group, VMRMCA uses the THRESHLD file for the first group
only. For example, if the command line was:

VMRMCA ( BYGROUP MANAGER CUSTOMER USER01

VMRMCA would use the MANAGER THRESHLD file only.
If you want to exclude certain minidisks from the report, modify values in the THRESHLD file.

VMSECURE MANAGER File

The VMSECURE MANAGER file associates a list of VM:Secure managers with user IDs. This file must be accessed if:

• groupname MANAGER is specified on the command line
• groupname MANAGER is used in any other input file
• You want to create a MANAGER THRESHLD file
• You want to use the DISTRIB option with VM:Secure managers
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To create the VMSECURE MANAGER file, follow these steps:

1. Link to and access the VM:Secure DRCT (1B0) minidisk. You may see messages warning you that you are linked to
this disk.

2. Enter this command, in which x is the minidisk access mode:

listfile * * x (exec

3. Release and detach the disk.
4. Use the XEDIT command to edit the CMS EXEC file.
5. Enter this XEDIT command:

shift left 7 *

6. Set filename to VMSECURE and filetype to MANAGER.
7. Enter the FILE command.

groupname USERID File

The groupname USERID file associates a group name with user IDs. It is used with the DISTRIB command line option to
spool print files to group members.

A groupname USERID file is automatically created for the group name specified on the following command line (used to
create a THRESHLD file):

VMRMCA ( SETUP groupname

The USERID file will be an empty shell in which you will need to manually enter the user IDs. You can also use XEDIT to
create a file with a filename of groupname and the filetype USERID, and enter records, where the first field is the group
name and the second field is the group member.

Note: The VMSECURE MANAGER or VMDIRECT MANAGER file performs the same functions as a USERID file for the
MANAGER group. Therefore, a MANAGER USERID file is not needed for the MANAGER group and is not automatically
created with a MANAGER THRESHLD file. A USERID file is also not created when you create a USERID THRESHLD file.

groupname USRNOTES File

The groupname USRNOTES file is used to append notes to a specified group member to his report.

Use XEDIT to create a file with the filename of groupname and a filetype of USRNOTES. Each record in the file must
begin with the group member's user ID to whose report you want the note appended.

VMRMCA Configuration Records
The following sections present detailed descriptions of VMRMCA configuration records in alphabetical order.

These records can also be stated as VMRMCA command line options. VMRMCA assumes that report formatting records
are specified in the VMRMCA CONFIG file if they are not specified on the command line. If an option is used on the
command line, it overrides the corresponding CONFIG file record.

DATEFMT Record
The DATEFMT record sets the date format to use. The syntax for DATEFMT record is as follows:

DATEFMT [ "Format"]
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Format:

  MMDDYY

| DDMONYY

| YYMMDD

| DDMMYY

DISTRIB Record
The DISTRIB record produces a separate print file for each group member as defined in the groupname USERID file.

DISTRIB

EXTREME Record
The EXTREME record overrides the exceptions defined in the THRESHLD file for the entire group.

This record acts like the EXTREME option specified in the THRESHLD file.

EXTREME

GRPCOST Record
The GRPCOST record restricts reporting to group members incurring at least a specified monthly charge.

GRPCOST nn

MAXOBS Record (VMRMCA)
The MAXOBS record limits the number of observations appearing in a VMRMCA group report.

MAXJOBS [nn | 50]

The lower limit is 15; there is no upper limit. The default is 50 observations. MAXOBS is ignored for all group members
whose THRESHLD file report detail level is ALL.

NOCOST Record
The NOCOST record eliminates monthly minidisk charge information from the reports.

You should add this record if the VM:Account MDISK COSTABLE is not available to VMRMCA.

NOCOST

NOHOLD Record
The NOHOLD record sets the virtual printer to user NOHOLD status. The default system setting is HOLD.
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NOHOLD

NOMSG Record
The NOMSG record suppresses messages VMRMCA issues during processing.

This record will not build a console log containing messages about the VMRMCA session. Use of this record is not
recommended.

NOMSG

NOOVP Record
The NOOVP record suppresses overprinting of characters used to highlight report information.

Minidisks falling outside EXTREME threshold conditions are overprinted in the reports for easy identification. If you use a
printer that cannot overprint, use this record. EXTREME threshold conditions will be identified by a vertical bar (|).

NOOVP

PAGESIZE Record (VMRMCA)
The PAGESIZE record sets the page length.

PAGESIZE [nn]

nn
Specifies the page length in number of lines. The lower limit is 25 lines. There is no upper limit. The default value
is 55 lines.

PRINT Record
The PRINT record routes the VMRMCA reports to your virtual printer rather than creating a VMRMCA LISTING file. When
used with the DISTRIB record, print files are sent for each group member.

PRINT

PRTCLASS Record
The PRTCLASS record defines the virtual printer output class. The default output class is R.

PRTCLASS [class]

SORTBY Record
The SORTBY record specifies the method by which to sort the reports.

The default is to sort by the decreasing cost of minidisk space (UNUSED). You must specify the USERID parameter to
sort by user ID.
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SORTBY [UNUSED | USERID]

UPCASE Record
The UPCASE record translates the VMRMCA reports into uppercase characters. The system default is mixed case. Use
this record if your printer does not support mixed case characters.

UPCASE

VMRMCA XLIST and DISTRIB Files
VMRMCA produces two optional files in addition to the VMRMCA YYMMDD console file and the VMRMUA LISTING file.

VMRMCA DISTRIB File

The VMRMCA DISTRIB file is a list of the group members who received separate print files as a result of using the
DISTRIB option on the command line or in the VMRMCA CONFIG file.

VMRMCA XLIST File

A VMRMCA XLIST file is created whenever VMRMCA uses an EXCLUDE or INCLUDE file. The XLIST file is a list of the
minidisks omitted from analysis. A portion of a sample XLIST file is presented below.

The (m) following the minidisk address stands for member. It is created whenever masking is used on the command line
and indicates that the minidisk did not match the mask.

VMSECURE  191  (m) CSV1FF via volume MNT*

VMRMAINT  191  (m) CSV1FF via volume MNT*

VMRMAINT  291  (m) CSV1FF via volume MNT*

VMRMAINT  391  (m) CSV1FF via volume MNT*

VMBATCH   191  (m) CSV22A via volume MNT*

VMBATCH  1B0  (m) CSV22A via volume MNT*

VMBATCH  1B1  (m) CSV22A via volume MNT*

VMBATCH  1B2  (m) CSV22A via volume MNT*

VMRMAINT  178  (m) CSV22A via volume MNT*

VMACCT  192  (m) CSV22A via volume MNT*

VMRMCA Reports
Contents

The default VMRMCA report is grouped by VM:Account customer. For all VMRMCA reports, regardless of the group
name, *NOTFND* flags all minidisks that do not belong to a member of the specified group. For example, in the default
VMRMCA report, *NOTFND* indicates any minidisks that do not have a VM:Account customer associated with them or
that have VM directory account codes not associated with a VM:Account customer.

System Management Summary Information

The first page of the VMRMCA report provides minidisk utilization and cost analysis information for each group member.
This page also gives information about the program such as the input files accessed by the program and the command
line.
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Billing Addresses

The second report page is the Billing Address for the group. If you group by CUSTOMER, VMRMCA reads the
CUSTOMER MASTER file if it is available and produces a Billing Address page for each customer that it finds. The
Billing Address page is printed before the customer's report. If you group the VMRMCA reports by something other than
CUSTOMER, and the CUSTOMER MASTER file is available, VMRMCA will print the Billing Address page if you have a
group that matches a VM:Account CUSTOMER.

Group Level Information

The third report page is repeated for each group member. Each set of information for the specific group member provides
statistics on group level use and cost information, including the following:

• Number of minidisks associated with the group
• Number of user IDs associated with the group
• Amount of allocated CMS space in use and not in use
• Monthly charges for this space
• Number of minidisks that exceeded NORMAL threshold values

This page is repeated for each group member.

Group Member Reports

The remainder of the report consists of a detailed listing of the minidisks associated with each group. Minidisks exceeding
any of the NORMAL threshold values are noted in the last column. Minidisks that exceed the EXTREME values are
highlighted. This report gives users a concise summary of their minidisk usage and the cost of unused space.

The length of the report depends on the detail level selected in the THRESHLD file or in the VMRMCA CONFIG file or on
the command line. Minidisks that do not exceed any of the exception thresholds are not listed in this report. The following
sample is a portion of a NORMAL threshold level report.

VMRCMQ Utility
VMRCMQ, the Component Minidisk Query utility, produces reports on minidisk utilization. The VMRCMQ reports indicate
when a minidisk exceeds its threshold value. Use these reports to determine when to allocate more space.

How VMRCMQ Works
VMRCMQ uses the VMSERVER NAMES file to locate components.

While VMRCMQ is running, you will receive messages about:

• Date and time VMRCMQ was run
• Command line syntax
• Input files used and date they were last updated
• Names of reports generated

A full set of screen messages is put in a console file named VMRCMQ MSGLOG.

VMRCMQ then builds the minidisk utilization reports and puts them in a file named VMRCMQ LISTING. Each VMRCMQ
report is described and a sample provided in this chapter.

Running VMRCMQ
Contents

The VMRCMQ utility has the following syntax:
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VMRCMQ [( “Options”]

Options:

[CONFIG]

[NOUSER]

[PRINT]

[UPCASE]

[USER]

CONFIG
Lets you create a new default VMRCMQ CONFIG file. Any existing configuration file is renamed VMRCMQ
OLDCFG.

NOUSER
Overrides USER records in the VMRCMQ CONFIG file. When you specify the NOUSER option, VMRCMQ does
not produce Report 5, User Minidisk Statistics.

PRINT
Sends the VMRCMQ reports to your virtual printer instead of creating the VMRCMQ LISTING file.

UPCASE
Translates the VMRCMQ reports into uppercase characters. The default is mixed case. Use this option if your
printer does not support mixed case.

USER
Analyzes only user minidisks through USER statements in the VMRCMQ CONFIG file. When you use the USER
option, VMRCMQ does not produce Reports 1 and 2 (the statistics reports) and Reports 3 and 4 (the snapshot
reports).

Examples
The following examples illustrate the use of VMRCMQ.

• To create the default VMRCMQ reports, enter:

vmrcmq

• To create a new configuration file, enter:

vmrcmq ( config

• To create reports for users specified in the VMRCMQ CONFIG file only, enter:

vmrcmq ( user

• To suppress any USER records in the VMRCMQ CONFIG file, enter:

vmrcmq ( nouser

VMRCMQ Configuration Records
You can customize the VMRCMQ reports by modifying the VMRCMQ CONFIG file.

The first time you run VMRCMQ, a configuration file named VMRCMQ CONFIG is created for you. The VMRCMQ
CONFIG file contains default threshold values that specify capacity levels for minidisks.

The following sections present detailed descriptions of these records in alphabetical order.
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EXCLUDE Record (VMRCMQ)
The EXCLUDE record excludes product minidisks from the VMRCMQ reports. You must use a separate EXCLUDE record
for each minidisk. You can exclude:

• entire products
• classes of minidisks or specific minidisks

Note: If VMRCMQ builds the configuration file for you it does not place an EXCLUDE record there.

VMRCMQ processes EXCLUDE record parameters from the most-specific to the least-specific record. The syntax for
EXCLUDE is as follows:

EXCLUDE productidentifier keyword

productidentifier
Identifies a product whose minidisks you want to exclude. Your choices are:

• VMACCT
• VMARCH
• VMBACKUP
• VMBATCH
• VMDIRECT
• VMOPER
• VMSCHED
• VMSECURE
• VMSPOOL
• VMTAPE
• VSEG
• HIDRO
• EXPLORE

Specify an asterisk for component to exclude all minidisks that share the specified keyword.
keyword

Identifies the type of minidisk to exclude. The keyword must correspond to one of the tags specified in the
VMSERVER NAMES file entry for the deployment.
Specify an asterisk for keyword to exclude all minidisks deployed by the specified product.
Refer to the product Installation Guide document for the names of VMSERVER NAMES file tags which define
deployed minidisks.

Examples

• To exclude all of the component work disks from the VMRCMQ reports, change the EXCLUDE record to:

EXCLUDE * WORKDISK

• To exclude the VM:Account RUNTIME (192) minidisk from the VMRCMQ reports, change the EXCLUDE record to:

EXCLUDE VMACCT RUNTIME

PCFULL Record
The PCFULL record sets usage threshold values for minidisks in the VMRCMQ reports.
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Each time a minidisk utilization exceeds the value specified for it on a PCFULL record, the report highlights that minidisk.
You can have more than one PCFULL record in the VMRCMQ CONFIG file.

VMRCMQ uses most-specific to least-specific order when analyzing PCFULL records. That is, a threshold value specified
for an individual minidisk overrides a threshold specified for a group of minidisks.

PCFULL productidentifier keyword [ threshold | 75 ]

productidentifier
Identifies a product for which to set a usage threshold. Your choices are identified in the EXCLUDE record as
in the previous section. Specify an asterisk to set the same threshold for all minidisks that share the specified
keyword.

keyword
Identifies the type of minidisk to exclude. The keyword must correspond to one of the tags specified in the
VMSERVER NAMES File for the component.
Refer to the VMSERVER NAMES file for a list of component minidisks and tags.
Specify an asterisk for keyword to set the same threshold for all minidisks deployed by the specified product.

threshold
Sets the threshold percentage for minidisks included on the PCFULL record. The value for threshold must be
between 40 and 90. The default value is 75.

Example

To reset the threshold for all product runtime disks to 90%, change the PCFULL record to:

PCFULL * RUNTIME 90

USER Record
The USER record specifies the user minidisks to appear in Report 5, User Minidisk Statistics.

You must use a separate USER record for each user minidisk you want to include in Report 5.

If you want to include a user minidisk protected by a link password, you must include the password in the USER statement
or override the need for the password. VMRCMQ cannot link to a minidisk without a password or a rule. If you use the
VM:Secure Rules Facility, you must specify an asterisk for the password parameter. For more information, see the
VM:Secure Rules Facility Guide.

USER userid vaddr password  [ threshold ]

userid
Specifies a user ID you want to include in Report 5.

vaddr
Specifies the virtual address of the user's minidisk.

password
Defines the minidisk's read-only link password. If a read-only password exists, it must be specified. If you use
the VM:Secure Rules Facility and a rule has been created for this minidisk, you must specify an asterisk for this
parameter.

threshold
Specifies the threshold utilization percentage for user minidisks appearing in Report 5. Minidisks that exceed this
threshold are highlighted in the report. The value of this parameter must be between 40 and 90. The default value
is 75.
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Examples

• To specify that you want user ID COBB's 191 minidisk (password PEACH) to appear in Report 5 with a threshold
percentage of 90, add the following USER record:

USER COBB 191 PEACH 90

• To specify that you want user ID DEAN's 191 and 193 minidisks to appear in Report 5 (both minidisks have rules set
up) using the default threshold, add the following USER records:

USER DEAN 191 *

USER DEAN 193 *

VMRCMQ Reports
Contents

The VMRCMQ utility produces three reports and a preface. In the past the utility produced 5 reports, but two of them are
now excluded. However, the original number of reports is still reflected in report numbering.

VMRCMQ Report Preface

The VMRCMQ report file begins with an introductory page. This page includes information about:

• Command line
• VMRCMQ MSGLOG file
• Defaults
• Reports created

Report 1 Component Minidisk Statistics

This report lists the minidisks each component owns and gives information about the size and percentage of utilization
for each component minidisk. The report also highlights minidisks that exceed the thresholds specified for them in the
VMRCMQ CONFIG file.

Report 3 Component Minidisk Snapshot

Report 3 is a bar graph that shows you how full each minidisk is and how full each minidisk is in relation to the threshold
specified for it.

Report 5 User Minidisk Statistics

This report shows the percentage of utilization for user minidisks (not component minidisks) specified in the VMRCMQ
CONFIG file. Report 5 also highlights user minidisks that exceed the specified thresholds. VMRCMQ produces this report
only if you specify user minidisks in the VMRCMQ CONFIG file.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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